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Abstract 
This thesis examines the healing strategies utilised by the inhabitants of Egypt 
during the Roman period (from the late first century Be to the fourth century AD) 
in order to investigate how Egyptian, Greek and Roman customs and traditions 
interacted within the province. It explores the symbiotic relationship between 
'professional' and 'amateur' medical practice within Egypt, and examines the 
ways in which three particularly well-attested health problems - eye complaints, 
febrile conditions and the injuries inflicted by wild animals - were approached, 
evaluated and treated. By considering a range ofliterary, papyrological, 
archaeological, and anthropological sources, this thesis argues that healing 
strategies were developed in response to a variety of historical, cultural and social 
factors, and were intimately connected to the region's climate, geography and 
natural resources. This thesis, then, presents a fresh and nuanced approach to 
understanding healing strategies in Roman provincial culture, identifies diagnostic 
features of healing in material culture and offers an integrated reading of ancient 
medical literary and documentary papyri, and archaeological evidence. By 
encompassing the full spectrum of healing strategies available to the inhabitants 
of the province, and by incorporating elements of medical, surgical, magical and 
religious healing, it offers a comprehensive and wide-ranging perspective on 
healing in Roman Egypt, and investigates new approaches to the study of 
medicine in the Roman world. 
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listed in the OCD, its author and title are given in full (e.g. Strabo, Geographica). 
However, the works of Galen are an exception to this general rule. Two of the 
works by Galen cited in the OCD are included here and abbreviated accordingly 
(Gal. De loco aff and Gal. Libr. Propr.). For others that are not included in the 
OCD, if a specific English translation was available and utilised, its full title is 
given (e.g. Galen, Ars medica). If no specific English translation was available, 
the K system (e.g. Gal. 14.622K) is used instead, following that ofK. G. KUhn 
(1821-33) Claudii Galeni Opera Omnia (Leipzig). 
Abbreviations of ancient documentary texts follow those listed in the Checklist of 
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They are abbreviated as PGM(Greek magical papyri) and PDM(Demotic 
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(1997) The Greek Magical Papyri in Translation, Including the Demotic Spells 
(Chicago). 
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Part One 
Introduction 
1. Introduction 
Not even the woods and wilder face of Nature are without medicines, for 
there is no place where that holy Mother of all things did not distribute 
remedies for the healing of mankind, so that even the very desert was 
made a drug store ... Such things alone had Nature decreed should be our 
remedies, provided everywhere, easy to discover and costing nothing - the 
things in fact that support our life. Later on the deceit of men and 
cunning profiteering led to the invention of the quack laboratories, in 
which each customer is promised a new lease of his own life at a price. 
At once compound prescriptions and mysterious mixtures are glibly 
repeated, Arabia and India are judged to be storehouses of remedies, and a 
small sore is charged with the cost of medicine from the Red Sea, 
although the genuine remedies form the daily dinner of even the very 
poorest. But if remedies were to be sought in the kitchen-garden, or a 
plant or a shrub was to be procured from there, none of the arts would 
come cheaper than medicine. 
(Pliny, Natural History 24.1.1, 4-5) I 
Pliny the Elder's Natural History has been described as both a cultural artefact 
and 'an unparalleled guide to the cultural systems which the ancient Romans used 
to understand their world'. 2 On display here are some (possibly even the most 
influential) of the discourses that informed ancient Roman approaches to medicine 
and medical practice, at least as far as members of the Roman political, social and 
intellectual elite were concerned. 
One of these discourses was that Roman expansion and imperialism had a 
significant impact upon the ars medicinae. Simple medicaments and ingredients 
for more complicated preparations could be harvested at the furthest reaches of 
the Roman Empire or even beyond, and brought from this periphery to the centre 
where they were utilised enthusiastically by the inhabitants of the city of Rome. 
As Pliny eloquently demonstrates, this recognition of the exotic origins of much 
popular materia medica also formed part of the discourse against luxuria and the 
processes by which items became luxuries: when tracked down to their sources, 
I Trans. W. H. S. Jones. 
2 Murphy (2004) 2. 
2 
luxury items like amber, frankincense and Tyrrhenian purple dye were found to 
have rather humble (even ignoble) origins, and it was only the vast distances that 
they had travelled to get to Rome that made them so very desirable.3 However, 
also present is a succinct acknowledgement of the inherent conflict between 
professionalised medical practice and alternative healing strategies. 
These discourses are not unique to Pliny, but are found in the works of 
numerous other ancient writers. 4 They in turn have influenced the development 
of the study of ancient medicine and its division into the categories of' high' and 
'low' by scholars: 
'High' medicine was the rational, theoretical approach to treating patients, 
the supreme example of which was Galen. 'Low' medicine, in contrast, 
was almost akin to folk medicine, of the sort found in abundance in 
Pliny's Natural History, and was characterised by a practical, cure-based 
approach to healing. This latter system was undoubtedly more commonly 
found among the lower classes, which had neither the means to contract 
and pay for a 'professional' doctor nor the education to practice 'high' 
medicine themselves. 5 
As a result, the discipline has tended (either purposefully or inadvertently) 
to focus on 'high' medicine and medical practice located primarily in the urban 
centres, as undertaken by 'professional' medical practitioners who either disregard 
or actively denigrate alternative healing strategies such as 'folk' medicine, magic 
or religion and those who practise them. 6 This has led to the assumption that 
medicine and medical practice were consistent throughout the Roman Empire. 7 
3 Murphy (2004) 99; Bradley (2009), esp. 87-110 and 113-17. 
4 For luxuria and luxury commodities, see Parker (2002). For conflict between 
dependence upon professional medical practitioners and self-sufficiency, see Beagon 
(1992) 208. 
5 Fagan (2002) 100. This distinction between 'high' and 'low' medicine and medical 
practitioners is also found in Riddle (1993) through his classification of Dioscorides and 
Galen as practitioners of' high' medicine, and Marcellus Empiricus and the authors of the 
Egyptian papyri and the Hermetic works as practitioners of 'low' medicine, although he 
does acknowledge the importance of both types of medical practice for their respective 
influences on the history of medicine. 
6 For this approach to ancient medicine in general, see Scarborough (1969) and (1993), 
Jackson (1988) and (1993), and Prioreschi (1998). For the focus on elite, city-based 
physicians, see Mattern (1999). 
7 For the assumption of the consistency of medical practice throughout the Roman Empire 
with specific reference to medical and surgical instruments, see Jackson (1990) and 
3 
Attempts to redress this imbalance were initially met with resistance, as 
exemplified by Plinio Prioreschi's identification of the 'clash between the more 
disciplined thinking and the less so': 
Some historians of medicine (usually among those who, not being 
physicians, are not familiar with medical science), in a desperate attempt 
to show that medicine played a secondary role in its own history, rehash 
vacuous concepts and doubts about medical progress and 'whiggish' 
historiography .. .In the field of history of medicine, the elementary 
mistake of confusing medical science with health care delivery is 
repeatedly made and prominent members in the field, no longer interested 
in how medical science developed, would limit the history of medicine to 
the study of how social forces impinge on medicine. 8 
It is only in the last decade that there has been growing recognition of a valid 
alternative approach to the study of ancient medicine, exemplified by Vivian 
Nutton's observation that the most striking thing about ancient medicine was its 
diversity: 'More than in most societies, medicine in ancient Greece and Rome was 
open to influences of all kinds and could be studied, and indeed practised, by 
many who did not think of themselves as doctors' .9 
An adherence to the former approach as advocated by Prioreschi serves to 
simplify an extremely complicated cultural system, employing arbitrary, artificial 
and even anachronistic distinctions between 'high' and 'low', 'professional' and 
'amateur', 'rational' and 'irrational', and even 'natural' and 'supernatural', and 
placing them in binary opposition to each other. 1O It is only in recent years that 
the application of such a rigid approach to the study of ancient medicine has 
begun to be systematically challenged. Philip van der Eijk has dismissed the use 
of 'rational' versus 'irrational' and 'natural' versus 'supernatural' in particular as 
(1993). For a critique of this entire approach to scholarship of Roman medicine, see 
Baker (2002). 
8 Prioreschi (1998) xxi-xxiv. He also states at xxiv that 'for those who consider 
postmodemism a new and improved intellectual insight, science is culturally determined, 
that is to say, its discoveries do not reflect external reality but the prejudices, beliefs and 
biases of a given culture at a given time. As a consequence, the Second Law of 
Thermodynamics has no more cognitive value than the latest fashion in clothing and, in 
general, science is not more valid that any other construct, that is to say, astrology is as 
valid as astronomy, alchemy as chemistry, witchcraft as medicine'. 
9 Nutton (2004) 313. 
10 For criticism of these modem approaches, see von Staden (2003) 15-17. 
4 
'confusing rather than illuminating', and has stated that, in his opinion, it is not 
appropriate to apply the modem Western concept of 'rationality' to the medical 
beliefs and practices of ancient or even non-Western civilisations. 11 Rather, when 
studying these beliefs and practices, scholars should be aware of what he 
considers to be the 'plurality of rationalities', and search for the 'rationale' behind 
them. 12 Nutton likewise has argued against the 'neat distinction' between 
'rational and irrational, proper and improper, formal and informal', criticising 'the 
further implication that anything not in the first categories is not medicine or not 
eligible to be studied as part of the history of medicine' .13 
The employment of such a rigid approach to ancient medicine takes for 
granted that 'high' /'professional' medical practitioners are entirely different and 
separate from 'low' /'amateur' medical practitioners, and that 'high', 'rational' and 
'natural' medical practice are entirely different and separate from 'low', 
'irrational' and 'supernatural' medical practice; that mutually exclusive 
approaches are being undertaken by different individuals at different locations 
using different techniques. 14 This study aims to contribute to the ongoing and 
organic dialogue about the relationship between different approaches to healing 
by focusing on the edge of the Roman Empire as opposed to the centre, examining 
medicine and medical practice within the context of provincial culture and giving 
equal weighting to alternative healing strategies alongside what might be 
considered (by modem observers) more conventional medical practice. It is 
unfortunate that, for the sake of brevity and clarity, and in order to make sense of 
11 van der Eijk (2005) 49; van der Eijk (2004) 4. For an examination of the concepts of 
'rationality' and 'irrationality' with regard to medicine and medical practice in a non-
Western civilisation, see Horstmanshoff and Stol (2004). 
12 van der Eijk (2004) 4 and 7 respectively. 
13 Nutton (2004) 16. 
14 See for example the Greek and Demotic medico-magical papyri and the attempts made 
by scholars to separate the medical texts from the magical texts, and the Greek texts from 
the Demotic texts, despite the fact that they were all written on the same pieces of papyrus 
- Betz (1992) ix and xlv commented critically upon these attempts at segregation, but they 
continued with Brashear (I 995) and Ritner (1995). 
5 
the vast amount of material that I have examined and discussed, J have been 
compelled to structure this study in such a way (that is, with so-called 
conventional medical practice and alternative healing strategies dealt with in 
separate chapters) that it could be said to support (even perpetuate) the 
aforementioned rigid approach. It is also unfortunate that I have found it 
impossible to avoid utilising terms such as 'professional' and 'amateur' and 
'rational' and 'irrational' entirely. It is my hope that one of the outcomes of this 
study will be proof that this type of approach to ancient medicine, and even this 
sort of divisive terminology, can be dispensed with entirely, allowing scholars to 
refer simply to 'healing', 'healing strategies' and 'healers'. 
Egypt is a particularly appropriate choice as a starting point for this type 
of study. The region was annexed by Rome comparatively late in the process of 
imperial expansion (in 30 Be) and, as well as being physically located at the 
juncture between the eastern and western halves of the empire, it also constituted 
the Roman Empire's southernmost extremity. Thus Egypt was in the unique 
situation of being simultaneously an ancient civilisation and a fledgling province, 
positioned at the geographical periphery of the Empire but serving as a crucial 
provider of both ordinary and luxury goods ranging from grain to olive oil to 
frankincense to pepper. The inhabitants of the region had long been renowned for 
possessing an expertise in healing that incorporated elements at once both 'high' 
and 'low', 'professional' and 'amateur', 'rational' and 'irrational', and 'natural' 
and 'supernatural' .15 The underexploited evidence for healing in Roman Egypt 
means that it is possible to explore not only the distinctions and tensions present 
between the different types of healing as outlined by Pliny above, but also how 
this healing expertise was either adopted or adapted over the centuries during 
which the province was subject to Roman rule. 
15 Nunn (1996); Allen (2005). 
6 
2. Egyptian Contexts 
An understanding of healing in Roman Egypt presupposes awareness of the 
historical, cultural and social context of the region in antiquity, both prior to and 
during the period of Roman rule. This section presents, first, a brief overview of 
the history of medicine in Pharaonic, Persian and Ptolemaic Egypt: secondly, a 
survey of the climate, geography and environment of the region: thirdly, an 
outline of the social and political structures of the Roman province: and, finally, 
an introduction to the demography of the region during the Roman period. Each 
of these aspects provides important background for discussions in the body of the 
thesis. 
2.1. Medical Practice in Pharaonic and Hellenistic Egypt 
The development of medicine in the Pharaonic period (c. 2600-525 BC, 
encompassing the Old, Middle and New Kingdoms and twenty six separate ruling 
dynasties) is difficult to reconstruct precisely. 16 This is due to the sparse and 
fragmentary nature of evidence (a mere fourteen Egyptian medical papyri) spread 
unevenly across two millennia. A range of different healing strategies (both 
'rational' and 'irrational') is attested by the handful of Egyptian medical papyri 
that survive from this period. 17 The papyri range from the Kahun Papyrus (dating 
to c. 1820 BC) which is concerned with gynaecology, to the Chester Beatty Papyri 
(dating to c. 1200 BC), which are concerned with conditions such as headaches, 
rectal diseases and scorpion stings, and were evidently part of a family archive. 
The Edwin Smith Papyrus (dating to c. 1550 Be) is mainly concerned with 
trauma surgery and contains very few magical spells, focusing instead on rational 
methods of diagnosis and treatment, while conversely the London Medical 
16 For an acknowledgement of the difficulties of reconstructing ancient Egyptian medicine 
and discussion of conservatism versus innovation during this period, see Ritner (2000). 
17 For the distinction between 'rational' and 'irrational' medicine in ancient Egypt, see 
David (2004). 
7 
Papyrus (dating from c. 1300 Be) consists mainly of magical incantations. Any 
attempt to reconstruct the entirety of Pharaonic medicine and medical practice 
using these few papyri is obviously extremely problematic; while there is a certain 
amount of repetition in the papyri that survive, there are references to other papyri 
that do not survive, such as a treatise on embalming cited by name in the Edwin 
Smith Papyrus. 18 
A certain amount of additional infonnation can be gleaned by studying 
the epigraphic evidence for medical practitioners in Pharaonic Egypt. 19 Although 
only 150 named physicians are known from 2500 years of ancient Egyptian 
history, the evidence for them primarily consists of honorific inscriptions or 
epitaphs in which the physicians or swnw are named, frequently listed as having 
religious or magical titles as well as medical ones, and even on occasion their 
duties are described. Thus, it is possible to gain an idea of the extent to which 
ancient Egyptian medicine involved a degree of specialisation (ophthalmologists, 
gastro-enterologists, proctologists and dentists are attested), treating the ailments 
of animals as well as humans (as evinced by physicians described as supervising 
butchery and overseeing herds and stables), and the possibility that women trained 
and practised as physicians just as men did (as indicated by the epigraphy in the 
tomb of the lady Peseshet, 'overseer of the female doctors' during the fifth and 
sixth dynasties of the Old Kingdom). The Histories of Herodotus, who visited 
Egypt during the Late Period, provide some infonnation about medicine and 
medical practice in the years between the Pharaonic and Hellenistic periods that 
support the epigraphic evidence of these earlier periods: 
18 For a brief summary ofthe surviving Egyptian medical papyri and their contents, see 
Nunn (1996) 24-41. The naming conventions applied to ancient papyri are inconsistent; 
works can be named after the antiquarians who originally purchased them in Egypt (e.g. 
the Edwin Smith Papyrus), the geographical location at which they were found (e.g. the 
Kahun Papyrus), the institution that now owns them (e.g. the London and Brooklyn 
papyri) or even a generous benefactor (e.g. the Hearst Papyrus). 
19 For a concordance of Egyptian medical practitioners from the Old Kingdom to the 
Ptolemaic period, see Nunn (1996) 113-35,211-14. 
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The practice of medicine they split up into separate parts, each doctor 
being responsible for the treatment of only one disease. There are, in 
consequence, innumerable doctors, some specialising in diseases of the 
eyes, others the head, others of the teeth, others of the stomach, and so on; 
while others, again, deal with the sort oftroubles which cannot be exactly 
localised. 20 
The development of medicine during the Hellenistic period (332-30 BC) 
is much easier to follow due to the abundance of relevant literary evidence 
(written both contemporaneously and in subsequent centuries), although there is 
still a great deal of scholarly debate over the extent to which Egyptian medicine 
influenced Greek medicine and vice versa. 21 One particularly contentious issue is 
whether or not Greek anatomical studies were influenced by the Egyptian practice 
of mummification. 22 Ptolemy I Soter and Ptolemy II Philadelphus founded the 
Museion and Library of Alexandria and their royal patronage and that of their 
successors ensured that innovative medical research and scholarship could take 
place without interference, at least until the worsening political situation of the 
middle of the second century BC and the decades following. 23 Scholars such as 
Herophilus and Erasistratus reportedly vivisected convicted criminals in order to 
further their research into the nervous and circulatory systems respectively. 24 
Significant advances were also made in anatomy, care of wounds, pharmacology, 
ophthalmology and gynaecology.25 This period also saw the development of the 
20 Hdt. 2.84 (trans. A. De Selincourt). 
21 See Littman (1996) for discussion ofthis issue. See Poole (2001) for discussion ofa 
clay pot dating from between the fifth and the fourth centuries BC, labeled as being 
medicine for a cough and containing the same ingredients as a recipe for medicine for a 
cough found in the Berlin Papyrus, dating from around 1200 Be. 
22 See Hdt. 2.86-9 for the Greek understanding of the process of mummification. See 
Nutton (2004) 129-30 for discussion of this issue. See Nunn (1996) 42-56 for discussion 
of the evidence of Egyptian knowledge of anatomy and physiology. 
23 For discussion of the foundation and development of the Museion and Library, see 
Fraser (1972) 305-36. For discussion of Herophilus and Erasistratus specifically, see 
Nutton (2004) 132-7. For discussion of the Museion during the Roman period, see 58-61. 
24 Celsus, Med. proem. 23. 
25 Littman (1996); Ritner (2000). 
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four main medical sects: the Dogmatists, the Methodists, the Empiricists and the 
Pneumatists respectively. 26 
By way of comparison with the literary evidence, papyrological evidence 
offers an insight into medicine and medical practice outside of Alexandria; Greek 
and Demotic tax returns from the Arsinoite nome explicitly list some physicians 
as Egyptian and others as Greek, indicating that there was at least some separation 
betweep Egyptian and Greek medical practices and their practitioners, and one of 
these papyri includes a reference to an oculist, indicating that a degree of 
specialisation in medical practice remained possible. In addition to this, some of 
the letters included in the Zenon archive demonstrate not only what a physician 
could be expected to do for the ill and infirm (including acting as personal 
physician to the members of the royal family) but also their more mundane 
concerns unrelated to medicine and medical practice such as the procurement of 
goods and livestock. 27 Thus it is possible to follow certain aspects of medical 
practice (and certain aspects of evidence for medical practice) from the Pharaonic 
period, through the Hellenistic period, and into the Roman period. 
26 See Littman (1996) 2698-2703 for a brief summary of the sects and their beliefs. 
27 See Count P. 3 (Arsinoite nome, June-July 229 BC) for 'Egyptian physicians'. See 
Count P. 2 (Arsinoite nome, June-July 229 BC) for 'Greek physicians'. See Count P. 9 
(Arsinoite nome, mid third century BC) for swnw-ir.t: 'Simon the oculist'. With regard to 
physicians mentioned in the Zenon papyrus archive, see P. Cairo Zen. 3.59426.6 (mid third 
century BC) in which Attic honey is prescribed as a medicament for the treatment of an 
eye complaint: we; b'av avcxnAEllle; UYLalVWV, mJV'rcxl;,ov UVl 'TWV 71CXQU GOD 
ayoQaGm I-lEi\l'TOe; A'TUKOD KO'Tl)i\llv' XQdcxv YUQ [XW 71Q6e; 'TOUe; ocp8ai\l-louC; 
KCX'TU 71QOG'TCXYl-lcx 'TaD BEaD. For regular correspondence between Zenon and 
Artemidoros the physician, see P. Cairo Zen. 1.59044 (257 BC, Alexandria); 2.59190 (255 
BC, Alexandria); 2.59225 (253 BC, Alexandria); 2.59251 (252 BC, Syrien); 3.59310 (250 
BC, Alexandria); 3.59311 (255-50 BC, Alexandria); 4.59555 (255 BC, Alexandria); and 
4.59571 (243-2 BC, Alexandria). 
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Figure 1: Map of Graeco-Roman Egypt (image after Rowlandson (1996) xix) 
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2.2. The Geography of Egypt 
l 
Throughout antiquity, the inhabitants of Egypt were thought to be extraordinarily 
healthy in comparison to other peoples, and the geography and climate of the 
region were frequently cited as the reason why this was thought to be the case. 28 
With regard to Egypt's geography, the region is essentially a long river 
valley cut into a limestone plateau with a desert on either side, and these deserts 
constitute over ninety five per cent of the land (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).29 The 
climate is more variable. In the far north, in antiquity as today, Alexandria 
benefits from being a coastal city. It has a weather pattern with an average annual 
rainfall of around 190 mm, falling in the period between October and April. 
There is also less of a variation in temperature than in other parts of the country, 
with summer highs of around 30° C at noon and a winter night time low of around 
10° C. 30 According to Strabo, 'the Etesian winds blow from the north and from a 
28 See for example Hdt. 2.77; Diod. Sic. 1.34.3-5 and 1.82.l; Strabo, Geographica 17.1.7: 
Lucr. 6.1103; Amm. Marc. 22.16.8. 
29 Kuhrt (1995) 118 and 120; Jackson (2002) xx. 
30 Alston (1995) 13. 
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vast sea, so that the Alexandrians pass their time most pleasantly in summer' .31 
Further south, in Lower Egypt the annual rainfall is usually less than 24 mm, and 
this normally falls over a few days during winter. The temperature in summer 
ranges between a noon high of 35° C and a night time low of 22° C whilst in 
winter the corresponding range is 20° C to 10° C. 32 By contrast, in Upper Egypt 
there is very little rainfall. Of the deserts on either side of the Nile, the Western 
Desert is extremely arid while the Eastern Desert is slightly more habitable since 
moisture blown from the Red Sea and Indian Ocean can form storm clouds over 
the Eastern Desert mountain range. 33 However, the climate is still extremely 
harsh, with temperatures of up to 45.6° C recorded in the summer.34 Rainfall is 
unpredictable and concentrated in the winter period. Short, heavy showers may 
produce huge quantities of water, but these occurrences are quite rare and tend to 
be localised. 35 
Such harsh climactic conditions ensured that during the Pharaonic, 
Hellenistic and Roman periods the vast majority of the region's settlements were 
located along the banks of the Nile. 36 The Nile not only served as a constant 
supply of fresh water for drinking and washing, but also as a means of transport 
from Alexandria in the north to Philae in the south and back again. 37 As a 
consequence of the inundation of the Nile that occurred every summer, each 
autumn the agricultural land surrounding the river would be left covered with a 
layer of silt that rendered the soil much more agriculturally fertile and productive. 
There were also some agriculturally productive communities located in the oases 
of the Western Desert. However, agriculture was not Egypt's only natural 
31 Strabo, Geographica 17.1.7 (trans. H. L. Jones). 
32 Alston (1995) 13. 
33 Alston (1995) 13. 
34 Peacock and Maxfield (1997) 9; Maxfield and Peacock (2001) 2. 
35 Cappers (2006) 21. 
36 For discussion of the Nile, see 137-9. 
37 Rufus of Ephesus praised the Nile as a source of drinking water, cited at Oribasius, 
Collectiones 5.3.6. 
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resource: settlements such as Mons Claudianus and Mons Porphyrites were 
established in the Eastern Desert in order to quarry stone and minerals, while ports 
such as Myos Hormos and Berenike were founded on the Red Sea coast in order 
to facilitate trade with the Far East and the Orient. 38 
It is important to note that the communities situated along the length of 
the Nile had to deal with very different terrains and microclimates to those 
communities located in the desert oases or quarries, or those on the Mediterranean 
or Red Sea coasts. These settlements also had very different purposes, ranging 
from agricultural production in the Nile Valley, to quarrying in the Eastern Desert, 
to trading on the Red Sea coast. They in tum had very different populations, 
some remaining static while others were constantly in flux due to seasonal 
migration. All of these factors are significant if the disease environments of these 
communities are to be reconstructed as accurately as possible in order to provide 
an historical, social and cultural context for a study of healing in Roman Egypt. 
For example, those communities living in proximity to the Nile or its canals and 
irrigation works would be more likely to encounter water-borne diseases and the 
associated health problems, while those living out in the deserts and working in 
the quarries would be more likely to suffer from respiratory disorders, while those 
living on the coast would be more likely to encounter new pathogens brought into 
Egypt from abroad. 39 Consequently, a certain amount of regional variation, not 
only in the health problems suffered, but also the healing strategies utilised to deal 
with them, is to be anticipated. 40 
Despite the fact that Alexandria was the most heavily populated urban 
centre in Egypt, comparatively little papyrological or archaeological evidence has 
38 For discussion of these specific communities, see 151-67. 
39 On the Nile: according to Theophrastus' treatise On Waters, 'A drought once having 
been produced in the region ofthe Nile, the water of the stream became poisonous and 
killed offmany Egyptians', cited at Ath. 2.15.41 E-F. 
40 For further discussion of regional variation with regard to health problems and healing 
strategies, see 151-67. 
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been recovered from the site of the ancient city due to a combination of the damp 
climate and terrestrial subsidence into the Mediterranean. 41 On the contrary, the 
vast majority of the papyrological and archaeological evidence for the inhabitants 
of the province comes from the Nile Valley and thus these communities are rather 
disproportionately represented in modem scholarship. The Fayum, the area 
around Lake Moeris just to the south of the Nile Delta, contains a number of 
towns and villages that have been excavated either for papyri (such as Arsinoe 
and Soknopaiou Nesos) or for papyri and archaeological artefacts (such as 
Karanis and Tebtunis). By far the most papyri have been recovered from the 
rubbish dumps of Oxyrhynchus, further south, although hardly anything else 
remains of what would have been a heavily populated ancient City.42 Sites on the 
periphery of Egypt such as the Dakhleh Oasis in the Western Desert, Mons 
Claudianus in the Eastern Desert, and Berenike on the Red Sea coast would have 
housed much smaller numbers of inhabitants but have produced useful 
combinations of papyrological and archaeological evidence. 43 
It is thus crucial to take into account external factors such as climate, 
geography, and the nature and size of specific communities as these all impact 
heavily upon the nature of medicine and medical practice within the province. 
2.3. Social and Political Structures, Administration and Interaction 
The prefect of Roman Egypt was based primarily at the Brucheion in Alexandria 
and was supported by a series of other government officials appointed by the 
imperial administration. These included a iuridicus, or legal adviser, a dioiketes, 
or finance officer, a chief priest and a number of procurators and military 
41 For a slUnmary of recent archaeological excavation in and around Alexandria, see 
Bagnall (2001), and Bagnall and Davoli (2011) 103-8. 
42 See Bagnall and Rathbone (2004) 158-61 for discussion of the remains ofOxyrhynchus, 
including evidence of what could have been the largest theatre in Roman North Africa. 
43 Bingen et al. (1992); Peacock and Maxfield (1997); Maxfield and Peacock (2001): 
Wendrich etal. (2003); Cappers (2006): Sidebotham (2011). 
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commanders (in the early years of Roman rule, three legions were posted in Egypt 
and this was later reduced to two, and then one). 44 These government officials 
were assisted by four epistrategoi, or regional administrators (the four regions 
were the Thebaid, the Heptanomia, the East Delta and the West Delta), and each 
nome had its own royal scribe, strategos or administrator, and accountant. There 
were also district and village scribes, and local magistrates and town councillors 
were elected while liturgists were compulsorily appointed. 45 At least some 
provincial administrators held positions associated with medicine and medical 
practice, as the reports of the public physicians addressed to the strategoi, 
epistrategoi and on occasion the prefect make clear. 46 
There were four Greek metropoleis in Egypt: Alexandria (founded by 
Alexander the Great in 331 Be), Naukratis (a trading colony founded in the 
seventh century Be), Ptolemais (founded by Ptolemy I Soter in the fourth century 
Be), and Antinoopolis (founded by Hadrian in AD 130). The inhabitants of these 
metropoleis were especially privileged, possessing Greek (and in some cases 
Roman) citizenship and being entitled to hold citizen assemblies, councils, 
magistracies and membership of the gymnasia. Each nome, or administrative 
region of Egypt, had a capital such as Arsinoe (of the Arsinoite nome) and 
Oxyrhynchus (of the Oxyrhynchite nome), and their inhabitants were also allowed 
magistracies and gymnasia. While the metropoleis and nome capitals accounted 
for a significant proportion of the total population of Egypt, the majority of the 
inhabitants of the province seem to have lived in villages such as Kellis or 
Karanis, where the number of occupants varied over time from several hundred to 
several thousand, depending upon a range of factors such as the standard of the 
irrigation system or outbreaks of plague. 
44 Alston (1995) 32. 
45 Bowman (1986) 66-9; Capponi (2005) 25-51. 
46 For discussion of archiatroi and demosioi iatroi, see 62-8. 
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The population of Egypt was ethnically diverse, consisting of Romans, 
Greeks, Egyptians, Jews and even individuals originally from outside of the 
Roman Empire.47 However, it is difficult to say for certain which of these 
categories an individual considered him or herself to belong to. Since most of the 
Greeks and Romans who ultimately chose to settle in Egypt had originally entered 
the region for political, military, or economic reasons and were thus male, a 
certain amount of cohabitation and/or marriage between Greek and Roman men 
and Egyptian women inevitably occurred. 48 However, relying upon classifying an 
individual's name as Egyptian, Greek or Roman and thus identifying their 
ethnicity is problematic; numerous papyri attest to individuals having had both 
Egyptian and Greek (and sometimes even Roman) names, or Egyptianised Greek 
names, or Hellenised Egyptian names. Then there is the question of citizenship: 
in the years immediately following the Roman annexation of Egypt, anyone who 
was not a citizen of Alexandria, Naukratis and/or Ptolemais was classed as an 
Egyptian, no matter when their ancestors had originally settled in the region, what 
language they could speak and/or write in, or which pantheon they worshipped. 
Until the Constitutio Antoniniana was declared in AD 212, an individual had to 
obtain Alexandrian citizenship before they could obtain Roman citizenship, and 
since Alexandrian citizenship was extremely difficult to obtain, Roman 
citizenship was rare indeed. 49 Consequently, the Romans and the Greeks (the 
former primarily the imperial administrators, soldiers and army veterans, the latter 
the descendents of the Hellenistic army veterans and those who had settled in 
Egypt under the Ptolemies) were comparatively privileged, forming part of the 
local elite in areas where they settled, while the Egyptians were less fortunate and 
many learned Greek and changed their names in order to access these higher 
47 Thompson (2009); Fournet (2009). 
48 For discussion of a range of different aspects of the 'multi-cultural' society of Egypt 
during the Late, Ptolemaic and Roman periods, see Johnson (1992). 
49 See discussion of this issue with regard to Pliny the Younger at 25-6. 
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levels of privilege. 50 Although Latin was frequently used in military contexts and 
Demotic in private, Greek remained the official language of government, law and 
education. 51 Thus, the extent to which Egyptians, Greeks and Romans interacted 
with each other on a daily basis seems to have been extremely variable and it is 
difficult to establish a consistent pattern. 52 While the inhabitants of Alexandria 
and the metropoleis would theoretically have had more opportunities for social 
and cultural interaction due to the sheer size and diversity of each city's 
population, the highly stratified social, cultural and religious hierarchies of those 
cities might well have discouraged such contact. Likewise, although the towns 
and villages of the chora, and the oases, mining and quarry settlements of the 
Western and Eastern Deserts had much smaller and often much less diverse 
populations, their economies and institutions would have been much more 
interdependent. 
Native Egyptian religious practice was permitted to continue after the 
Roman annexation, although Egyptian temples were subject to certain restrictions 
and their sources of revenue were severely curtailed. 53 The appointment of a 
Roman government official as Chief Priest of Alexandria and Egypt ensured that 
all aspects of public religious life came under the remit of the imperial 
administration, and a code of conduct known as the Gnomon of the Idios Logos 
was produced. However, traditional Greek and (less frequently) Roman religion 
was also practised in the province and certain Greek and (again less frequently) 
Roman deities (particularly those that could undergo syncretism or be associated 
with Egyptian gods and goddesses) were extremely popular; for example, the 
healing deity Asclepius came to be associated with Imhotep, the fabled ancient 
50 See for example the case of Gemellus Horion from Karanis, who used his Roman 
citizenship to have a neighbour prosecuted under Roman law for casting a magical spell 
on him, Frankfurter (2006). 
51 Fewster (2002); Adams et al. (2002). 
52 Thompson (2009) 400-6. 
53 Frankfurter (1998) 27 and 198. 
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Egyptian physician and architect of the Great Pyramid at Giza. Likewise, Greek 
and Roman religious healing practices such as incubation were adopted. 54 As in 
other Roman provinces, the imperial cult was promoted and temples were 
dedicated to members of the imperial family throughout the region, although one 
development specific to Egypt was the fact that the Roman emperors were 
worshipped as kings, pharaohs and gods during their lifetimes as well as after 
their deaths. 55 All of these factors (the Egyptian provincial government, the 
extent of urbanisation, and the ethnic and religious diversity of the population) 
influenced medical practice. 
2.4. Demography 
Over three hundred census returns survive from Roman Egypt, spanning the 
period AD 11112 to AD 257/258. They have been comprehensively examined in 
an attempt to establish the size and structure of Egyptian households, age and sex 
distribution, and patterns of mortality, marriage, fertility, and migration. 56 
Analysis of these census returns has resulted in the suggestion that life expectancy 
at birth in Roman Egypt in this period would have been in the early to mid 
twenties, with male life expectancy slightly more favourable than female; male 
life expectancy at birth would have been at least 25 years, while female life 
expectancy at birth would probably have been 22.5 years, increasing at age ten to 
between 34.5 and 37.5 years. 57 Consequently it appears that the population of 
Roman Egypt would have been a comparatively young one, with individuals aged 
65 and over accounting for only three percent of the population while individuals 
54 For discussion of healing in Egyptian temples, see 93-109. 
55 Glare (I 994). 
56 Bagnall and Frier (1994) 1: unfortunately, analysis of this evidence does not provide 
anything like a complete picture of the population of Roman Egypt as the vast majority of 
the census returns come from three nomes out of fifty (the Arsinoite, the Oxyrhynchite 
and the Pro sopite) and date from the second century AD. However, the limitations of the 
material are made perfectly clear and are taken into account throughout the analysis. 
57 Bagnall and Frier (1994) female at 90; male at 100. 
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under 15 accounted for thirty-five percent. 58 These conclusions are broadly 
consistent with the generally accepted parameters for the demography of the 
Roman World, based on Model Life Tables. 59 
A number of the mummy labels that were put on mummified corpses also 
survive and analysis of these sheds light on patterns of mortality during the course 
of the year. This evidence suggests that in Roman Egypt, about half of a year's 
deaths occurred during the four month period between May and August. 60 The 
use of funerary inscriptions in addition to mummy labels has suggested that 
seasonal mortality in Roman Egypt varied with age; during the first twenty years 
of life, 40.5 percent of all deaths fell into the same four month period previously 
identified, May to August. However, only 18.9 percent of adult deaths occurred 
in this period. On the contrary, 63.5 percent of all adult deaths took place in the 
period from September to February.61 These studies of the demography of 
Roman Egypt indicate that the inhabitants of the province had a low life 
expectancy and consequently the population was, on average, a young one. 
However, according to patterns of seasonal mortality, being younger, the 
members of the population seem to have been more likely to die during the hotter 
months of May to August, possibly due to increased exposure to infectious 
diseases. 
One unusual demographic feature of society in Roman Egypt revealed by 
the census evidence is the practice of brother-sister marriage. It has been 
calculated that this practice accounts for between 15 and 20 percent of all ongoing 
62 b th· . marriages in the first three centuries AD. In total, 121 ro er-slster marriages 
are attested in the census returns and 43 of these couples reside in metropoleis 
58 Bagnall and Frier (1994) 104. 
59 Scheidel (2007). 
60 Scheidel (1 996b) 153. 
61 Scheidel (2001a) 26-7: however, the selection of material used here is questionable-
542 out of938 funerary inscriptions (58 percent) dating from the first to the tenth 
centuries AD. 
62 Hopkins (1980) 304. 
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while 78 reside in villages. 63 Brother-sister marriage is particularly well-attested 
in the census returns from the Arsinoite nome and here at least marriages between 
siblings are characterised by the husband being older than the wife. 64 Due to the 
high mortality prevalent in Roman Egypt during this period, only about 40 percent 
of families had both a son and a daughter or both sons and daughters that survived 
to a marriageable age. 65 Of these, only around 20 percent would be likely to have 
an older son and younger daughter. 66 
The majority of brother-sister marriages attested in the census returns 
resulted in offspring; the most fertile ofthese matches had eight surviving 
children between the ages of29 and 7.67 However, there are substantial negative 
genetic consequences to inbreeding at such an intimate level, particularly if 
inbreeding continues over successive generations. Inherited conditions such as 
mental retardation and congenital deformities, in addition to sterility, are attested 
for incestuous and inbred offspring.68 Not all of these defects would be 
immediately apparent at birth. Despite claims to the contrary by ancient writers 
such as Strabo, during the Roman period the inhabitants of Egypt did expose 
unwanted children, although this may have been a Greek rather than Egyptian 
practice. 69 It seems likely that any children who were obviously deformed or 
disabled in some way were exposed at birth, particularly if exposure was 
63 Bagnall and Frier (1994) 129: the incidence of brother-sister marriage in Alexandria 
(excluding the royal family) is, unfortunately, completely unknown. 
64 Scheidel (1995). 
65 Hopkins (1980) 327; for archaeological evidence of high infant mortality, see Kellis 2. 
For discussion of pregnancy and childbirth, see 144-50. 
66 Scheidel (1995) 149. 
67 Scheidel (1996a) 323. 
68 Scheidel (1996a) 328. Huebner (2007) has argued that brother-sister marriage took 
place between adopted siblings and was, therefore, not incestuous and would not result in 
inbred offspring. However, this has subsequently been challenged by Remijsen and 
Clarysse (2008), and by Rowlandson and Takahashi (2009). 
69 Strabo, Geographica 17.2.5: 'One of the customs most zealously observed among the 
Egyptians is this, that they rear every child that is born'; see BGU 4.1104 (9-8 BC, 
Alexandria): 'Since Dionysarion is also pregnant, she shall not bring action about the 
expenses ofthe child's because of being compliant . a b o ~ t t t . h ~ s e e matters; ~ d d she is ~ l l ? , : e d d
to expose her infant'; P. Oxy. 744 (1 BC, Alexandna): If It IS a male, let It be, but If It IS a 
female, cast it out'. 
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primarily practised by the Greek population and, as Shaw argues, brother-sister 
marriage was practised primarily among the Greek municipal elite. 70 However, 
many congenital disabilities are not immediately apparent and might only become 
evident if an individual survived beyond infancy. Considering the frequency with 
which full and half brothers and sisters seem to have married and produced 
offspring, it seems probable that at least some of these offspring would have 
survived to adulthood while suffering ill health as a result of their parents' 
inbreeding and consequently would have utilised a range of healing strategies out 
of necessity. 
The history, geography, social and political structures and demography of 
Egypt are all highly significant factors for this study; as has been made clear, 
Egypt was unusual in many respects and it is necessary for these distinctive 
features to be both acknowledged and taken into account when considering not 
only the general state of health and health problems of the inhabitants ofthe 
province, but also the healing strategies utilised to combat them, alleviate 
symptoms and possibly even develop cures. 
3. Scholarly Contexts 
In addition to the Egyptian contexts outlined in previous sections, it is important 
to have an understanding of scholarly contexts relevant to the subject of this 
thesis. This section presents, first, a brief overview of recent issues in scholarship 
on the status of Egypt as a Roman province; secondly, a summary of the 'Black 
Athena' controversy and its relevance to healing in Roman Egypt; and thirdly, a 
survey of the most important trends in the study of ancient medicine, and of work 
on medicine and healing in Roman Egypt. 
70 Shaw (1992). 
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3.1. Roman Egypt 
For a long time Egypt was viewed by scholars as an atypical Roman province. 
This view derived in part from a description of the region found in Tacitus' 
Histories: 
Egypt, with the troops to keep it in order, has been managed from the time 
of the deified Augustus by Roman knights in place of their former kings. 
It had seemed wise to keep thus under the direct control of the imperial 
house a province which is difficult of access, productive of great harvests, 
but given to civil strife and sudden disturbances because of the fanaticism 
and superstition of its inhabitants, ignorant as they are of laws and 
unacquainted with civil magistrates. 71 
Subsequently reinforced by Tacitus elsewhere, these claims were written 
with the benefit of hindsight in the early second century AD. This was not only 
after the disgrace of Com eli us Gallus (the first senator appointed prefect of Egypt 
by Augustus) in 26 BC and the unauthorised tour of the province by Germanicus 
in AD 19, but also after Vespasian had seemingly realised Augustus and Tiberius' 
fears and effectively utilised the province and its resources in his campaign to 
become emperor during the latter stages of the civil war in AD 68-9.72 
Consequently, the province came to be considered by scholars as something akin 
to the emperor's private property. 73 
Consequently, emphasis has frequently been placed upon the idea of 
Egypt as politically separate, geographically and geophysically distinct, and 
culturally dissimilar from the rest of the Roman Empire. 74 However, 
papyrological discoveries have increasingly given reason to question aspects of 
this picture. For example, while members ofthe imperial family, senators and 
prominent equestrians may have been forbidden entry to Egypt, they were not 
necessarily restricted from owning property or having business interests there; 
there is evidence to suggest that certain members of the imperial family such as 
71 Tac. Hist. 1.11 (trans. C. H. Moore). 
72 Suet. Aug. 66; Dio Casso 53.23. 
73 Tac. Ann. 2.59. 
74 Rathbone (2007) 698. 
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Livia and Gennanicus owned private estates in Egypt, which gives reason to 
doubt Tacitus' claim that the province was the property ofthe emperor alone. 75 
More recently, the traditional view has been challenged by Naphtali Lewis in a 
series of influential papers. He argued that once Egypt had been annexed by 
Rome, the region underwent such fundamental political and social changes that 
the traditional moniker of 'Graeco-Roman Egypt' is entirely unsuitable. He 
considered a clear distinction between 'Hellenistic Egypt' and 'Roman Egypt' 
more appropriate, suggesting that Egypt under the Romans was very different to 
the way Egypt had been under the Pharaohs and the Ptolemies, and thus was much 
more like the other provinces of the Roman Empire than had previously been 
acknowledged. 76 Awareness of the extent to which different aspects of life in 
Egypt during the Roman period were influenced by 'Egyptian', 'Greek' and/or 
'Roman' practices and traditions is of crucial import if a study of healing is to be 
attempted, so it is necessary to survey briefly the relationship between the 
Egyptian, Greek and Roman elements. 
Dominic Rathbone has argued that as far as the province's finances were 
concerned, Egypt was by no means exceptional, but rather a prototype for fiscal 
systems subsequently introduced throughout the Roman Empire. 77 The 
administration of the province during the earliest years of Roman rule has recently 
been examined by Livia Capponi in order to study the transition from Hellenistic 
kingdom to Roman province, and she concluded that the typical view of Egypt as 
a country of unchanging continuity is incorrect, and that the early Principate was a 
decisive turning point in many respects. 78 While these more recent studies have 
confinned Lewis' work with regard to taxation and provincial administration 
75 For imperial estates in Egypt owned by Livia, later Julia Augusta, see P. Col. 8.211 (AD 
10, Philadelphia) and SB 16.12835 (AD 6, Philadelphia). For an imperial estate in Egypt 
jointly owned by Livia and Germanicus, see SB 6.9150 (AD 5, Karanis) and P. Lond. 
2.445 (AD 14-19, Bakchias). See also Bowman (1976) 160-l. 
76 Lewis (1970); Lewis (1984). 
77 Rathbone (1993) 111-12. See also Bowman and Rathbone (1992); Rathbone (1991). 
78 Capponi (2005) 170. 
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(both particularly well-represented through documentary papyri) there are still 
some areas in which Egypt remained distinctive from the rest of the Roman 
Empire. Interestingly, despite the alterations made to the fiscal and administration 
systems of the province, the Egyptian system of currency remained closed and the 
exchange of foreign currency mandatory until AD 296. 79 There are also clear 
differences with regard to Egypt's complex cultural background. The calendar 
adhered to within the province was the traditional Egyptian one consisting of three 
seasons that corresponded to the agricultural cycle and the inundation of the 
Nile. 80 Despite the introduction of the imperial cult to the province in conjunction 
with measures to curb the power of the native Egyptian temples and priests, Greek 
and Roman settlers consistently adopted Egyptian religious beliefs and 
practices. 81 These religious beliefs and practices ranged from worshipping 
Egyptian deities and participating in Egyptian religious cuI tic activity such as the 
dedication of animal mummies, to undergoing mummification after death. 82 As 
already noted, Egypt also remained unique in the Roman Empire in its practice of 
brother-sister marriage. 
Just how 'Roman', then, was Roman Egypt? Unlike in Gaul, for 
example, no member of the provincial elite in Egypt ever became a Roman 
senator. 83 Social mobility within the province was extremely difficult and 
Egyptians were not permitted to join the army or serve in the provincial 
administration, although admittedly some did rise to political prominence. 84 Until 
Caracalla's decree in AD 212, it remained very difficult for an Egyptian to 
79 On the currency, see Bowman (1986) 92-3. 
80 On the calendar, see Bagnall (1993) 20-2 and Ritner (1998) 3-4. 
81 On the imperial cult in Egypt, see Glare (1994). On Egyptian religion during the 
Roman period, see Evans (1961); Frankfurter (1998). On Egyptian funerary practices, see 
Corcoran (1995); Walker (2000). 
82 On the worship oflsis and Sarapis, see Wild (1981). On mummification and mummy 
portraits, see Corcoran (1995); Walker and Bierbrier (2000);.Aufderheide et al. (2004). 
83 For the extension of membership of the Senate to the provmces, see Tac. Ann. 11.23-5. 
See also Bowersock (1984). 
84 See for example Tiberius Julius Alexander, born in Alexandria to an equestrian Jewish 
family, who served as procurator of Judea (AD 46-8) and prefect of Egypt (AD 66 
onwards). 
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become a Roman citizen; as Pliny the Younger's letters to Trajan make clear, 
before an Egyptian could become a citizen of Rome, he had to become a citizen of 
Alexandria, and this privilege was generally hereditary. 85 
Did Egypt undergo 'Romanisation' and was the population 'Romanised' 
after the initial conquest and annexation? According to John Barrett, the term 
'Romanisation' 'is applied generally to all those processes whereby diverse 
indigenous peoples were incorporated in or aligned themselves with the Roman 
Empire' .86 However, this approach to the study of provincial culture has been 
subject to much criticism in recent years. According to David Mattingly, 'cosy 
and uncritical views about the civilising benefits of Roman rule still abound' .87 
As discussed above, Egypt arguably experienced 'Romanisation' with regard to 
the ways in which the province was administered by its prefect and other Roman 
officials, its position within the economy of the Roman Empire and the 
application of Roman law and order, but whether the population was 'Romanised' 
or not is difficult to answer.88 While the members of the urban elites living in 
Alexandria or Antinoopolis, the soldiers of the Roman army posted in Alexandria, 
Babylon and on the desert frontiers, and even the military veterans who settled in 
the Fayum could arguably be described as 'Romanised', the vast proportion of the 
population, living in rural areas, speaking Demotic and worshipping native 
Egyptian deities, probably were not. According to Naphtali Lewis, the transition 
from Ptolemaic to Roman rule made little difference to the traditional Egyptian 
way of life. 89 As discussed previously, there is a range of both physical and 
anecdotal evidence for medical practice in the Pharaonic and Hellenistic periods, 
so understanding the extent to which Egypt and its population were 'Romanised' 
85 Plin. Ep. 10.5-10. See also Sherwin-White (1966) 566-71 and 575-6 for discussion of 
Pliny's attempts to gain Roman citizenship for a medical practitioner. 
86 Barrett (1997) 51. 
87 Mattingly (1997a) 7. 
88 On the issue of language, Greek and Latin, see Fewster (2002). On bilingualism in 
Roman Egypt, see Adams (2003) 527-641. 
89 Lewis (1984) 1080. 
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and consequently how this 'Romanisation' did or did not affect medical practice is 
crucial. 90 
Perhaps if the provincial culture of Egypt is examined, the extent to which 
the province was 'Romanised' or not will become clearer. There have been a 
number of important attempts to deal with the challenge of understanding various 
aspects of life in Egypt during the Hellenistic and Roman periods respectively, all 
of which are relevant for the study of provincial culture and thus healing strategies 
in Roman Egypt. Raffaella Cribiore has produced two important studies on 
education in Egypt, Writing, Teachers and Students in Graeco-Roman Egypt 
(1996) and Gymnastics a/the Mind: Greek Education in Hellenistic and Roman 
Egypt (2001), which are relevant due to their discussion of the issue of medical 
education, particularly in Alexandria. David Frankfurter's Religion in Roman 
Egypt (1998) approaches religion in Egypt in the period AD 100-600, focusing on 
rural contexts and what he describes as the 'progressive centrifugal tendency from 
regional centres toward local and domestic practice during the Roman period' .91 
He examines the role that local temples and their cults played in healing, 
recognising the integrated nature of medicine, magic and religion in Roman 
Egypt. 92 Important sources relating to the lives of women in Graeco-Roman 
Egypt have been collated in Jane Rowlandson's Women and Society in Greek and 
Roman Egypt (1998) and Roger Bagnall and Raffaella Cribiore's Women's Letters 
from Ancient Egypt 300 Be-AD 800 (2006), each of which contain sections 
specifically devoted to health and healthcare. General studies of Roman Egypt, 
then, typically integrate some consideration of medical practice into their surveys, 
but there is still work to be done on healing as a subject and an issue in its own 
right. 
90 For discussion of medical practice in Pharaonic and Hellenistic Egypt, see 7-10. 
91 Frankfurter (1998) 6. 
92 Frankfurter (1998) 46-52. 
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3.2. Black Athena 
The relationship between the history, society and culture of Egypt and its healing 
strategies has often been contentious in modern scholarship. Almost twenty five 
years ago, Martin Bernal published the first volume of his controversial study 
Black Athena: the Afroasiatic Roots of Classical Civilization (1987), in which he 
argued that over the last two centuries classicists have been responsible for 
deliberately either suppressing or ignoring the weight of overwhelming evidence 
for Egyptian and Semitic contributions to the origins of ancient Greek 
civi lisation. 93 He suggested an alternative model for the study of the history and 
culture of the ancient Mediterranean that he designated the 'Revised Ancient 
Model', which accepted a basis in reality for the stories of Egyptian and 
Phoenician colonisation of Greece but saw them as beginning earlier, in the first 
half of the second millennium Be. This 'Revised Ancient Model' also argued 
that Greek civilisation was the result of the cultural mixtures created by these 
colonisations and subsequent borrowings from across the eastern Mediterranean. 94 
One of the responses to this study was Robert Palter's article 'Black 
Athena, Afro-centrism, and the History of Science' (1993), in which he took 
exception to claims made in both BlackAthena and Bernal's subsequent article 
'Animadversions on the Origins of Western Science' (1992) that there were not 
only scientific elements in Egyptian medicine, mathematics and astronomy, but 
that these had a critical influence upon the development of the corresponding 
Greek scientific disciplines. 95 In his subsequent discussion of the native Egyptian 
medical tradition, Palter acknowledged the difficulties of formulating any kind of 
general characterisation regarding it: 
It is perfectly clear that no single, homogeneous medical tradition exists; 
and if, for example, a tradition of 'scientific' or 'rational' medicine could 
somehow be identified, it would quite arbitrarily exclude many 
93 Bernal (1987); Levine (1992) 441. 
94 Bernal (1987) I. 
95 Palter (1993) 227-8; Bernal (1992). 
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nosological, diagnostic, and therapeutic considerations of central 
importance in the ancient historical context just because they involve 
folklorical, magical and religious elements. 96 
However, considering that Bernal's scholarship was concerned with the prehistory 
of the Mediterranean, it seems somewhat arbitrary (and perhaps counter-
productive) that Palter focused his subsequent attempts to prove or disprove the 
possibility of any native Egyptian influences on Greek medicine on medical 
practice in Alexandria during the Hellenistic period, relying primarily upon the 
work of Heinrich von Staden to justify this approach. 97 In his response to Palter's 
article, Bernal also questioned Palter's utilisation of von Staden's scholarship, 
although his criticism arose primarily from the fact that Palter was citing an older 
work. However, Bernal also criticised the fact that Palter cited Ann Ellis 
Hanson's argument that broadly similar drugs, techniques and remedies can be 
documented widely among societies at similar stages of development, in 
preference to the variety of ancient authors from Homer onwards who commented 
on Egypt's extensive pharmacology.98 On the contrary, according to Bernal, 
'Hanson's attempt - supported by Palter - to claim that the Greeks living in Egypt 
did not derive their use of particular drugs and treatments from Egyptian healers is 
still more preposterous' .99 
Palter is certainly correct in claiming that, at the time that he was writing, 
there was a scholarly consensus as to the apparent lack of progress and change in 
native Egyptian medicine. According to Robert Ritner, ancient Egypt was 
commonly viewed by scholars as having been an extremely conservative culture, 
dedicated to the preservation of traditional concepts and techniques that were 
scrupulously maintained through the centuries with barely any modification. 
However, Ritner sought to challenge this assumption with his article' Innovations 
96 Palter (1993) 265. 
97 von Staden (1989) 4. 
98 Hanson (1985) 27. 
99 Bernal (1994) 458. 
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and Adaptations in Ancient Egyptian Medicine' (2000). He pointed out that any 
attempts made by modem scholars to trace change in ancient Egyptian medical 
practice were hindered by the lack of consistent evidence to support them: only 
fourteen medical papyri survive from a period of over two thousand years, during 
which Egypt itself saw a huge amount of change which included the end of the 
Pharaonic period and invasion, conquest and subsequent annexations by the 
Persians, Macedonians and Romans respectively. He noted the range of new plant 
and mineral ingredients that appear in the later Egyptian medical texts, the result 
of unprecedented international trade that resulted from Egypt's inclusion within 
the Persian, Ptolemaic and Roman empires. His conclusion was that Egyptian 
conservatism should be recognised as reluctance to discard society's traditions 
rather than being resistant to new or different ideas.lOo 
Egypt was unquestionably shaped by the political, cultural and social 
influences of the Persian, Ptolemaic and Roman empires. It is inevitable, then, 
that native Egyptian medicine was influenced by Persian, Greek and Roman 
medicine. Why do studies on medicine and medical practice during the Ptolemaic 
and Roman periods focus on Greek and Roman medicine and medical practice, 
but very rarely on native Egyptian? The paucity of evidence for native Egyptian 
medicine and medical practice is an excuse which, partiCUlarly given recent 
100 Ritner (2000) 107-10. See previous discussion of this issue at 7-10. Consequently, it 
would appear that certain medical practices can be identified as having been either 
Egyptian or Graeco-Roman in origin through an examination of the historical, 
geographical and cultural context in which they appear, e.g. the medical practices referred 
to in the Pharaonic medical papyri that involve the use of ingredients that were only found 
in Egypt (e.g. crocodile fat and excrement), or medicaments used to treat injuries or 
illnesses that could (usually) only be experienced in Egypt (e.g. the use of meat to bind 
wounds inflicted by animals such as lions and crocodiles), or techniques inspired by 
something peculiarly Egyptian (e.g. the ibis performing an enema on itself with Nile 
water) are in all probability Egyptian in origin, and the medical practices referred to in the 
Graeco-Roman medical papyri that redeploy these strategies were influenced by them, as 
opposed to the Graeco-Roman medical p a p ~ r i i that refer to i n g r e ~ i e n t s s a n d . t ~ c h n i q u e s s .only 
available in Egypt after the Roman annexation (e.g. aloe, measunng quantIties accordmg 
to weight rather than volume). 
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developments in the study of papyrology, is now increasingly less justified. 101 
The modem understanding of ancient Greek and Roman medicine has been 
transformed over the last century by the accession of this new material, which 
takes the form of medical papyri written not only in Greek and to a lesser extent 
Latin, but also Demotic. Admittedly, the Demotic texts are being translated and 
published at a much slower rate than the Greek or Latin ones, but there are still a 
comparatively high number available for discussion and these provide evidence 
for the co-existence of Graeco-Roman medicine with older forms of healing. 102 
Perhaps following Ritner, Isabella Andorlini has observed that medical 
practitioners drew upon a store of knowledge which consisted both of Greek 
medical writings and of Egyptian traditions, while medical recipes relied on a 
pharmacopoeia that was an amalgamation of the two. 103 Consequently, this study 
will build on the work of Bernal and, to a lesser extent, Ritner and Andorlini, by 
taking care to examine Egyptian healing strategies in conjunction with those of 
the Greeks and Romans. 
3.3. Ancient Medicine 
The final and most important scholarly context requiring comment is recent work 
in the field of ancient medicine. Particularly worthy of discussion is the extent to 
which there has been a willingness (or unwillingness) to use a broad definition of 
healing. Vivian Nutton's Ancient Medicine (2004) is the most up to date and 
wide-ranging study of the history of medicine in antiquity, covering over one 
thousand years from the eighth century BC to the seventh century AD while 
focusing primarily upon medical practice in the territories occupied first by the 
Greeks and then by the Romans. Nutton examines a range of healing strategies, 
101 For a recent tentative attempt to broach the subject and address this very issue, see 
Andorlini (2007) 23-34. 
102 Nutton (2007) 6-12. 
103 Andorlini (2007) 24. 
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'not all of which would be universally accepted, either then or now, as falling 
within medicine proper' .104 He emphasises the sheer diversity of healing 
practices available in the ancient world, asserting that 'in the absence of any 
formal, legal and enforceable defmitions of what medicine was, it is hardly 
surprising that ancient medicine operated in an open market' . 105 Although he 
does not focus upon medicine in Egypt specifically, there are several lengthy 
sections on Alexandria, Hellenistic medicine and the medical papyri, and perhaps 
more importantly for this study, he frequently considers medicine and the role of 
medical practitioners within rural and domestic environments, at least in 
passing.106 Ultimately, his stated aim is to 'give an appropriate weight to the three 
elements involved in any medical practice, the healer, the patient and the 
illness' .107 With regard to Roman medicine, several scholars have examined 
medicine during the Roman Republic and Empire, with varying degrees of 
success: John Scarborough's Roman Medicine (1969) is now dated, having been 
superseded by more recent research (not least his own on ancient pharmacy) while 
Audrey Cruse's Roman Medicine (2004) provides only a very general overview 
and is focused primarily on medicine and medical practice in Roman Britain. 
Specific studies of medicine (or healing) in Roman Egypt are thin on the 
ground. While John Nunn'sAncient Egyptian Medicine (1996) focuses solely 
upon Egypt, the majority of the study is concerned with medicine and medical 
practice in the Predynastic and Pharaonic periods from 2600 to 525 BC.IOS Nunn 
provides a synthesis of Egyptian medicine, systematically discussing the different 
branches of Egyptian medical specialisation, using palaeopathological evidence to 
illustrate examples of health problems that the ancient Egyptians experienced, and 
104 Nutton (2004) 12. 
105 Nutton (2004) 313. 
106 For work focusing specifically upon Egypt see Nutton (1972); Nutton (1977) 
specifically 212-15; Nutton (1993). 
107 Nutton (2004) 316. 
108 For discussion of how Egyptian medicine changed after the Pharaonic period as a result 
of increased contact with Greece, Rome and the East, see Ritner (2000). 
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emphasises the crucial role that the unique natural environment and agricultural 
productivity of Egypt played in the development of medicine and medical 
practice. 109 Marie-Helene Marganne's survey article on 'La medecine dans 
l'Egypte romaine: les sources et les methodes' (1996) gives an overview of the 
literary, papyrological, epigraphic and archaeological sources for medicine and 
medical practice in Roman Egypt, but does not undertake any kind of detailed 
examination due to the summary nature and purpose of the piece. She has, 
however, also published a number of works on the Greek medical papyri. The 
first of these was Inventaire analytique des papyrus grecs de medecine (1981), 
which contains an inventory, general overview and bibliographic information for 
all known medical literary papyri, but excludes magical medical papyri and 
documentary papyri that provide evidence for the actual practice of medicine in 
Graeco-Roman Egypt. 110 This was subsequently supplemented by 
L 'Ophtalmologie dans l'Egypte greco-romaine d'apres les papyrus litteraires 
grecs (1994) and La Chirurgie dans l'Egypte greco-romaine d'apres les papyrus 
grecs (1998), which contained translations and detailed discussions of the medical 
papyri dealing with ophthalmology and surgery respectively, but still excluded 
. d . III VI' 1M' I' I magIcal or ocumentary papyn. tlmate y, arganne s papyro oglca 
concordances serve as an extremely useful resource for research into certain 
aspects of healing practice in Graeco-Roman Egypt and provide an excellent 
starting point for those wishing to undertake more detailed and integrated 
analyses, particularly those that also take into account the Egyptian historical, 
social and cultural context in which these Greek papyri were written. 
More recently, Marguerite Hirt Raj's Medecins et malades de I 'Egypte 
romaine (2006) focused specifically upon medicine and medical practice in 
109 Nunn (1996) 23. 
110 For inventories of the magical medical spells see Ritner (1995) and Brashear (1995). 
For discussion of irrationality and rationality in Egyptian medicine see David (2004). 
III For the practice of ophthalmology in the Roman Empire at large, see Jackson (1996). 
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Roman Egypt, and she identified three main areas of medical activity: the public 
sector (medical practitioners such as demosioi iatroi that reported to those in 
positions of authority and were part of the imperial administration), the private 
sector (medical practitioners who operated out of surgeries and hospitals), and the 
army.l12 Her assessment of the medical profession, ranging from medical 
education and specialisms to social status and legal privileges was primarily 
confmed to what is attested by documentary papyrological evidence, although 
some examples of epigraphic evidence and graffiti were utilised as well. In 
addition to her examination of the practical aspects of medicine and medical 
practice in Egypt during the Roman period, she also made some tentative 
suggestions as to the extent to which aspects of folk medicine, rational medicine, 
religious beliefs and superstitious beliefs contributed to the medicine that was 
practised by these individuals. 113 However, this section of the study relied upon 
the information contained in works of ancient literature of writers such as Pliny, 
Celsus, Galen, Aelius Aristides and Philo as opposed to that which can be found 
in documentary papyri, particularly private letters, and other material from Roman 
Egypt. The work ofMarganne and Hirt Raj, therefore, has set out some important 
groundwork for approaching medicine via papyrological evidence but still leaves 
ample scope for a study of healing in Roman Egypt that integrates literary 
evidence with papyrological, archaeological, bioarchaeological and 
archaeobotanical evidence. 
The question of the extent to which the inhabitants of Egypt were 
'Romanised' is particularly relevant with regard to the study of approaches to 
healing in Egypt. Previous scholarship of healing strategies has tended to focus 
on 'rational' medicine and practitioners thereof such as Galen, while in turn 
previous scholarship on 'rational' medicine in the Roman period has tended to 
112 Hirt Raj (2006) 102-62. 
113 Hirt Raj (2006) 278-304. 
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treat the subject as a standardised discipline throughout the Empire, a major 
component in the dissemination of imperial knowledge and authority from the 
l 't hi' I' 114 e 1 e centres to t e co oma penphery. Even those studies specific to Egypt 
have suffered from this tendency: the most recent, by Hirt Raj, focuses on the 
status and practice of medicine in Egypt primarily but not exclusively during the 
Roman period, but her work has been criticised for misunderstanding the subject 
by projecting questions relating to Greek and Roman medicine in general onto 
Egypt instead of exploring the complex cultural background of the province. 115 
Over the last decade Patricia Baker (among others) has made a number of 
important attempts to argue that healing strategies were not standardised 
throughout the Roman Empire, but varied significantly according to the history 
and culture of the province in question. This issue was given focused attention at 
a Cambridge conference in 2000 on 'New Approaches in Medical Archaeology 
and Anthropology: Practitioners, Practices and Patients'. The subsequent edited 
volume, Practitioners, Practices and Patients (2002) confronted the presumption 
that medical treatment was homogenous throughout the ancient world, and that 
medical practitioners undertook medical practices as laid down in the works of 
medical writers. 116 In her individual contribution to the volume ('Diagnosing 
Some Ills: the Archaeology, Literature and History of Roman Medicine') Baker 
proceeded to elaborate on what she considered to be the fundamental flaws with 
this approach - that what was written in the Mediterranean about medicine, 
whether by professional physicians such as Galen or educated laymen such as 
Celsus, was not necessarily read, understood or agreed upon in other areas of the 
Roman Empire, particularly where people may have had contact with the Romans, 
but were not necessarily adopting Roman lifestyles. 117 Her subsequent study 
114 See for example Scarborough (1969); Jackson (1988) and (1993). 
115 For reviews, see Charlier (2007) 1 and Dasen (2008) 554. 
116 Baker and Carr (2002) vii. 
117 Baker (2002) 19-22. 
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Medical Care for the Roman Army on the Rhine, Danube and British Frontiers 
from the First through Third Centuries AD (2004) dealt specifically with healing 
strategies in the Roman army in the northern provinces, while recent work has 
focused on the Spanish provinces, with similar results. 118 
While Baker's methodology sets an important basic benchmark for 
approaching healing in provincial cultures, the effects of variations in natural 
environment (which in tum influence disease environment and consequently have 
a significant impact upon healing strategies) must be considered in addition to the 
effects of variations in local history and culture. Walter Scheidel produced a 
study combining research on the disease environment of Roman Egypt with the 
province's demography, Death on the Nile: Disease and Demography of Roman 
Egypt (2001), in which he initially attempted to acknowledge this. 119 However, it 
has been argued that the data that he used for this study was flawed and 
consequently his conclusions were open to serious doubt. 120 Thus, if an integrated 
examination ofthe healing strategies employed by the inhabitants of Egypt during 
the Roman period is to be attempted, it is necessary to consider the history, 
society and culture of Egypt in the Roman period, in conjunction with the 
province's unique natural environment and its concordant disease environment. 
This is particularly important for an exploration of how Egyptian, Greek and 
Roman elements interacted, and assessing the extent to which the provincial 
culture of Egypt was usual, unusual or even unique in the Roman Empire in its 
approach to healing. 
4. Source Material 
There is a wide range of source material that can be drawn on to elucidate a study 
of healing in Roman Egypt. This source material includes Greek and Roman 
118 Baker (2004a); (2009); (2010) 
119 Scheidel (2001). 
120 Rathbone (2003) 115-16. 
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literature from a variety of genres, documentary papyri, ostraca and epigraphy, 
artefacts recovered through archaeological excavation, and human mummified 
and skeletal remains. 
4.1. Literary Evidence 
The earliest extant classical writer to describe Egyptian health and medicine in 
any depth was Herodotus, writing the Histories in the middle of the fifth century 
Be, who claimed that 'every month for three successive days [the Egyptians] 
purge themselves, for their health's sake, with emetics and clysters, in the belief 
that all diseases come from the food a man eats' .121 A version of this claim was 
repeated by Diodorus Siculus in the Historical Library during the middle of the 
first century Be, indicating that the practices described were either entirely 
genuine, or at least firmly believed to be so, unless Diodorus was simply drawing 
on Herodotus. 122 As discussed earlier, Herodotus claimed that Egyptian medical 
practitioners specialised to an extreme degree. 123 Diodorus did not repeat this 
claim, but he did describe the nature of the medical profession in Egypt in the mid 
first century Be: 
On their military campaigns and their journeys in the country they all 
receive treatment without the payment of any private fee; for the 
physicians draw their support from public funds and administer their 
treatments in accordance with a written law which was composed in 
ancient times by many famous physicians. If they follow the rules of this 
law as they read them in the sacred book and yet are unable to save their 
patient, they are absolved from any charge and go unpunished; but if they 
go contrary to the law's prescriptions in any respect, they must submit to 
a trial with death as the penalty, the lawgiver holding that but few 
physicians would ever show themselves wiser than the mode of treatment 
which had been closely followed for a long period and had been originally 
prescribed by the ablest practitioners. 124 
121 Hdt. 2.77 (trans. A. De Selincourt). 
122 Diod. Sic. 1.82.1. It is worth noting that some private letters dating from the 
Hellenistic and Roman periods mention the use of purgatives and emetics. 
123 For discussion of Herodotus' description of medical practice in Egypt, see 8-9. 
124 Diod. Sic. 1.82.2-3 (trans. C. H. Oldfather). 
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This description implies a state-sponsored and rather egalitarian approach to 
healing in Egypt during the Hellenistic period but its simultaneous recording of 
the punitive measures taken against innovative physicians and experimental 
medical practice have often been used by scholars to support claims that native 
Egyptian medicine was conservative and essentially static. 125 It also contradicts at 
least some of what is recorded regarding medical research and experimentation at 
the Museion in Alexandria by individuals such as Herophilus and Eristratus. 126 
However, the reference to the role of the sacred texts in Egyptian medicine is 
interesting in light of the claims made by Clement of Alexandria, writing the 
Miscellanies in the late second century AD: 
There are forty two books of Hermes that are indispensable and 
necessary; of these, the thirty six containing the whole philosophy of the 
Egyptians are learned by the aforementioned personages; and the other 
six, which are medical, are learned by the pastophoroi, - treating of the 
structure of the body, and of diseases, and instruments, and medicines, 
and about the eyes, and the last about women. These are the customs of 
the Egyptians. 127 
It would appear from the claims made by Diodorus, Plutarch and Clement of 
Alexandria that there were significant traditional and religious components to 
E . d· I . 128 gyptIan me Ica practIce. 
However, none of these writers were primarily concerned with medicine 
and medical practice; rather, their works are specifically religious and historical. 
With regard to those professional physicians such as Soranus, Galen, Rufus and 
Oribasius or even educated laymen such as Celsus who wrote medical treatises, 
they do not discuss medicine and medical practices in Egypt specifically; rather 
they mention Egypt and Egyptian practices as and when it is appropriate to do so, 
such as Soranus advocating the use of sheets of papyrus in which to wrap 
125 For discussion of the extent to which Egyptian medicine was conservative, see Ritner 
(2000). 
126 For previous discussion of Hero phil us and Eristratus, see 9. 
127 Clem. AI. Strom. 6.4 (trans. D. Frankfurter). 
128 See also Diodorus' discussion ofIsis and healing at 1 :25.1-6 
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newborn babies, or Galen remembering the medical training he undertook in 
Alexandria, or Celsus recommending the Canopus salve for eye infections. 129 
Likewise, those writers who compiled botanical information or wrote 
pharmacological treatises such as Pliny the Elder, Dioscorides and Gargilius 
Martialis, mentioned individual plants, spices, and ingredients harvested from 
animals that originated in Egypt but did not necessarily dwell on Egypt itself. 
Therefore, while this literature does not offer any sustained or detailed evidence 
for the subject of healing in Roman Egypt, it offers a number of important, if 
isolated, windows on to individual customs and traditions, as well as broader 
Mediterranean perceptions of the role of healing in Egyptian culture. 
The literary papyri recovered from Egypt indicate that during the Roman 
period some individuals within the province (possibly medical practitioners but 
not necessarily so) were in possession of medical literature originally written 
outside of Egypt, texts from the Hippocratic corpus, and works by Galen, 
Dioscorides and numerous other less well-known writers. 130 Thus, comparisons 
between healing strategies as explored by ancient medical literature and healing 
strategies as detailed by documentary papyri such as letters or archaeological 
artefacts such as medical instruments, or even works of art recovered from the 
province are not necessarily inappropriate. Likewise, this thesis utilises the works 
of ancient writers when they refer specifically to practices undertaken in Egypt, 
such as Celsus, Pliny the Elder or Pliny the Younger. One of the aims of this 
study is to integrate appropriate literary evidence alongside archaeological, 
artistic, demographic and papyrological evidence. 
129 Sor. Gyn. 2.6; Galen, De simplicium medicamentorum temperamentis ac 
facultatibus 9.1.2; Celsus, Med. 6.6. . . . . 
130 See Marganne (1981), (1994), (1998); AndorlIm (1993) 458-562; and Hlrt Raj (2006) 
for inventories of the Greek medical papyri. For discussion of medical literature from 
Tebtunis, see 102-8. 
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4.2. Documentary Evidence 
Thousands of papyri and ostraca and hundreds of inscriptions dating from the 
Roman period have been recovered from Egypt. While the vast majority of these 
were written in Greek, many examples of Demotic and Latin writing and 
inscriptions survive too. Papyri and ostraca had a variety of uses: official 
documents such as edicts issued by the emperor and the imperial government; 
documents related to the complex administration of the province such as tax rolls 
and census returns; legal documents such as wills, contracts, sales and leases; and 
private letters written by the inhabitants of the province to members of their 
family and their friends. Inscriptions were used for commemorative purposes 
such as the founding of forts, quarries, towns and cities, as well as for more 
personal matters such as religious dedications and epitaphs. 
The hundreds of personal letters that survive from Roman Egypt are 
particularly informative with regard to healing strategies. These letters, written to 
family members and friends, are an extremely useful source of information about 
the health of the inhabitants of the province in addition to their attitudes towards 
health and healing. It is apparent that there was not only an understanding of 
good health and ill health, but an active interest in both states in a variety of 
different social contexts throughout the province for the duration of the Roman 
period. This interest is not so surprising when considered in conjunction with the 
low life expectancy and high mortality of the inhabitants of Roman Egypt; the 
health of a family member or friend was of paramount importance because an 
illness could so easily prove fatal. 
The expression 'I pray for your health' (apta te bene va/ere / £QQwaeUl 
1 131 Th' at: dJX0fl.UL) appears frequently, usually towards the end of a etter. IS 
positioning could support the idea that the prayer for health was an afterthought, 
131 For example P. Oxy. 2782 (AD 217, Oxyrhynchus). 
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merely a social or literary convention and the ancient equivalent of the modem 
'best wishes'. However, the sheer frequency with which health is mentioned 
before being elaborated upon in private letters belies this, as do the specific ways 
in which the expression is personalised and elaborated upon.132 Writers 
frequently exhort their letters' recipients to tell them about their present state of 
health, praising them when they do and criticising them when they do not. 133 If 
the writer is sick or injured, they give details. If the recipient was sick or injured 
the last time the writer heard from them, they ask for an update on their condition. 
The writer often informs the recipient that they have made obeisance before a 
certain god or goddess for them; letters sent from Alexandria often specifically 
state that the writer has been to the Serapeum to make obeisance before 
Sarapis. 134 One writer even states his belief that his prayers will be more effective 
coming from the Serapeum.135 Furthermore, letter writers often even offer to send 
the recipients items that will help them get well, such as medicine or ingredients 
for medicinal remedies.136 Healing and medicine, then, constitute a recurring 
motif in Egyptian epistolary communication and as such are important evidence 
for actual healing strategies and practice within communities throughout the 
province. 
Using papyrological evidence can be problematic. Collections of papyrus 
documents have been recovered from many but by no means all sites in Egypt. 
For example, because ofthe damp conditions arising from its position between the 
Delta and the sea, no papyri have been recovered from Alexandria, the largest and 
most heavily populated city of Roman Egypt with in all probability the highest 
132 For example P. Merl. 2.82 (late second century, unprovenanced); BGU2.423 (AD 139-
40, Karanis); P. Mich. 8.478 (early second century AD, Alexandria). 
133 For example BGU 2.423; P. Oxy. 3356 (AD 76, Oxyrhynchus). 
134 For example P. Oxy. 3992 (second century AD, Alexandria); P. Oxy. 2984 (second-
third century AD, Oxyrhynchus); P. Mich. 8.478. 
135 P. Oxy. 1070 (third century AD, Alexandria):... .. 
136 For further discussion of private letters contammg mforrnatlOn about medical practice. 
see 111-12. 
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number of literate individuals. However, some papyri that were written in 
Alexandria and sent to recipients living in towns such as Oxyrhynchus in the Nile 
Valley have survived there, while mummy cartonnage from HeracJeopolis has 
been found to contain administrative documents from Alexandria dating from the 
very beginning of the Augustan Principate, so information contained within a 
papyrus does not always relate to where it was eventually found. 
Not all papyri have been recovered properly, using modem standards of 
archaeological excavation; the original provenance of many is unknown because 
they were found and then sold illegally. 137 Of those papyri that have been 
properly recovered through archaeological excavation, they have generally been 
found on village and town rubbish dumps, thought to have been discarded by their 
owners; this begs the question, were they thrown away because they were 
considered unimportant or concluded, and if so, what was considered important 
and kept? Also, while thousands of papyri have been published, translated and 
even republished and translated if new evidence comes to light in the interim, 
many thousands more remain in storage. Of those papyri that have been 
translated, most were written in Greek or Latin, as there are more scholars able to 
work on them than those written in Hieratic, Demotic or even Coptic. 
For the purposes of this study, I have relied upon previously published 
papyri, ostraca, and inscriptions readily available through academic libraries and 
digital and internet resources. The majority of the papyri, ostraca and inscriptions 
I have discussed were written in Greek, although some notable examples were 
written in Latin and Demotic. I have included papyri, ostraca and inscriptions 
ranging in date from the first century BC to the fourth century AD and in 
provenance from the Fayum in the north down to Philae in the south, from Kellis 
in the west to Berenike in the east; Tebtunis. Oxyrhynchus and Mons Claudianus 
feature particularly heavily as a result of the systematic archaeological excavation 
137 For discussion of the illegal recovery of papyri, see Cuvigny (2009) and Fearn (2010). 
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that has taken place at those sites, resulting in the discovery of extensive 
collections of papyri and ostraca. Although on numerous occasions I have used 
available translations as starting points, the close analysis of the texts and 
terminologies utilised within them, and the accompanying discussions are mine 
throughout unless stated otherwise. 
4.3. Archaeological Evidence 
According to Ernst Kiinzl, the advantage of the discipline of archaeology is the 
'genuineness of the source material' in comparison to literary texts that are not 
themselves original. 138 Since this study is concerned with examining the full 
range of healing strategies utilised by the inhabitants of Egypt during the Roman 
period, I have utilised a wide variety of' source material': different types of 
archaeological evidence ranging from artefacts to works of art to botanical 
remams. 
Archaeologists interested in Roman medicine tend to focus their 
scholarship on either the premises where medical activity is thought to have taken 
place, such as the houses and surgeries of physicians or the valetudinaria of the 
Roman army, or those items that have been identified as being medical or surgical 
instruments. 139 No valetudinaria and very few medical or surgical instruments 
have been recovered through archaeological excavation of sites dated to the 
Roman period in Egypt. 140 However, in addition to documentary papyri and 
medical and surgical tools, artefacts such as metal instruments, clay and glass 
vessels, kohl sticks, amulets and charms can be equally as informative about 
healing strategies, although the interpretation of what precisely their presence 
signifies can be problematic, particularly when they lack a secure provenance and 
detailed excavation report. I have also utilised works of art that provide an 
138 Kiinzl (1988) 27. 
139 Baker (2002) 16. 
140 For the publication of some of the few that have, see Arnst (1990). 
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alternative perspective on certain aspects of health and healing. These include 
mummy portraits and masks, terracotta figurines and models, and stelae and 
statues where it has been suggested that the individuals depicted were suffering 
from identifiable medical conditions, or are otherwise informative about aspects 
of health and healing strategies. Likewise, interpretation of these items can be 
problematic and modem approaches such as retrospective diagnosis should only 
be used with extreme caution. 141 In addition to material culture, the development 
of the archaeological sub-discipline archaeobotany has enabled the analysis and 
identification of plant remains which have the potential to clarify many issues 
regarding the use of medicinal plants, although it is not always easy to infer from 
the archaeological context in which plant remains are found whether they are 
being utilised for medicinal purposes, or as food or for the production of garlands 
. 142 
or aromatIcs. 
The excavations that have been undertaken in Egypt have been done so 
under the auspices of numerous international institutions and the artefacts 
recovered have been divided up accordingly. 143 For example, Karanis was 
excavated by the University of Michigan and the finds are currently housed in the 
University of Michigan's Kelsey Museum of Archaeology, while parts of 
Tebtunis were excavated by the University of California at Berkeley and these 
finds are currently housed in the Centre for the Tebtunis Papyri at the Bancroft 
Library. Unfortunately, it has not been possible for me to travel abroad to 
institutions such as these, or to Egypt itself. However, I have made full use of the 
collections exhibited in British institutions such as the British Museum, the 
Wellcome Library, the National Museums of Scotland, and those collections that 
are either available online or have been fully photographed and published. 
141 See for example Grmek and Gourevitch (1998). For a critique, see Leven (2004). 
142 Ciaraldi (2002) 81. I examine archaeological and archaeobotanical evidence for 
medicine and medicinal practice at 75-110 and 146-66. 
143 For surveys of the archaeological excavations and publications that have taken place 
over the last fifteen years, see Bagnall (2001) and Bagnall and Davoli (2011). 
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4.4. Evidence from Forensic Anthropology 
Palaeopathology can be defined as 'the study of disease in ancient populations by 
the examination of human remains'. 144 Egypt is an excellent source of material 
for such studies for several reasons. The first reason is the hot, dry climate which 
naturally aids the preservation of human remains while the second is the 
endurance of the practice of mummification, which serves to preserve human 
remains artificially. 
There are limitations to using palaeopathology as a means of ascertaining 
the health of the population of Roman Egypt; whether skeletal or mummified, the 
inhabitants of a cemetery are only one small fraction of any given population at 
any given time. As far as skeletal human remains are concerned, not all medical 
conditions are evident from an individual's bones. However, skeletal remains 
offer an excellent opportunity to examine injuries caused by accident or assault. 
As far as mummified human remains are concerned, certain illnesses, both 
congenital (such as diabetes) and contracted (such as parasitic infestations) only 
affect soft tissue. Due to the adoption of traditional Egyptian burial practices, 
skeletal and mummified human remains from Roman Egypt can be used in 
conjunction with each other to provide information on health and ill health that is 
simply not available from cemeteries located in other provinces ofthe Roman 
Empire. 
The primary source for studies in the palaeopathology of the inhabitants 
of Roman Egypt is the work of the Dakhleh Oasis Project, a long-term regional 
study of environmental changes and human activity in the Western Desert, 
spanning the centuries from the Middle Pleistocene to the present day. Included 
in the extensive archaeological excavations that have been undertaken in the area 
were Kellis, an ancient town occupied during the Late Ptolemaic and Roman 
144 Aufderheide (1998) xv. 
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Periods, and an associated cemetery, the East Cemetery or Kellis 2, which was in 
use between AD 100 and AD 450. Due to the arid conditions of the Western 
Desert, the human skeletal remains recovered from Kellis 2 were in an excellent 
state of preservation, allowing the palaeopathology of the inhabitants of Kellis to 
be comprehensively studied. 145 Kellis 2 is the only Roman cemetery in Egypt that 
has been systematically excavated during the latter part of the twentieth century; 
the human remains have been comprehensively recorded, examined and analysed 
with the findings published. 
There is other archaeological evidence that can be employed to the same 
ends as palaeopathological examination of skeletal and mummified human 
remains, at least speculatively. The corpus of mummy portraits recovered from 
the Roman cemetery at Hawara in the Fayum, produced from the first to the third 
centuries AD, comprises primarily encaustic or tempera portraits painted onto 
wooden panels that covered the head of a mummified individual and were then 
buried with him or her. One purpose of the portraits is thought to have been to 
serve as a record of how the individual had appeared during life. To that end, the 
portraits can be seen to be highly detailed, extremely varied and perhaps as a 
result realistic, so much so that it might be possible to identifY certain medical 
d· . fi h 1 ~ ~con It10ns rom tern. 
5. Research Aims and Methodology 
The purpose of this study is to examine the healing strategies employed by the 
inhabitants of Egypt during the Roman period, from the late first century BC to 
the fourth century AD, in order to explore how Egyptian, Greek and Roman 
145 I examine the palaeopathological evidence from this site at 148-9, 153-4 and 211. I 
also use palaeopathological evidence from other sites a ~ ~ 1?9, 162, 175 and 212. 
146 For the mummy portraits see Corcoran (1995); Doxladls (1995); Walker (2000). For 
the possibility of identifying medical conditions from t h e ~ , , see Appenzeller (20? 1); 
Ikram (2003); Johnson (2005). I examine mummy portraits and use them (tentatively) as 
evidence for health and ill-health at 105-6, 180 and 192-4. 
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customs and traditions interacted within the province. Thus this study aims to 
make an original contribution to the history of medicine, by offering a detailed 
examination of the healing strategies (of which 'rational' medicine was only one) 
utilised by the inhabitants of one particular region of the Mediterranean during a 
key phase in its history, a region, moreover, which by virtue of the survival of 
papyrological evidence offers a unique opportunity for study. Its interdisciplinary 
approach, which integrates ancient literary, documentary, archaeological and 
scientific evidence, presents a new approach to understanding healing strategies in 
Roman provincial culture. It refines the study of healing within Roman provincial 
culture, identifies diagnostic features of healing in material culture and offers a 
more contextualised reading of ancient medical literary and documentary papyri 
and archaeological evidence. 
This study differs from previous attempts to examine healing in Roman 
Egypt in that it tries, as far as possible, to encompass the full spectrum of healing 
strategies available to the inhabitants of the province. It addresses the extent to 
which both 'rational' means of healing (such as those practices instantly 
recognisable to a modem scholar, e.g. pharmacology or surgery) and 'irrational' 
means of healing (such as magical incantations, amulets and divine intervention) 
were utilised. It assesses the presence of and demand for 'professional' 
practitioners (such as individuals who called themselves physicians or midwives, 
had undergone some form of training and charged a fee for their services) and 
'amateur' practitioners (such as well-meaning family members, friends, and those 
individuals whose services were employed on an ad hoc basis). It examines the 
role of both secular organisations (such as the provincial government or army and 
their members who operated under the auspices of imperial authority) and 
religious institutions (such as Egyptian, Greek and Roman temples and their 
priests, priestesses and other staff, both officially sanctioned and independent). It 
focuses on a variety of different types of community in a range of geographical 
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locations, not just the city of Alexandria but also the villages of the Fayum, the 
towns and cities of the Nile Valley, the oases of the Western Desert, the quarry 
settlements in the Eastern Desert and the ports on the Red Sea coast. In this way I 
aim to compare and contrast healing strategies throughout the province, and in a 
range of natural and social environments. 
The first stage towards achieving these goals is to undertake a systematic 
and comprehensive survey of evidence for centralised, professional medical 
practice in Roman Egypt, an approach that is representative of most existing 
scholarly approaches to medicine in Roman provincial cultures. However, in 
addition to this I also survey and analyse the evidence (largely neglected by 
scholars of Roman Egypt) for healing carried out on a localised or domestic basis 
and the integration of family traditions, religious structures, magical practices and 
acquired knowledge of the medicinal properties of native Egyptian plant and 
animal species. These two surveys are then complemented by three distinct case 
studies identifying ailments that were prevalent in Egypt during the Roman period 
and examining the range of ways in which they were approached and treated by 
the inhabitants ofthe province. These case studies not only provide an 
opportunity to examine some of the ideas explored in the first two chapters in 
more specific contexts, but they also allow a more detailed and nuanced study of 
particular conditions that were characteristic of the natural environment of Roman 
Egypt. 
6. Thesis Structure 
The first part of this thesis comprises two chapters and focuses on the 
practitioners of healing strategies, both 'professional' and 'amateur'. Chapter 1 
('Identifying Medical Practitioners in Roman Egypt') examines the different types 
of 'professional' or even 'official' medical practitioners, individuals whose 
position was formalised through membership of the provincial administration, the 
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army or a religious institution, and who could be classified by others as an iatros 
or medicus. This chapter first approaches the issue ofthe 'professional' medical 
practitioner from the top down, utilising primarily papyrological but also 
epigraphic evidence, as these are the means by which 'official' medical 
practitioners are attested, beginning with medical practitioners in Alexandria 
before moving on to the different categories of 'official' medical practitioners and 
the hierarchy of the 'official' medical profession as reflected in references to 
archiatroi, demosioi iatroi, and military physicians in the epigraphic record. Then 
it approaches the issue of the 'professional' medical practitioner from the bottom 
up, utilising the archaeological evidence such as the remains of architecture, 
equipment and literature to examine evidence for those medical practitioners 
operating independently, outside of provincial administration and the army, 
figures who have been attested in other provinces such as Britain and Italy. 
Finally, it examines the evidence for medical practitioners in both the Graeco-
Roman and native Egyptian religious institutions of Roman Egypt, utilising 
different types of religious institutions such as the Graeco-Roman temple of 
Sarapis and Isis at Canopus and the Graeco-Egyptian temple of Soknebtunis at 
Tebtunis. 
Chapter 2 ('Alternative Healing Strategies') examines those areas of 
ancient medicine that have traditionally been neglected or summarily dismissed 
by scholars: 'domestic' and 'folk' medicine (these terms are themselves evidence 
of scholarly prejudice) with particular emphasis on the extent to which the 
specific natural environment of any given location affects healing strategies. 
First, this chapter addresses the reasons why the inhabitants of Roman Egypt 
might have preferred alternative healing strategies to those espoused by 
'professional' or 'official' medical practitioners. These reasons could have been 
positive and active (such as a desire to perpetuate what they considered to be 
natural or even traditional practices) or negative and passive (such as fear of 
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incompetent or dishonest medical practitioners, lack of availability or the 
prohibitive cost of treatment). Then it examines the papyrological and 
archaeological evidence for the inhabitants of Roman Egypt providing each other 
with medicine and medicinal ingredients, ranging from private letters in which 
these subjects are discussed to botanical and pharmacological remains recovered 
through excavation to chemical analysis of mummified and skeletal remains. The 
unique natural environment of Egypt, the utilisation of its natural resources such 
as Nile water, riverbank clay, fish and animal species, and the harnessing of this 
natural environment in order to cultivate and produce fruit, vegetables, herbs and 
oils with medicinal properties will be scrutinised. Then it examines the evidence 
for the employment of alternative healing strategies in four different communities: 
Kellis in the Dakhleh Oasis of the Western Desert; Oxyrhynchus in the Nile 
Valley; Mons Claudianus in the Eastern Desert; and Berenike on the Red Sea 
coast, before finally examining the alternative healing strategies employed in 
order to deal with more universal health conditions, such as pregnancy and 
childbirth. 
The second part of this thesis (consisting of three individual case studies) 
provides an opportunity to explore in greater detail the approaches and ideas 
examined in the first two chapters. This approach ensures a more detailed and 
nuanced study of the specific ways in which the natural environment of Egypt 
impacted upon certain aspects of health by contributing to eye disease, fever and 
injuries inflicted during attacks by wild animals, in addition to demonstrating the 
significance of specific historical, cultural and environmental factors in the 
development of healing strategies within a specific province. 
Chapter Three ('Eye Complaints') examines the nature and frequency of 
eye diseases and injuries suffered by the inhabitants of Roman Egypt. This 
chapter scrutinises the experiences of two victims of eye complaints that are 
particularly well represented in papyrological archives (Try phon from 
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Oxyrhynchus and Gemellus Horion from Karanis), then examines the range of 
healing strategies available to those suffering from a range of different eye 
complaints. These include both 'rational' healing strategies such as eye salves 
and surgery and 'irrational' healing strategies such as magical incantations and 
divine intervention, particularly that of the Graeco-Egyptian god Sarapis. 
Chapter Four ('Fever') examines the nature and frequency of the fevers 
suffered by the inhabitants of Roman Egypt, focusing first on the disease malaria, 
which is attested by papyrological, archaeological and palaeopathological 
evidence as having been suffered throughout Egypt, both in the communities 
located adjacent to the Nile and those out on the desert oases, then other types of 
fever, before examining the range of healing strategies available to those suffering 
from fevers. These include both 'rational' healing strategies as recommended by 
Latin, Greek and Demotic medical treatises and 'irrational' healing strategies such 
as magical amulets and divine intervention, particularly that of the syncretised god 
Imhotep-Ascl epius. 
Chapter Five ('Wild Animals') examines the dangers that the animal 
species of Egypt could pose to the inhabitants of the province, focusing 
particularly upon snakes, scorpions, crocodiles and lions, as attested by 
papyrological and epigraphic evidence such as private letters, mummy labels and 
epitaph inscriptions. It scrutinises cases in which individuals were bitten, stung or 
scratched by these animals and the healing strategies utilised to treat these 
injuries, examines the ways in which ingredients harvested from these creatures 
were either used as or incorporated into medicinal remedies to treat these and 
other medical conditions, and examines the ways in which these creatures were 
associated with Egyptian, Greek and Roman healing deities such as Serket, 
Sekhmet, Sobek, Sarapis, Isis and Asclepius, cults that played a regular role in the 
practice of healing and medicine in the province. 
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Finally, the conclusion underlines the importance for a study of the 
healing strategies utilised in any province of the Roman Empire (or indeed any 
region in the ancient world) of taking into account the historical, geographical, 
cultural and social context of the location in question. In the case of Egypt during 
the Roman period, the healing strategies of the Pharaonic period and the 
Hellenistic period remained extremely influential. The hot and dry climate, the 
proximity of most human settlements to the river Nile, and the local wildlife all 
impacted upon the disease environment. The living conditions in built-up areas, 
in which extended families and their livestock shared extremely small spaces 
without fresh running water or appropriate and hygienic waste disposal, all 
impacted upon health. It is apparent that, in addition to a centralised medical 
doctrine espoused by 'official' and 'professional' medical practitioners (in part an 
inevitable consequence of Roman colonisation and Romanisation), there existed 
in Roman Egypt extremely well-established localised traditions of alternative 
healing strategies oriented around domestic and folk medicine. I argue that 
healing in Egypt during the Roman period, far from being merely one part of a 
discipline that was homogenous throughout the Roman Empire over the course of 
nearly five centuries, consisted of a multiplicity of complex approaches to healing 
that originated and developed over time according to the specific nature of the 
individual province and its unique provincial culture. 
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Chapter One: Identifying Medical Practitioners in Roman Egypt 
1. Introduction 
In the Roman Empire no formal training or educational qualifications were 
necessary for an individual to be able to call himself an iatros or medicus (or 
herself an iatrine or medica). 147 Such titles appear in the epigraphic record in the 
epitaphs of numerous extremely young people, for example two medici ocularii 
named Primitivus and Phasis, who died at ages nineteen and seventeen 
respectively.148 Individuals who wished to become physicians could undertake 
formal training in the form of an apprenticeship of some sort, but the duration of 
such an apprenticeship was not regulated, so was by no means uniform throughout 
the empire. 
There was no formal assessment and no certification or qualification was 
required before an individual could begin to practise medicine - either for free or 
for payment. Consequently, the extent to which an individual received any 
training and was actually competent seems to have varied dramatically; physicians 
were commonly characterised as being incompetent to the point of endangering 
the life of the patient in all genres of ancient literature. 149 However, there is 
147 One medical apprenticeship contract written on papyrus and dating to the Hellenistic 
period stipulates a six year training period; P. Heid. 3.226 (215-13 Be, unprovenanced). 
There is also evidence which suggests the passing down of medical knowledge within a 
family. See the epitaph of the child Machaon, son ofSabbataios, at CIJlI: 1539, dating to 
14th March AD 8. Machaon is an extremely unusual name that was used predominantly 
by physicians and members of medical families, perhaps indicating that his parents 
intended him to follow in his father's footsteps and thus may well have started his medical 
education and training while he was still very young. See also the dedicatory inscription 
ofthe physician brothers Horos and Papsos, whose father Paos and grandfather KoIIouthos 
were possibly also physicians, at IGRom. I: 1289, dating to AD 88 and set up at 
Elephantine, and the family of physicians from Oxyrhynchus at P. Oxy. 4001, dating to 
the fourth century AD. For discussion of medical families, see Samama (2003) 19-20. 
148 Jackson (1996) 2233. 
149 For the issue of payment of physicians generally, see Kudlien (1976); for the issue of 
payment of physicians for forensic and expert witness services rendered, see Amundsen 
and Ferngren (1978) 338-9; for a list of ancient references portraying physicians in a 
negative light, see Amundsen (1974) 320 nl and n2. For a graffito in which an individual 
refers to himself as 'Dadouxios, learned physician' ( ~ a b o v x L O s s uxoAaunKos 
ia'[[QLKoC;]), see CIG 4781 c (second century AD, Thebes). 
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evidence to suggest that some medical practitioners took and considered 
themselves to be bound by the 'Hippocratic Oath'. 150 One papyrus dating to the 
early third century AD and clearly not written by a professional scribe contains an 
extract from the 'Hippocratic Oath' that seemed to have been adapted for a 
particular purpose, and it is possible that it was copied out for use in some sort of 
oath-taking ceremony. Also, a recently published papyrus which appears to have 
derived from the proem of a medical treatise, perhaps some kind of introductory 
manual, states 'for those young men who are being introduced in a systematic way 
to medicine .. .it is proper, as 1 see it at least, in the first place to make the 
beginning of learning from the Hippocratic Oath' . 151 
The most recent study of physicians in Roman Egypt is Marguerite Hirt 
Raj's Medicins et malades de I'Egypte romaine, which focused on the status and 
practice of medicine in Egypt primarily but not exclusively during the Roman 
period. However, it is a study with certain limitations. 152 In particular, the study 
is concerned only with what might be described as the secular, 'professional' 
medical practitioner, essentially the Greek iatros, as attested by the documentary 
papyri. In this chapter, I will examine evidence not only for the Greek iatros and 
the Roman medicus but also for the Egyptian swnw and practitioners of temple 
medicine in both the city of Alexandria and throughout the chora of Egypt from 
the late first century Be to the end of the fourth century AD. I will not only 
incorporate documentary evidence such as papyri, ostraca and epigraphy, but will 
also utilise archaeological evidence such as artefacts and works of art. 
150 For discussion of the 'Hippocratic Oath' in the ancient and modern world, see Miles 
(2005). See also P. Oxy. 2547 (early third century AD, Oxyrhynchus): [O]UDEVi. 
cpaQl-la[Kov aL'IT]8lEe; 8avaa]ll-l0v OUDE Ka[811YrlaOl-lm a u l - l ~ o v ] M l l V ' '
151 P. Oxy. 4970 (second century AD, Oxyrhynchus): 'TWV VEWV mi[e; K]a'TU Aoyov de; 
TIlv La'TQlKT]v [E]laa[y]ofJEV[Ole;,] 8EwQTJl-la'Ta, n[Qo]oiiKOV tanv, ( ~ l ' : : : Eywym 
( ) L a A a l - l ~ a v w , , EV nQW'TOle; ana 'TuD 1nnoKQa'TlOV OQKOV 'Ti]v aQX1lv TIle; 
l-la8TJaEwe; nOlE[i]a8aL See also Scribonius Largus, Compositiones pref. 5 .. 
152 For reviews of this work, see Charlier (2007) 1; Dasen (2008) 554. For prevIous 
discussion of this work's merits and shortcomings, see 33-4. 
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The first part of this chapter will focus on the medical profession in 
Roman Egypt from the top down, identifying those medical practitioners with 
official status who were engaging in medical practice that was formally 
recognised and even subsidised by the imperial administration. The evidence for 
these individuals is primarily papyrological and epigraphic; documentary papyri 
such as legal documents, formal petitions and medical reports in conjunction with 
honorific inscriptions and epitaphs. The second part will focus on the medical 
profession in Roman Egypt from the ground up, examining the literary and 
archaeological evidence for the day to day activities of medical practitioners in 
Roman Egypt who do not otherwise appear in the historical record. This will 
include coverage of locations where medical practice took place, medical 
equipment and medical literature, as has been done for other provinces in the 
Roman Empire such as Britain, Gaul and Italy. The third part will examine the 
evidence for medical practitioners within temple complexes in Roman Egypt; it is 
clear that it was not only laymen who undertook medical training and then 
practised medicine for payment in the Roman Empire. Since Augustus designated 
a Roman official as the High Priest of Alexandria and Egypt and consolidated 
priestly authority, tradition, lifestyle and economic activities according to the 
Gnomon a/the Idios Logos, in one sense medical practitioners practising in the 
native Egyptian temples were officially recognised and sanctioned too. 153 
1.1. Categorisation and Classification 
There are numerous different literary and archaeological contexts in which 
individuals record themselves as being either an iatros or a medicus. Inhabitants 
of Egypt during the Roman period wrote private letters to members of their 
families and their friends that incidentally happened to state their professions, in 
153 Frankfurter (1998) 27. For discussion of native Egyptian religion in Roman Egypt, see 
18-9. 
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addition to producing official documents by sUbmitting census returns, entering 
into legal contracts and paying taxes, all of which included their line of work as a 
matter of course. 154 Alternatively, tourists scratched their names and occupations 
as graffiti on ancient monuments such as the royal tombs in the Valley of the 
Kings and the Colossi of Mernnon, and these include many references to medical 
practitioners. 155 However, it is important to remember that this is self-definition' , 
while there were restrictions placed upon the number of physicians exempt from 
taxation or participation in liturgies in any given administrative area, there were 
no restrictions placed upon who could call themselves a physician. 156 All that can 
be inferred from this self-definition is that being known as a physician does not 
seem to have been considered detrimental in Egypt, although this certainly seems 
to have been the case in other parts of the Roman Empire such as Italy. 157 
Despite the range of contexts, both informal and formal, public and 
private, in which these statements of profession were made, the vast majority of 
these individuals simply describe themselves as being either an iatros or a 
medicus, meaning 'one who heals', 'physician', 'surgeon' or 'doctor', rather than 
as a more specialist medical practitioner, like those attested in the epigraphic 
evidence from other provinces such as the medicus ocularius. 158 The lack of 
specialisation apparent from the documentary papyri contrasts with the claims of 
earlier writers such as Herodotus that 'the practice of medicine they split up into 
154 For an example of a census return of a physician, see P. Hamb. 60 (AD 90, 
Hermopolis). For an example of an estate account making a payment to a physician, see 
P. Mich. 620 (AD 239-40, Theadelphia). For an example of a tax roll recording the 
payments offive doctors from one village, see P. Mich. 4.1 (AD 172-3, Karanis). 
155 For the Valley of the Kings, see Syringes 11, 15,53, 114, 120, 130, 142, 160,658,663, 
805,930,1009,1081,1136,1144,1167,1194,1256,1272,1402, 1525, 1575, 1617, 1801, 
1847, 1911 and 2053. For the Colossi ofMemnon, see IGA III: 24, 256, 278, 354, 439, 
473,498 and 591. Of course, it is impossible to tell whether these graffiti were the work 
of the residents of Egypt, or of tourists from outside the province. 
156 For the restrictions placed upon the number of physicians in a given administrative area 
and the consequent two-tiered system of medical practitioners - those who were exempt 
and those who were not - see Horsley (1982) 12; for self-definition of physicians 
extending to membership of medical sects, see von Staden (1983), particularly 83. 
157 Mattern (2008) 22. 
158 Jackson (1996) 2233; for collections of artefacts and inscriptions organised according 
to province see also Kiinzl (1983); Remy (1984); Remy (1987a); Remy (1987b). 
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separate parts, each doctor being responsible for the treatment of only one 
disease' 159 Th . I . 
. ere IS a so no eVIdence that the swnw, so frequently attested in 
Pharaonic Egypt, the Late Period, and even the Ptolemaic period, was known as 
such during the Roman period, although there are some disparate references to 
practitioners of native Egyptian medicine. 160 
1.2. Medical Practitioners in Roman Alexandria 
Long after Galen had left Egypt, he commented that Alexandria and Rome were 
the only two cities in the ancient world that had populations large enough to 
support numerous different kinds of medical specialists: 'The number oftheir 
inhabitants ensures a livelihood for those who practise any single branch of 
medicine in those cities, not to mention a livelihood for those who have a broader 
medical competence than that' .161 Certainly, following the foundation of the 
Museion and Library of Alexandria by Ptolemy II Philadelphus, Alexandria came 
to be renowned throughout the ancient world as a centre of learning and culture. 
Scholars and intellectuals were recruited from all over the Mediterranean, paid 
generous stipends, provided with free accommodation and subsequently referred 
to as 'one of those receiving sustenance in the Museion and not subject to 
taxes' .162 The majority of works of modern scholarship that discuss the Museion 
and Library are concerned with these institutions during the Hellenistic period, as 
this is the period best attested by ancient literary evidence. 163 However, 
Alexandria appears to have continued to play an important part in intellectual life 
and scholarship during the Roman period too. 
159 Hdt. 2.84 (trans. A. De Selincourt). See previous discussion at 8-9. 
160 Six swnw from Coun P. 2 (229 BC), three swnw from Count P. 4 (254-31 BC), five 
swnw from Count P. 8 (243-17 Be) and one swnw-ir.t, an oculist, from Count P. 9 (251-0 
BC), and P. Lond. 1.43, for this translation of this papyrus with commentary, see Bagnall 
et al. (2006) 113. 
161 Galen, Ars medica 2.3. 
162 OGI 714; SB 6012. 
163 Fraser (1972) 305-35; Delia (1992) 1449-61; Littman (1996) 2678-97; Nutton (2004) 
128-39. 
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However, there is some contention amongst modern scholars regarding 
the presence of medical practitioners at the Museion and Library and the extent to 
which they practised medicine, if they practised it at all. According to Peter 
Fraser, the practice of medicine in the Museion and Library at Alexandria 
consisted of 'scientific or academic medical work carried out by highly skilled 
specialists'. He states that the members of the Museion 'were no doubt primarily 
concerned with the advancement of their subject by investigation, but it is natural 
to suppose that they also taught and gave lectures' .164 Certainly, individuals who 
would later go on to become prominent physicians such as Rufus of Ephesus, 
Soranus of Ephesus, Galen ofPergamum and Oribasius are known to have 
travelled to Alexandria specifically to study medicine there. 165 However, John 
Vallance takes a different view. While observing that modem scholars tend to 
assume that the Library must have contained the important, canonical works of 
Greek philosophy and medicine, and that local and visiting scholars must have 
had access to them, he suggests that this assumption be subject to qualification. 166 
There do appear to have been a substantial number of medical treatises within the 
Library; Galen records that customs officials were instructed to confiscate any 
medical books brought to Alexandria by travellers, copy them and then return the 
copies to the travellers before depositing the originals in the Library. 167 However, 
although there were apparently medical treatises within the Library, it is important 
to remember that the Museion and Library were not public buildings to which 
ld ' 168 anyone cou gam access. 
164 Fraser (1972) 338. 
165 On Galen's reasons for travelling to Alexandria and his expectations of what he would 
find there, see von Staden (2004) 181-5. On Soranus in Alexandria see Suda S851; on 
Galen in Alexandria see De tremore, paipitione, convuisione et rigore liber 7, De 
alimentorumfacultatibus 1.25.2, De methodo medendi 1.7; on Oribasius in Alexandria see 
Philostr. V S 530-7. 
166 Vallance (2004) 95. 
167 Galen, In Hippocratis Epidemiarum 3.17 A. 
168 Delia (1992) 1452. 
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Although there is substantial evidence (and numerous examples) of 
individuals from outside Egypt travelling to Alexandria in order to study medicine 
there, the extent to which individuals already living in Egypt travelled to 
Alexandria to study medicine is less well known. In his discussion of the extent 
to which the native Egyptian scientific disciplines influenced the development of 
those of Greece, Palter suggested a possible explanation for why, as far as he 
could see, Egyptian medicine did not influence Greek medicine. I69 He surmised 
that since the ways in which the Egyptian and Greek medical professions were 
organised differed quite substantially in the Hellenistic and Imperial periods, there 
was little opportunity for social and professional contact between their respective 
members: 'Egyptian physicians were public officials, working for the state and 
providing free care to their patients while Greek physicians were, so to speak, in 
private practice collecting fees from both their patients and apprentices; and 
Egyptian physicians tended to be specialists, Greek physicians general 
practitioners', and opined that native Egyptians do not seem to have participated 
in the work of the Museion and Library. 170 Considering that the Egyptian 
inhabitants of Alexandria reportedly segregated themselves and resided in one 
particular area of the city where the settlement of Rhakotis had originally been, 
this is not surprising. l7l However, there is evidence for knowledge regarding the 
type of innovative medical practice that was taking place at Alexandria spreading 
from there to the chora in the form of works authored by Galen that were being 
copied and read in the Nile valley soon after his death.I72 Exactly how much of 
this transmission was the result of physicians trained in Alexandria going to towns 
a ~ d d villages in the chora to practise medicine there is uncertain. 173 
169 For previous discussion of this issue, see 28-31. 
170 Palter (1993) 273. 
171 Strabo, Geagraphica 17.1.6; Plin. HN 5.11.62; for the Jews of Alexandria reportedly 
doing the same and living in the Delta district see Joseph. BJ 494-8. 
172 Nutton (2007) 8; see P. Bera!. !nv. 21141. 
173 Marganne (2002) 1-16. 
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In addition to those medical practitioners who appear to have been living 
and working at the Museion and Library, there were also medical practitioners in 
Alexandria who did not. Their presence in the city was presumably only 
tangentially related to those institutions, perhaps a result of the belief that 
residence in Alexandria automatically elevated a medical practitioner, but equally 
perhaps also due to the size of the city's population. 174 One example of an 
individual claiming a link with Alexandria, perhaps in order to elevate his own 
professional standing, was the itinerant physician 'prudent' Dorotheos 
(L.')wQo8eoc; aa0<:pQova), who according to the epitaph set up for him on los was 
born and trained in Alexandria where 'he grasped all his skill' .175 
1.3. Categories of Physician and the Medical Hierarchy in Roman Egypt 
Once Octavian had annexed Egypt, direct rule over the province was undertaken 
by a series of provincial governors or prefects who were based primarily in 
Alexandria in the Brucheion, the former royal quarter, and at Memphis. The 
provincial governor would have been ultimately responsible for all the 
administrative appointments made within his province. In tum, the strategoi and 
/ogistes whom he appointed oversaw the members of the medical hierarchy 
associated with imperial administration on a local level such as the demosioi iatroi 
and the military officials that he commanded oversaw the physicians that served 
the army and navy. 
174 On claiming an education in Alexandria in order to improve one's prospects, see Amm. 
Marc. 22.17. Diod. Sic. 17.52.6 claims that the tAnJ8fQOl population of Alexandria was 
over 300,000 during the Ptolemaic period, presumably referring to citizens of both 
genders and all ages; Delia (1988) 290 gives an estimated total population of 500-600,000 
during the Roman period. 
175 GVI 1.766: 0/-l norr' A i \ f ~ a v b Q H a a AOXfuaarro n a r r Q i . ~ ~ ay[rrrtll v f l A 6 Q u ' t o ~ , ,
naOlW lhpa/-lfvOv aoqnT} [ ~ ] . . See Horsley (1982) 20 for translation and brief discussion. 
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1 . 3 . 1 . ~ r c h i a t r o i i
During the Ptolemaic period, the title archiatros denoted a physician at the royal 
court.
176 However, over the course of the Roman period the definition changed 
until an archiatros was recognised as being essentially a civic or public 
physician. l77 Four archiatroi are known by name from various dates in Egypt 
across the Roman period: Gaius Proculeius Themison, Ammonius, Porphyrius and 
Zeno. 178 
Gaius Proculeius Themison is known from an inscription that would have 
been attached to an honorific statue dating to AD 7: 'The body (rri\ij8oc;) of 
physicians [ ... ] in Alexandria [honours] Gaius Proculeius Themison the 
archiatros, on account of his beneficence' .179 Despite its brevity, this inscription 
poses significant interpretive problems. One of those problems is the meaning of 
the word rri\ij8oc;: does it refer to a formal body, or does it simply mean 'the 
majority'? Understanding its significance is not helped by damage to the 
inscription after the word' Alexandria', where scholars have proposed restorations 
varying from 'the physicians assembled in Alexandria' to 'the physicians residing 
in Alexandria', to 'the physicians practising in Alexandria'. How one deals with 
these issues not only has implications for the existence or otherwise of a 
recognised guild of physicians in the city, but also for the extent of Themison' s 
authority. Cornelia Romer's reconstruction of the inscription favours 'the 
physicians assembled in Alexandria' ( A i \ E ~ a v b Q E u X l l [ovvllY] f.lEVWV), 
implying that some of these physicians may have come from outside of the city, 
and has led her to believe that while Themison was probably not responsible for 
176 Nutton (1977) 194,214. 
177 Nutton (1977) 214. 
178 Additionally, three archiatroi are known by name from the Ptolemaic period: Nicanor 
from Alexandria (Aristeas ad Philocratem Epistula 182 (late second-early first century 
BC», Phalous from the Arsinoite nome (SB 15.12375 (180 BC», and Athenagoras from 
the Fayum (SB 1.5216 (middle of the first century BC». 
179 Romer (1990) 81. faLOv TIQOMTJlOV 8quuwva £xQXla'[Qov 1:0 n A i i 8 o ~ ~ ,[wv EV 
AAEE,avbQElaL [ ... ] flEWuV la'tQwv E U V O i . a ~ ~ xaQlv. 
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the physicians of Alexandria, he did hold the office of archiatros in Alexandria _ 
perhaps even in association with the Museion - and so it was for that reason that 
the other physicians chose to honour him there. 180 However, F r a n ~ o i s s Kayser 
prefers a reconstruction of the inscription that reads 'the physicians residing in 
Alexandria' ( A A e ~ a v b Q e L a L L [KaSTl] ~ E V W V ) , , while Evelyne Samama and 
Marguerite Hirt Raj both suggest 'the physicians practising in Alexandria' 
( A A e ~ a v b Q e i L u u [EQya£:o] ~ E V W V ) . 1 8 1 1 Additionally, Hirt Raj has suggested that, 
on the basis of his name, Themison received Roman citizenship from Gaius 
Proculeius, one ofOctavian's most trusted aides - in point of fact, the man who 
was responsible for arranging the surrender of Cleopatra VII in 30 BC. If so, this 
would mean that he was already moving in the highest circles of Alexandrian 
society decades before he was honoured there by his peers. 182 
Ammonius is known from one papyrus letter dating to the second century 
AD, in which the writer addresses him as archeiatros. However, this letter 
reveals nothing about his professional role beyond the fact that he appears to have 
been reasonably affluent. 183 Nutton has suggested that Ammonius might have 
been a member of the Museion like Lucius Gellius Maximus, although there is no 
evidence of this. 184 Interestingly, evidence of another, unnamed archiatros 
survives in the form of an order for food dating from between the third and fourth 
centuries AD, indicating that the individual in question was also reasonably 
affluent. 185 
Porphyrius is known from an estate account from Hermonthis, dating to 
25th April, AD 338, in which he is referred to as archiatros, without any further 
180 Romer (1990) 87. 
181 Kayser (1994) 283-5; Samama (2003) 474-5; Hirt Raj (2006) 41. 
182 Hirt Raj (2006) 63, 167-8. 
183 P. Oslo 53 (second century AD, unprovenanced). 
184 Nutton (1977) 215. For Gellius, see above at 57. 
1850. Ashm. Shelt. 75 (third-fourth century AD, Oxyrhynchus). 
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detail. 186 Zeno is known from the letters of the emperor Julian. He was banished 
from Alexandria by Bishop George in AD 360, but recalled at the insistence of the 
Alexandrians upon Julian's accession in AD 361. Julian's letter to Zeno provides 
some information regarding Zeno's role as archiatros: 
There is indeed abundant evidence of other kinds that you have attained to 
the first rank in the art of medicine and that your morals, uprightness and 
temperate life are in harmony with your professional skill. .. For I think 
that Homer was right when he said "One physician is worth many other 
men". And you are not simply a physician, but also a teacher of that art 
for those who desire to learn, so that I might almost say that what 
physicians are compared with the mass of men, you are, compared with 
other physicians. 187 
Like Themison, he appears to have been well-regarded by other members of the 
medical profession resident in Alexandria, but whereas Themison's connection 
with the emperor Augustus is pure conjecture, Zeno's is confirmed by the writings 
of the emperor Julian himself. The fact that Zeno was acquainted with the 
emperor of the Roman Empire at all ~ ~ perhaps they were introduced by Oribasius -
indicates that he was an exceptional individual and does not provide us with much 
information about the typical archiatros. 
Henri Pleket has argued that archiatroi were not members of the urban 
elite, since they do not appear to have held the magistracies or other positions of 
civic responsibility that were the privilege of the social elite, going so far as to 
state that this is the case for around 60 percent of all recorded cases of 
archiatroi. 188 However, his argument encompasses archiatroi known throughout 
the entire Roman Empire, rather than those in Egypt specifically. On the other 
hand, Nutton has examined the role ofthe archiatroi in the medical profession 
from province to province, concluding that Egypt resembles Africa and the 
Western provinces, rather than the empire as a whole. 189 What can be inferred 
186 P. Lips. 97 (AD 338, Hennonthis). 
187 Julian. Ep.17 (trans. W. C. Wright). 
188 Pleket (1995) 31. 
189 Nutton (1977) 215. 
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from these four examples is that these individual archiatroi seem to have been 
well-regarded by their peers, were reasonably affluent and could be acquainted 
with high status individuals. However, no information is provided about their 
duties and responsibilities, medical or administrative. 
1.3.2. Demosioi Iatroi 
The title demosios iatros, signifYing some form of public physician, does not 
seem to have occurred in Egypt before the middle of the second century AD and 
its appearance was perhaps related to the legislation of Antoninus Pius restricting 
the number of physicians entitled to exemptions. 190 Such public physicians are 
subsequently attested frequently in the documentary papyri (although not in the 
surviving epigraphic evidence from Egypt during the Roman period), as one of 
their duties involved documenting forensic medical investigations and 
examinations. 191 According to Darrel Amundsen and Gary Femgren, these 
documents can be classified as belonging to four different categories: a request to 
an official (a strategos prior to the middle of the third century AD and a logistes 
or curator civitatis from the late third century AD onwards) for an examination or 
an investigation; an order from an official to his assistant to take a physician with 
him and then submit a written report of their findings; a prosphonesis or medical 
report; and a record of a pros ph ones is being used as evidence in a trial. 192 Such 
documents were important pieces of evidence in the legal cases pursued by 
inhabitants of Egypt during the Roman period, serving a means of establishing 
responsibility, apportioning blame, ensuring prosecution and facilitating financial 
190 Amundsen and Femgren (1978) 350. On Antoninus Pius' restrictions, see Nutton 
(1971). A similar position to that of the bY] f l 6 a L O ~ ~ i . a ' [ Q o ~ , , that of the bY] f l 6 0 " l o ~ ~
Y Q a f l f l a n K 6 ~ , , is recorded in P. Call. Youtie 2.66 (AD 258, Oxyrhynchus). 
191 See Samama (2003) and Hirt Raj (2006) for the lack of inscriptions attesting the 
presence of public physicians in Egypt during the Roman period. 
192 Amundsen and Femgren (1978) 343. 
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compensation. Currently thirty nine such documents have been edited, translated 
and published. 193 
One such report submitted by a public physician, dated to AD 96, details 
how he was called to examine a slave who had received an injury to her finger, an 
injury which he then proceeded to treat. 194 However, this explicit statement of the 
public physician providing treatment himself is an isolated case. A second 
document, a request for the attention of a public physician, dating from 9th 
February, AD 246, concludes with the following statement: 'I submit this petition 
requesting you to dispatch an assistant to inspect their condition so that they may 
be able to receive the necessary treatment" . 195 Whether it would have been the 
public physician providing the 'necessary treatment', or whether the afflicted 
individual would have received it after their examination from someone else 
entirely is uncertain. If an individual was seriously injured to the point where 
their future health and well-being, or even their life, was threatened, it would not 
be practical to wait too long before allowing them to receive some kind of medical 
attention, no matter who was responsible for providing it; in this particular 
instance, the petitioner writes that a gang of criminals had broken into her home, 
wounded her husband in the arm and hand with a sword and struck her son in the 
head, their injuries likely to be severe. 
The main function of the public physician in instances where they were 
sent to examine sick or injured individuals appears to have been solely 
193 The CEDOPAL database lists thirty nine in its current collation of petitions and 
medical reports, at http://promethee.philo.ulg.ac.be/cedopallBibliographies/Petitions.htm, 
accessed 10th July 2011, three more than Hirt Raj (2006) 316-17 included in her collation 
(Table III). 
194 P. Oslo 95 (AD 96, Oxyrhynchus): bnbwv ouv '[al)'[f)v frrlX1<oAou8ouV'mc;; 'tou 
v711lQE'tou EVQOV bIi. '[(,0 /-lEuYJ baK'[vAYJ '[Qau/-laaul3u'[, 0 Kat. 8EQanEvw. 
Although the medical practitioner is fulfilling the role of a demosios iatros, he simply 
calls himself an iatros. However, Amundsen and Femgren (1978) 350 summarises the 
discussion as to whether this can be classed as evidence of a public physician. 
195 P. OX)'. 3926 (Oxyrhynchus): Emb(bw/-.ll '[(XbE '[(x I3ll3AlbLa a ~ l o u u a a a n o ' [ ( x ~ m m UE 
v711lQE'tf)v '[ov Eno¢6/-lEvOV TI]v nEQl al),[ovc;; bt.ci.8EUlV nQoe; '[0 vau8m al),[ovc: 
TIle; bwvUfJs 8EQanElae; WXElV. 
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bureaucratic (either certifying death or making a record of the petitioner's injuries 
or illness that could be used in any forthcoming legal proceedings) as the vast 
majority of these reports do not give any indication of any treatment having 
occurred at all. However, considering the administrative and legal uses to which 
these reports were ultimately intended to be put, if medical treatment had been 
provided by the public physician, it would surely have been useful to include a 
record of the severity of the injuries or illnesses experienced by the petitioners 
and details of exactly what treatment was necessary, for the purposes of ensuring 
a prosecution and/or determining the degree of financial compensation to be 
awarded. 
It is possible that an examination of the terminology used within these 
reports might indicate the extent of the medical training that public physicians had 
undertaken. In one case dating to the 13th June, AD 331, the public physicians of 
Oxyrhynchus use a combination of simple and complicated medical 
terminology.196 While the victim's wounds are simply described as 'tQav!J-a'ta, 
with olbllJ.la and 1IEi\.lwJ.la, there is also mention ofvJ.lEvos (membrane) and 
this is the only occasion upon which this term appears in a documentary papyrus. 
Precisely which membrane is designated by this term varies according to 
context. 197 Considering that the victim has suffered head wounds, it could be the 
membrane around the brain or the eye. However, what is apparent from the rest 
of these records is that the language and terminology used by the demosioi iatroi 
in most surviving reports was relatively unsophisticated compared to that used in 
ancient medical treatises. The descriptions of the wounds inflicted are for the 
1% P. Oxy. 3195 (AD 331, Oxyrhynchus): 08[fV] "[OtYWV E7Idb0l-lfV E7It Y Q [ a ~ a ] " [ o v v
EV nf:) blll-l0ulctJ AOYlU'LllQl[ctJ] fxov"[a E7It "[oD b E ~ l o D D I-l[ EQOVe;] 'tile; KOQvcpile; 
"[Qaul-la"[[a] .. , v I-lEVOe; K[a]t E7It "[oD b f ~ L O D D I-lEQO[Ve; "[oD] I-lE"[W7IOV oLblll-la K[at] 
E[ 7I] t ["[oD] rrrlxvoe; 'tile; lXQlu,,[EQac; XElQo[ e;] 7IfAlwl-la I-lE,,[Ct lXl-luxile; Kai E7I[i] "[oD 
7Itlxvoe; 'tile; b E ~ l a e ; ; XElQo[e;] 7IEAlwl-lanov, a7IEQ 7IQoucpwv[oD]l-lfV. 
197 For example Sor. Gyn. 1.57 and Porphyry, Ad Gaurum 10.3 use it to refer to a foetus, 
while Sor. Gyn. 1.103 and Galen, De usu partium 10.7,9 both use it to refer to an eye. 
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most part extremely basic, consisting of terms such as 'tQuv!-lu, 'wound' or 
'hurt'; 'tl)!-l!-lU, 'blow' or 'wound'; olbll!-lu, 'swelling'; £x!-luXaC;, 'scratch' or 
'skin wound'; TlEAlW!-lU'tOC;, 'bruise' .198 Of course, such limited medical 
vocabulary could simply be the result of the ordinary nature of the conditions 
assessed in the surviving medical reports; the purpose of these medical reports 
seems to have been a primarily forensic one, providing written evidence that 
could be used in legal proceedings in which the plaintiff demands some kind of 
legal redress or financial compensation after being assaulted by the defendant. In 
most cases, a physical assault would simply result in minor injuries such as 
wounds, swellings, scratches or bruises. Equally, it could be the result of the 
demosios iatros deliberately simplifYing his medical vocabulary for the purpose of 
clarity, so that the laymen reading his reports and subsequently incorporating 
them into legal proceedings would comprehend them. Nonetheless, the available 
evidence does not for the most part indicate more than a basic level of medical 
knowledge on the part of the demosioi iatroi. 
1.3.3. Army Physicians 
While the general and other elite members of a Roman legion could ensure they 
received medical treatment from personal physicians, the rank and file legionaries 
were generally left to the medicus ordinarius in the army and the medicus 
duplicarius in the navy, and the extent of their medical competence has been 
debated; Scarborough suggested that there were no professional army physicians 
in the Roman legions during the Republic and early Empire and that the Roman 
legionaries treated themselves, a theory that Nutton disputed. 199 
198 See for example P. Oslo 3.95 (AD 96, Oxyrhynchus); BGU2.647 (AD 130, Karanis); 
PSI 5.455 (AD 178, Oxyrhynchus); BGU 3.928 (AD 307, Herakleopolis) .. 
199 Scarborough (1968); disputed by Nutton (1969). For more recent studies, see Webster 
(1998) 257-64 and Southern (2006) 233-7. For a study of Roman army medicine in the 
northern provinces, see Baker (2004). 
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As the praefectus Alexandriae et Aegypti, a member of the equestrian 
order with imperium ad similitudinem proconsulis, was primarily based in 
Alexandria, there was a strong military presence there, as well as a fleet docked in 
the harbour.20o There is certainly papyrological evidence to suggest that there 
were army physicians practising in Alexandria. In AD 52, the prefect Gaius 
Vergilius Capito was informed that a man named Tryphon had been declared 
exempt from military service after undergoing an eye examination within the 
city. 201 In AD 270, an army physician named Marcus who was based in 
Alexandria wrote to his family describing hostilities between the Roman army and 
a tribe called the Anoteritae and their consequences: 'Fifteen soldiers of the 
singulares have died, not to count the legionaries, the evocati, and those 
exhausted' .202 As an army physician, he was so busy dealing with casualties that 
he could not come home to visit. Guido Majno includes Alexandria in his list of 
possible valetudinaria located in the Roman frontier provinces. This location 
makes sense, considering the continuing military presence in Egypt, the volatile 
situation in the Levant during the first and second centuries AD and the 
campaigns in the East in the third and fourth centuries AD. 203 There is also a 
papyrological reference to a valetudinarium, and it is posited that this refers to a 
valetudinarium located in Alexandria. Dating from the first century AD, during 
the reign of either Augustus or Tiberius, it states that a signifer named Domitius 
. d hid' . 204 was asslgne to or sent to t eva etu manum. 
200 Devijver (1974) 459; Alston (1995) 163-4. However, see Epplett (2001) for members 
of the Roman army hunting animals throughout the province. 
201 P. Oxy. 39 (AD 52, Oxyrhynchus); for further discussion of Try phon, see 181-2. 
202 P. Ross. Georg. 3.1 (AD 270, Alexandria); for discussion of the identity of the 
Anoteritae, see Roberts (1950); for translation (into French) and discussion of this 
papyrus, see Raj (2006) 335-6. 
203 Majno (1975) 383. See also Zos. 2.34 and John Malalas, Chronographia 12.138 for 
the emperor Diocletian building forts along the limes in E ~ p t . . . . . . 
204 PSI 13.1307 (early first century AD, possibly Alexandna): Dominus slgnij ad 
ualetudinari[umj. 
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A papyrus dating to 3rd September AD 117 refers to an individual named 
Longinus Titouleios who bears the otherwise unattested title of LarrQoc; 
EKa'tovrraQXOC; ('centurion physician,).205 Graffiti were carved by individuals 
serving as LarrQoc; AeyLWvoC;, one by a soldier of the legion II Traiana Fortis 
named Asclepiades in the Valley of the Kings on 27th January AD 147, and a 
second by a soldier named Auphidios Klemes at Pselkis and after AD 132.206 An 
inscription found near a disused quarry at Wadi Fakhari in Upper Egypt and 
provisionally dated to either the first or second century AD recorded an act of 
worship undertaken by a member of a cavalry detachment who was also a 
physician (or possibly even a veterinarian) called Longinus: To nQoOKvvTl/-Ia 
AOVYlVOV lnnE[W]C; Kat. 'tOU lnn[LKOU] Larr[Qou].207 Another inscription, 
recovered from the Temple of Ammon at Luxor and provisionally dated to the 
third century AD, attests to the presence of an army physician at the fort there: 
If the evidence for army physicians from Alexandria and the Nile Valley 
is limited, that recovered from the quarry settlements at Mons Claudianus and 
Mons Porphyrites in the Eastern Desert is more informative. 209 Several 
unpublished ostraca imply the presence of physicians although hardly any 
information is given about their duties. 210 However, one ostracon from the period 
205 PSI 9.1063 (AD 117, unprovenanced). 
206 GRR I: 1212 (AD 147, Valley of the Kings) and GRR I: 1361 (after AD 132, Pselkis). 
For the difficulties inherent in attempting to establish whether individuals carving graffiti 
on Egyptian monuments were resident in Egypt or simply visiting the province, see 
rcrevious discussion at 56. 
07 IGRom I: 1252 (first-second century AD, Wadi Fakhari). Samama (2003) 483 
describes Longinus as an army physician rather than a veterinarian: 'Medecin militaire 
affecte aux soins des cavaliers, Longinus etait cavalier lui-meme'. 
208 EI-Saghir et al. (1986) 115 n37. Samama (2003) 486 also includes this inscription, but 
she records it as coming from Thebes and dates it to the fourth century AD. 
209 For a list of Roman roads and stations in the Eastern Desert, including Mons 
Claudianus and Mons Porphyrites, as well as an analysis of their relationship with the 
ports in the area, see Murray (1925) 138-50. 
2to 0. Claud. Inv. 2055; 3260; 2795; 3739; 1538: 2921. The latter two mention 
i m u a r r Q o ~ ~ horse doctors or veterinarians, who might also have treated humans. 
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AD 137-147 attests to the fact that not only was there at least one iatros in 
residence at Mons Claudianus, but that this individual was responsible for 
supplying saffron, K Q ( ) 1 ( O ~ , , and sticks of salve that could have been intended to 
treat eye conditions or more general aches and pains, KoMuQllX. 211 However, 
archaeological excavation of the site provided no evidence that the fort contained 
a valetudinarium. 212 Despite this apparent lack of a location for it, some sort of 
organised medical care was clearly going on at Mons Claudianus; a number of 
lists of sick or injured military personnel, known as apridianum and recording 
accessions to the unit, losses and absentees in order to give an indication of the 
unit's military strength on any given day, have been recovered. Although other 
military strength reports survive from Egypt, these lists from Mons Claudianus are 
particularly interesting because three of them state exactly what sort of medical 
conditions the sick or injured personnel are suffering from. 213 This not only 
provides an insight into the disease environment of the Eastern Desert, but also, 
when viewed in conjunction with the letters recovered from this site, the sort of 
treatment available. 214 These are similar to the military strength reports recovered 
from other locations such as the fort and settlement at Vindolanda in Britain.215 
211 0. Claud. 220 (AD 137-47, Mons Claudianus). 
212 See Baker (2002) 69-80 for the extent to which it is possible to identifY valetudinaria 
in the archaeological record. 
213 For a pridianum from Egypt, see P. Brookl. 24 (undated and unprovenanced). The lists 
that contain information about illnesses are 0. Claud. 212 (AD 137-45, Mons 
Claudianus), 213 (AD 137-45, Mons Claudianus) and 217 (AD 137-45, Mons 
Claudianus). 
214 Cuvigny (1992) 75-110; thirty-five so-called aQQWG'Wl are published. Cuvigny 
(1997) twenty-three aQQWGTOl, here referred to as aegri, are p ~ b l i s h e d d.. 
2150. Claud. 100-6; see also T. Vindol. Inv. 88, translated and discussed m Bowman and 
Thomas (1991) 62-73, particularly 69: this text is. unique i ~ ~ d i v i ~ i n . g g t h ~ ~ ~ e ~ b e r s s ~ f t h e e
unit who are unfit for duty into categories accordmg to theIr afflIctIOn; sick, aegn, 
'wounded', uolnerati, and 'suffering from inflammation of the eyes', lippientes. 
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The first of these lists dates to between the 2nd and 14th July AD 137 to 145: 
c:nv\T][QOUQY(X;;] f.1aElT]nlC; 
AlElOCPO[QoC;] 
'EQf.1aLaKO[ C;] oCPElaAf.1[ LWV] 
MoaXLwv a v a A a f . 1 ~ [ a v w v ] ]
AYQlnnac; 'rQauf.1[anaEldc;] 
'PWf.1Ewv'rQauf.1[anaEldc;;] 
KaArcfjvo[ C;] aKoQnlon[AT]K'roc;;] 
Lni]c; nUQEK[ nKoc;;] 
MT]vocpaVT]C; 
naQaacpT] [vaQLOC;] 
cpaQ f . 1 a ~ a Q Q lC; 
, I 
aKouaQlC; 
EQy[a'ral] 
Apprentice mason 
Stone-carrier 
Stone-splitter 
Metallurgist 
Water-carrier 
Workmen 
Chi sellers 
LtAac; KaUaaQlC; 
TEQEvnc; 'rQauf.1[ anaEldc;] 
AcpQob[ ... ] 'rQauf.1[anaEldc;;] 
~ T ] f . 1 r l ' r Q l C ; ; LLKUc;;216 
Hermaiskos ophthalmia 
Moschion convalescing 
Agrippas injured 
Romeon injured 
Kalpenos stung by a scorpion 
Spes feverish 
Menophanes 
Silas recovered 
Terentis injured 
Aphro[ ... ] injured 
Demetris Sikus 
The term ocpElaAf.1La was used indiscriminately to refer to any disease of the eyes 
that was accompanied by a discharge of humours, with the verb 6cpElaAf.1tlXw 
used to refer to suffering from the condition. 217 The term nUQEKnKoc;, 
'feverish', was likewise used to refer to any type of fever, no matter what the 
underlying cause. 218 The other words used to describe the conditions suffered by 
the individuals unfit for duty ( a v a A a f . 1 ~ a v w , , 'convalescing', 'rQauf.1a'r(,w, 
'injured', aKoQnlonAT]K'roc;;, 'stung by a scorpion', and KauaaQlC;;, 'recovered') 
are relatively unsophisticated. The second and third lists are contemporary with 
the first and consist of five and three individuals respectively, seven of whom are 
2160. Claud. 212 (AD 137-45, Mons Claudianus); for translation (into French) and 
discussion, see Cuvigny (1997) 31-3. 
217 Hippoc. Aer.lO. 
218 Gal. 16.491 K; Paul of Aegina, De Re Medica Libri Septem 3.43. 
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suffering from the same illnesses or injuries as those in the first list. 219 However, 
one man included in the second list whose name is not entirely preserved is listed 
as suffering from K L O V l ~ , , which is thought to relate to KlwV, referring to either the 
uvula, the interior of the nose, possibly the division of the nostrils or the cartilage, 
or a type of wart. 220 
The relatively unsophisticated terminology employed in these lists is 
reminiscent of that used in the reports of the public physicians examined 
previously. While the simple language could indicate that the medical 
practitioners of Mons Claudianus were relatively unsophisticated and not versed 
in complicated medical terminology, it could equally be the case that they were, 
but simply did not see the point in using it. Considering the primarily pragmatic 
purpose of a military strength report, it is possible, if not plausible, that these lists 
were written to be read and subsequently utilised by individuals without medical 
training, such as military or administrative personnel, and thus the language used 
to describe the afflictions is no reflection upon the capabilities of the medical 
practitioners who wrote them. 
1.4. Conclusion 
It is to be expected that during the periods when Egypt was under the control of 
the Ptolemaic and Roman Empires respectively, a number of medical practitioners 
would have been employed, or at least appointed, by the government in order to 
fulfil certain requirements and undertake specific duties, as is the case with the 
2190. Claud. 213 (AD 137-45, Mons Claudianus); translated (into.French) and d i s c u ~ s e d d
in Cuvigny (1997) 33-4. 0. Claud. 217 (AD 137-45, Mons Claudlanus); translated (mto 
French) and discussed in Cuvigny (1997) 36-7. 
220 Uvula: Hippoc. Epid. 1.26; Arist. Hist. an. 493a3. Nose: Rufus of Ephesus, 
Onomasticon 37, Poll. Onom. 2.79,80. Wart: Hippoc. Nat. mlil. 65; Mlii. 2.212. 
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archiatros, the demosios iatros and the anny physician. 221 However, these 
positions seem to have been comparatively few. 
It is important to remember that the evidence for medical practitioners in 
Roman Egypt is primarily papyrological, and is consequently subject to 
significant limitations: a disproportionately large number of papyri have been 
recovered from the villages of the Fayum and Oxyrhynchus, as opposed to other 
areas of Egypt; the vast majority of the papyri are written in Greek, as opposed to 
Latin or Demotic; and those documentary papyri that mention the iatros or the 
medicus generally do so in passing without elaborating on the extent to which the 
individual in question actually practised medicine, or even what type of medicine 
was being practised. 
2. Reconstructing the iatros / medicus 
2.1. Diagnostic Features 
Having examined the evidence for medical practitioners from the top down, the 
aim of this section is to reverse the enquiry and examine the evidence for medical 
practitioners from the bottom up. A combination of the sporadic nature of 
archaeological investigation of Graeco-Roman sites in Egypt, the lack of 
comprehensive record-keeping and infrequent publication of excavation reports 
over the last two centuries has ensured that there is little physical evidence for the 
daily lives of the inhabitants of Graeco-Roman Egypt at all, let alone for the 
practice of medicine in Egypt during the Roman period. This not only contrasts 
sharply with the wealth of material evidence for the practice of medicine in Egypt 
during the Pharaonic period, but also for other provinces of the Roman Empire 
such as Britain, Gaul and Italy, in which archaeological excavations have revealed 
221 This recalls the claims made by Diodorus Siculus about Egypt having a rudimentary 
health service during the late Hellenistic period, Diod. Sic. 1.82.2-3. 
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h .. 'h 222 P YSlclans ouses, graves and tombs. The most recently discovered, 
excavated and comprehensively published physician's house is that ofEutyches of 
Rimini (the House a/the Surgeon at Rimini) so I propose to use this site as a point 
of comparison for the examination of diagnostic features of the practice of 
medicine in Egypt during the Roman period. 223 
Although an equivalent site has not yet been identified or excavated in 
Egypt, there are numerous references to different aspects of the practice of 
medicine on the ground, so to speak, in the documentary papyri. Thus it is 
theoretically possible to reconstruct a variety of different aspects of the practice of 
medicine in Roman Egypt from these texts, which can be supplemented in places 
by findings from the meagre archaeological record. These reconstructions can 
then be used in conjunction with the information already gathered and previously 
discussed regarding medical practitioners with official status, the nature of such 
officially sanctioned medical practice and the medical hierarchy in Roman Egypt. 
2.1.1. Medical Premises and Surgeries 
Archaeological excavations of sites that have subsequently been identified as 
doctors' houses elsewhere in the Roman Empire such as the House a/the Surgeon 
at Rimini have suggested that medical practitioners practised primarily from their 
houses, or perhaps from a separate surgery that was nonetheless attached to their 
home. 224 There would be a small room specifically set aside for this, a taberna 
medica, perhaps even with an independent entrance. There is some evidence for 
similar practices in Roman Egypt, although this evidence comes in the form of 
222 See Nunn (1996) for medicine in Pharaonic Egypt; see Klinzl (1983) for graves and 
tombs of physicians in the Roman Empire. 
223 See De Carolis (2009) for comprehensive publication and discussion of all aspects of 
the House of the Surgeon at Rimini. See Jackson (2003) for an interim account of the 
medical assemblage. 
224 Jackson (2003) 3 I 3; these identifications are subject to the discovery of artefacts that 
can be associated with the practice of medicine. The House of the Surgeon at Rimini 
contained 150 medical and surgical instruments primarily for the treatment of bone trauma 
and wounds. 
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references in documentary papyri rather than artefacts recovered through 
archaeological excavation. 
In a report from Karanis dating to AD 130, an unnamed physician 
described himself as 'having a surgery in the village' (EXWV 'ro la'rQc:iov EV 
, K '5..) 225 A KW/-llJ UQUVlvl. government worker named Serenus wrote a letter to his 
mother Antonia in AD 268-270, explaining that his brother Marcus was unable to 
come home to visit her because his surgery was so busy. 226 A report from the 
guild of masons, stone-cutters and carpenters of Oxyrhynchus dating to AD 315-
316 lists work to be done at 'the surgery of Dioscorus' (la'rQLW ~ l O O K O Q [ O U ] ) f f
seemingly a rather grand building as twelve columns required replacement 
bases. 227 In a letter recovered from Oxyrhynchus and dating to the fourth century 
AD, Eudaimon wrote to his family and addressed the missive to 'the surgery' 
So although no firm trace ofa physician's surgery dating to the Roman 
period has yet been found in Egypt, it is clear that during the Roman period, there 
were specific locations from which medical practitioners, generally designated as 
iU'rQOL, were known to practise, leading to these places being described 
accordingly as iU'rQEia. 
2.1.2. Medical Equipment 
It is no easy task to establish the precise nature of an ancient medical 
practitioner's expertise; in the case ofEutyches in Rimini, the predominance of 
medical and surgical instruments associated with the treatment of bone trauma 
and wounds, including a 'Dioclean spoon' for the removal of arrow-heads, the 
225 BGU 647 (AD 130, Karanis). 
226 P. Ross. Georg. 3.2 (AD 270, Alexandria): 6 abEA<j>o.::; !-lou MaQKo,::; EV ITQoA-Tl!-l¢n 
E<ITlV ITOM1J 'IlJ ITEQI. 'rov,::; K[a]!-lvov'ra.::; Kat. TO ia'rQElov. 
227 P. Oxy. 4441 (AD 315-6, Oxyrhynchus). 
228 P. Oxy. 4001 (fourth century AD, Oxyrhynchus). 
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only one of its kind in the world, has led to the assumption that he originally 
served as a military physician. 229 The distribution of medical instruments 
recovered from secure archaeological contexts across the Roman Empire is 
uneven, favouring the northern provinces. Like physicians' houses and surgeries, 
evidence for medical instruments in Roman Egypt comes primarily from 
references to such items in the documentary papyri and even this is not ideal as 
the terminology used to refer to them varies. 230 This is unsurprising, as Roman 
medical instruments were multifunctional; they could be utilised for cosmetic and 
toiletry purposes, as craft tools and they could also be employed for veterinary 
surgery. 231 Such is the case with a set of bronze spoons recovered during 
excavations for papyrus at Dime, or a metal ring from which a pair of tweezers 
and a needle were strung recovered from Abusir el-Meleq, both provisionally 
dated to the Graeco-Roman period, or four pairs of shears and one pair of scissors, 
all lacking an exact provenance but known to have been recovered from Egypt 
and dated to the Roman period. All these items have been classed as surgical 
instruments by the museums that own them despite their possible cosmetic, 
toiletry or even craft applications. 232 The versatility of Roman medical 
instruments can be seen in three specimens currently exhibited at the Science 
Museum; these were not recovered from Egypt (and Egyptian medical instruments 
would not necessarily have been identical or even similar to these) but are being 
used here for the purpose of demonstrating just how multifunctional such devices 
could be. The first instrument, consisting of a probe at one end and a scoop at the 
other, could be alternated and used either for examination and exploration, or for 
scraping or cleaning parts of the body (see Figure 3). The second, consisting of a 
229 Jackson (2003). For Diocles of Carystos, see Plin. HN 26.6; for his invention of the 
'Dioclean Spoon', see Celsus, Med. 7.5.3. 
230 For an inscription found in Rome mentioning an o Q y a v o n O l o ~ , , possibly a medical 
instrument maker, see IG XIV: 1717. 
231 Baker (2004) 4-5. . 
232 Arnst (1990): bronze spoons 28; ring with tweezers and needle 31. NotIs and Shugar 
(2003): shears and scissors 13. 
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probe at one end and a mixer at the other, could likewise be alternated and used 
either for examination and exploration, or for mi xing preparations (see Figure 4). 
The third, an olivary probe, could just as easily have been used for the application 
of medicaments, cosmetics or heated up and utilised as a cautery (see Figure 5). 
Figure 3: Bronze probe / scoop, first-fourth century AD, Walbrook (Science Museum 
inv. A6340, image courtesy of Wellcome Images) 
. b / mixer first-fourth century AD, Walbrook (Science Museum Figure 4: Bronze pro e , 
inv. A63494, image courtesy of Wellcome Images) 
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Figure 5: Bronze olivary probe, third-fourth century AD, unknown provenance 
(Science Museum inv. A86272, image courtesy of Wellcome Images) 
However a bleeding cup, whether one made from clay, bronze, glass or ivory, is 
more limited with regards to the non-medical uses to which it can be put. 233 The 
very particular shape and dimensions of a typical bleeding cup (as demonstrated 
by a specimen currently exhibited in the British Museum) rendered such an object 
unsuitable for any other use (see Figure 6). 
Figure 6: A bronze bleeding cup, Roman period, Corfu (British Museum inv. 1868, 
0110.230, image courtesy of the British Museum) 
233 Amst(1990)31 ; Milne (1907) 101-5. 
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The term Ol<C:VOC;; is a case in point with regards to the unreliability of 
terminology. Its meanings range from 'vessel', to 'implement', to 'utensil'. It is 
often employed in the documentary papyri and it can be difficult to say for certain 
whether the objects so referred to are being used as household implements or 
medical apparatus, a problem that is also encountered when such items are 
excavated from isolated archaeological contexts. 234 For example, in a will dating 
to 19th December, AD 123, Thaesis bequeathed to her daughter 'the house, yard, 
and all effects belonging to Thaesis ... and the furniture, utensils, household stock 
and apparel left by Thaesis', the context making it clear that in this case, UKEVOC;; 
refers to domestic utensils rather than medical ones. 235 In a private letter dating to 
the third century AD, Copres requests that his father Hermes 'come out and bring 
me resin and a blade to work with and a basket' .236 The word used for blade is 
amx8E, which indicates that Copres was a weaver and that these utensils were 
being utilised for a specific professional purpose, albeit not for medical practice. 
However, the diminutive arra8 lOV is frequently used in medical texts, and 
probably refers to a kind of scalpel that was similar to a weaver's knife. 237 
In a list of items consisting of substances such as saffron, realgar and 
orpiment which were commonly utilised for therapeutic purposes, the words 
rrli\oc;; and yAwaaoK0/-l0v, although commonly used in contexts unrelated to 
medical practice, could in this instance be intended to refer to a type of bandage 
and a medicine chest, particularly one made of wood, respectively. 238 In a private 
letter dating to between the second and third centuries AD the medical context is 
234 Nunn (1996) 164. 
235 P. Tebt. 381 (AD 123, Tebtunis); for an example of O l ( f : V O ~ ~ referring to a druggist's 
stores, see Thphr. HP 9.17.3. 
236 SB 18.13613 (third century AD, unprovenanced): eno GUV ~ l ; E Q X 6 f l E V O ~ ~ EVE[Y]KE 
flOl QTl1:i.VTJV Kat. G11a8i.£i d ~ ~ EQyaCELV Kat 'to 't(xAaQlGV, 0 dnEv GoL 
237 Paul of Aegina, De Re Medica Libri Septem 6.78 and 45.73. On the Gna8i.ov, see 
Milne (1907) 88-9. 
238 P. Oxy.4979. On medicine chests and ointment boxes, see Milne (1907) 168-73. 
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clearer, as Horieon asks his father Apollonius to send him two different types of 
medicine as well as a cpaQl-laKo8oc;;, clearly a medicine chest. 239 Likewise, in an 
acknowledgement of receipt of a dowry, dating to AD 54-55, the groom, Chrates, 
and his parents record that amongst the bride Kroniana's possessions were a set of 
'bronze utensils ... and a box for ointment', xai\Kwl-la['Ta] l bov Kal 
ul-llll-la'ToboKi.ba, in addition to a set of 'women's utensils of tin' , yuvalKELa 
aKElJll KaUUl'TEQlva.240 Medicine chests and medical instrument containers 
could vary significantly in shape and size, as demonstrated by several specimens 
currently exhibited in the Science Museum and the British Museum. The first 
specimen is a copy of a small, portable medicine chest recovered from the House 
a/the Surgeon at Pompeii (the original is exhibited in the Naples Museum), which 
consists of four separate compartments, each of which would have contained a 
different medicament (see Figure 7). 
Figure 7: Bronze medicine cbest, first century AD, Pompeii (Science Museum inv. 
A155225, image courtesy of Well come Images) 
239 P. Oslo 54 (second-third century AD, unprovenanced). 
240 P. Mich. 343 (AD 54-5 , Tebtunis); for an example of Ol<EVOC; referring to a druggi st ' s 
stores, see n253 above; for an example of Ol<EVT] referring to sacred vessels and 
implements, see IG XII: 313.20. 
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The second and third are entirely different; two cylindrical containers (the first is 
17.9 cm in length and 3 cm in diameter; the second is 14 cm in length and l.8 cm 
in diameter), each of which would have been used to store a set of medical and 
surgical instruments as opposed to medicaments (see Figure 8). 
Figure 8: Two bronze instrument containers, first century AD, Italy (British 
Museum inv. 1968,0626.37 and 38, image courtesy ofthe British Museum) 
With the exception of the Cairo Museum, the Kelsey Museum of 
Archaeology at the University of Michigan houses the world's largest collection 
of material recovered from a Graeco-Roman town, comprising some 45,000 items 
recovered during archaeological excavations undertaken by the University at 
Karanis in the period 1926-1935. Amongst the items recovered from within 
domestic contexts were one bronze knife blade and two iron knives. 241 However, 
there were also numerous bronze and bone needles, clay and glass vessels, oil 
flasks, wooden boxes and chests, all of which could have been used for purposes 
relating to medical practice. During the excavations of the House of the Surgeon 
24 1 Kelsey Museum of Archaeology Inv. 0000.02.3117; 0000.00.7598 ; and 0000.00.7704. 
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at Rimini, containers used for the preparation and storage of medicine were 
recovered, their purpose indicated by the words inscribed in Greek upon them. 242 
According to Jackson, the majority of the largest and seemingly most 
complete sets of medical instrumentaria comprise three types of material: 
pharmaceutical implements and remains; a basic surgical kit; and a number of 
. I· d· 243 
more specla Ise mstruments. An example of one such large and complete set 
of medical instrumentaria is currently exhibited in the British Museum (see 
Figure 9). 
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Figure 9: A set of bronze medical and surgical instruments, first century AD, Italy 
(British Museum inv. 1968,0626, image courtesy of the British Museum) 
Nothing even remotely comparable to these large and seemingly mostly complete 
sets of medical instruments recovered primarily from the northern provinces has 
ever been recovered from Egypt. However, it would be absurd to surmise that 
242 Jackson (2003) 32l. 
243 Jackson (1995) 193. 
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because no complete sets of medical instruments have been recovered from Egypt, 
there were no professional medical practitioners in the province. 244 
Hippocrates defined the components of a basic surgical kit as a scalpel 
(UI-ll/\l1 / scalpellus)245, hook ('rvcpAaYKlu'rQOV / hamus acutus and hamus 
retusus), forceps (uaQKoAaf3oc; / forfex)246, cautery (KaVrrfJQLOV / ferrum 
candens)247, needle (Qaq>LC; / acus) and probes (U7Ia80I-lEAe / specillum).248 
However, these basic instruments could be utilised to perfonn a wide variety of 
simple surgical procedures, even ones that required a comparatively skilled or a 
specialist practitioner. It is unlikely to be a coincidence that all of these appear 
carved in relief on one of the walls of the Temple of Sobek and Horus at Kom 
Ombo, dating from the Roman period, which also depicts knives, a saw, two tri-
valve specula (C:l107I'rQlOV / dioptra), a male catheter (avAlaKOC; / anea 
jistula)249, a bowl or mortar, a set of scales, a sponge (U7Ioyy0C;), shears 
(KOVQLbec; / forfex), cupping vessels (ulKvwvll / cucurbitulae), tooth forceps 
(6bov'raYQa / forfex rhizagra)250flasks, and an instrument case (see Figure 10). 
That the majority of these instruments are recognisable (see for example their 
counterparts in the instrumentaria from the British Museum (see Figure 9) for 
comparisons) indicates that no matter who commissioned the relief and what their 
reasons for doing so might have been, whoever carved it had access to a 
comprehensive instrumentaria. 
244 The only feasible means of addressing this apparent disparity and establishing the 
extent to which it is an accurate representation of the reality of the situation would be to 
undertake a comprehensive study of all the utensils (including those not currently classed 
as medical) housed in museums that possess collections known to have corne from secure 
contexts dating to the Roman period from sites within Egypt. 
245 The term <J71a8Tj can also be used to refer to a scalpel or the blade of a scalpel, see 
Sor. Gyn. 2.63. 
246 Oribasius, Collectiones 45.10.2. 
247 Gal. 18.376K. 
248 Hippocrates, De decenti habitu 8.10-13; of these constituents, hooks and, as mentioned 
previously at 83, needles have been recovered from Karanis. 
249 Oribasius, Collectiones 8.38.3. 
250 Sor. Gyn. 2.63, Gal. 17.911K. 
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However, although the subject of the relief is easily recognisable as a 
medical instrumentaria, its reason for being there is less apparent. There are a 
number of different interpretations of certain aspects of the relief, as scholars tend 
to approach it in isolation, even to the extent of focusing upon specific sections of 
it to the exclusion of the rest; for example, Mary Knight views some of the 
instruments as confirmation that female circumcision and genital mutilation was 
practised in Egypt during the Roman period, while M. A. Dollfus views others as 
confirmation that ophthalmological procedures were particularly associated with 
Horus and perhaps even took place within the temple precinct. 251 It has also been 
suggested that the relief is simply a cryptogram, or is intended either to be or to 
represent a votive offering made to the gods of the temple.252 If the panel upon 
which the medical instruments are depicted is considered in conjunction with the 
rest of the relief covering the temple wall, which depicts the Pharaoh sacrificing to 
the god Horus and two goddesses, a different meaning can be inferred; A. Stettler 
has done this, and as a result suggested that the decoration was intended as a 
prayer for the health and wellbeing of the emperor. 253 However, Paul Ghaliangui 
went further, and suggested that the relief should be viewed in conjunction with 
numerous others from elsewhere in the temple precinct; these show Ptolemy VI 
pouring sand into a foundation trench and taking part in the inauguration 
ceremony, Ptolemy XIII presenting the temple to the god Sobek and the goddess 
Hathor, and the goddess Seshat (the patron of architects) pitching stakes around 
future precincts. He believed that the medical instruments represented a 
foundation deposit. 254 
251 Knight (2001) 329; Dollfus (1967) 15. 
252 Marganne (1987) 404. Votive offerings in the form of stone carved reliefs are found 
elsewhere in the Roman Empire; examples include one marble relief depicting a box of 
scalpels and two cupping vessels from the Temple of Asclepius on the Athenian 
Acropolis, and another in the St John Lateran Museum in Rome. 
253 Stettler (1982) 53. 
254 Ghaliangui (1963) 103. 
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Figure 10: Relief, Temple of Sobek and Horus at Kom Ombo, second century AD, 
Egypt (Image courtesy of http://www.flickr.com/photos/sonomapicman/41657695011) 
Of this wide variety of instruments, cupping vessels and folding instrument boxes 
containing scalpel blades were often carved onto the tombstones of physicians in 
other parts of the Roman Empire, just as tools appeared on the tombs of craftsmen 
and ironmongers.255 There is also documentary evidence for their use in Roman 
Egypt; when Eudaimon wrote to his mother and grandmothers, he requested that 
they send him a folding bronze case, Xa[i\]KOVV ClEi\rrclQlov, and cupping 
255 Jackson (1995) 19]. See also Cassar (1974) for an example of a tomb slab from a 
Roman catacomb in Malta, dating to between the second and fifth centuries AD, which 
depicts a case containing a range of surgical instruments. 
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I \ I 256· vesse s, Tm; oTKvm;. From the context of the letter, it is clear that Eudaimon 
was a medical practitioner and it is possible that his brother Theodorus was as 
well. In a letter recovered from Mons Claudianus and dating to the early second 
century AD, the author demands a b L a a T o A t v ~ , , a surgical instrument used as a 
retractor in order allow a physician or dentist to examine cavities ( 7 T E f . l ¢ E L ~ ~ TO 
Although the majority of attention paid to the Kom Ombo relief tends to 
concentrate upon the items identifiable as medical instruments (and thus 
indicative of 'rational' medical practices, attributed to Roman influence due to the 
presence ofthe weighing scales), there are other objects included here toO.258 In 
the top left hand comer of the second panel is an incense burner, while in the 
centre of the third panel are two Eye of Horus symbols (perhaps amulets), and in 
the bottom right hand comer of the third panel (which is, admittedly, damaged) 
there appears to be a pot containing flowers, perhaps even those emblematic of 
Upper and Lower Egypt. 259 This could indicate that the owners of the 
instrumentaria used in Egypt during the Roman period incorporated elements of 
magical or religious ritual into their healing practices, just as the inclusion of a 
sponge indicates a more intimate level of physical care such as washing the 
patient. 
Although the documentary papyri provide ample evidence for the 
existence of individuals who called themselves iatros or medicus in addition to 
evidence for surgeries from which these medical practitioners worked, there is far 
256 P. Oxy. 4001 (fourth century AD, Oxyrhynchus). 
257 0. Claud. 120 (AD 100-20, Mons Claudianus); see also Gal. 19.110K, Paul of Aegina, 
De Re Medica Libri Septem 6.78. 
258 For the Egyptian method of dispensing medicines by volume, not involving the use of 
weights, and thus the instrumentaria being Roman, see Nunn (1996) 140 and 164. 
259 Ghaliangui (1963) 101. 
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less evidence for specific medical apparatus and instruments. 26o However, 
perhaps it is unreasonable to expect that such items would be regularly mentioned 
in documentary papyri. The one particularly good papyrological source for 
medical instruments is Eudaimon's letter to his family, and these are mentioned 
because he is specifically writing to request them by name. 
2.1.3. Medical Literature 
In addition to cupping vessels and folding instrument boxes, papyrus scrolls and 
codices were also frequently carved onto the tombstones of physicians, although 
according to Galen medical practitioners were by no means always literate: 'Many 
of those who embark on a career in medicine or philosophy these days cannot 
even read properly, yet they frequent lectures on the greatest and most beautiful 
field of human endeavour, that is, the knowledge provided by philosophy and 
medicine. This kind of laziness existed many years ago too, but it had not yet 
reached the extreme state it is now'. 261 Nonetheless, a significant amount of 
medical literature survives from Roman Egypt. 262 In some cases, the amount of 
medical literature recovered through archaeological excavation of ancient 
settlements has even seemed disproportionately high; Antinoopolis and 
260 See Marganne (1987) 406-10 for discussion of Greek literary papyri that contain 
references to medical and surgical instruments. These include hooks, needles, cauteries 
and saws. However, it is to be expected that medical treatises would contain references to 
medical instruments, so these will not be considered here. 
261 Gal. Libr. Prop. 9. For a painting of a togate man, seated in a high backed chair in 
front of a cabinet of scrolls and holding a pair of shears or scissors, recovered from a 
grave deposit at Hawara and dating to the second century AD, see Petrie (1911) 20. For 
the identification ofthis man as a physician, possibly an obstetrician, see Walker and 
Bierbrier (1997) 82 and Rowlandson (1998) 336. For further discussion of this grave 
deposit, see 105-6. 
262 For an inventory of all known Greek medical literature recovered from Graeco-Roman 
Egypt as of 1981, see Marganne (1981). For inventories of medical literature recovered 
from Graeco-Roman Egypt dealing specifically with ophthalmology and surgery 
respectively, see Marganne (1994) and (1996). According to Andorlini (2007) 23, around 
260 papyri of medical content written in Greek have been found to date. For a 
comprehensive list of all known Greek medical literature from Graeco-Roman Egypt as of 
1993, see Andorlini (1993) 458-562. 
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Oxyrhynchus are particularly well represented. 263 These medical works can be 
classified as falling into two categories: literary papyri in the form of works or 
extracts of works of medical literature, such as specialist treatises and ill ustrated 
herbals; and sub-literary papyri in the form of collections of recipes or 
prescriptions. 
Regarding the former category, it is debatable as to whether these literary 
papyri belonged to individual medical practitioners. Raffaella Cribiore has 
observed that books were not necessarily a feature of specialised education in 
areas such as medicine. 264 Instead, she posited that students received instruction 
directly from their teachers, apprentices from their masters. Hanson has in tum 
suggested that rural medical practitioners such as temple priests were supplied 
with medical treatises by their wealthy patrons, who directly contributed to their 
own healthcare.265 However, some private letters from Roman Egypt indicate that 
medical practitioners could own and did use medical treatises. In his letter to his 
family, Eudaimon acknowledged receipt of some books in conjunction with other 
things his family had sent to him, 'I found only four books in the baggage, but 
you wrote "We have sent off five'" ( ~ 6 v a a b /3l/3Ala c:vQov EV ~ ~ bluaKKLq, 
V ~ C : l C ; ; be EYQlhparrc: on, c: a 7 t c : u n : ( ; \ a ~ c : v ) ) - although it is important to note 
that these books were not necessarily medical treatises.266 The fact that Eudaimon 
seems to have been a member of a family of physicians could account for his 
possession of so many books. In a letter sent from Alexandria and dating to AD 
268-270, Marcus wrote to his mother Antonia, requesting that she dust his shelf of 
medical treatises ( E K n v a ~ a l l ~ o v v rra larrQlKa /3v/3Ala) although clearly these 
books were not in his possession and being used by him at the time. 267 Of the 
263 Andorlini (1993) 549. 
264 Cribiore (2001) 145. 
265 Hanson (2005) 400-1. 
266 P. Oxy. 4001 (fourth century AD, Oxyrhynchus). 
267 P. Ross. Georg. 3.1 (AD 268-70, Alexandria). 
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documentary papyri that attest the presence of book collections in Roman Egypt, 
two contained medical literature. 268 The first, a list of fourteen authors and 
twenty two works ofliterature written by them, found at Memphis and dating to 
the third century AD, includes one medical writer, Theodas of Lao dice a, who was 
. d' h d 269 actIve unng t e secon century AD. The second, a list of thirteen authors and 
the number of rolls of papyrus present in the collection, was found in the 
Arsinoite nome and also dates to the third century AD.270 The authors consisted 
of six philosophers and seven medical writers: Glaucon, Xenophon, Chrysippus, 
Thessalus, Erasistratus, Themison and Harpocration. While the works of the 
philosophers consisted of 142 rolls of papyrus, the works of the medical writers 
consisted of either 296 rolls of papyrus in themselves, or 154 rolls of papyrus in 
addition to the 142 rolls of philosophical treatises, making 296 rolls in total. It is 
impossible to tell whether each of these lists detailed an entire collection or 
simply part of a larger collection; in the case of the list from Memphis, the 
papyrus was tom both above and below the text that survives, so it could feasibly 
have been much longer and included works from other literary genres besides 
philosophy and medicine. 
The sheer range of the literary papyri is very informative about the depth 
and breadth of medical education available and presumably undertaken to varying 
degrees by individuals who aspired to be medical practitioners as well as members 
of the social elite with an interest in the subject. The simplest texts, which 
perhaps served as an introduction to the subject for students, consist of lists of 
body parts. 271 Others are more complicated, consisting of prognostics of medical 
268 Houston (2009) 233-67. . . 
269 P. Ross. Georg. 1.22 (third century AD, Memphis); for Theodas of La odic la, see 
Galen, De methodo medendi 2.7; Diog. Laert. 9.116; Andromachus cited at Galen, De 
compositione medicamentorum per genera 6.14. 
270 P. Vars. 5 Verso (third century AD, Arsinoite nome). 
271 P. Mich. 762 (second century AD, Karanis). See also PSI 12.1275 (second century, 
Oxyrhynchus) for an excerpt from the proem ofa D?edical m a ~ u a l l addressed to a student 
named Demosthenes, which emphasises the necessity ofleammg the names ofthe parts of 
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conditions, or medical catechisms on subjects such as the medicinal properties of 
1· ·1 272 0 o lve 01 or even tumours. ne of these medical catechisms, dating from the 
late second century AD, is written in a hand that is almost identical to that of a 
fragment ofDioscorides' On Medical Materials that has also been dated to the 
late second century AD. 273 The fact that the catechism is written on the recto side 
of the papyrus, with a letter later in the third century being written on the unused 
verso side, is very significant, particularly when it is considered in conjunction 
with the fact that it was probably written by the same person as a copy of 
Dioscorides' treatise on pharmacology. It is feasible that if the writer was a 
scribe, he was commissioned by a medical practitioner to copy both texts. In view 
of the link with Dioscorides, the fact that the catechism contains a section on the 
medicinal properties and applications of olive oil is particularly interesting: 
[ ... But when the fruit is still unripe, the] oil pressed from the olive is able 
to produce the contrary effect. For it yields omphakinon, an astringent. It 
draws together and constricts the bodily organs, for it holds in check those 
that are being dispersed. But sweet oil loses astringent power with the 
ripening of the fruit, and it has a suppling effect. For we use omphakinon 
oil on the parts that are inflamed when we desire to inhibit the 
immoderate activity of the ailment in the constricted areas, so that the 
lowered tension may relax the organs. And it is necessary that these be 
scanned to determine the virulence of the condition, so that one neither 
employs embrocation at a late stage, for such treatment is of no avail, nor 
too often, for that provokes the ripening of the disease. 274 
The term o ~ < p a K l V O C ; , , means 'made from unripe grapes', and the oil made from 
unripe grapes, ei\.aLOv, is included in Dioscorides' On Medical Materials .275 
Dioscorides' treatise was the pre-eminent pharmacological work during the 
Roman period. Three fragments of it have been recovered from Egypt and 
considering that Dioscorides had firsthand experience of Egypt's fauna and flora 
the body from the outset of medical education. See also Rufus of Ephesus, De Corporis 
Humani Appellationibus pref. 6-7. 
272 P. Mich. 766 (fourth century AD, Karanis); P. Turner 14 (late ~ e c o n d d century AD, 
unproven anced); P. Oslo inv. 1576 (third century AD, Oxyrhynchlte nome). 
273 P. Turner 14/ P. Mich. Inv. 6657 (late second century AD, unprovenanced). 
274 P. Turner 14 (late second century AD, unprovenanced). 
275 Dioscorides, De Materia Medica 1.30; Gal. 6. 196K. 
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and included more than forty animal, vegetable or mineral substances that either 
originated or were brought through Egypt, this prevalence is not surprising. 276 
Additionally, according to Elizabeth Reymond, the way in which Dioscorides 
describes herbals indicates that he was actually using an Egyptian source, perhaps 
the works of Cretenas, a famous herbalist based in Alexandria during the first 
century BC. 277 The questions and answers included in this catechism are also 
very similar to some found in the writings of Oribasius. 278 
In addition to possible teaching aids such as lists and catechisms, other 
literary medical papyri consist of entire sections of medical treatises written by 
influential medical writers. Of the relatively small number of medical treatises 
that include the names of their putative authors, Hippocrates and Galen are 
particularly well-represented. One treatise dating to around AD 150 was actually 
written by a medical practitioner about Hippocrates, quoting from lost works and 
incorporating a doctrine on the theory of disease, in addition to interjections from 
the writer giving his opinion of the doctrine. 279 
A consideration of the medical conditions written about in literary papyri 
could be quite informative regarding the concerns of medical practitioners in 
Egypt during the Roman period. Nineteen ophthalmological papyri survive, in 
addition to twenty four papyri containing recipes for collyrium. 28o Twelve 
dermatological papyri survive, dealing with skin conditions such as alopecia, 
baldness, carbuncles, herpes, psoriasis and ulcers. In addition to these, 
pharmacology seems to have been a particularly popular subject and the texts 
include elaborate illustrated herbals as well as unillustrated extracts from 
pharmacological treatises such as Dioscorides' On Medical Materials. 281 Almost 
276 P. Aberd. 8; P. Mich. Inv. 3; PSIInv. 3011. 
277 Reymond (1976) 60. 
278 Oribasius, Collectiones 6.l2, 15; 7.l, 2, 5-12, 23, 24; 8.l, 4, 6, 34, 38. 
279 P. Land. Lit. 165. 
280 For further discussion of ophthalmology in Roman Egypt, see 188-95. 
281 Hanson (2001); Leith (2006). 
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as numerous are lists of products known to have pharmacological properties, and 
the high numbers found are not surprising when it is considered that although 
urban centres contained apothecaries from whom medicinal ingredients and 
medicine could be acquired, these were not always entirely trustworthy. 282 
Regarding the sub-literary papyri, those consisting of medical recipes 
written in unskilled hands on single papyrus sheets, often being reused to do so, 
are very likely to have been employed by professional medical practitioners. 
Their quality, or rather lack of quality, indicates that these would likely have been 
for personal use rather than general circulation. According to Andorlini, 'from 
texts like these, one can argue that the therapies accepted and recommended by 
practitioners in Egypt were often deeply affected by the accessibility of specific 
ailments in a rural setting' .283 These texts indicate that the natural environment of 
Egypt played a significant role in medical practice, perhaps going so far as to 
influence the composition of a professional medical practitioner's training and 
certainly influencing their practices. 
3. Medical Practitioners in Temple Complexes 
3.1. Religious Medical Practitioners 
The ancient Egyptian medical tradition dated back thousands of years prior to the 
arrival in Egypt of either the Greeks or the Romans. The first authenticated 
doctor in the world, Hesy-ra, was practising medicine as wer ibeh swnw, 'chief of 
dentists and doctors', under the Pharaoh Netjerkhet (King Djoser) in the Third 
Dynasty of the Old Kingdom, c. 2650 Be. 284 The earliest Egyptian medical 
papyrus, the Kahun gynaecological papyrus, can be dated from a note written on 
282 Nutton (1985). 
283 Andorlini (2007) 26. 
284 N unn (1996) 124. 
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the verso to the twenty ninth year of the reign of the Pharaoh Amenernhat II, c. 
1825 BC. 285 
According to Rosalie David, 'magic and religion, which were virtually 
indistinguishable concepts in ancient Egypt, played a significant role in medical 
practice'. Consequently, during the Pharaonic period, medical practitioners could 
be classed as being either swnw, physicians who practised what modem scholars 
tend to describe as 'rational' medicine, or wa 'abu, priests who practised said 
'rational' medicine in addition to what modem scholars tend to describe as 
'irrational' medicine, which involved invoking the temple gods and practising 
magic; two significant types ofwa'abu were the priests ofSekhmet and the priests 
of Serket. 286 
I discussed above the tendency for scholars to view Egypt as a 
conservative culture, particUlarly in respect of medical practice. One reason for 
this is that given by Diodorus Siculus, writing in the Historical Library in the 
early first century BC, who recorded how physicians were subject to punitive 
measures if they attempted to be innovative: 
The physicians draw their support from public funds and administer their 
treatments in accordance with a written law which was composed in 
ancient times by many famous physicians. If they follow the rules of this 
law as they read them in the sacred book and are yet unable to save their 
patient, they are absolved and go unpunished; but ifthey go contrary to 
the law's prescriptions in any respect, they must submit to a trial with 
I 287 death as the pena ty. 
This description of the role of the physician towards the end of the Ptolemaic 
period is in accordance with the definition of the Oxford English Dictionary 
definition of the adjective 'professional' as someone 'engaged in an activity as a 
285 Nunn (1996) 34. . 
286 David (2004) 133-5. For priests ofSekhmet, see Nunn (1996) 134-5; for pnests of 
Serket see Nunn (1996) 135. See also 259-65. 
287 D i ~ d . . Sic. 1.82; Nunn (1996) 121 considers this unlikely as such a high level of control 
over standards of medical practice would have been difficult to enforce and maintain. 
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paid occupation rather than as an amateur', as well as with that of the noun 
'professional', as 'a person having impressive competence in a particular activity'. 
However, there is something of a hiatus in the scholarship of both Roman 
Egypt and ancient medicine regarding evidence for the swnw and the wa 'abu in 
Egypt during the Roman period; scholars have preferred to focus on evidence for 
the Greek iatros or Roman medicus instead, despite the similarity between the 
Egyptian word swnw and the Coptic word for physician, saein. Despite devoting 
an entire chapter to healers in ancient Egypt, Nunn's Ancient Egyptian Medicine 
only utilises references to Pharaonic swnw and wa 'abu in the Egyptian medical 
papyri and archaeological evidence such as grave stele and consequently is 
concerned primarily with medicine during the Pharaonic period. 288 However, the 
fact that a significant amount of medical literature written in both Demotic and 
Hieratic in addition to Greek has been recovered from the vicinity of the temple of 
Soknebtunis in Tebtunis, as well as from other villages in the Fayum, suggests 
that swnw and more significantly wa'abu were actively involved in practising 
medicine in the Roman period, although they may not have been referred to as 
such. In addition to this, it appears that they were incorporating Greek and 
Roman medical practices into their treatment of the sick in conjunction with their 
native Egyptian methods. A fragment of papyrus dating to the late first century 
BC contains a receipt stating 'you have paid as tax for the drugs of the Serapeum 
forty silver drachmae '.289 One papyrus known as the Crocodilopolis Medical 
Book, written in Demotic, recovered from Dime and dating from the second 
century AD, preserves up to six different and independent medical works. 290 
These were copied from older medical texts and evidently intended for use by 
288 Nunn (1996) 6. 
289 P. Ryl. 4.574 (late first century AD, unprovenanced): ()LaYC:YQaq>a'rE '[ov q>oQov '[ou 
q>aQI-.l£IKOU '[au EaQandou [aQ]YUQloV b Q a ~ l - l [ a ~ ~ ~ ' [ c : a ~ a a ] Q a a K ~ V , [ ~ ~ ] . .
290 P. Vindob. D. 6257; I have not included a detailed dIscussIOn of the mdlvldual 
prescriptions contained in this papyrus because the translation and interpretation has been 
widely derided by scholars. 
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individuals who were both well-educated and had a high level of technical 
competence in various aspects of medical practice. 291 However, although the 
diseases and ailments that the medical books are concerned with healing are 
familiar from the Pharaonic medical papyri, particularly Papyrus Ebers, the 
methods recommended to treat them are innovative in comparison with those 
older texts. 292 Instructions are given regarding which medicaments to prescribe 
and how these should be prepared, and these medicaments contain a variety of 
new pharmacological ingredients including herbs, minerals and metals that are not 
present in the Pharaonic papyri. 293 
Temple priests were themselves prohibited from learning a trade or 
having a profession. However, the temple pastophori, whose main duty was to 
carry the shrine of the deity in ritual processions, were not subject to the same sort 
of strictures. They were allowed to engage in trade and, like the priests, had 
living quarters within the temple compound which were known as pastophoria. 294 
According to Clement of Alexandria, writing in the late second century AD, when 
the Egyptian priests processed, each carrying the symbols and books that were 
associated with his position in the temple hierarchy, it was the pastophori who 
carried the six sacred medical books: 
There are then forty-two books of Hermes indispensably necessary; of 
which the six-and-thirty containing the whole philosophy of the Egyptians 
are learned by the aforementioned personages; and the other six, which 
are medical, by the pastophoroi - treating of the structure of the body, and 
of diseases, and instruments, and medicines, and about the eyes, and the 
last about women. Such are the customs of the Egyptians, to speak 
briefly. 295 
David Frankfurter interprets Clement's assignment of different books to 
different ranks and tasks as emblematic, 'first ofthe way priestly roles were 
291 Reymond (1976) 39,61. 
292 Reymond (1976) 40; Ritner (2004). 
293 Reymond (1976) 59. 
294 Whitehome (1980) 222. 
295 Clem. AI. Strom. 6.4 
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believed to be based in sacred writings, and second of the varieties of knowledge 
contained in the temples' scriptoria and the varieties of priestly expertise: not only 
sacred liturgy but astrology, geography, genealogy, anatomy, and healing' .2% 
However, the location of medical practitioners in temples, whether they were 
priests or pastophori or held another position entirely, indicates the importance of 
religion and the role of the gods, whether Egyptian, Greek or Roman, in medicine 
and healing in Roman Egypt. This aspect of healing practice is not necessarily 
apparent from the documentary papyri that provide evidence for the existence of 
lay professional medical practitioners in the cities, towns and villages of Roman 
Egypt, although it is important to remember that even the smallest village had 
some sort of religious institution, whether this was an entire temple complex or 
just a shrine. 297 One specific example of this pervasiveness is Bes, a dwarf god 
originating in the Pharaonic period, who remained popular through the Late, 
Ptolemaic and Roman periods because of his protective and apotropaic function 
that specifically concentrated upon fertility, gynaecology and obstetrics. 298 
During the Pharaonic and Ptolemaic periods, ritual specialists were associated 
with Bes through their capacities as healers; a house excavated at Kahun in the 
Fayum and dated to the Twelfth Dynasty was found to contain a large Bes mask 
painted on canvas and a pair of ivory clappers, and it has been suggested that the 
resident, presumably their owner, was a midwife or obstetrical healer associated 
with a local temple. 299 However, examination of documentary papyri associated 
with religious contexts and archaeological excavation of temple complexes dating 
296 Frankfurter (1998) 240-1. 
297 P. Mert. 2.63 (AD 58, Arsinoite nome), a private letter between a woman and her 
father makes it clear that on occasion, even individuals living outside the immediate 
v i c i n i ~ ~ of a temple were expected to contribute towards its upkeep: 'They are asking from 
everywhere for pious offe:ings for t?e ~ a n c t u a r y y of Souch,os ~ o m m everyone, Romans a ~ d d
Alexandrians and settlers m the Arsmolte nome .. .I haven t paid, as I was today expectmg 
you to come. Either give the request your attention and act on it or otherwise we shall pay 
it' . 
298 For detailed discussion ofBes, see Frankfurter (1998) 124-31. 
299 Frankfurter (1998) 126. 
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to the Roman period has revealed a certain amount of continuity in these 
practices. An inventory from a temple at Soknopaiou Nesos, dating to AD 177-
80, includes a bronze and silver statue of Bes, while the Heidelberg Festival 
Papyrus indicates that an annual festival celebrating Bes was held at Dendera. 30o 
Since by definition a professional is an individual who engages in a 
specified occupation or activity for money or as a means of earning a living, it is 
evident that religious medical practitioners, that is individuals practising medicine 
within temple complexes, whether priests or temple staff, can be classified as 
such. Consequently, I will now proceed to examine the evidence for professional 
medical practitioners and medical practice within temples in Roman Egypt. 
3.2. Case Study A: The Temples of Sarapis and Isis at Canopus 
According to Frankfurter, 'the Roman period [saw] several incubation cults grow 
to regional prominence while maintaining roots in traditional sacred space and 
cultic practice through association with temples, local deities, and their rites and 
priesthoods,.301 Among these were the temples of Sarapis and Isis at Canopus. 
The town's close proximity to Alexandria combined with its geographical location 
on the Mediterranean coast ensured that it saw a succession of prominent Romans 
visit it for reasons pertaining to both health and recreation. 302 Strabo described 
both the positive and negative aspects of visiting Canopus during the early 
Principate. 303 However, nearly four centuries later, Ammianus Marcellinus was 
more positive as he enthused that 'the place is most delightful because of its 
beautiful pleasure-resorts, its soft air and healthful climate, so that anyone staying 
in that region believes he is living outside of the world, as oftentimes he hears the 
300 BGU2.387 (AD 177-80, Soknopaiou Nesos); P. Reid.lnv. 1818.8. 
301 Frankfurter (1998) 162. 
302 According to Dio 78.15.5-7, one of these eminent Romans was the emperor Caracalla. 
303 Strabo, Geographica 17.17 (trans. H. L. Jones). 
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winds that murmur a welcome with sunny breath'. 304 Unfortunately, Canopus' 
coastal location ensured that, like the Brucheion district of Alexandria, the town 
subsided into the sea centuries ago and is only now being excavated by maritime 
archaeologists from the University of Oxford. The results of these excavations 
have yet to be published in their entirety. 305 However, some previously recovered 
archaeological evidence for the town and its healing cults has been published such 
as votive statues and inscriptions set up there in gratitude after healing. 306 
Strabo specifically mentioned the Temple of Sarapis in his description of 
Canopus, but the Temple ofIsis was also significant. Diodorus Siculus discussed 
how Isis was also venerated for her ability to heal the sick through incubation: 
For standing above the sick in their sleep she gives them aid for their 
diseases and works remarkable cures upon such as submit themselves to 
her; and many who have been despaired of by their physicians because of 
the difficult nature of their malady are restored to health by her, while 
numbers who have altogether lost the use of their eyes or some other part 
of their body, whenever they tum for help to this goddess, are restored to 
their previous condition. 307 
Frankfurter has suggested that Diodorus is specifically referring to the Temple of 
Isis at Canopus in this passage, stating that Isis' powers of healing through 
incubation are not known to have been recognised anywhere else during the 
Ptolemaic period. 308 The Temple ofIsis at Canopus was particularly associated 
with women's fertility and conception until AD 391, when both it and the Temple 
of Sarapis at Alexandria were destroyed by a Christian mob. 309 
This particular association of Can opus with health and healing is evident 
from elsewhere in the Roman Empire. According to Pausanias, there were two 
temples dedicated to Sarapis in Corinth: one of these was the standard deity that 
304 Amm. Marc. 22.16.14; see also Epiphanius, Panarion 12.1-4 and Rufinus of Aquileia, 
Historia Eremitica 26-7 for the persistence of religious activity at Canopus during the 
fourth century AD. 
305 See Goddio (2007) for preliminary excavation reports. 
306 Abdalla (1991) 192. 
307 Diod. Sic. 1.25.3. 
308 Frankfurter (1998) 162-3. 
309 Zachariah of Mytilene, Historia Ecclesiastica 5. 
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was worshipped through the empire while the second was specifically called 
S . " C ' (' K ' 310 • arapis III anopus EV a v w ~ 4 J ) . . ThIS particular aspect of Sarapis is also 
known from Delos, Athens, Epirus, Rome, Beneventum and Carthage. While the 
worship of Sarapis of Canopus had appeared in Delos as early as the second 
century BC, all the other instances seem to have originated during the Roman 
period, perhaps indicating the increased popularity of Canopus during the Roman 
period. 
In addition to the religious evidence for health and healing at Canopus, 
there also appears to have been a thriving industry for the production of medicine 
and aromatics, which is not surprising considering the fact that Strabo described 
Canopus as a place of both healing and revelry at public festivals and thus would 
have utilised large quantities of both. Celsus describes a medicament known as 
the 'salve of Can opus' .311 The fact that it contained cinnamon and frankincense 
indicates that it was a luxury product and was perhaps specifically produced for 
the wealthy tourists and pilgrims who visited Canopus. 312 
So who was practising medicine at Canopus? Since the temples that seem 
to have been favoured by those seeking healing were incubation temples, it is 
questionable as to whether the temple priests were actually providing medical 
treatment. In Egypt, priesthoods were frequently passed down through families, 
313 h' . h from father to son and mother to daughter. However, t e conSIstency WIt 
which the appointments remained hereditary and the apparent importance of this 
factor has led to debate over the abilities of the individuals who inherited these 
positions, if their abilities were even relevant at all. 314 It was common practice for 
310 Paus. 2.4.6. 
311 Celsus, Med. 6.6.25b. 
312 See for example Lucian, Navigium; Lucian records a conversation between Lycinus 
and one of his colleagues in which Lycinus asks him to bring back 'those delicate pickled 
Nile fish and perfumes from Canopus'. 
313 Thompson (1990) 98; see for example the position of High Priest of Memphis during 
the Ptolemaic and early Roman periods. 
314 Thompson (1990) 101. 
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those working in a variety of professions to take their children or other family 
members as their apprentices in the ancient world, so it is feasible that part of an 
individual's preparation for a hereditary priesthood could involve basic medical 
training if medical knowledge and expertise was necessary for that particular 
priesthood. 315 
The fact that medicine was being produced at Canopus and presumably 
utilised there, as well as exported to elsewhere in the Roman Empire, suggests the 
presence of medical experts and by implication medical practitioners. O. A. Moss 
has suggested that the Therapeutae, a Jewish sect related to the Essenes, were 
resident at Canopus and attached to the Serapeum where they undertook medical 
practices, citing a series of similarities between the cult of Sarapis and the 
Therapeutae. 316 This is a somewhat broad interpretation of Philo's description of 
the Therapeutae in On the Contemplative Life, the result of translating 8eQurrnJw 
as 'to heal' rather than 'to serve'; 'to wait on' or even 'to tend the sick' .317 On the 
contrary, Joan Taylor and Philip Davies argue that rather than being related to the 
Essenes, the Therapeutae were actually simply devotees of gods. 318 However, it 
is notable that the votive offerings that they cite as proof are all dedicated to gods 
and goddesses associated with healing. Additionally, when Philo describes their 
community, like Strabo and Ammianus Marcellinus he emphasises the healthy 
climate of the area. 319 He also makes it clear that the community, consisting of 
both men and women, was a reasonably affluent and educated one so it is feasible 
that at least some of it members possessed a certain amount of medical knowledge 
and the ability to put it into practice. 320 
315 Merkelback (1994) 85. 
316 Moss (2002) 264. 
317 Philo, De Vita Contemplativa 2. 
318 Taylor and Davies (1998) 6. 
319 Philo De Vita Contemplativa 22-3 (trans. F. H. Colson). 
320 Philo: De Vita Contemplativa 13; Taylor and Davies (1998) 16-17. 
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During the Pharaonic and Late periods, members of the Egyptian 
priesthood seem to have practised medicine. Herodotus describes the priesthood 
as the first of seven major occupations which made up the population of Egypt, 
which also consisted of soldiers, cow and swineherds, merchants, interpreters and 
pilots. 321 This list is notable for the absence of physicians. However, iftemple 
priests were filling the role that would otherwise have been filled by professional 
medical practitioners, there would presumably have been no need for the latter. 
Things seem to have changed radically over the course the Ptolemaic and Roman 
periods, with professional medical practitioners becoming Ubiquitous in the 
region. However, as the Egyptian temples were gradually impoverished during 
the Roman period, it is clear from locations throughout Egypt that many priests 
had to utilise their skills as ritual specialists in order to earn money, skills which 
included the practice of medicine and healing. 322 
3.3. Case Study B: The Temple of Soknebtunis at Tebtunis 
Frankfurter has observed that 'the religion of the Fayum is distinctive in Roman 
Egypt for its population's special veneration of such a uniquely Egyptian god as 
Sobek in a religion deeply affected by Hellenism and in a period of active 
religious synthesis' .323 While the temples of Sarapis and Isis at Canopus seem to 
have relied upon the patronage of those residing in or visiting Alexandria and 
consequently catered to more cosmopolitan religious preferences, the Temple of 
Soknebtunis at Tebtunis catered for the inhabitants of the Fayum. Despite the fact 
that large numbers of Macedonian and Greek veterans settled there during the 
Ptolemaic period, these settlers appear to have been more amenable to the local 
cults and religious practices and consequently, an examination of it offers a 
unique opportunity to gauge the extent to which native Egyptian, Greek and 
321 Hdt. 2.164. 
322 Frankfurter (1998) 213. 
323 Frankfurter (1998) 99. 
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Roman medicine and medical practices interacted during the Roman occupation 
of Egypt. 324 
3.3.1. Medical Literature from Tebtunis 
According to Peter van Minnen, during the Ptolemaic and Roman periods Fayum 
temples retained their traditional role with priests and scribes being trained in 
ancient Egyptian lore. However, these priests and scribes also seem to have been 
~ ~ ·1· . h G k 1· 325 lami lar WIt ree Iterature. Modern scholars have been unable to reach a 
consensus as to who provided this literature. Van Minnen argues that the priests 
at Tebtunis copied and collected Greek literature, in addition to reusing official 
Greek and Latin documents to copy Demotic and Hieratic literature, and surmised 
that 'the Greek culture provided a stimulus to the Egyptian priests and that it made 
them rethink and reformulate their own traditions, perhaps even to approach these 
traditions with the help of Greek ways of thinking' . 326 However, Ann Ellis 
Hanson proffered an alternative explanation. She suggested that it was in fact 
members of the local Greek elite living in the vicinity of Tebtunis who were 
responsible for providing the temple priests with Greek medical literature, as a 
means of ensuring the type and quality of healthcare that they were used to 
.. . b t 327 receIvmg m ur an cen res. 
It is clear that the temple priests were producing literature of some sort; a 
receipt recovered from a house at Tebtunis and dating to 9th November AD 174 
details that 'Petesouchos son ofPetesouchos, priest of Tebtunis, has paid to 
Ammonios and Theon, lessees of marshes and desert shore in the division of 
Ptolemon, the price of20,000 papyrus stalks at Ibion Argaiou, which he has 
324 For Macedonian, Greek and Roman immigrants to Egypt practising traditional 
Epptian religion, see Smelik and Hemelrijk (1984) 1885-91. 
32 van Minnen (1998) 10 1. 
326 van Minnen (1998) 169. 
327 Hanson (2006) 401. 
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transported to Tebtunis by Herakleides, the brother of Ammonios,.328 Other 
papyri, taken from the archive ofKronion, the nomographos of the Grapheion of 
Tebtunis, also record purchases of rolls of blank papyri and even black ink. 329 In 
addition to the Grapheion's accounts, these papyri also contain a record of all the 
documents prepared at the Grapheion after 23rd August AD 46, including the fee 
for each piece of work produced. This record includes an entry which states 
'gratis, for Heron the physician' .330 It is tempting to speculate why exactly 
something copied out for a physician might be free of charge; perhaps this item 
was a medical treatise, recognised as being particularly useful to the temple and 
its priests. 
There is a great deal of variety in the range of medical papyri recovered 
from Tebtunis, written in both Greek and Demotic. The earliest Greek medical 
treatise is a collection of ophthalmologic prescriptions and collyria recipes, dating 
to the late first century Be and written on the verso of a Demotic astronomical 
text. 331 There is a commentary on an extract from Nicander's Theriac, dating to 
the first century AD and written by a professional scribe. 332 The inclusion of this 
text in the temple's library is particularly interesting considering the number of 
wild animals that posed a danger to the inhabitants of Egypt during the Roman 
period. 333 There are fragments of recipes dating to the first and second centuries 
AD, poorly written so unlikely to have been the work of a professional scribe and 
perhaps, consequently, written by a medical practitioner.334 There is an extract 
from Herodotus Medicus' Remedies, dating to the late second century AD and 
328 P. Tebt. 308 (AD 174, Tebtunis). . 
329 P. Mich. 123 (AD 46, Tebtunis); this particular column gives an account of 
expenditures after 20th December AD 46. 
330 P. Mich. 123. 
331 PSI Congr. 21.3 (first century Be, Tebtunis). 
332 P. Mil. Vogl. 2.45 and 6.262 (first century AD, Tebtunis).. . 
333 For discussion of the dangers that wild animals posed to the mhabltants of Egypt 
during the Roman period, see 232-52. 
334 P. Tebt. Tait. 43 Recto and P. Tebt. Tait. 44 Recto (first and second century AD, 
Tebtunis). 
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written on the verso of accounts, which corresponds to infonnation contained 
within a section of Oribasius' Medical Collections. 335 There is an illustrated 
herbal, dating to the second century AD, as well as an extract from a separate 
herbal, also dating to the second century AD.336 There is a treatise describing the 
symptoms of various ailments, dating to the second century AD.337 There is a 
therapeutic manual dealing with pulmonary diseases and the appropriate 
application of medicine and pharmacology, written by a professional scribe and 
dating from the second century AD.338 This treatise has been tentatively 
associated with the medical writer Apollonius Mys on the basis of similarities 
between it and fragments of his work preserved by Galen, although this 
identification has been disputed.339 There is an anonymous treatise on 
astrological medicine with references to gynaecology, dating from the second 
century AD.340 There is an extensive collection of recipes aimed at medicating a 
variety of different diseases, dating from the second century AD.341 There is also 
an extensive collection of recipes aimed at medicating eye diseases, written on the 
back of a tax report and dating to between the late second and early third centuries 
So far, only three Demotic medical papyri have been published. The first 
is a herbal without illustrations, dating to the second half of the second century 
AD. 343 The second is a collection of medical recipes written on poor quality 
papyrus and dating to between the second and third centuries AD.344 The third is 
335 P. Tebt. 272 Verso (late second century AD, Tebtunis). 
336 P. Teb!. 679 and P. Teb!. Tait. 39-41 Recto; P. Teb!. Tail. 42; for translation and 
discussion, see Hanson (200]) 585-604. 
337 P. Tebt. 678 (second century AD, Tebtunis). 
338 P. Lund. 6, P. Mil. Vogl. 16, P. Tebt. 677 and PSI Inv. 3054 (second century AD, 
Tebtunis). 
339 Hanson (2006) 392n. 
340 P. Tebt. 676 (second century AD, Tebtunis). 
341 PSI 1180 (second century AD, Tebtunis); see Marganne ~ 1 9 9 4 ) ) 174. 
342 P. Tebt. 273 (late second-early third century AD, Tebtums); see Marganne (1994) 174. 
343 P. Carlsb. Inv. 230; P. Carlsb. Dem. 1; P. Tebl. Tail 20 (late second century AD, 
Tebtunis). . 
344 P. Tebt. Tail 18 (second-third century AD, Tebtums). 
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a treatise combining magic and medicine, dating to the early third century AD, 
also written on poor quality papyrus. 345 
The Greek and Demotic medical papyri were all found within the temple 
precinct, in conjunction with numerous small wooden containers that appear to 
have been used for storing unguents and powders. 346 At least one of these 
wooden pots still contained seeds. 347 There is a variety of evidence that attests to 
the use of different types of containers to optimise the conservation of unguents 
and other substances that could have been utilised as medical remedies. 
According to Pliny's Natural History: 
Unguents keep best in boxes of alabaster, and perfumes when mixed with 
oil, which conduces all the more to their durability the thicker it is, such 
as the oil of almonds, for instance. Unguents, too, improve with age; but 
the sun is apt to spoil them, for which reason they are usually stowed 
away in a shady place in vessels of lead. 348 
In addition to the numerous documentary papyri that mention such objects, there 
is archaeological evidence for the widespread use of containers such as those 
described by Pliny in Egypt during the Graeco-Roman period. Three examples of 
this practice: the first an alabastron currently exhibited in the Wellcome Library 
that would have been used to store expensive unguents and oils (see Figure 11), 
and the second a mummy portrait currently exhibited in the British Museum that 
depicts its well-dressed and bejewelled female subject holding a glass 
unguentariam filled with a dark-coloured unguent or oil (see Figure 12).349 The 
third is a mummy with an extensive assemblage of grave goods currently on 
display at the National Museum of Scotland (see Figure 13). The assemblage not 
only included a painted plaque depicting a woman in labour on one side and a 
345 P. Tebt. Taif. 19 (early third century AD, Tebtunis). 
346 Hanson (2006) 394. 
347 Rondot (2004) 58. 
348 Plin. HN 13.3. 
349 For discussion of the purchase and use of unguents in the documentary papyri, see 131-
4. For the scientific analysis of organic residues left in ancient containers, see Colombin 
et al. (2005) and Ribechini et al. (2008). 
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man that has been identified as an obstetrician on the other but also a wooden box , 
with a sliding lid, an ivory box without a lid, and six glass jars of different sizes, 
shapes and types of decoration. 350 
Figure 11: Alabastron, Ptolemaic period, unknown provenance (Wellcome Museum 
inv. 375/1939, image courtesy of Well come Images) 
Figure 12: Mummy portrait in tempera on stuccoed linen, AD 100-20, Rubaiyat 
(British Museum inv. 1931,0711.2, image courtesy of the British Museum) 
350 For discussion of the mummy and the grave goods, see Walker and Bierbrier (1997) 
82-4. 
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Figure 13: Mummy and grave goods, second century AD, Hawara (Royal Museum 
inv. 1911 210.3, image courtesy of National Museum of Scotland) 
In his On Medical Materials , Dioscorides also wrote about the most suitable 
containers for different types of medicinal remedies. He included this information 
in the Preface, perhaps to aid the rhizotomoi in his or her initial preparations, as an 
ability to store both ingredients once they had been collected and remedies once 
they had been mixed was a fundamental part of ancient pharmacological practice 
due to the lack of effective methods of preservation: 
Flowers and such parts that have a sweet-smelling fragrance should be 
laid down in small dry boxes of lime wood, but occasionally they can be 
serviceably wrapped in papyrus or leaves to preserve their seeds. As for 
moist drugs, any container made from silver, glass or hom will be 
suitable. An earthenware vessel is well adapted provided it is not too 
thin, and, among wooden containers, those of boxwood. Copper vessels 
will be suitable for most eye-drugs and for drugs prepared with vinegar, 
raw pitch or juniper-oil. But stow animal fats and marrows in tin 
. 35 1 
con tamers. 
35 1 Dioscorides, De Materia Medica praefat. 9. 
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In her translation and discussion of the illustrated herbal from Tebtunis Hanson , 
explicitly linked this herbal with the work ofDioscorides, specifically a version of 
it encompassed in a parchment codex dating to AD 512, stating that there were 
significant similarities between the two at the textual level, and that 'the first 
editor [of the papyrus] left the matter open as to whether [the author] preceded 
Dioskourides and perhaps served as one of the latter's sources, or, in tum, was 
subsequent and drew on Dioskourides' Materia medica'. 352 The fact that the 
priests at the Temple of Soknebtunis were in possession of a copy of a herbal 
containing very similar information to Dioscorides' On Medical Materials, along 
with the type of medical equipment recommended within the text is interesting for 
what it implies about medical practice in Egyptian temples. Yet, as is the case at 
the Canopus temples, it is unclear who exactly was providing this medical 
practice and whether they were priests, temple workers or professional medical 
practitioners attached to the temple complex. 
Although it is unclear whether or not priests were practising medicine at 
temple complexes in Roman Egypt, the combination of votive offerings, medical 
literature and medical equipment recovered from these sites indicates that there 
were medical practitioners present at these complexes in order to provide medical 
care to those who needed it. 
Conclusion 
It is clear that medical practitioners were present throughout Egypt during the 
Roman period. There is evidence for the existence of individuals who not only 
called themselves iatros or medicus but also practised medicine in Alexandria, the 
urban centres and the smaller rural settlements. Some of these individuals appear 
to have operated as part of the provincial hierarchy, others independently. 
352 Hanson (2001) 587. 
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However, the fact that someone referred to himself or was referred to by 
others as an iatros or a medicus was no guarantee of professional competence. 
Even an 'official' position or role such as archiatros or demosios iatros seems to 
have been more concerned with the legal and administrative considerations of 
maintaining law and order in the province than actual medical treatment. 
Likewise, membership of the Museion and Library in Alexandria was frequently 
bestowed as a sign of imperial favouritism and patronage, rather than an 
indication of academic learning and professional expertise. What provides a 
clearer picture of the place of these individuals within the medical profession is 
the papyrological and archaeological evidence for how they acquired their 
learning and expertise and how they operated within the province. 
Documentary papyri and archaeological excavations have revealed that 
the iatros sometimes practised medicine from a specific location, usually either 
his home or a surgery attached to his home. He was often in possession of 
medical treatises, both works of literature by authors such as Herodotus Medicus, 
Galen and Oribasius, and collections of recipes for medicaments that were copied 
out by hand, probably by the iatros or medicus himself, on the back of whatever 
papyrus could be spared. He was also in possession of medical equipment such as 
surgical instruments and other apparatus. However, these items were not 
necessarily specially produced, or their usage restricted to medical practitioners: it 
is clear that a number of basic medical instruments such as knives, needles, 
shears, hooks and probes could be utilised in a variety of different ways. In all 
likelihood, this is precisely how they were used, since only large cities such as 
Alexandria could support medical specialists and a large number of general 
medical practitioners, particularly in rural areas, do not appear to have been 
wealthy enough to possess a substantial array of specialist equipment comparable 
to that owned by Eutyches of Rimini. 
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It is clear that during the Roman period, the role of the medical 
practitioner was very different to how it had been during the Pharaonic, Late and 
even the Ptolemaic periods. In earlier times, as attested not only by Herodotus but 
also archaeological evidence recovered from Egyptian temples and tombs, it was 
the temple priests who fulfilled the role of medical practitioner for both the urban 
and rural communities, often bearing medical titles in addition to their religious 
ones. While this practice seems to have continued during the Roman period, it 
was evidently on a much smaller scale than in previous generations. The 
foundation of the Museion and Library at Alexandria in addition to the influx of 
Greek and Roman immigrants, particularly to the urban centres, seems to have 
resulted in medicine and medical practice becoming professionalised and 
secularised. Despite this, it is also clear that native Egyptian medical practices did 
not just cease to exist but were instead incorporated into Greek and Roman ones, 
just as Egyptian ingredients were incorporated into the Greek and Roman 
pharmacopeia. 
However, although there were undoubtedly medical practitioners 
operating in Egypt during the Roman period and providing medical treatment for 
the members of the population who sought them out, it is equally clear that not 
everyone experiencing ill health would automatically do so. Just as there is 
papyrological and archaeological evidence for members of the population of 
Roman Egypt patronising medical practitioners, there is also papyrological and 
archaeological evidence for members of the population preferring to treat 
themselves. The existence and significance of these amateur or domestic medical 
practitioners within the medical environment of Roman Egypt will be examined in 
the next chapter. 
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Chapter Two: Alternative Healing Strategies in Roman Egypt 
1. Introduction 
The assumption that modem scholars tend to make regarding the inhabitants of 
the Roman world is that, when suffering from an illness or an injury, they would 
automatically seek treatment from a so-called 'professional' medical practitioner 
such as an iatros or a medicus. 353 Chapter One has demonstrated that such 
individuals were available in certain parts of Egypt. However, the documentary 
papyri recovered from Egypt and dating from throughout the Roman period 
provide detailed evidence for certain aspects of the daily lives of a cross-section 
of the inhabitants of the province, one of which is the diverse range of healing 
strategies that was utilised for self-treatment. This evidence indicates that the 
default position for the inhabitants of Roman Egypt when healing was needed was 
that they tended to help themselves, their family members and even their friends 
as a matter of course. 
A letter written to Apollonios, the strategos of the district of the 
Apollonopolites Heptakomia, by his wife Aline during the Jewish Revolt of AD 
115-17 informs him that she was so worried about him that she had fallen into a 
deep depression and suffered a kind of nervous collapse: '1 take no pleasure in 
food or drink, but stay awake continually night and day with one worry, your 
safety. Only my father's care revives me and, as 1 hope to see you safe, I would 
have lain without food on New Year's Day, had my father not come and forced 
me to eat' .354 A petition written to the prefect Aurelius Ammonius in AD 295 by 
353 See for example Pleket (1995) 28: 'City-based physicians apparently were not in the 
habit of regularly travelling around in the villages near towns ... The villagers had to rely 
on wandering, passing doctors, not always of impeccable reputation or, in case they lived 
not too far away, on circuit doctors going around from their base in a market town' . 
354 P. Giss. 19 (AD 115, Hermoupolis): OU'[f 710[ ... O]U'rE [aE]l'rloll; rlbE(Ll'; 
71QoaEQxoflaL, [MAa a v V ] E X W ~ ~ aYQv71VOlJaa v V K ' r 6 ~ ~ rl[flEQac; fl]lav flEQlflvav 
EXCt1 TIlv 71EQL [til'; G(O'r ] l 1 Q l a ~ ~ aov. floV11 bE rl 'rOU 7 1 a ' r Q o ~ ~ [floV 71oA]v(oQla [E] 
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a woman named Aurelia Techosis stated that she had nursed and tended her 
mother because such a thing was 'what is owed from children to parents'. 355 This 
sentiment was echoed in the verse epitaph ofLysandre, set up by her parents 
Philonike and Eudemon, which lamented her death in part because 'the breasts of 
my mother nourished me with their milk to no purpose at all, and to those breasts 
I cannot repay the favour of nourishment for their old age'. 356 A certain amount 
of reciprocity was clearly expected; a letter written by Dionysius to his friend 
Nicanor in the second century AD states 'I request you, brother, to assist my 
brother Demetrius until he has measured out the com, since I am still dangerously 
ill. You know that you do not give your help to an ungrateful person ... For I in 
my tum, when I was with you, was attentive to your wishes'. 357 
It is evident that such help was given even if it was inconvenient for all 
involved. In the third century AD, Titianos wrote to his sister (or perhaps his 
wife) to explain his long absence: 'My father, on whose account I have stayed on 
till now in spite of illness, is also ill; and it is for his sake that I am still here'. 358 
He goes on to say that everyone in the household was ill, and they all had to take 
care of each other. In the fourth century AD, Judas wrote from Babylon to his 
brother Joseph and sister Maria back home in Oxyrhynchus: 'Make every effort, 
my lady sister, send me your brother, since I have fallen into sickness as a result 
aVEYELQEl flE Kat. '1ijl a [rlflEQt;l] 'tOU VEOU E'toue;;, vil TIlv oTJv (OW'tT]]QlaV, 
aly]wo'toe;; EKOLflwflllV, [d flT] 6 71]a'tiJQ floU dOEA8wv Epuioa't() [flE]. 
355 P. Oxy. 1121 (AD 295, Oxyrhynchus): rl71QOKElflEVT] floU flrl'tT]Q TExwme;; VOO4J 
Ka'ta[(3]A[ll] 8 Eloa Ka'ta TIlv Eflau'1ije;; flE'tQLo'tT]'ta 'tau'tT]v EvoooKofllloa Kat. 
u7111QE'tT]oa Kat. OUK E71aumxflllv 'ta 71QE71ov'ta YElvEo8aL uno 'tEKVWV yovEum 
£iva nAllQouoa. 
356 I. Metr. 83 (Roman period, Karanis): ~ t a o ' t o l . . flll'tQoe;; EflfJe;; KEVEOV yaAa ml flE 
EKofllloav, Ole;; xaQLv OU buvaflllv YllQo'tQo<pov 'tEAEom. 
357 P. Oxy. He/s. 47a (second century AD, Oxyrhynchus): naQaKMw OE, abEA<pE, 'tcfJ 
abEA<PcfJ floU ~ l l f l l l ' t Q L 4 J J O1JVAa(3Eo8m, CiXQL av 'ta oi 'taQta flE'tQrlm;]· EyW yaQ 
En Kat. VUV E71LKLVbuvwe;; EXW. oLbae;; bE on OUK axaQlO't4J mXQEXEle;;. 'to bE 
onoubalov oou E71Lo'taflaL ... Ka[l] yaQ EyW naQwv naALv OOlnQOOElxOV. 
358 PSI 299 (third century AD, Oxyrhynchus): 6 bE na'tiJQ floU [flEXQl] ['tlo]u'tov], bl' 
OV Kat. VOU(:;:,V naQ[ E] flElva [flEXQl ... 'tou[ 't]OU], VOUEl' Kat bl' au'tov En Ev'tau8a 
dfll. 
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of a riding accident. For when I want to tum on to my other side, I cannot do it by 
myself, unless two other persons tum me over ... Please come yourself as well and 
help me, since I am truly in a strange place and sick'. 359 However, it is clear that 
those who nursed their sick family members and even friends back to health took 
care of more than just their physical needs. The healing strategies utilised could 
extend far beyond this, to the actual preparation and provision of medicinal or 
magical remedies. The term used most frequently in modem scholarship to 
classify and describe this approach to healing is 'folk medicine' , the definition of 
which is 'medicine originating from the beliefs, cultures and customs of ordinary 
people'. 
During the twentieth century, folk medicine received little objective 
scholarly attention; according to Richard Gordon, 'the inexplicit character of 
Graeco-Roman folk-medicine. together with the distorted and haphazard nature of 
our evidence, has led to denigration of its aims and methods' .360 This denigration 
is particularly apparent in early twentieth century scholarship; one particular 
example defines folk medicine as 'the mass of superstitions [and] empirical 
beliefs held among the ignorant concerning materials useful as medicine' and 
claims that 'the more ignorant classes and peoples fall short according to the 
degree of their ignorance'. 361 A subsequent article, dating to the middle of the 
twentieth century, stated that 'the most enlightened ages display superstition, 
magic and revolting remedies that are comparable to those of less cultured 
359 P. Oxy. 3314 (fourth century AD, Oxyrhynchus): mxv ovv 7l0lTWOV, KUQla f.!ou 
abEAcpTj, 7lEf.!lfJOV f.!Ol rrov abEA<j:>ov aou, f7lElbT] E l ~ ~ voaov 7lEQLf7lEaa a7lo 
7 l r r W f . ! a r r o ~ ~ l7l7l0U. f . ! E M o v r r o ~ ~ f.!OU yaQ arrQacpijVaL E l ~ ~ MAo f . ! E Q O ~ 1 1 ou buvaf.!aL 
acp' ff.!aurrou, El f.!T] (iMOl buo av8QW7l0l avnarrQElfJwalv f.!E Kat. f . ! E X Q l ~ ~
7l0'tTlQlOU vbarr[ o ] ~ ~ OUK EXW rrov E7llblbovrrlx f.!0l. BoTj8TJaov ovv, KUQla f.!ou 
abEAcpTj. a7loubaiov aOl ycvEa8w 0 7 l W ~ ~ rro r r a x o ~ ~ 7 l E f . ! " 4 n : l ~ ~ f.!Ol, w ~ ~ 7lQoEi7lov, rrov 
abEAcpov aou. E l ~ ~ r r a ~ ~ r r O l a u r r a ~ ~ yaQ a v a Y K a ~ ~ EUQlaKOVrraL Ol i:blOl rrou 
av8Qw7lou. lva ovv Kat. aU 7 l a Q a ~ o T J 8 T j O T , ] ~ ~ f.!Ol rrcfJ ovn E7lt. E . E V T ) ~ ~ Kat. EV voa4J 
ovn. 
360 Gordon (1995) 363. 
361 True (1901) 105. 
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periods', concluding that 'despite our approval or disapproval, the fact remains 
that otherwise intelligent people of ancient civilisations have put their trust in such 
remedies' .362 
The primary objection raised by scholars with regards to folk medicine is 
the issue of efficacy or rather, lack of it; that is, the question of why individuals 
would rely on folk remedies that did not and could not possibly work when they 
had access to physicians who could provide them with medicinal remedies that 
did. 363 The validity of this objection has been questioned by John Riddle: 'What 
is it about modem medicine ... that has its practitioners believing that they now 
have more information about the proper workings of the body, of biochemistry, 
and of myriad sciences and that no one without the knowledge and technology of 
today could possibly have done anything positive in the past?'. 364 Recent studies 
have shown that certain folk remedies are typically efficacious: for example, 
Dioscorides claimed that garlic 'cleans the arteries' and modem pharmacological 
investigation has shown that garlic does indeed help with hypercholesterolemia 
and its relation to atherosclerosis. 365 Likewise honey, beeswax and bee-glue have 
also been found to have antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal properties that 
can be harnessed in order to treat medical conditions ranging from simple skin 
wounds to more complicated and even chronic infections. 366 Both garlic and 
honey were cultivated extensively in Egypt during the Roman period. 367 
Additionally, Renate Germer has observed that the herbs and spices cultivated in 
gardens in Egypt such as cumin, black cumin, coriander, dill and garden cress all 
362 MacKinney (1946) 150. 
363 True (1901) 107. 
364 Riddle (1996) 7. 
365 Dioscorides, De Materia Medica 2.152: lamprunei arterias. Riddle (1996) 7-8. 
Rahman and Lowe (2006). Galen also recognised the medicinal benefits that garlic could 
bring to a patient., De alimentorumfacultatibus 2: 'Garlic is eaten n?tjust ~ ~ an . 
accompaniment to bread, but also as a medicine for health, because It contams apenent 
and discutient powers'. 
366 Greenwood (1993) 90-1; Postmes et al. (1993) 756-7; Visavadia et al. (2008) 55-6. 
367 On garlic cultivation in Egypt, see Crawford (1973). On apiculture in Egypt, see 
Sullivan (1973). For a brief interim summary of the findings of University of 
Manchester's Pharmacy in Ancient Egypt project, see David (2008). 
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share a common characteristic; they each possess a high essential oil content in 
either their seeds or leaves, and in turn these essential oils possess pharmaceutical 
properties. 368 
I intend to discuss both why and how folk medicine was practised in 
Egypt during the Roman period, first through an examination of the reasons why 
the inhabitants of the province might have preferred folk medicine to the services 
a physician could provide. Then I will use a combination of papyrological, 
palaeopathological and archaeological evidence from a range of sites and contexts 
(the village of Kellis in the Dakhleh Oasis of the Western Desert; the city of 
Oxyrhynchus in the Nile Valley, the quarry settlement of Mons Claudianus in the 
Eastern Desert; and the port of Berenike on the Red Sea coast) to examine the 
evidence for the actual practice of folk medicine in Roman Egypt. The common 
assumption with regard to folk medicine in the ancient world is that because the 
vast majority of it was not written down in the form of scientific treatises, it has 
been lost to US. 369 However, Roman Egypt demonstrates that this is not 
necessarily the case. I have selected the four communities of Kellis, 
Oxyrhynchus, Mons Claudianus and Berenike because, with the exception of 
Oxyrhynchus, all of them are not only attested by documentary papyri and 
ostraca, but have also been archaeologically excavated to varying degrees, with 
the result that human, animal and botanical remains as well as archaeological 
artefacts can also be considered here - features which open up the possibility of 
insight into the practice of folk medicine. In the case of Kellis, its strength is the 
368 Genner (1993) 71. For archaeobotanical evidence of these herbs and spices, see 
discussion of the gardens at Mons Claudianus and Berenike at 159-66. In addition, each 
of these is highly aromatic and in antiquity strong scents were believed to possess a 
reviving and regenerative effect, so aromatic substances were frequently incorporated into 
medicaments, Genner (1993) 76. This is particularly relevant to one element of Egyptian 
religious thought, as it was believed that one inhaled the breath of life through the nose. 
369 Nutton (2004) 1-2. He goes on to state 'they must be reconstructed imaginatively from 
case reports, educational treatises giving advice on what ought to happen, archaeological 
finds of instruments and drugs, and occasional artistic representations of an ideal ised 
moment'. 
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palaeopathological findings that can be gleaned from the mummified and skeletal 
human remains recovered from the site's cemeteries, while Berenike is 
distinguished by the archaeobotanical evidence recovered from the site. For Mons 
Claudianus and Oxyrhynchus, the volume of papyri and ostraca recovered from 
these sites ensures a much more detailed reconstruction of these communities 
from papyri and ostraca than any other sites in Egypt. 
With regard to the practice of ancient folk medicine, an understanding of 
the geographical and environmental contexts in which it was being practised is 
crucial; as the Hippocratic treatise A Regimen/or Health stated: 'Diets ... must be 
conditioned by age, the time of year, habit, country and constitution. They should 
be opposite in character to the prevailing climate, whether winter or summer. 
Such is the best road to health'. 370 Thus I have deliberately chosen to examine 
four very different communities: one in an oasis in the Western Desert; one 
located in proximity to the Nile in the Nile Valley; one amongst the marble 
quarries of the Eastern Desert; and one on the coast whose purpose was to trade 
with southern Africa, India and the Far East. I will assess what medicinal or 
magical ingredients these communities had access to and how the availability or 
lack of availability of these ingredients affected the practice of folk medicine. I 
will also consider how the social and cultural environment of these communities 
may have influenced the practice of folk medicine by examining factors such as 
the size of the community, the wealth and status of the individuals living there, 
and questions of religious affiliation and education. This will then lead into the 
second part of the thesis, which presents three case studies of, respectively, eye 
diseases, fevers and the injuries caused by wild animals. These were three 
categories of medical condition that despite being the subject of what modern 
370 Hippocrates, Regimen 2 (trans. J. Chadwick and W. N. Mann), and see also . H i ~ p o c . .
Aer. for discussion of how the natural environment affects the health and constItutIOn. For 
previous discussion of the importance of considering the microclimate and physical 
environment of any specific location, see 12-15. 
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scholars tend to refer to as 'high', 'professional' and 'rational' medical literature 
and treatment, also saw a sophisticated and widely practised set of 'low' and 
'irrational' healing strategies develop around them, centred on domestic contexts 
and local communities. 371 
2. Possible Reasons for Avoiding 'Professional' Medical Practitioners 
In the previous chapter I discussed the wealth of evidence, both documentary and 
archaeological, for the activities of 'professional' medical practitioners in Egypt 
during the Roman period. However, there is also an abundance of evidence that 
suggests that such 'professionals', commonly designated as iatroi or medici, were 
not always consulted when an individual was experiencing health problems and 
was in need of medical treatment. Evidence from the ancient world suggests that 
there is a variety of reasons as to why this might have been the case: namely fear 
of incompetence, dishonesty or even outright malevolence on the part of the 
physician; a lack of availability, particularly in isolated and rural areas; and the 
often prohibitive cost of receiving medical treatment from a physician who might 
expect payment or at the very least, a 'gift' as evidence ofthe patient's 
appreciation for his or her intervention. 
2.1. Fear 
Even a cursory examination of the Latin and Greek literature dating from the Late 
Republic and early Roman Empire indicates that physicians were viewed in a 
decidedly negative light by Roman writers and, by implication, Roman readers. 372 
This negativity pervades historical, scientific and even medical treatises if the 
subjects under discussion are other physicians with whose methods and practices 
371 For previous discussion of 'rational' versus 'irrational' and the validity of these 
categorisations, see 3-6. 
372 Amundsen (1974) 320. 
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the writer disagrees. 373 The very public and highly competitive nature of 
'professional' medical practice undertaken by physicians such as Galen, through 
which they sought to undermine and lambaste their colleagues in order to promote 
their own expertise, may well have contributed to this. 374 With regard to Galen in 
particular, a significant proportion of his work was produced in an agonistic 
context, with the specific purpose of refuting and (in extreme cases) humiliating 
his rival contemporaries or even his predecessors. 375 One particular example of 
this is recorded in Galen's On Prognosis, in which he records how he correctly 
diagnosed the philosopher Eudemos as suffering from a quartan fever, despite the 
fact that the man's other physicians (whom he takes great care to note are 'the 
best physicians of the city') insisted he was in good health. 376 Galen and the other 
physicians (Antigenes and Martianus, both very famous and influential) disagree 
four times; first over the initial diagnosis, then over whether or not Eudemos will 
suffer a relapse, then with regards to a remedy, and finally over whether Eudemos 
will die of his illness or not. As a result of this, Galen states that not only did he 
acquire 'no small reputation, not only for predictions but also for therapy', but 
Antigenes and Martianus were also 'very nearly leveled to the ground' .377 This 
negativity about physicians is also present in poetry and prose literature. 
Consequently, whether an individual was reading for purposes of education or 
373 Historical treatises: Livy, Ab Urbe Condita Libri 40.56.11,42.47.6; Tac. Ann. 12.67.2; 
Tac. Agr. 43.2; SHA Cord Tres. 28.5. Scientific treatises: Plin. HN 29; Aul. Gell. NA 
18.10. Medical treatises: Gal. 14.622K. 
374 For instances where Galen discusses such public demonstrations and debates, see 
Thrasybulus sive utrum medicinae sit an gymnasticae hygiene 2; De naturalibus . 
facultatibus 1.13; De loco aff. 3.3; De dijJerentiis pulsuum 2.3,3.3; De methodo medendl 
2.5; Libr. Propr. 2. . ... 
375 Mattern (2008) 15; see also De dijJerentiis pulsuum 4.1; In Hlppocratls Epldemzarum 
2.4. 
376 Galen, De praecognitione 2.4-5. ... . 
377 Galen, De praecognitione 3.5; 3.6. For diSCUSSIOn of this episode and the Importance of 
reputation - fama or b 6 ~ a a - in the practice of ancient medicine, see Mattern (1999) 8-11 . 
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entertainment, they were absorbing variations on the same theme: physicians were 
not to be trusted. 378 
The most frequently cited reason to fear a physician is his or her 
incompetence, however good their intentions might initially have been. Martial 
wrote two epigrams about the undertaker Dialus, formerly a physician but 
evidently so bad at it that a career change was necessary, and this idea recurs in a 
subsequent epigram about a gladiator who was formerly an oculist: 'You used to 
do as a doctor what you now do as a gladiator' . 379 He also wrote about the 
physician Symmachus, who, as was not unusual amongst ancient physicians, 
brought his students with him on his house calls and encouraged them to 
manhandle the patient as a means of examining him, to the immediate detriment 
of his health. 380 
Incompetent (if well-meaning) physicians are also found in the novels 
Apollonius, King ofTyre and Achilles Tatius' Leucippe and Clitophon. In the 
first instance, the daughter of King Antiochus of Antioch supposedly dies in 
childbirth during a sea voyage. Her coffin is cast overboard and washes up on the 
beach at Ephesus where it is discovered by a physician and his students. The 
physician is unable to discern that the girl is actually alive although comatose and 
prepares to cremate her. It is one of his students, 'of youthful appearance but 
mature judgment', who questions the cause of death and examines the girl, finding 
signs of life and succeeding in waking her Up.381 In the second case, the heroine 
Leucippe has some sort of fit, becomes violent and has to be forcibly 
378 This did not prevent ancient writers such as Cicero or Pliny the Younger from having 
positive relationships with their physicians, but these were isolated cases originally written 
about in private correspondence rather than works of literature written specifically for 
public consumption. For a more positive view of ancient physicians, in which the gospel 
writers deliberately seek to present early Christian missionaries as physicians, see Bazzana 
(2009) 239-42. On the suggested readership of ancient novels, see Amundsen (1974) 321; 
Reardon (1989) 10-11; Stephens and Winkler (1995) 9-14. 
379 Mart. 1.30, 1.47,8.74. 
380 Mart. 5.9. 
381 Historia Apollonii Regis Tyri 27. This novel is known to have circulated in Egypt 
during the Roman period due to two fragments of papyrus originally from the same roll: 
PSI 151 and P. Mil. Vogi. 260 (late third or early fourth century AD, Oxyrhynchus). 
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restrained.
382 
There is nothing technically wrong with the physician's treatment 
of her as he proceeds under the assumption that she is in fact insane and first 
dispenses medicine which is mixed with oil to rub on her head to induce sleep 
before administering a draught of medicine to purge her stomach. However. he 
fails to diagnose her condition correctly and simply states that 'Sleep is a remedy 
that suits every malady'. 383 In actual fact, an Egyptian soldier called Gorgias had 
spiked her drink with an aphrodisiac, but accidentally administered it undiluted 
and poisoned her instead. 384 At least in this case, the incorrect treatment was not 
harmful. Of course, these novels exploited stereotypes of unprofessional 
physicians, but it is entirely possible that certain physicians operating in Egypt 
during the Roman period were equally as incompetent. One papyrus dating from 
AD 142 records how a physician named Psasnis sought an audience with the 
prefect Valerius Eudaemon to complain about his fellow villagers compelling him 
to undertake civic duties from which, as a physician, he was supposedly exempt; 
Eudaemon responded by questioning his competence. 385 
In addition to the incompetence that might have arisen from issues such as 
a lack of training, misdiagnosis or even just bad luck, physicians were frequently 
considered to be casually dishonest and fraudulent. Martial depicts one physician, 
Herodes, as a thief who steals from his patients, while accusing others of 
committing adultery with a female patient in the name of medical treatment. 386 In 
Xenophon of Ephesus , Ephesian Tale, the heroine Anthia makes a physician 
named Eudoxas swear an oath to the goddess Artemis and promise to sell her 
poison so she can commit suicide in order to escape a forced marriage. However, 
382 Achilles Tatius, Leucippe et Clitophon 4.9.1-2. 
383 Achilles Tatius Leucippe et Clitophon 4.10. 
384 Achilles Tatius: Leucippe et Clitophon 4.15. This episode is discussed, and the doctor's 
actions are compared with recommendations in Celsus' On Medicine, in MacLeod (1969) 
97-105. 
385 P. Oxy. 40 (AD 136, Oxyrhynchus): EvDall-lwv dnEv' 1:axa KaKw<;; aV1:ov-; 
t8EQanEUO-a.:;. 
386 Mart. 9.96, 11.71. 
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instead of selling her poison, Eudoxas deliberately provides her with a soporific, 
not only cheating her but also violating his sacred oath to give her what she asked 
for. The result of this is that upon taking the drug and attempting suicide in good 
faith, she is presumed dead, entombed alive and only saved from death by 
suffocation or starvation by tomb robbers. 387 In Iamblichos' Babyloniaka, the 
heroine Sinonis attempts to commit suicide by stabbing herself in the chest. The 
hero Rhodanes takes her to a nearby Temple of Aphrodite to be healed by a 
physician, and it is this physician who later informs on the couple to the mutilated 
eunuch Damas who is in pursuit of them, even joining in the pursuit of the couple 
himself until he drowns when crossing a river. 388 
There is also evidence that physicians were believed to be capable of 
outright malevolence and actively attempting to harm their patients. Pliny 
recounts the story of Archagathus, the first Greek physician to practise in Rome: 
'On his arrival he was greatly welcomed at first, but that soon afterwards, from 
the cruelty displayed by him in cutting and searing his patients, he acquired the 
new name of 'Camifex', and brought his art and physicians in general into 
considerable disrepute' .389 He also records Cato the Elder's opinion of Greek 
medicine and medical practitioners: 'They have conspired among themselves to 
murder all barbarians with their medicine; a profession which they exercise for 
lucre, in order that they may win our confidence, and dispatch us all the more 
easily' .390 Subsequently, in his own words Pliny states that 'a physician is the 
only person that can kill another with impunity'. 391 Martial warns a Rhaetian 
. I I . I 392 A I' named Baccara against trusting a physician who IS a so a ove nva . pu ems 
relates the story of a woman who wished to kill her husband, so went to a 
387 Xenophon, Anthia et Habrocome Ephesiacornm 3.4-5,3.8. One papyrus fragment 
contains an episode possibly related to this novel: PSI 6.726 (late second century AD). 
388 Iamblichos, Babylonaika 75a30, 76a7. 
389 Plin. HN29.6. 
390 Plin. HN 29.7. 
391 PI in. HN 29.8. 
392 Mart. 1 1.74. 
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notoriously corrupt physician and paid him to administer poison disguised as 
intestinal medicine to him. However, the woman had simultaneously been 
planning to kill the physician too in order to remove all evidence of her crime so , 
she requested that the physician take some of the 'medicine' before he 
administered it to her husband, and then detained the physician so that he was 
unable to take the antidote. He did manage to get home in time to explain what 
had happened to his wife and to remind her to collect his fee, however. 393 
Whether ancient physicians were regarded with as much suspicion and 
hostility in life as they were in the works of literature that circulated among the 
Graeco-Roman elite is debatable. The negative portrayals such as those examined 
above could be dismissed as being extreme cases, or as stereotypes designed 
primarily for the purposes of entertainment. 
2.2. Lack of Availability 
Perhaps a more practical explanation as to why an individual might not consult a 
physician when suffering from an illness or injury would be some sort of 
logistical problem. According to Celsus, 'It is not possible for many patients to 
be cared for by one practitioner, and provided that he is skilled in the art, he is a 
suitable one who does not much absent himself from the patient' . 394 As an 
educated layman, Celsus' opinion of the capabilities of an individual medical 
practitioner did not necessarily accord with the reality of the medical profession, 
particularly since Galen portrays patients, admittedly ones who were members of 
the social elite, as being treated by multiple physicians at once. However, this 
does beg the question of how many patients each individual physician was 
393 Apul. Met. 10.23. This episode is discussed in Amundsen (1974), and his interpretation 
is that the physician's final words are a reference to the stereotype of the greedy and 
mercenary ancient physician. 
394 Celsus, Med. 3.4.9. 
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responsible for, or alternatively how far one might have to travel in order to see a 
physician when the need arose. 
It is difficult to reconstruct accurately the population of any settlement, no 
matter what the size, in Egypt during the Roman period. Diodorus Siculus states 
that during his lifetime, the population of Alexandria was over 300 000 , 
) 1 '8 395 E / ~ E V V EQOL. When the number of women, children and slaves necessary to 
constitute an individual household are added to this, the total population has been 
thought by some to be over 1,000,000 people. This has been considered by Diana 
Delia to be far too large; when Alexandria is compared with Rome and other 
equivalent cities such as Seleucia, a range of between 500,000 and 600,000 people 
is preferred. 396 Roger Bagnall and Dominic Rathbone have lowered this even 
further to 500,000 at its peak.397 In any case, there are no statistics for how many 
physicians lived and practised in Alexandria during the Roman period; it can only 
be inferred that there were significant numbers of physicians in the city, both 
teachers and their students, specialists and more general practitioners. 
Likewise, estimates of the popUlation of towns vary significantly. 
Consider the case of Oxyrhynchus: Richard Alston has tabulated figures of 11,901 
in AD 199,21,000 in AD 235, and 12,087 in the period AD 270-2 and surmised 
that while the figures for AD 199 and AD 270-2 are probably too conservative, 
those for AD 235 are probably much too high.398 Peter van Minnen has suggested 
that in Late Antiquity the city had a population of 20,000, of which 10,000 were 
Greek. 399 The reports of the public physicians that survive from Oxyrhynchus all 
date from the fourth century AD, so roughly contemporaneous with van Minnen's 
395 Diod. Sic. 17.52.6. 
396 Delia (1988) 284. According to Strabo, Geographica. 16.2:5, S e l e ~ c i a a ~ n n the Tigris 
and Alexandria were comparable in manpower and phYSIcal SIze, whIle Plmy the Elder 
stated that in his lifetime, Seleucia had a population of approximately 600, 000: Plin. HN 
6.30.122. 
397 Bagnall and Rathbone (2004) 51. 
398 Alston (2001) 163 using figures tabulated from P. Oxy. 908 (AD 199, Oxyrhynchus); 
P. Oslo 3.111 (AD 235, Oxyrhynchus); and P. Oxy. 2892-5 (AD 270-2, Oxyrhynchus). 
399 van Mionen (2007)160. 
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suggested figures. Two public physicians are attested during the period AD 315-
316; two more in AD 336; two in AD 338; three in AD 354; and two AD 376, so 
it would appear that at anyone time there were only two public physicians tending 
to 20,000 people.40o However, in addition to the public physicians, there were 
probably numerous independent medical practitioners. With regard to the 
villages, Alston has estimated that the population of Karan is between AD 145 and 
146 was around 3300 people, while in the period AD 171 to 174, it was between 
1907 and 2135 people.401 One ostraca from Mons Claudianus states that there 
were 920 people resident there on one day in the early second century AD, and 
there was at least one physician living there toO.402 
Although it is difficult (if not impossible) to assess the ratio of physicians 
to patients in Egypt during the Roman period, such figures are provisionally 
available from Egypt during the Ptolemaic period. According to Willy Clarysse 
and Dorothy Thompson, their analysis of a third century BC tax register from 
Themistos indicates that the ratio of physicians to patients was one physician to 
every 989 adult civilians. 403 However, if members of the army and children are 
added, the patient load increases to around 1640. It is possible that the physician 
to patient ratio was even smaller; if the privileged Greek members of society were 
treated separately from the Egyptians, there would have been one physician to 
every 493 Greek patients. 404 
400 P. Oxy. 4441 (AD 315-6, Oxyrhynchus): Sarapias and Dioscorus; P. Oxy. 4366 (AD 
336, Oxyrhynchus): Theoninus, Heron, Silvanus and Didymus; P. Oxy. 4528 (AD 338, 
Oxyrhynchus): Heron and Didymus; P. Oxy. 4370 (AD 354, Oxyrhynchus): Eulogius, 
Anubion, Didymus and Herodotus; P. Oxy. 4529 (AD 376, Oxyrhynchus): Dionysius and 
Eudaemon. 
401 Alston (1995) 121. The figures for AD 171-4 were calculated from tax rolls P. Mich 4; 
the figures for AD 145-6 were calculated from poll tax receipts P. Ryl. 4.594 (AD 168-9, 
Arsinoite nome). 
402 Population: 0. Claud. Inv. 1538 + 2921. Physicians: 0. Claud. Inv. 2055; 3260; 2795; 
3739; 1538; 2921. The latter two mention i . 7 1 7 U a ' [ Q o ~ ~ horse doctors or veterinarians, who 
might also have treated humans. . . 
403 See P. Sorb. Inv. 211 + 212 Recto + P. LilleDem. 111.99 (June-July 229 BC, Arsmolte 
nome): Count P. 2. 485-7. 
404 Clarysse and Thompson (2006) 163. ~ ~ c o r d i n g g t? r e s e ~ r c h h u n d e ~ k e n n by GMAP . 
Consulting in 2005, the GP to patient ratio m the Umted Kmgdom vaned from 1 :3428 m 
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2.3. Cost 
As discussed in the previous chapter, 'professional' medical practitioners received 
payment for their services, whether in the form of a strai ght exchange of medical 
practice for money, or in the form of gifts received later. 405 During the second 
century AD, an average civilian worker located in the Nile Valley earned around 
twenty five drachmae a month, with the maximum amount attested around forty 
drachmae a month.406 There is a variety of papyrological evidence that testifies to 
the expense of medical practice and on occasion gives the specific amount owed, 
and so it is possible to assess the impact that the cost of consulting a physician 
might have on an individual's cash flow. In a papyrus thought to date to the third 
century AD, the writer specifies the amount owed for medical treatment; the 
woman writes to her brother to ask him to come to her as she and her children are 
ill and she owes the physician at least twenty drachmae. 407 An account of 
expenditures lists the cost of two circumcisions; thirty four and twenty drachmae 
respectively.408 Having to payout amounts such as these would put an individual 
earning only around twenty five drachmae a month in severe financial difficulty, 
at least in the short term. In a papyrus dating to the second century AD, 
Aphrodite writes to her sister Taonnophris that while she was on the way to 
Alexandria, her foot was trodden on by a horse: 'I have been healed at great 
expense and until today I have been out of action' .409 In a papyrus dating to the 
fourth century AD, Apollon requests that Herminos sends money at once: 'We are 
Greater Derby, to 1: 680 in the Western Isles, see http://www.medwire-
news.mdlnews/article.aspx?k=51&id=32260, accessed 1 st July 2011. 
405 For the question of a physician's income, see Kudlien (1976) 448-9. 
406 Cuvigny (1996) 141. 
407 P. Stras. 1.73 (third century, unprovenanced): aAAa Exof.lEva 'Ef.lOl'WU la'LQoiJ 
O1JVAE E : 1 ( n A E ~ a ~ ~ r r Q o ~ ~ at-l'Lov Err!. b Q a X f . l a ~ ~ blO rraQaKaAw, abEA¢E. 
408 P. Thmouis 1.123.1 and 128.4 (AD 170-1). 
409 EGU 13.2350 (second century AD, unprovenanced): ErraTIl81lv urro lrrrrou El-:; 'L[ov] 
noba Kat EKlvbvvwaa, waH f.lE Ka8aQla8iival Ka!. noMa avaAc0aal, Kat E ( ~ l C ; ;
arlf.lEQov a V E ~ o b o ~ ~ Elf.lL. 
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ruined by hunger; I have spent my portion on the doctor' .410 However, there is 
evidence to suggest that even very wealthy individuals preferred to take care of 
their family members in times of serious illness themselves, so the prohibitive 
cost of medical treatment was not necessarily a definitive motivation for utilising 
alternative healing strategies. The will of Lucius Ignatius Rufinus, dating to 3rd 
June AD 211, includes a specific bequest to his wife: 'I give and delegate to 
Lucretia Octavia, my wife, who has laboured much during the course of my 
illness, five and a half iugera of land in wheat in the place of Potarnon, adjacent to 
the property of Serenus, and half of my house ... And if I have any possession in 
my house, I want this to be my wife's' .41l 
In addition to the cost of the physician, there was also the cost of the 
treatment that might be prescribed. 412 According to Pliny the Elder, nard, an oil 
derived from the Nardostachys jatamansi, a herb that grew in remote mountainous 
regions of India and was imported to the Roman Empire through the Red Sea port 
of Berenike, cost between forty and seventy five denarii per pound for the leaves 
and one hundred for the roots during the late first century AD.413 Consequently, it 
was one of the most expensive imported plant products; in a list of medical 
prescriptions recovered from Oxyrhynchus and dating to the early first century 
AD, the amount of nard used in each is miniscule, while all the other ingredients 
are modest substances. 414 Likewise myrrh, the product of the Commiphorua 
myrrha tree that grew in Somalia and South Arabia, used in both mummification 
and medicine, particularly in the treatment of wounds and remedies for eye 
diseases cost between eleven and sixteen and a half denarii per pound, over twice , 
410 P. Land. 3.982 (late fourth century, Lycopolfte nome): TO yaQ [/-lEQO';] /-lOU 
avijAwua Ei.; TOV iaTQov, EW'; av [8EQa71]ElJOl,l /-lE EV ~ ~ vouy.J. 
4\1 Diogenes P. 10 (AD 211, Ptolemais Euergetis). . .. . 
412 See Nutton (1985) for discussion of the drug trade III antiqUity, particularly 142-4 for 
the dangers of dishonest or unreliable traders. . . 
413 Casson (1989) 193; Miller (1969) 88-92. Nard is also known as spikenard and valenan. 
414 P. Oxy. 1088 (early first century AD, Oxyrhynchus). 
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the price of frankincense and four times the price ofbdellium.415 It was, however, 
much cheaper than nard or the other aromatics imported from India such as 
cinnamon and malabathron. 416 As is the case with nard, in a recipe for a plaster 
myrrh is used in conjunction with lower priced and more easily obtainable 
ingredients such as eggs, wax, oil and pig fat. 417 
One papyrus, a private letter sent to a man named Neicetes from his father 
and dating from the mid third century AD, contains a cryptic reference to a 
physician's account. The father makes several requests of his son: 'Write to me 
about my Leonidas. Not only have I shown you in my first letter how large the 
amount of [small change] is but you took 240 drachmae for the physician's 
account. If you have need of other supplies write to me and they will be brought 
to you at once,.418 There are several possible readings of this. Depending upon 
how the term 'physician's account' is interpreted (as either an account that 
Neicetes has with a physician or that a physician has with him) it is possible that 
Neicetes (or perhaps Leonidas) has been ill to the point of requiring extensive 
medical treatment, but 240 drachmae seems an extremely large amount of money, 
even considering the prices quoted for ingredients with medicinal properties 
above. Conversely, it is also possible that Neicetes, along with his father and 
brother Dionysius who are also mentioned in the letter, serves as some sort of 
financier or money-lender and it is the physician who has the account with them, 
perhaps in order to borrow the money that enables him to purchase upfront such 
expensive ingredients so that he can then sell them on to his patients. 
415 Plin. HN 12.70. See also Miller (1969) 104-5. 
416 Casson (1989) 118-20. For an account that contains both myrrh and malabathron, see 
NNC: Col. Inv. 137e (1) (second-third century AD, unprovenanced). 
417 P. Mich. 17.758 (fourth century AD, unprovenanced). 
418 P. Wash. Univ. 1.30 (mid third century AD, unprovenanced): AEWVlbou flou Kat b..a 
tile; nQw'ITlC: ima'[oAfje: bEbrlAwKa OOl [on] n6aov E a ' ( ~ ~ r1 , n o o ~ ' I T ] e : : ,'(aD K ~ Q f l a ' ( Q e : :
Kat a,EKofllaw de: A6y(ov) '[aD la'[QoD (bQaXfla.;) ofl El bE XQElav Exni; ciMcJV 
Eln]tfl11Vtbl(JV YQatPov flOt Ka[t] ElJ8Elth:; aOl oflla811aE'laL. 
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3. Domestic I Folk Medicine in Roman Egypt 
Enumerating fear, lack of availability and cost as the principal reasons why an 
individual might choose to avoid a 'professional' medical practitioner might give 
the impression that alternative healing strategies were undertaken passively rather 
than actively, that individuals were taking care of themselves, their family 
members and friends as a last resort rather than a first one. This was not always 
the case. Although this tradition seems to appear infrequently in the surviving 
works of ancient literature that are commonly classified as medical treatises (those 
produced by writers such as Galen, Soranus, Rufus and Oribasius, practising 
physicians), folk medicine and self-help appear more frequently in 
pharmacological treatises such as Dioscorides' On Medical Materials, Scribonius 
Largus' Compositiones and Gargilius Martialis' Medicine/rom Oils and Fruits as 
well as in agricultural treatises such as Cato's On Agriculture, Varro's On 
Agriculture and Columella's On Country Matters, commonly involving 
ingredients harvested from the household and/or the estate or the natural 
environment immediately surrounding it. In actual fact, there even appears to 
have been a thriving literary tradition associated with lay medicine in the ancient 
world (see for example Celsus' On Medicine), as exemplified not only by brief 
notations in those works which survive, but also by those which do not. For 
example, both Dioscorides and Galen produced pharmacological and medical 
treatises entitled Family Medicines ( £ u r r 6 Q l a ' r L K a ) ~ ~ specifically designed for 
laymen, which are now unfortunately lost. 419 
One aspect of 'folk' medicine particularly well-attested in Egypt during 
the Roman period is belief in the 'evil eye' as being responsible for health 
problems. 42o The 'evil eye' represented the belief that envy, whether experienced 
419 Beagon (1992) 233-7. 
420 See for example P. Oxy. 292 (AD 25, Oxyrhynchus): ' B e ~ o r e e a ~ 1 1 else I pray that you 
may have health and the best of success, unharmed by the eVIl eye ; a ~ d d P. 0.v. He/s. 50 
(third century AD, Oxyrhynchus): 'Salute your children, whom the evll eye shall not 
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by a fellow human or a deity bl h . 
, was a e to arm or kIll by supernatural means, and 
the concept is discussed in Plutarch's Convivial Complaints and Heliodorus' 
Aethiopica, the latter author specifically describing the 'evil eye' as infectious. 421 
However, as well as evidence for the causes of health problems, there is also a 
particularly useful source of information for how they were treated: the extent to 
which individuals engaged in folk medicine and self-help is demonstrated through 
the contents of private letters sent by the inhabitants of the province to members 
of their family and friends. Consequently, it is not surprising that a number of 
letters survive in which the writer either asks the recipient to send them something 
that would be beneficial to their health, or thanks them for having already done so, 
or tells the recipient that they are in fact sending them something in conjunction 
with the letter, as a means of somehow circumventing such apparently pervasive 
malign influences. In some of these letters, the connection between the object 
sent or received and its use in the context ofheaIth or medicine is unambiguous, 
as this is expressly stated by the writer. During the first century AD, Heraclides 
wrote to Anchorimphis regarding the trees in his orchard: 'When these must be 
cut in order that the vines may not be shaded too much, send me a sweet palm 
crown since I am rather sickly'. 422 In the second century AD, Irene wrote to her 
friends Taonnophris and Philo informing them that she was sending them a case 
of dates from Ombos and pomegranates, and made a request of them in return: 
'Please send me back in [the same container] two drachmae weight of purgative, 
harm, and your wife'. This belief in the power of the 'evil eye' to cause illness also 
extended to animals; two ostraca from a fort in Upper Egypt express concern for the 
horses of cavalrymen. See 0. Florida 15 (mid to late second century AD, Apollonopolis 
Magna), from Publius to his son: 'In everything good health, with your horse whom the. 
evil eye does not touch' and 0. Florida 18 ( m i ~ ~ to late second c e ~ t u r y y AD, Apollonopohs 
Magna), to Theon from his brother, 'In everythmg good health, With your horse whom the 
evil eye does not touch' . . . 
421 Heliodorus, Aethiopica 3.7: 'The air by whIch we are surrounded ~ d d w h . l c h . r e a c h ~ ~ ~
our inward parts through eyes, nostrils, breath, and other p ~ ~ a g ~ s , , brmgs WIth It ~ u a h t . l e s s
that it has received outside and implants in the person recelvmg It whatever affectIOns It 
has required'. 
422 P. Corn. 50 (first century AD, Fayum): non:: bEL aU'La KonfJval tva at a!lnEAOl !ltl 
aKlai;:wV'LaL, nE!ltPov !lOl EVKEcpMlOV yAVKV End iw8fVEOlEQa.;; El!ll. 
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· h' hI' 423 In w IC am In urgent need' . Also in the second century AD, Serapias wrote 
to Ammonios and requested that he 'send me the scalpel- don't forget,.424 
Sometime during the second or third century AD, Thaisarion wrote to her siblings 
asking that they replace the two jars of radish oil they had borrowed from her 'for 
I have need of them when I give birth' .425 
In other letters, the association is merely implied, as the object is 
something that could be utilised in a medical context. One example of this is a 
letter sent during the third century AD in which the unnamed writer wrote: 'I have 
... sent you three letters. Be so kind as to send me a pair of bandages' .426 
Another is a contemporary letter sent from Sarapammon to his brother 
Andronicus in which he says that he has received his letter and 'the basket 
containing five salt fish and four fine loaves and a small quantity of unguent and 
two pieces of papyrus' .427 The word that he uses for unguent, I-llJQOV, indicates 
that this unguent was sweet oil such as balsam, which had numerous medical 
applications but was extremely expensive, hence the small amount stated here.428 
A third example is a letter sent during the third or fourth century from Tauris to 
his father Apitheon. He requests that his father sends 'two weaver's combs and 
two ounces of storax and also two large hair combs. Just as you said to me, "I 
shall send things like that to the farm for you", send them'. 429 Storax was a 
423 P. Oxy. 116 (second century AD, Oxyrhynchus): KMWe; 7to1110avn:e; 7tEl-ltPa 'rE 1-l0l 
tv av'1ijl Ka8aQLa <'nbQaXflov, E7tel ci:vajIKal.we; XQEla EO'r1. flOl av'rwv. 
4240. Max. Inv. 279 + 467 (second century AD, Maximianon). 
425 P. Mich. 8.508 (second-third century AD, Karanis): Kat yaQ EyW XQElaV EXW 
[a]V'rwv (hav 'rlK'rW. 
426 P. Warr. 18 (third century AD, unprovenanced): Kat tyw VfllV blE7tEl-ltPaWlv 'rQEle; 
E7tlo'roAae;. KMWe; bE 7tOlrlOEle; 7tEfltPae; 1-l0l'r0 L;:Euyoe; 'rWV <paOKlb[WV. 
427 P. Oxy. 2596 (third century AD, Oxyrhynchus): EKoflloaWlv bE 7taQa'rou av'rOu 
WaEle; 'ro o<pvQlbLOv EXWV 'raQlXOVe; E Kat. Ka8aQove; b KatI-lVQa<pLOV [KaL] 
xaQ'raQla ~ . .
428 For the medicinal properties of various different types of l-luQov, see Dioscorides, De 
Materia Medica 1.42; Ath. 15.688 E. 
429 P. Oxy. 2599 (third-fourth century AD, Oxyrhynchus): 7tEl-ltPOV fJl-llV buo K'rEVLa 
YEQblaKa Kat buo OYKl.ac: o'rvQaKI.OV aAAa Kat. buo K'rEVLa I-lEyMa '1ije; KE<pMile;. 
K a 8 ( ~ ) c : : ELQTJKae; I-lOl Eie; 'ro XWQlOV 7tEfl7tW OOl 'ra 'rolau'ra, 7tEl-ltPOV. 
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fragrant gum with medicinal properties, evidently frequently recommended by 
Galen if the remedies attributed to him by his successors are to be trusted, and the 
fact that it was being sent to Tauris' home indicates that it was for his personal 
use.
430 A fourth example is a letter sent during the fourth or fifth century AD, 
from Pares to his brother Papios. He requests that Papios acquire a range of 
medicinal spices and herbs for him: 'In the usual way, please buy me four pounds 
of kassamon and five pounds of pure Carian mastic and five pounds of common 
mastic and three ounces of saffron and five pounds of Cretan ... and ... pounds of 
cassia wood and ... pounds ofkonaron and ... pounds of costus root' .431 The 
quantities mentioned are rather large, perhaps too large for personal use, so it is 
possible that Pares was an apothecary. 
More intriguing is the lengthy shopping list given to a man called 
Achillas, who was evidently going to market, by a group of his friends and 
neighbours: 
Buy half a cotyle of sediment of good dry perfume at sixteen drachmae, 
some trodden grapes at eight drachmae, aromatic gum to the weight of 
four drachmae, onycha to the weight of four denarii, incense to the 
weight of one denarius, some large pine cones at one denarius, desiccated 
powder at twelve drachmae, thread at twenty drachmae, two hair combs 
at one denarius, sauce at one denarius. Horion the baker says, buy me 
four obols of marjoram. Diogenes says, buy a sheet of papyrus. Buy us a 
bedstead; buy us .,. some pomegranate wine. 432 
430 See for example Andromachus Junior 13.29.13,30.1,63.10 and 64.1. 
431 P. Haun. 20 (fourth / fifth century AD, unprovenanced): w[C;] ESOC; EXElC; 7WlELV 
KaAW[C;] lVa !J.0l ayoQaaT,lC; Kaooagov M('rQac;) b Kal !J.ao'rlXT)C; anAfjc; KaQlaC; 
M('rQac;) E Kal xubatac; [!J.]ao'rlXT)C; At('rQac;) E Kal KQOKOV OVy(KlaC;) Y Kal 
KQT)'[LKfjC; M('rQm;) E Kai ... ElXElO M('rQav) a Kai ~ u A o K a o o ( [ a c ; ] ] M('rQac;) 
KOVVaQa M('rQac;) ... Kal Koo'raQ([ou] At('rQac;). 
432 P. Oxy. 1142 (late third century, Oxyrhynchus): unoo'raS!J.lov ayoQaoov 
TJ!J.lKO'[lJATlv ~ v Q o , ,.. .llJQov KaAOV (b) lC;, narrr)!J.a'roc; (b) Tl, f}QEMLOV 6AKfjc; b, 
OVVXOC; 'rEooEQa ~ v a Q t a a 6AKfjC;, o'rvQaKlv 6AKfjC; bTlvaQLov, G'[of}[l]ALa 
bTlvaQlov !J.EyaAa, ~ r l Q l O V V b If}, Orrr)!J.LOV b K, K'rEVla nQoc; KE<paAi]V buo bTlvaQlov 
a, aQ'rv!J.a'roc; bTlvaQLOv a. AtYEl 'OQlwV 6 KAlf}avEvc; O'[L ayoQaQov !J.0l ... 
'rE'rQwf}oAa oQlyavov. LlLOyt[V]TlC; ... C; O'r[l] ayoQaQov xaQ'rov a. [ayoQaQov] 
T]!J.ELV XEAabQLOv ... [ayoQa]Qov T]!J.ELV fAtov ~ t O [ ' r ] l C ; ; a, ayoQaoov T]!J.ELV 
[yAJUKlOV 'QOV'[LKOV. 
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This shopping list contains a range of items that could be used either for medicinal 
purposes or even in the production of medicine such as aromatic gum, onycha, 
pine cones and marjoram; even pomegranate wine could be taken medicinally. 
Equally, the inclusion of ~ l l Q 0 l - l v Q o v , , what seem to be either cakes or bars of 
dried perfume, in conjunction with aromatic substances like gum and onycha 
could imply that these ingredients are required for the production of aromatics, 
although ~ T J Q l O V , , desiccated powder, does seem to have been used specifically to 
treat wounds in antiquity.433 The inclusion of household items such as thread, 
hair combs and a bedstead implies that the subjects of these requests were 
intended primarily for use in domestic contexts. 
Finally, in a letter dating to the second century AD, Horion wrote to his 
father and brother-in-law Sarapion, requesting their help in obtaining materials to 
be used for the mummification of a friend of theirs. He states that the reason he is 
doing this is that the deceased's mother and sister, also acquainted with his father 
and brother-in-law, were too distraught to organise anything themselves and goes 
on to list the items he needs: 'I rolled up in this letter samples of herbs for a 
mummy. In addition, buy carpenter's glue, two pounds [ ... J and haIfa pound of 
safflower seeds for dying the linen'. 434 Although the herbs were intended for use 
in mummification in this case, they would also have had medicinal properties and 
could equally have been utilised for medicinal purposes, as indicated by the use of 
the word <j:>aQl-lalwv, a drug that could be used as a dangerous poison or a 
healing remedy depending on the context. Likewise, although safflower and its 
seeds, KVf]KOC;, were used as cheaper substitutes for saffron to dye textiles, they 
were also used to make oil which could be used to flavour food or taken 
433 Aet. 6.65; Alexander of Tralles, Alexandri Yatros Practica 1.15. 
434 P. Haun. 2.17 (second century AD, Arsinoite nome): mJ ouv E71l0'laOal'ra I-lE'lQa 
a v T I i ~ . . K a l 6 1 - l 0 ( w ~ ~ < J V v d A l ~ a a TIJbc TIJ E71l0'loAij bdYl-la'la ¢aQl-laKwv w ~ ~ de;; 
oOQov. ayoQaoov be Kat 'lCK'lOVlKf]V KoMav, I-lvae;; buo ... Kat rll-lll-lVOUV 
o71cQl-la'l«(uv) KvrlKOU de;; ~ a \ j J a l l ALva. 
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medicinally as a laxative. 435 Thus, when Horion purchased such items for use in 
mummification, he (or anyone else who wanted to) could just as easily purchase 
them for use in the preparation of medicaments. 436 Thus, it is possible that in 
some cases, the capabilities of those practising 'folk' medicine and undertaking 
domestic medical practice extended to the production of quite sophisticated 
medicinal remedies incorporating a range of expensive ingredients such as myrrh 
or even natron. 
3.1. The Natural Environment of Roman Egypt 
Dioscorides was well aware of the fact that the medicinal properties of plants 
varied in accordance with the nature of the environment in which they grew: the 
type of soil, the nutrients available, the associated flora, the climate and the level 
of cultivation all affected the strength of the medicine that could be made from a 
plant. 437 Despite its hot, dry climate, low levels of rainfall and extensive desert 
terrain, Egypt was a particularly fertile province and provided up to one third of 
Rome's total grain consumption each year; an estimated 135,000 tonnes. 438 This 
massive agricultural output was the result of the annual inundation of the Nile. 439 
Agricultural land was at a premium and a wide variety of plants, herbs, fruit and 
vegetables were cultivated. The province was also home to numerous species of 
exotic animals. So, in addition to purchasing medicine from medical 
practitioners, the inhabitants of Egypt had the option of gathering wild flora, 
435 See for example SB 16.12564 (either AD 145 or AD 168, Arsinoite nome), in which 
the supervisor of an oil-press acknowledges receipt of safflower seeds to be converted into 
oil. For the medicinal properties of safflower seeds and oil, see Dioscorides, De Materia 
Medica 4.188; Plin. HN21.90. 
436 See for example the list of spices found in P. Harr. 98 (fourth century AD, 
unprovenanced): 'Castor, pepper, spurge, costus, laurel berries, marjoram, vegetable salt, 
feverfew, frankincense, balsam juice, nard' . 
437 Dioscorides, De Materia Medica Praef. 6; Riddle (1985) 71. 
438 Jackson (2002) 273. 
439 Plin. HN 5.10, 
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cultivating their own gardens and harvesting ingredients for medicinal and 
magical remedies from wild fauna. 
That the diverse qualities of animal products, fruit, vegetables, herbs, 
spices, pulses and nuts were well known in the ancient world is indicated by the 
writings of Hippocrates, Pliny the Elder, Dioscorides, Galen and many others that 
. I d' h . fh 440 clrcu ate In t e provInces 0 t e Roman Empire. Hippocrates stated simply 
that 'food is medicine', Cato observed that 'while a garden feeds people, it also 
heals them', and centuries later Galen echoed these statements: 'Everyone knows, 
even if they only have a little intelligence, that experience serves as a teacher, just 
as of many things, so too of which foods are easy or difficult to digest, which are 
helpful or harmful to the stomach, and which are purgative, laxative or costive of 
the bowels' .441 It seems likely that the practitioners of medical self-help and folk 
medicine were experienced not only with regards to the nutritional properties of 
the foodstuffs available to them through agricultural cultivation of the land, 
foraging and gathering, and trade, but also the medicinal ones. Rather than asking 
why the inhabitants of Egypt during the Roman period would practice medical 
self-help and folk medicine when they had the option of engaging the services of a 
'professional' medical practitioner such as a physician, we should consider asking 
why the inhabitants should have patronised a 'professional' medical practitioner 
when there was no guarantee that his or her treatment would work, and when they 
themselves could produce a remedy that was tried and tested. 
440 For work currently being undertaken at the Smithsonian Conservation Biology 
Institute, involving DNA analysis of medicines found in an ancient shipwreck off the 
coast of Tuscany that has revealed the use of ingredients of vegetables including onions, 
carrots and cabbage and plants including parsley, alfalfa, hawthorn, hibiscus and chestnut, 
see Callaway (2010). 
441 Hippocrates, De alimento 19; Cato, Agr. 8.2; Galen, De alimentornmfacultatibus 
proem. 
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3.2. Aspects of the Natural Environment: The Nile 
According to Danielle Bonneau, seventy different ancient authors discuss the Nile 
flood, both questioning and then debating what caused it. 442 In tum, according to 
Robert Wild, fifty six ancient authors discuss the properties and benefactions of 
Nile water.443 During the fifth century Be, Aeschylus wrote that it was 
'untouched by disease' and this idea seems to have persisted; during the second 
century AD Aelius Aristides stated that 'we benefit from the healing remedies of 
the saviour gods, of whom one is synonymous with the Nile'. 444 He also claimed 
that '[Nile water] does not spoil, when kept in Egypt or exported beyond the 
frontiers. The Egyptians are the only people we know who fill jars with water as 
others do with wine, keep it three, four or more years, and draw pride from its age 
as with wine'. 445 According to Theophrastus' On Waters, 'Nile water is very 
fecundating and very sweet, and that for this reason it relaxes the stomach of those 
who drink it with the natron mixed in it', and Oribasius also recommended Nile 
water as an aid to digestion and intestinal function, as well as menstruation and 
childbirth.446 One fable in which Nile water was expressly used medicinally was 
repeated in the works of a variety of ancient writers; it related how the klyster, or 
enema, was supposedly discovered when an ibis was seen performing one on 
itself with Nile water. 447 
The agricultural fertility that resulted from the inundation was attributed 
specifically to the Nile water, rather than the silt that it brought with it, and was 
442 Bonneau (1964) 213. 
443 Wild (1981) 86. 
444 Aesch. Supp. 560; Aristid. Or. 36.124; Wild (1981) 99-100 is of the opinion that this is 
not enough evidence to support the theory that Nile water was believed to actually give or 
restore health, believing instead that the water was venerated for its agricultural fertility. 
445 Aristid. Or. 2.573, 612. 
446 For Theophrastus, see Ath. 2.15.41 E-F. For Oribasius, see Oribasius, Collectiones 
1.5,3, 15. 
447 See Cic. Nat. D. 2.126; Plin. HN 8.97; Plut. Mor. 381C and 974C; Ael. NA 2.35; Galen, 
De curandi ratione per venae sectionem 6. This fable is not included in Wild's discussion 
of the properties and benefactions of Nile water. 
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thought to affect not only crops, but also animals, men and women. 448 However, 
it was not just water from the Nile that was coveted for its supposed healing 
properties. According to Galen, Egyptian soil processed into clay was also sought 
after for medicinal uses: 
Many people both in Alexandria and Egypt use it. Many do so by their 
own free choice, but many others are inspired by dreams to do so. At 
Alexandria I saw some people suffering from dropsy and spleen disorders 
who used the Clay of Egyptian soil. And many clearly benefited from 
rubbing the clay of this soil onto their lower legs, thighs, forearms, upper 
arms, backs, sides and breasts. 449 
It is clear that, while the soil may have been mixed with Nile water in order to 
turn it into clay, it is the clay and thus the soil itself that is considered to be 
medicinal in this particular instance. Egyptian soil is also included as an 
ingredient in medical recipes incorporated into the corpora of magical papyri. 450 
In addition to water and clay, both the Nile and Egypt's lakes provided 
the Egyptians with large quantities and wide varieties of fish; as a case in point, 
during the second century AD a fisherman from Oxyrhynchus leased the right to 
fish in private waters in return for thirty jars of fish sauce, two jars of shad, two 
jars of Spanish mackerel, one jar of mullet and one jar of catfish. 451 These fish 
were eaten both fresh and salted, with salt taken from lakes, pans and deposits, 
and from the mines located between Egypt and Mount Sinai.452 However, 
according to medical writers such as Dioscorides and Galen, salted fish and other 
fish products such as garum were also used as materia medica. 453 Garum was 
448 Wild (1981) 100. Accordingly, twins and multiple births were believed to occur very 
frequently in Egypt, see Strabo, Geographica 15.1.22; Plin. HN7.3; AuI. Gell.10.2. 
449 Galen, De simplicium medicamentorum temperamentis ac facultatibus 9.1.2. 
450 See PGM 12.414 for soil included on a coded list made by temple scribes of 
ingredients, dating to the fourth century AD. .. 
451 P. Lond. Inv. 2143 (second century AD, Oxyrhynchus): excludmg the Spamsh 
mackerel, which is native to the Mediterranean, all of these fish are found in the Nile; see 
also Diod. Sic. 1.36.1; Xenocrates cited at Oribasius, Collectiones 2.58.148-50; Ael. NA 
10.43. 
452 Vitro De arch. 8.3.7. 
453 Galen, De alimentorumfacultatibus 3.40.1-6; for discussion of the medicinal uses of 
salted fish and garum see Curtis (1984) and (1991) 27-34. 
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even recommended for the treatment of animal bites, particularly those inflicted 
by crocodiles. 454 
There is certainly evidence for the consumption of garum in Roman 
Egypt, particularly in the wealthier households such as those of the prefects of 
Egypt and even in that of the emperor Caracalla during his visit to the province in 
AD 216.455 However, there is also evidence of the use of garum as materia 
medica. In a letter dating to the second century AD, a man wrote to his brother 
repeatedly asking him for updates regarding the state of his presumably poor 
health, and also enquiring as to whether he had received a care package containing 
lettuces, beets, bulbs, greens and three semi-salted fish ( l - - l a L ( ~ ) ' r a ~ ~ K a / \ O U ~ ~ ' r Q c l ~ ~
- r l l - - l l v f J Q O V ~ ) . 4 5 6 6 In a letter dating to the period from the late third to the early 
fourth century AD, Cornelius wrote to his mother first about his illness, then 
about the fact that he had received a quantity of garum (ana8 LV y a Q o v ~ ) ) from 
the wife of an acquaintance. 457 
3.3. The Built and Cultivated Environment of Roman Egypt 
The natural environment of Roman Egypt had a profound effect on the living 
arrangements of the inhabitants of the province in a variety of ways. The scarcity 
of trees and the labour and logistics required to quarry stone and transport it to the 
Nile Valley meant that timber and stone were extremely expensive, so most 
houses were constructed out of mud-brick. Consequently, the style of the 
architecture was very different to that of the other provinces of the Roman 
454 Plin. HN 31.97. 
455 P. Lond. 1159 (AD 144-7, Hermopolis Magna). P. Ryl. 627-39 (AD 317-23, 
Hermopolis Magna). P. Got. 3 (AD 215-6, Panopolis). For discussion of the expense of 
garum, see Curtis (1983) 234-7, with particular reference to Egypt at 234 and 237. 
456 P. Mich. 8.496 (second century AD, Karanis). 
457 P. Oslo 3.161 (late third-early fourth century, unprovenanced); Curtis (1991) 137 n 128 
cites this papyrus as evidence for receipt of a salted fish product, but does not discuss the 
illness of the writer. 
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E . 458 H . '11 mplre. ouses 10 VI ages tended to be narrow and consist of multiple stories, 
while houses in cities and towns more commonly had one, these different uses of 
the space available reflecting the demands of the economic environment in which 
the houses were located. 459 Houses in urban environments were frequently 
constructed around an aithrion, a central integral courtyard. In addition to the 
courtyard, these houses seem to have had wells and space for animals and animal 
fodder. It is likely that the space in these courtyards, accompanied by a water 
source in the form of the wells, provided the inhabitants with the opportunity and 
location for the cultivation of kitchen gardens, although out of necessity these 
would have been extremely compact, perhaps simply consisting of several potted 
plants. 460 
However, there is much more papyrological and archaeological evidence 
for the cultivation of plots of Igarden land' surrounding villages and towns, land 
which was used to grow fruit, vegetables and herbs with medicinal properties. 
This garden land was subject to a garden tax and numerous receipts for payment 
of this particular tax survive on papyri and ostraca. 461 The fact that there was a 
separate tax on vineyards indicates that vines and grapes were not usually grown 
on these plots of garden land. The papyrological evidence indicates that these 
plots of garden land tended to be used to cultivate one crop at a time, with olive 
trees, palm trees and melon trees being particularly popular. 462 However, there is 
some evidence for the cultivation of multiple crops at the same location. A lease 
dating from AD 141 states that in return for the land and irrigation equipment that 
458 Bagnall (1993) 49. 
459 Alston and Alston (1997) 209. 
460 Cappers (1998) 83; van der Veen (1998b) 229; see a l ~ o o Jashem.ski (1 ? ~ 5 ) ) for courtyard 
gardens in Tunisia containing olive, fig and possibly apncot trees m additIOn to laurel, 
myrtle, rosemary, laurustinus, oleander, acanthus, ivy and box plants. " 
461 See for example P. Stras. 9.846 and P. Col. 5.1, a list of taxes paid by the mhabltants 
ofTheadelphia in AD 160, thought to have been compiled by tax collectors. 
462 See Strabo, Geographica 17.1.35 for discussion of the Arsinoite nome and the olive 
trees planted and cultivated there; and 17.1.51 for discussion of Alexandria, the Nile Delta 
and the Thebaid nome and the palm trees planted and cultivated in those areas. 
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he was leasing, Primion would grow grapes, dates, pumpkins, melons, 
pomegranates, peaches, olives and figs in addition to whatever vegetables were in 
season and dried sebesten.463 A fragmentary petition dating to the period during 
the late second and early third century AD states that the owner of an olive garden 
caught one of his neighbours stealing dates from palm trees that were also planted 
there. 464 There are also some references to vegetable gardens, although the 
vegetables grown are not generally specified. 465 One exception to this is the 
quarry settlement at Mons Claudianus in the Eastern Desert. Archaeologists 
recovered botanical remains of thirteen vegetables and herbs including onions, 
garlic, artichokes, cucumbers and cabbage, while the cultivation and consumption 
of additional vegetables and herbs are attested by the correspondence of 
Dioscorus, who had the enviable job of tending a garden and growing fresh 
vegetables while his contemporaries quarried marble for public monuments. 466 
In addition to the crops grown in these gardens specifically for 
commercial reasons, it seems likely that some plants, fruits and vegetables were 
also deliberately cultivated for personal use; remains of weeds retrieved from 
archaeological sediments dating to the Roman period from locations throughout 
Egypt have revealed thirty four species of flora, of which a significant proportion 
have medicinal properties including Cyperus articuiatus, which can be used as a 
sedative. 467 In letters, mention is often made of roots that have either been given 
or received, and these needed to have been freshly gathered and prepared in order 
to be effective. In a letter dating to the second century AD and recovered from 
House T632 at Tebtunis, Thenpetsokis writes to her sister: 'Had it not been for the 
fact that I was ill, I should have sent them to you long ago; but if my health is 
463 P. Ross. Georg. 2.19 (AD 141, Oxyrhynchus). 
464 SB 12.11113 (AD 180-210, Karanis). 
465 SB 14.12203 (AD 250-350, unprovenanced); SB 6.9242 A (AD 160-1 or AD 183-4, 
Ptolemais Nea). 
466 See 0. Claud. 224-242 (mid second century AD, Mons Claudianus). 
467 Fahmy (1997) 241. 
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good I will send a kotyle of orris-root for your daughter'. 468 The letter implies 
that Thenpetsokis intended to cut and prepare the root herself; why else would she 
need to be in good health in order to acquire it? Orris root was another name for 
the dried root of the Iris germanica and was highly sought-after for its medicinal 
properties and fragrant scent during the Roman period. Not only it is a powerful 
diuretic that can be used to alleviate excess water retention problems such as 
dropsy and edema, but it is also a purgative, expectorant and emetic. Strabo 
stated that it was used to make ointment, while Celsus recommended it pounded 
up, mixed with vinegar and applied topically in order to treat a headache. 469 One 
medical recipe recovered from Oxyrhynchus and dating to the first century AD 
includes it in a recipe for treating nasal polyps.470 In a contemporary letter, 
Dorion wrote to his son Serenus to inform him that he was sending him a basket 
of parsley root, just as his son had requested. 471 Parsley root's medicinal 
properties are particularly effective in the treatment of digestive disorders, kidney 
and liver problems, menstrual irregUlarities, and cleansing the blood and body of 
toxins; Pliny recommended it for the treatment of headaches. 472 The fact that 
Thenpetsokis and Dorion were sending the roots in their raw forms also implies 
that the recipients would have known exactly what to do with them. 
The utilisation of these gardens for the growing of crops that are intended 
for personal use in addition to those being grown specifically for sale is evident in 
one condition that is commonly included in leases of agricultural land; that part of 
the rent will be paid in the form of fruit or vegetables presumably grown there. A 
lease dating from AD 87-88 states 'the lessee shall pay to Hierakiaina the rent ... 
at the threshing floor at Nesla in fresh, clean, unadulterated, sifted radish seed', 
468 P. Oxy. 46 (second century AD, Tebtunis): Errq .. npa aOl b...a n Q w ' [ a ' [ o ~ ~ i . . a x a b E ~ ~ v, 
d /-lTJ on iJa8EVf]KlX rrMaL rrErr6v<pTjv aOl, cMAa eav K O / - l \ j J ~ ) C ; ; axw ITE/-l\jJw [ ' [ ] ~ ~
8VYlX'[Ql [a]ov KO'[1Ji\TjV l Q l b o ~ . .
469 Strabo, Geographica 12.7; Celsus, Med. 3.10. 
470 P. Oxy. 1088 (first century AD, Oxyrhynchus). 
471 P .. Mich. 212 (second-early third century AD, unprovenanced). 
472 Plin. HN. 25.90. 
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while a lease dating from the third century AD states 'I will deliver as payment, 
on a daily basis, from the day of the beginning of the harvesting, 10 cucumbers, 4 
melons [and] 4 gourds,.473 
While none of this is direct, irrefutable evidence for alternative healing 
strategies, it is clear that the raw materials for a wide range of medicaments were 
both present and easily obtainable in Egypt during the Roman period. 
4. Domestic Medicine and Self Help in Roman Egypt 
The so-called 'professional' medical practitioner was not always the first person 
from whom an individual sought to obtain medicine, ingredients for medicine or 
other medicinal apparatus, let alone medical treatment. On the contrary, the 
supply and demand for such items are frequently mentioned in documentary 
papyri and ostraca exchanged by family members, that have been recovered from 
sites all over the province. However, it is important to remember that these 
amateur medical practitioners and the knowledge that they espoused were 
extremely diverse. Their methods derived from personal experimentation, 
undertaken either by themselves or their ancestors and subsequently transmitted, 
and utilised primarily the products of their own individual natural environments; 
what was available to amateur medical practitioners in the Nile Delta was not 
necessarily available to those in Upper Egypt, or the Eastern and Western Deserts. 
Consequently, this section will first examine how medical self-help and domestic 
medical practice was undertaken during pregnancy and childbirth - conditions 
experienced throughout Egypt - before turning to examine medical self-help and 
domestic medical practice in four specific - and very different - geographical 
locations, in an attempt to establish why such healing strategies were preferred. 
473 P. Prine. 147 (AD 87-8, Oxyrhynchus); P. Prine. 39 (third century AD, 
unprovenanced). 
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4.1 Pregnancy and Childbirth 
High mortality placed a heavy burden on the women of Egypt during the Roman 
period, as the population's survival depended on sustaining a high level of overall 
fi '1' 474 C 1 ertl lty. onsequent y women married during their late teenage years and 
usually remained married until either their own deaths or those of their husbands. 
Motherhood is attested in women as young as nine and as old as fifty one. 475 The 
peak period of fertility seems to have been between the ages of seventeen and 
thirty, and families with as many as eight children are attested. 476 
Soranus' Gynaecology recommended the use of midwives to facilitate 
childbirth. Soranus himself not only studied in Alexandria and used Egyptian 
examples in his work, but his treatise is also known to have circulated in Egypt. 477 
Three papyri contain definitive mentions of midwives. The first mention is found 
in a letter dating to the second century AD and it uses the term La'tQlvrr 'The 
midwife greets you warmly'. 478 A different term for a midwife, ~ a i a f f is used in 
two other papyri. The first is from the Arsinoite nome, dating to during August 
and September AD 147, when one was called to examine a pregnant woman 
whose husband had died. 479 Her purpose on such occasions was not only to 
474 Bagnall and Frier (1994) 135. 
475 See P. Land. 2.324 and BGU 1.1l5.i respectively. However, these could also be 
mistakes resulting from the difficulty of accurately assessing an individual's age in the 
ancient world or deliberately false declarations. For discussion of age awareness in the 
Roman world, see Duncan-Jones (2002) 79-92. 
476 Bagnall and Frier (1994) 136. Eight children: BGU 1.115.i. 
477 Sor. Gyn. 2.6: 'The midwife herself is to receive the infant, covering her hands first 
with pieces of cloth, or, as those in Egypt do, with thin scraps of papyrus, so that the baby 
won't slip off'; the presence of the Gynaecology in Egypt is known from PS12.117, a 
fragment of Book 3, and possibly Pack3 2347, a fragment containing five columns from a 
treatise of 'Soranian' gynaecological writing. 
478 P. Oxy. 1586 (second century AD, Oxyrhynchus): i] La'rQLV1l aE aarra,E'raL The 
publication of this papyrus translates i] La'rQLV1l as 'midwife', although the term could 
also be translated as 'female physician', which would make it the only reference I have 
found to one in Egypt during the Roman period. 
479 P. Gen. 103 (AD 147, Arsinoite nome): blErrEfl¢a'ro am Ka'raflEflaKllxtvm flE 
aUv flaiaL Kat. EYVWKtvm Ka'ra yaU'rQos Exouaav, fll) buvaa8al bE rraQ' aUllJ 
arro [Ku]f]aaL flE" 1)7[Eaxf]a8m bE au'rl)v Errorr'rEuaaL flE d auVEXW ECllC; arrav'ra 
'ra Ka'r' EflE rrEMll[Q](:0a8m, Kat. flllbEV rraQ' EflTJvai'riav YEyovEval, LV' w 
EUEQYE'rllflEV1l. 
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protect the interests of a legitimate child born posthumously, but also those of a 
deceased father's family, seemingly similar to the demosioi iatroi called to 
examine victims of assault of illness for legal purposes. 480 A corroborative 
example of a midwife serving such a purpose is found in the third papyrus, from 
Oxyrhynchus and dating to 2nd February AD 326, when she was dispatched to 
examine a pregnant woman who had been the victim of an assault in order to 
contribute to a medical report to accompany a petition: 
I make submission of this petition requesting that ... midwife should be 
officially instructed by you to come and take note of her condition and 
report in writing [and that] when the report has been made and the outrage 
investigated, they should provide guarantees so that if anything should 
befall my wife, the appropriate action for retribution may take place. 481 
There is a fourth papyrus, a private letter dating to the second century AD and 
recovered from Oxyrhynchus, that could be interpreted as containing a reference 
to a midwife being used in conjunction with a physician, but the papyrus itself is 
particularly fragmented at the relevant point in the letter: 'Look to my mother and 
the house and the physician and the [midwife?]' .482 The fact that only four papyri 
refer to the use of a midwife (and that two of these references are rather 
questionable) could be an indication that trained midwives were rare in Egypt 
during the Roman period, and so not generally available to guide women through 
pregnancy and childbirth. 
It is clear that the prevalence of medical self-help in Roman Egypt was 
not restricted to incidents of illness and injury; it is also evident with regard to 
480 Rowlandson (1998) 290. 
481 P. Oxy. 3620 (AD 326, Oxyrhynchus): rITJv f3Lf3Atblwv E71lboow 7lOLOUl-lat 
U ~ L [ W v ] " ' l - l a L a v v E71LCY'tMEl<Jav vep' vl-lWv a71avril<Jat Kat. O"TlI-lELw<Ja<Jeai TllV 
bui8E<JLV alrrile; Kat. EVYQaepWe; 1tQo<JepWvtl<Jat [TllV] <Kat> TIle; 71QO<JepWvrl<JEWC;: 
yEyEVllI-lEVlle; Kat yvW<J8EV'We; 'rou u'rOrIT]l-la'roe; Ey'yvae; au 'rae; 71aQa OXE<J8at 
lV' EL 0lJ1-lf3a111 n uj OlJI-l(3lCP I-l0u rl bEou<Ja EKbLKla yEVll'raL. 
482 P. Oxy. 3642 (second century AD, Oxyrhynchus): E71L<JKE¢at 'lilv I-lfJ'rEQa fl[OU] Kat. 
rITJV OlKlaV Kat. 'r[OV] ia'rQov Kat. i\.oxlaba[ ... ]. The term used here that could be 
translated as 'midwife' is i\.oxlaba, which could have originated from i\.oXEv'rQLa, 
meaning 'midwife' or even i\.oXElaba, 'woman in childbed'. 
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pregnancy and childbirth in the province (this in itself could be an explanation for 
the lack of references to midwives: they were considered entirely unnecessary). It 
seems that in Roman Egypt, pregnancy and childbirth were family affairs that 
involved not only the female members of the family, but the male ones as well. In 
the late second or early third century AD, Thaisarion wrote to her sister and 
brothers, requesting two jars of radish oil which she specifically stated she needed 
for when she gave birth, as well as a jar of salve. 483 In the mid to late second 
century AD, Maximus wrote to his sister (and possibly his wife) Tinarsieges, with 
a detailed list of instructions for her regarding her labour: 
If you are coming to your days of giving birth, write to me so that I may 
come and perform your delivery, since I do not know your month. I 
wrote to you in advance for this reason, so that you might also act in 
advance and write to me so that I would come in the provisions-boat, so 
that I might also remain with you and perform your delivery. For I advise 
you that I will wait with you for the birth. If you do not send [word] to 
me you do me no favour. For 1 was going to send you jars for your 
delivery; for this reason I did not send them, that I might bring them when 
I come and two matia of lupines. 484 
Presumably the jars mentioned would be filled with oil or unguents, as was the 
case with Thaisarion's labour, but the provision oflupines is interesting 
considering that, although lupine seeds were primarily used as a foodstuff in 
Roman Egypt, Dioscorides and Pliny the Elder recommend them as a means of 
483 P. Mich. 8.508 (late second-early third century AD, Alexandria): 1IEI-..njJa['rE !-l]Ol 
Qacpav[ cAalo]v KCQa!-lLa buo we; Tile; n!-lfie; ou bc bamiVT]Ka. Kat. yaQ EyW 
XQdavl; EXW [a]u'rwv o'rav 'rlK'lW. Kat D!-lWV yaQ ab[ c ]Acpoe; Eanv ... Kat Kablov 
!-lOL 1IE!-l1jJa'lc KoMovQlOV. 
4840. Florida 14 (mid-late second century AD, Apollonius Magna or Thebes): Eav 
EAHlJe; de; 'lae; rl!-lEQae; aov 'IOU UKclV, YQa1jJov !-lOl tva daEA8w Kat TIlv Aoxlav 
aov 1IOlTJaw, E1Id OUK olba aov 'lOY !-lfiva. xaQlv 'lOlnOV 1IQoEYQa1jJa aOl, iva KaL 
mJ 1 I Q o A a ~ T ; ] e ; ; Kat. YQa1jJT;Je; !-lOL tva claEA8w EV n ~ ~ MOlYJ n ~ v v K l ~ a . Q . L W v v lVa Kal 
EYW !-ldvw EXOV0!-la aov KaL TIlV AOXlav aOD 1IOLTJaw. aOL yaQ 1IQoaEXW on 
EXOV0!-la aov !-lcVW UKclV. EaV !-IT] 1IE!-l1J;T;Je; E1I' E!-lE ou xaQl'laV !-l0l1IOLcl-;. 
E!-lcMov aOL 1IE!-l1jJm ayycUi de; nlv AOXlav aov· XaQLV mlnov OUK a1IEaULAa 
tva dacQX0!-lcvoe; EVEYKW Kat. buo !-la'lLa 8cQ!-llWV. There is some dispute over 
whether Maximus was a man or a woman; the name Maximus is a male name and the 
Florida Ostraca come from a military encampment, but some of the pronouns used in the 
letter are female. However, this does not fundamentally affect the content of the letter; 
either way, Maximus is coming to help Tinarsieges give birth and bringing her supplies 
specifically for that purpose. 
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preventing birthmarks and other skin conditions, as well as preventing wounds 
fi b ....... d 485 I rom ecommg mlecte. n the early third century AD, Serapias wrote to her 
son-in-law Herminos, requesting that he bring her daughter to her so that she 
could assist with the birth of her grandchild. 486 In the late third - early fourth 
century AD, an unnamed son wrote to his parents, requesting that they take care 
of his wife Theonilla (who was also his sister, and thus their daughter) during the 
late stages of her pregnancy and labour: 'I repeatedly pleaded with them by letters 
to furnish the same concern for her and to make all the customary preparations for 
her delivery. For god knows that I wanted to send unguents and all the other 
things to be used for the delivery,.487 His use of the word 'customary' here 
implies an awareness of and concern for tradition and continuity. 
During the Roman period women appear to have laboured either sitting or 
squatting on a birthing stool, as demonstrated by numerous terracotta figurines 
(see Figures 14 and 15).488 These two figurines, the first 14.2 cm in height and 
the second 14.3 cm in height, would have been moulded out of Nile mud, fired 
and brightly painted - although only traces of white paint are still present on the 
first figurine, the second retains pink flesh tones, black for the hair, green for the 
clothing and red to highlight the vulva, placing particular emphasis upon this part 
of the body to indicate what these figurines were intended to portray. It is 
possible that figurines such as these were simply decorative, but it is also possible 
that they served a religious or ritualistic purpose - utilised as amulets or even kept 
485 Dioscorides, De Materia Medica 2.109. Plin. HN. 22.74. For discussion of puerperal 
fever, see 214-16. 
486 P. Oxf, 19 (early third century AD, unprovenanced): E g W ' t 1 l e E i . ~ ~ nOlrJUov TIlv 
xagl'[a, '(va E V E M ~ ~ TIlv uya,[Eg<a> floU WU'[EKTj, '(va El)XagluTIjuw UOl, ( ~ 1 C ; ;
M E U W g ~ ~ a. f l ~ ~ mJAa floU nEgl. ,[OU vavAou ,[OU OVOU, '(va ¢LAlaCcu UOU. 
487 PSI 895 (third-fourth century AD, Oxyrhynchus); see also P. Oxy. 3642 (second 
century AD, Oxyrhynchus). 
488 Vassilika (1994) 181. See Sor. Gyn. 2.2-3 for Soranus' recommendation of the use ofa 
birthing stool during labour. 
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in household shrines during pregnancy and labour cam'l h ' I h 
, [, I Y elr ooms t at were 
used by successive generations of women. 489 
Figure 14: Terracotta figurine, first century Be, Alexandria (British Museum inv. 
1992,0811.1, image courtesy of the British Museum) 
Figure 15: Terracotta figurine, first-second century AD, Fayum (British Museum 
inv. 1982, 0406.11, image courtesy of the British Museum) 
489 For further discuss ion of amulets and offerings made during pregnancy and labour, see 
2 15-16. 
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The dangers of childbirth for both the mother and the child are readily 
attested not only by the epitaphs of women who died in childbirth, but also by 
human remains recovered from Egypt and dated to the Roman period. Of a 
collection of such epitaphs from Leontopolis, Arsinoe's, dating to 5 Be, 
poetically states 'Fate led me to the end oflife in the labour-pain of my fIrst-born 
child', while Dosarion's, dating to 25 Be, states that she was aged twenty five 
when she died.
490 
The epitaph of Kleopas, dating to 7 Be, does not state her age, 
but it does name her husband Petos, while another woman who died during the 
first century Be or AD is only referred to as 'the daughter of Sabbataios' .491 So 
injust a matter of years four young women are all recorded as having died in 
childbirth. Since this small corpus of inscriptions is part of a larger corpus of 
Jewish inscriptions from Roman Egypt, the fact that all four date from the same 
period and originate from the same town indicates that the loss of these four 
young women of childbearing age would likely have been a signifIcant loss for 
their religious, social and cultural community. 
Due to the climate of the Dakhleh Oasis and the burial practices of its 
inhabitants, a large number of foetal skeletons have been recovered from Kellis 2; 
out of 450 skeletons, 149 (thirty-four percent) were aged under one year old and 
over half of those were foetuses or aged under one month 0Id. 492 When eighty-
two foetal and perinatal skeletons dating to between the third and fourth centuries 
AD, were examined, it was concluded that the majority of them had been born 
prematurely and consequently would have either been stillborn or died soon after 
490 Arsinoe: CIJII: 1510. Dosarion: CIJII: 1515. 
491 Kleopas: CIJ II: 1530B. The daughter of Sabbataios: CIJ II: 1481. . . 
492 Tocheri et al. (2005) 334; documentary papyri record the dangers of chIldbIrth to both 
the mother and the baby, for example see P. Mich. 5.228, a petition dating from 23rd 
November AD 47: 'He also mercilessly inflicted on my wife Tanouris many blows on 
whatever parts of her body he could, a l t h ~ u g h h she was pregnant,.w.ith the result t h a t . s h ~ ~
gave birth to a dead child and she herself IS c o n f i ~ e d d to bed and I ~ ~ 10 danger ?fher hfe, 
SB 16.12606, a letter dating from AD 290: 'My sIster Techosous IS fearfully Ill, and I . 
expect that she will give birth today to a seven months' baby. If then she comes through It 
successfully, I will let you know what happened'. 
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birth. There is evidence for at least one woman having died during or shortly after 
childbirth; one foetus was buried alongside the left leg of an adult female, a joint 
inhumation (see Figure 16).493 
Figure 16: Skeletal remains of an adult female and an infant, AD 300-450, Kellis 2, 
Dakhleh Oasis (Image courtesy of IJO 15: 326 - 341) 
While the inhabitants of Egypt were fully cognisant of the dangers of 
pregnancy and childbirth, they did not automatically refer pre- and post-natal care 
to a 'professional' medical practitioner such as a physician or midwife, unless 
there was a legal dimension to the proceedings. Rather, family members and 
friends (both male and female) assisted each other with both the preparations for 
labour (providing the necessary oils and unguents and perhaps even apparatus 
such as a birthing stool) and with the actual physical process. 
493 Tocheri et af. (2005) 337. The foetal and infant skeletons were not found in separate 
areas of the cemetery; infants, children and adults were buried side by side. 
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4.2. Case Study: Kellis, Dakhleh Oasis, Western Desert 
The ancient village of Kellis (modem Ismant el-Kharab) is located in the central 
part of the Dakhleh Oasis in the Western Desert of Egypt. The entire oasis is 
approximately seventy-five kilometres from east to west and fifteen kilometres 
north to south, covering an area approximately 2000-3000 km2 and within this 
Kellis covers an area of approximately 1050 m north-east to south-west and 650 
m north-west to south-east. 494 
The climate of the Dakhleh Oasis is hyperarid with an annual rainfall of 
0.7 mm and water is only available from underground artesian springs and bores; 
there is papyrological and archaeological evidence of an irrigation system. 495 
There are no mineral resources to be exploited in the Western Desert as there are 
in the Eastern Desert and consequently attempts to sustain any kind of economic 
activity have been concentrated on agricultural land. Although there is evidence 
that the oasis had been continuously occupied for thousands of years prior to the 
Roman conquest of Egypt, the Roman period saw a major influx of people into 
the area and so far around 250 sites have been discovered, ranging from single 
farmsteads to large villages. 496 Roger Bagnall has suggested that the primary crop 
cultivated by the settlers of the Dakhleh Oasis during this period was the olive, for 
the production of olives and olive oil for the Nile Valley and beyond. 497 There are 
certainly numerous papyrological references to the cultivation of olives and olive 
oil at Kellis in particular. 498 
The most comprehensive evidence for agricultural and economic activity 
at Kellis comes from the Kellis Agricultural Account Book (hereafter KAB), a 
494 Hope (1997) 5. . . 
495 Climate and rainfall: Mills (1997) 1; Fairgrieve and Molto (2000) 320. IrrigatIOn 
system: P. Kellis 1.3 (mid fourth century AD, Kellis). 
496 Mills (1997) 1-2. . . . 
497 Bagnall (] 997) 80. See also Mattingly (1996) 213-53 for dISCUSSIon of olIve 
cultivation in the Roman world. . 
498 P v II' ] G 45 49 'i" 61 65 74 80 90 5C. 44.8-9, 11. ] 4, 19-20,3] -2. 0. KelliS 
.l\..e lS . , , -- ~ ~ ~ , , , , , 
Inv. N6/64, D/1/141, 0/1 1144, 0/6/6, 0/6/10, 0/6/53, 0/6/85, 0/6/86. 
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codex recovered from a house in the residential area of the village and dating to 
the middle of the fourth century AD.499 Before I discuss the evidence for 
alternative healing strategies that can be gleaned from the contents of the KAB, I 
will briefly discuss the implications of the contents of the house in which it was 
found. House 2 is located in Area A of Kellis, a residential area comprising 
primarily of mud-brick houses of varying sizes, roofed with mud-coated palm ribs 
supported on beams of date palm and arranged around a central courtyard. 500 The 
house is believed to have been occupied by carpenters and weavers, based on the 
tools and materials that were recovered from one of the rooms; it is thought that 
the carpenter was responsible for producing codices such as the KAB. I discussed 
the possibility that craft tools and domestic utensils could have been employed in 
household medical practice in the previous chapter, and in addition to these a kohl 
stick was recovered. 501 In ancient Egypt, from the Pharaonic period through to 
the Roman period, two types of kohl were applied to the eyes to reflect the glare 
of the sun, ward off insects and prevent eye infections and blindness; malachite 
was green and galena was black, and the two minerals were ground up on palettes, 
mixed with fat and then applied using a small stick or other type of applicator. 502 
The fact that the carpenter was also in possession of a sizeable quantity of acacia 
and date palm wood implies access to acacia and date palm trees; acacia gum, 
dates and date palm crowns were frequently used as ingredients in medicinal 
remedies and consumed by individuals in poor health. 503 
499 P. Kellis 4. Gr. 96. 
500 For detailed discussion and digital reconstruction of House 2, see Bowen et al. (2005) 
54-5,59-61. . . 
501 For previous discussion of craft tools and domestic utenstls, see 75-83. 
502 Allen (2005) 19-20. . 
503 A recipe for an eye salve containing acacia gu.m: SB 1 4 . 1 2 ~ 4 ? ? ( s e c o n ~ - t h l ~ d . . century 
AD, unprovenanced); a magical spell to cure a stIff foot contammg acacia frUIt. PDM 
14.1024-5 (third century AD, unprovenanced); a r e q u ~ s t t for a date palm crown to treat 
sickness: P. Corn. 50 (first century AD, Fayum); a recipe for a date palm plaster to treat 
I d t cl'catrl'satI'on' P Mich 17758 (fourth century AD, unprovenanced). u cers an promo e . . . 
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The KAB contains the accounts of an agricultural estate owned by a man 
called Faustianus. Both the estate's income in the form of its tenants' rent and its 
expenditure on other necessary items are recorded, and these are generally in the 
form of commodities rather than money. Numerous items which could have been 
utilised specifically for their medicinal properties in addition to their use as 
foodstuffs are included amongst the commodities that the tenants provided to pay 
their rent, in addition to the olives, [Aula, and olive oil, eAuLOv, thought to have 
been produced by the estate. One individual mentioned is Myron the honey-
seller, MVQwv ~ £ A l ' [ o n w A [ T ] ~ ] , , and honey, ~ E A l , , appears elsewhere in the 
accounts as the rent paid by an individual called Louia. 504 Honey was used to 
wean infants on the recommendation of medical writers such as Soranus and 
Galen and was not only included as an ingredient in medicinal remedies, but also 
in magical ones. 505 In addition to this, wine, o I v o ~ , , and must wine, y A £ i J K o ~ , ,
were also included and these items were utilised as ingredients in a wide range of 
medicinal and magical remedies for conditions as diverse as ulcers, gout, ear 
'.c:' d '1 d fi . 506 tnlectIOn an erectl e ys unctIOn. 
Although the agricultural potential of the oasis was readily exploited by 
the inhabitants in order to produce a range of crops for consumption as well as 
export to the Nile Valley, the communities were not entirely self-sufficient and 
supplies were also brought in. It was particularly important that the military 
504 Myron: KAB 686; Louia: KAB 1669-70. 
505 Weaning: Dupras et al. (2001), Tocheri et al. (2005); remedy for an infection of the 
windpipe: P. Oxy. 3724 (first century AD, Oxyrhynchus); magical spell to cause 'evil 
sleep': PDM 14.716-24 (third century AD, unprovenanced); three magical spells 'to stop 
liquid in a woman': PDM 14.970-7,978-80,81-4 (third century AD, unprovenanced). For 
discussion of the detrimental effect being weaned with honey could have on the health of 
infants, see Dupras et al. (2001). 
506 Poultice for ulcers: P. Mich. 17.758 (fourth century AD, unprovenanced); magical spell 
to cure poison or a hangover: PDM 14.563-74 (third century AD, unprovenanced); 
magical spell to cure 'watery ear': PDM 14.935-9 (third century AD, unprovenanced); 
magical spell to cure gout: PDM 14.985-92 (third c ~ n t u r y y AD, unprovenanced); magical 
spell to cure erectile disfunction: PDM 61.58-62 (thIrd century AD, unprovenanced). 
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garrison at Kysis be provisioned. 507 Roads certainly connected the Dakhleh Oasis 
with the Kharga Oasis, further east and thus nearer and more conveniently located 
to the settlements of the Nile Valley; one papyrus records that ajourney was made 
between the two and covered the 200 km between them in four days. 508 Despite 
the fact that the inhabitants of the Western Desert considered the Nile Valley to be 
'Egypt' and themselves separate from it, the Small Oasis was under the 
administrative control of Oxyrhynchus and part of the Oxyrhynchite nome, while 
the Great Oasis was linked to the Heptanomia. 509 
Since the Dakhleh Oasis was located at a distance of around 300 km from 
the Nile, supplies transported overland, probably by camel or donkey, would have 
taken around a week to arrive. 510 It is likely that the sheer distance as well as the 
conditions of the journey would have affected the type of products that could have 
been transported in this manner. Perhaps this is why, despite the evident wealth 
of Faustian us, items such as saffron, pepper and myrrh are absent from the Kellis 
Agricultural Account Book; they were not necessarily accessible to those 
residents of Kellis who were his tenants. However, there is some evidence that 
the inhabitants of Kellis had access to exotic oils and unguents; seven glass 
vessels dating to the fourth century AD were recovered, three of which still 
contained residues. 511 Unfortunately, only one of the residues could be identified, 
and was revealed to be of pine, cedar or fir resin. 512 
That the foodstuffs recorded in the Kellis Agricultural Account Book were 
genuinely consumed by the inhabitants of Kellis has been confirmed by analysis 
of forty-nine mummies excavated from the Kellis 1 burial site, used in the period 
507 Adams (2007) 30. 
508 Adams (2007) 45; Chrest. Mitt. 78 (AD 376-378, Mothis). 
509 Adams (2007) 237; papyrus in which the Nile Valley is referred to as A l y v 7 T ' t o ~ , ,
'Egypt': P. Kellis I. G. 23.20 (AD 353, Kellis). 
510 Bagnall (1997) 57; for evidence of a camel-driver living in Kellis, see P. Kellis 1.38a 
(AD 331, Kellis). 
511 Kaper et al. (2006) 32-4. 
512 31420 - D6 -1/0/7/0/3; Treasures of the Dakhleh Oasis 7.1. See Dioscorides, De 
Materia Medica 1.77 for medicinal uses of cedar resin. 
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from the end of the second century BC to the end of the third century AD. 513 
Analysis of the mummies has revealed that the inhabitants of Kellis lived on a diet 
that consisted primarily of plants, primarily wheat, barley and fruits. This was 
supplemented by the meat from birds and animals which themselves lived solely 
on plants.
514 
There was also evidence of the consumption of Nile fish and oyster 
shells from the Nile Valley, as well as marine snails indicating some trade with 
the Mediterranean. 515 More specifically, analysis of coprolite material recovered 
from six of the mummies identified numerous different types of seeds, most 
notably grape seeds. 516 The beneficial effects of this healthy diet were augmented 
by seasonal consumption of grain contaminated with the antibiotic tetracycline, 
which helped prevent infections. 517 
4.3. Case Study: Oxyrhynchus, Nile Valley 
Oxyrhynchus was one of over thirty nome capitals in Egypt during the Roman 
period. Despite the fact that virtually nothing remains ofthe ancient city, attempts 
have been made to reconstruct it according to the information gleaned from the 
documentary papyri. 518 It was a significant enough settlement that the designation 
ACXIl7tQ£X KCXl Acxf-l7tQo'ta'ITl, 'illustrious and most illustrious', was added to its 
official title in AD 272. 519 Unlike Mons Claudianus, a small quarry settlement 
located out in the middle of the Eastern Desert, Oxyrhynchus was a city built up 
on the Bahr Yusuf canal adjacent to the Nile and thus connected to the rest of 
513 Aufderheide et al. (2003) 1-8; see also Aufderheide et al. (2004) 63-86 for discussion 
of the unusual mummification techniques practised at Kellis. 
514 Aufderheide et al. (2003) 3; see also Kaper et al. (2006) 12 for discussion ofa 
farmstead with a pigeon loft on the second storey, the consumption of pigeon and the use 
of pigeon dung as fertiliser in Roman Egypt. 
515 Aufderheide et al. (2003) 4. 
516 Aufderheide et al. (2003) 5. 
517 Cook et al. (2005) 137-43. 
518 See Turner (1952); Alston (2002). 
519 See Turner (1952) 78 for the possibility that the title was awarded in preparation for the 
/soCapitolia being held at the city the following year. 
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Egypt; the inhabitants were easily able to sail down the Nile to Alexandria a , 
journey that would take around a week. 
The presence of 'professional' medical practitioners in Oxyrhynchus was 
discussed in the previous chapter. However, despite their presence in the city, it is 
clear that a number of the inhabitants did not necessarily engage their services. In 
addition to professional medical practitioners, apothecaries and druggists operated 
in Oxyrhynchus, and they did not restrict their wares to physicians.520 On 18th 
May, AD 257 Aurelius Neoptolemus, a c p a Q ~ a K o 7 1 w A o c ; ; or druggist, wrote to 
the Aurelii Arruntius Heraclianus, Hierax and Theon, lessees of the monopoly of 
the alum industry, to register his stock which included alum, split alum, 
melanteria, miltos, misy, ochre and salt. 521 In AD 300, Aurelius Macrobius, a 
subsequent lessee of the alum monopoly, sent 'one Italian pound of alum and two 
ounces, eight carats of nasturtium powder' to one of his agents. 522 A fragmentary 
receipt for the purchase of drugs either made out by or to Dioskoros the 
c p a Q ~ a K O C ; ; or druggist survives from the second and third centuries AD. 523 
Like the evidence for 'professional' medical practitioners, a significant 
proportion of the evidence for alternative healing strategies in Oxyrhynchus has 
been presented in this chapter already: the efforts that Aurelia Techosis, Titianos, 
and Joseph and Maria made on behalf of their sickly parents and siblings, as well 
as the arrangements made by Irene, Sarapammon, Tauris, Achillas and 
Theonilla's husband to obtain items with medicinal properties and uses have 
already been discussed. 524 However, there are a number of other examples of 
520 See P. Oxy. 3065 (third century AD, Oxyrhynchus) for reference to a myrrh seller. 
521 P. OX)'. 2567 (AD 257, Oxyrhynchus). 
522 P. Oxy. 1429 (AD 300, Oxyrhynchus). 
523 P. Oxy. 1727(second-third centuries AD, Oxyrhynchus). 
524 See P. Oxy. 1121 (AD 295, Oxyrhynchus); PSI 299 (third century AD, Oxyrhynchus); 
P. OX)'. 3314 (fourth century AD, Oxyrhynchus) discussed at 112-3; P. Oxy. 116 (second 
century AD, Oxyrhynchus); P. Oxy. 2596 (third century AD, Oxyrhynchus); P. Oxy.2599 
(third-fourth century AD, Oxyrhynchus); and P. Oxy. 1142 (late third century, 
Oxyrhynchus) discussed at 131-3; PSI 895 (third-fourth century AD, Oxyrhynchus) 
discussed at 145. 
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alternative healing strategies being utilised in Oxyrhynchus. One papyrus letter, 
recovered from Oxyrhynchus and dating to the fourth century AD, provides an 
interesting counterpoint to the recipes for oxen medicine found in Cato's On 
Agriculture, despite its having been written around five hundred years later. 
Isidorus wrote to his son Demetrius and made a request: 'Give your brother 
Ammonianus the colt to be brought to me and the salt of ammonia, both the 
pounded and un-pounded, and the basil-seed, in order that I may doctor him away 
here,.525 This letter provides clear evidence of the head of the household 
exercising his authority by instructing his sons and acting as family healer and 
veterinarian, but in addition to this, it also provides explicit proof of the 
transmission of knowledge about domestic medicine and the utilisation of the 
natural environment for medicinal remedies. 
The reference in the letter to salt of ammonia is also interesting. Salt of 
ammonia, 'to ai\ac;:; 'to £XI-lI-lWVLaKOV or hammoniacum, is included in Pliny's 
Natural History, in his discussion of the different types of salt. Both salt and salt 
of ammonia seem to have been particularly associated with Egypt. 526 Basil, 
Ocimum basilicum, is known to have been cultivated at various locations in 
Roman Egypt. In addition to being an edible condiment, it also has a range of 
medicinal uses and can be utilised as a diuretic or a stimulant, as well as for 
treating skin and stomach complaints and diarrhoea. 527 Although the leaf of the 
herb is the edible part, the excavations at Mons Claudianus recovered basil seeds, 
indicating that the herb was grown there in pots. 528 The excavations at Kom el-
525 P. Oxy. 1222 (fourth century AD, Oxyrhynchus): DoC; '[4J Afl<fl>wVLaV4J 'IOV nwAov 
Lva EVEX8-(] flOl Kat. '[0 aAac; '[0 afl<fl>wVLaKOV '[0 'IE,[Qlfl<fl>EVOV Kat 'IO 
ihQl1I'IOV Kat. '[0 anEQfla '[ou wldfloV Lva 8EQanEuaw av'Iov WDE E ~ W . . This .. 
papyrus is overlooked by Adams (1995) in his monograph on Roman v ~ t e n n a I J : ' ' medlcme. 
A similar, roughly contemporary example has been recovered from Antmoopohs; see P. 
Harr. 109 (late third / early fourth century AD, Antinoopolis): 'Take care of my donkey, 
and if his condition improves and he can be disposed of, then sell him'. 
526 Plin. HN 31.39. 
527 Smith (2003) 80. 
528 van der Veen (1998a) 107. 
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Nana, possibly the site of the Late Antique Roman town ofPejla, also recovered 
basil. 529 
According to James Adams, in antiquity the ars ueterinarii was 
considered sordid, with specialist ueterinarii being despised by their peers. 530 
Vegetius observed in his Equine Medicine that veterinary medicine lacked 
dignitas and was traditionally practised by men lacking in distinction. 531 He also 
stated that veterinary medicine was not particularly lucrative: 'because of the vice 
of greed and the slimness of the rewards, no-one devotes the requisite study to the 
learning of the discipline' .532 The difficulty in finding a suitably competent 
specialist practitioner of veterinary medicine could explain why Isidorus was 
treating his horse himself. However, the cost of employing someone else to do 
something that you could feasibly do yourself may also have been a consideration; 
although Vegetius thought that veterinary medicine as a profession was not 
sufficiently well-paid, he also commented on the exorbitant cost of drugs: 
'Because of a desire for profit certain potions have been put together in such a 
way that they entail an enormous price, and the cost of treatment seems to almost 
equal the value of the animal, so that generally the mean or at any rate the 
cautious abandon their animals to disasters or neglect a financially damaging 
treatment,.533 Several of the documentary papyri discussed above contain 
complaints about the cost of medical treatment the writer had cause to 
undertake. 534 However, while someone might be willing to pay for expensive 
medical treatment for themselves, he or she may not have been willing to do the 
same for their livestock, thus resorting to amateur medical practice as a means of 
saving money; Pliny records that camels were smeared with cheap and easily 
529 Smith (2003) 52-3. 
530 Adams (1995) 66. 
531 Vegetius, Digesta Artis Mulomedicinae 2. 
532 Vegetius, Digesta Artis Mulomedicinae pro!. 1. 
533 Vegetius, Digesta Artis Mulomedicinae prol. 5. 
534 See for example BGU 13.2350 (second century AD, Alexandria). 
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obtainable fish oil to ward off insects such as gadflies, to which they were 
particularly susceptible because of their thin coats. 535 Even if they were willing to 
pay, the lack of a local specialist practitioner of veterinary medicine may well 
have likewise resulted in them undertaking amateur medical practice. 536 It is clear 
that Isidorus knew what he was doing in this instance and in addition to this, was 
using easily obtainable natural ingredients to treat his horse's ailment. This begs 
the question, if the inhabitants of Roman Egypt were in the habit of undertaking 
amateur medical practice and domestic medicine as far as their livestock was 
concerned, what was to stop them from applying the same knowledge to 
themselves, particularly if they had passed the knowledge necessary to do so 
down through the generations, from father to son (as in the case of Isidorus), or 
mother to daughter? 
A household account dating from the late second century AD records 
expenditures over a period of nine days.537 In addition to supplies necessary for 
visiting the bath-house, it lists a variety of different foodstuffs that were also 
utilised in medicinal or magical remedies. These include lupines, vetch, 
asparagus, beets, radishes, lemons, eggs, oil, pomegranate wine, pickled fish, 
coriander and wine. While these may well have been intended for meals rather 
than medicine or magic, the fact remains that the members of this household were 
well-equipped to utilise these ingredients for medicinal or magical purposes ifthe 
need arose, just as Isidorus did with regard to his horse. 
535 Plin. HN 32.4. 
536 Veterinarians are attested at Mons Claudianus and Apollonius Magna, but these were 
places with a military presence. For Mons Claudianus, see 0.. Claud. Inv. 1538 and 2921. 
For Apollonius Magna, in Upper Egypt, see 0. Florida 15 (mid to late second century 
AD, Apollonius Magna): 'I sent you via Quintus the veterinarian the andromax and the 
boiled wood-bird, since there is no meat for sale'. 
537 P. Mich. 11.619 (late second century AD, Oxyrhynchus). 
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4.4. Case Study: Mons Claudianus, Eastern Desert 
Mons Claudianus was a settlement based around a series of granodiorite quarries 
in the Eastern Desert; quarrying activity was at its most intense during the late 
first and early second centuries AD.538 It has been suggested that the quarries 
were not used constantly; rather they were opened and exploited only when stone 
was needed for building projects. 539 However, when the quarries were in 
operation, the population of the settlement consisted of the soldiers from the 
Roman army and government officials who administered the site; the skilled and 
unskilled quarry workers; and a number of women and children, presumably the 
families of the workers. An ostracon dating from the early second century AD 
concerned with the distribution of water records that 920 people were present on 
the site on that particular day. 540 
The common assumption made regarding desert communities is that their 
inhabitants exist at subsistence level, not only suffering physical hardship due to 
the climate but also social isolation due to the difficulty in travelling to and from 
the settlements. 541 However, the documentary, archaeological and 
palaeopathological evidence recovered from Mons Claudianus indicates that this 
was simply not the case here. Although both male and female skeletons exhibited 
Schmorl's nodes and osteophytosis, evidence of heavy lifting and hard physical 
exercise, they did not exhibit any evidence of dietary deficiency or malnutrition. 
On the contrary the presence of caries - particularly in females - indicates a diet 
with a significant component of sugar (found in honey, or sweet fruits such as 
dates and figs). 542 The inhabitants of the site not only had access to a variety of 
both basic and luxurious foodstuffs, but they were in frequent touch with 
538 Mons Porphyrites, Mons Claudianus' sister site, was reportedly discovered by G a i u ~ ~
Cominius Leugas on 23 rd July AD 18, according to an inscription recovered from the SIte. 
539 Peacock and Maxfield (1997) 115. 
5400. Claud Inv. 1538 and 2921. 
541 van der Veen (1996) 137. 
542 Maxfield and Peacock (2001) 33-5. 
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members of their families and friends living in the Nile Valley.543 The recovery 
of thousands of ostraca from Mons Claudianus make it clear that the residents 
wrote letters to members of their families and friends living elsewhere in the hope 
of obtaining a range of items from them that were not easily available to them at 
the settlement. Although these letters were primarily concerned with obtaining 
items such as foodstuffs, often requests were made for medicine, ingredients for 
medicine or other medicinal apparatus, despite the fact that there was at least one 
physician in residence. 544 These requests indicate that there were amateur 
medical practitioners among the inhabitants of Mons Claudianus; individuals who 
preferred to treat themselves rather than resort to or rely upon a professional 
medical practitioner. Archaeological excavation has revealed that the main fort 
was surrounded on three sides by ditches and rubbish dumps containing organic 
and human waste, which would have constituted a major health hazard for the 
occupants - however many there were at anyone time - and a breeding ground for 
diseases such as plague, cholera, dysentery and typhoid. 545 If the occupants of the 
fort and the quarry settlement did contract such diseases, this would certainly have 
rendered some level of medical care necessary. 
During the early second century AD, lsidorus wrote to his sons Isidorus 
and Paniscus, requesting two sticks of salve and a cushion to rest his sore arm 
on. 546 The elder Isidorus seems to have been living out in the desert, probably at 
one of the smaller quarries, while his sons were living at the main settlement 
where they presumably had easier access to medical supplies. The nature of 
collyrium sticks means that, provided they were kept in suitable conditions, there 
was no reason why they could not be acquired in advance and then kept until it 
543 van der Veen (1998a) 101; van def Veen (1998b) 22l. 
544 0. Claud. 220 (AD 137-45, Mons Claudianus). 
545 Maxfield and Peacock (2001) 35. . 
5460. Claud. 174 (early second century AD, Mons Claudianus): 71El-llf.'a'tE I-lOl 'to 
lmavKovLOv't() /-.LlKQOV E71el 71aaxo Ka8Evbov KaL OUK E71E/-.L\jJa'tL 71E/-.L\jJa'tE ouv 
au'(o Kal '(0 /-.LEAavLOv Kal KoAOLQlbla. 
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was necessary for them to be used. If Isidorus meant collyrium in the sense of an 
eye salve, he might have been suffering from an eye infection at that point in time, 
or he might have been anticipating suffering from one in the near future. 
Alternatively, if the collyrium was intended to treat his sore arm, the same 
applies; the fact that he is asking for two indicates a certain amount of forethought 
on his part, and perhaps a desire to treat any health problems that arose as quickly 
and efficiently as possible. A second ostracon, dating to between AD 100 and 
120, reveals that one Menelaus wrote to another Menelaus, requesting a second 
flask of rose oil because his own had been stolen. 547 Rose oil or rhodinum was 
frequently recommended by ancient writers as a cure for conditions such as reptile 
bites, headache and sunstroke.548 Papyri recovered from Egypt include it in a 
number of different medical and magical recipes. One of these, attributed to 
Dionysius and taken from a fourth century AD medical codex, lists it as an 
ingredient in a plaster to treat spreading ulcers, wounds, abscesses and lichen-like 
skin eruptions. 549 In AD 145, Bekis wrote to his son Petearoeris, requesting that 
he send a bandage suitable for a head injury.550 During the reign of Antoninus 
Pius, an unnamed individual wrote to his brother, claiming that his life was in 
danger and he needed a remedy for an inflammation of the tonsils. 551 
With regard to Isidorus and Menelaus, they themselves actually specified 
that the reason they were asking for these things was that they had not been able 
to obtain them where they were, and presumably the same rationale applied to 
547 0. Claud 171 (early second century AD, Mons Claudianus): EQW,[(O aE, ETd. 
blE[Q]7tCx-Yll f.lOl QWblVOV, KMOC; nOlrlGlC; nEf.lt/Jac; f.l0l '[() AOlKVSlV, Ent. OUX ElSQ(v 
v EvSabE £iyoQaaal. 
548 Dioscorides De Materia Medica 2.82.3; 2.234.1. 
549 P. Mich. 17:758 (fourth century AD, unprovenanced): 'The white p l a s ~ e r r with rose oil: 
one drachma of fresh young pig fat, 114 ounce oflitharge, 114 ounce of bIrth wort Longa, 
1/4 ounce of wax:, 114 drachma of myrrh, five ounces of oil, the whites of three cooked 
eggs. Prepare and use'. , , 
5500. Claud 221 (AD 145, Mons Claudianus): nEf.lt/JOV f.l0l anAllvaQlv [1I;] TI]v 
KE<j:>MrlV f.lov EnL . , " 
551 0. Claud 222 (second century AD, Mons Claudtanus): [EQWTI]SE]ts ~ o l l ~ a o v v
[ ... ]OQl tlf.lwv KE nEf.l[t/Jov au'(4) <j:>]aQf.laKov Ent. Kt[vlbv[VEtJH bux] 'twv 
naQ laS f.l lCvV . 
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Bekis and the unnamed individual; after all, why go to all the trouble of getting 
something sent out into the Eastern Desert, perhaps from as far away as the Nile 
Valley, ifit was available right there at Mons Claudianus? However, it seems 
strange that a physician practising at a quarry settlement out in the desert would 
lack remedies such as eye salve for eye infections, rose oil for headaches and 
sunstroke, and something as basic as a bandage. The logical explanation for these 
requests is that these individuals were amateur medical practitioners, either out of 
choice or necessity. 552 
One of the reasons why an individual might self-medicate would be their 
inability to afford treatment by a professional medical practitioner, as discussed 
previously. However, it is clear that the inhabitants of Mons Claudianus were not 
poor by any means. 553 The skilled workers were craftsmen such as stone-masons, 
blacksmiths and quarry-men and their salary was forty seven drachmae, in 
addition to a monthly allocation of wheat, oil, lentils, onions and a ration of 
wine. 554 The unskilled workers were also paid a salary and received an allocation 
of wheat, lentils and oil each month. The soldiers earned more than the civilians; 
during the second century AD a legionary infantryman based in Egypt earned 100 
drachmae per month. 555 If there were comparatively few professional medical 
practitioners based at Mons Claudianus, and those that were there lived and 
practiced at the fort, perhaps lack of availability was an issue; for those like 
Isidorus who were living and working at subsidiary quarries some distance away, 
it would have been far easier and more convenient for them to take care of 
552 See also MacKinnon (2010) 302 for zooarchaeological evidence of a pet dog receiving 
special care from its owner at Mons Claudianus; the animal suffered numerous severe 
bone fractures, and survived for long enough for these to heal. 
553 Cuvigny (1996) 139-45. 
554 See 0. Claud. Inv. 4751 for the example ofPachoumis, a member of the pagani class 
of workers at Mons Claudianus. There is documentary evidence that at least 106 workers 
were classed as such a Mons Claudianus. 
555 van der Veen (1998a) 109-10. 
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themselves, and even stock up on remedies in advance if they suffered from 
periodic bouts of ill health caused by their occupation or environment. 
4.5. Case Study: Berenike, Eastern Desert, Red Sea Coast 
Berenike is the furthest south of all the Red Sea ports. Despite its remote location 
and the fact that the journey overland from there to the Nile Valley is much longer 
than from the other Red Sea ports such as Myos Hormos, Berenike was significant 
because the sea voyages from there to the East were much shorter. 556 Despite its 
strategic location and importance for trade, Berenike was not a large port; it 
measured approximately 700 m east-west and 300 m north-south and may only 
have comprised an area of around 2 km2 at its maximum extension. 557 A 
conservative estimate puts the population of the port at around 500 but 
presumably this refers to permanent residents and excludes the transient members 
of port society such as merchants and sailors. 558 
The climate of the Eastern Desert is hyperarid with temperatures ranging 
from 33 to 40 degrees Celsius. The mean annual rainfall in the region ranges 
from 22 mm in Suez to 4 mm in Hurghada to 3.4 mm in Quseir. 559 However, the 
proximity ofBerenike to the Red Sea ensures significant amounts of water 
through condensation, sufficient for plants adapted to arid conditions. 56o Attempts 
were certainly made by the Roman imperial government to regulate the water 
supply of Berenike and the surrounding region. 561 One result ofthis regular water 
supply would have been sufficient water to actually cultivate plants for foodstuffs 
556 Cappers (1999) 185; the journey overland from Berenike to the Nile V ~ l l e y y took 
around twelve days, see Wendrich et al. (2003) 51. See Strabo, Geographlca 17.1.45 for 
description of the ancient harbour. 
557 Cappers (1998) 75; Cappers (2006) 17. 
558 Cappers (2006) 17. 
559 Cappers (2006) 21. 
560 Cappers (1998) 77. . . . .. 
561 See 0. Berenike 2.120, a Latin inscription from SlkaIt, commemoratmg the dedIcatIOn 
ofa hydraeum by Iulius Ursus, the Prefect of Egypt. in AD 76-77. 
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and medicinal purposes at Berenike, rather than relying solely upon them being 
transported from elsewhere. 
The most comprehensive literary evidence for the trade in substances that 
could have been utilised as ingredients in medicinal and magical remedies at 
Berenike is the Peri plus of the Erythraeian Sea, a work dating to between AD 40 
and 70 that offers guidelines for merchants sailing to India from Berenike and 
Myos Hormos. The Peri plus is supplemented by the documentary papyri and 
ostraca excavated from rubbish dumps at Berenike. One account recovered from 
near the Temple of Sarapis and dating from the period AD 50-75 contains 
information for the period from the 22nd to the 27th of an unknown month, listing 
amounts received for a range of items with possible medicinal uses including 
cabbage, parsley and salt fish. 562 A contemporary account lists amounts received 
for figs, olive oil and wine. 563 In a letter written by Aphrodite to her husband 
Lucius, she mentions that she has provided utensils. 564 In a letter discussing 
matters of business, Herennius writes to his brother Satomilus, 'What do you 
think about the roses for 200 drachmae and 180 drachmae, inquiring also about 
the transport costs?'; roses had numerous medicinal uses, for example as 
discussed above, as a constituent of rose oil, used to treat sunstroke and thus 
particularly useful out in the desert. 565 A second letter between Herennius and 
Satomilus discusses the price of incense which Herennius has ordered from a 
slave called Stichus, indicating that the brothers were certainly in the habit of 
purchasing aromatics, which could have been utilised for medicinal purposes. 566 
5620. Berenike 2.210 (AD 50-75, Berenike). For a medical prescription containing juice 
extracted from the stalk ofa cabbage, see P. Yale 2.133 (third century AD, 
unprovenanced): (Jl(o'toua8m KQaf-lf3T]';;; KauAla L[Y] 'K' Avam; EV 8EQf-l4J 
ITQoaAaf-lf3[avE] (')LaGTJaaf-lEvoc; 'tov xvi\.ov Kat. ITtV[E] a<:p' EtjJEf-la'tOC; Kua8ouc; y 
olvov a[ ... ] '[Qou a ii\.alou '[0 aQKouv GUV [ ... ]. 
5630. Berenike 2.209 (AD 50-75, Berenike). 
5640. Berenike 2.130 (AD 50-75, Berenike). 
5650. Berenike 2.95 (AD 50-75, Berenike). . ., . . . 
566 Incense has not been found at Berenike, although there IS mdIrect eVIdence for It m the 
remains of shrines, see Wendrich et al. (2003) 80. 
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There is also a significant amount of archaeobotanical evidence for the 
cultivation of certain foodstuffs at Berenike, a number of which could have been 
utilised as ingredients in medicinal and magical remedies. According to Rene 
Cappers, remains of over sixty cultivated plant species have been recovered from 
the site, representing not only the foodstuffs available to the inhabitants of the 
port, but also the items traded between the Roman Empire and East. 567 These 
include fairly common items such as garlic, onion, fennel, dill and cucumber that 
are thought to have been cultivated in kitchen gardens, but more unusual items are 
also attested. 
There are a number of foodstuffs that would have been regularly imported 
to Berenike from the Nile Valley and could have been utilised for their medicinal 
properties as much as their culinary ones. Carob seeds could have been used to 
treat eye diseases and coughs and white lupin seeds could have been taken orally 
to treat stomach disorders in children or ground up in a plaster to treat intestinal 
worms.
568 Pomegranate cultivation is well documented in the Nile Valley and the 
root and bark of the tree can be used to expel tapeworm, while the rind can be 
used as an astringent for the treatment of diarrhoea and bleeding. 569 The 
pomegranate is also frequently employed in recipes relating to fertility, pregnancy 
and abortion. 570 However, there is also evidence of goods that were either harder 
to acquire locally or were imported from farther away. The fruit and seeds of the 
balsam tree, which only grows in the Gebel Elba area of Egypt, have been 
recovered from Berenike; the bark produces the unguent balsam, used to make 
perfumes and ointments. 571 Large amounts of rice, probably imported to Berenike 
from the Near East, have also been found and this was used to treat stomach 
567 Cappers (1999) 185. 
568 White Lupin: Plin. HN 18.36.136. 
569 Cultivation: P. Ross. Georg. 2.19 (AD 143, Oxyrhynchus). Medicinal properties: PI in. 
HN 13.44. See also Cappers (2006) 123. 
570S0r. Gyn. 1.62. 
571 Balsam: Plin. HN 12.54. 
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complaints. 572 It was also mixed with beans and used by women to preserve the 
th f th ' k' 573 H smoo ness 0 elr s m. owever, perhaps the primary motivation for 
maintaining the trade route to India was pepper. Different varieties were 
available, both white and black (Piper nigrum) and long (Piper longum).574 Huge 
quantities of black pepper have been found at Berenike, including an Indian 
dolium storage jar containing over 7.5 kg of pepper corns. 575 In addition to its 
culinary uses as a condiment and a spice, pepper was utilised in medicinal 
remedies for female complaints and quartan fever. 576 
The presence of gardens at Berenike indicates that, just as in the case of 
Isidorus at Oxyrhynchus, the inhabitants of the town were in possession of 
botanical knowledge and expertise, presumably passed down through the 
generations, which could well have included an understanding of the medicinal 
applications of the plants, fruit and vegetables that they grew. This also indicates 
planning and fore-thought, just as in the case of Isidorus at Mons Claudianus, and 
the ability to make preparations to treat episodes of ill health as quickly and 
conveniently as possible. 
Conclusion 
I began this chapter with a discussion of the reasons why an individual in need of 
medical treatment might not consult a professional medical practitioner and 
suggested three possible explanations: fear, lack of availability and cost. While 
there are numerous references in ancient literature to the stereotypical 
incompetence, dishonesty and malevolence of physicians, it is not clear how 
significant a factor this was in the day to day life of the inhabitants of Egypt 
572 Galen, De alimentorumfacultatibus 1. Plin. HN 18.20.93. See S ~ a b o , , G e o ~ a p h i c a a . 
15.1.18 for rice growing in Bactria, Baby Ionia, Susis a ~ d d I.ower Syna. See Penplus. Mans 
Erythraei 37.12.l3-5 for rice being exported from ParsldaI and the Gulf of TerabdOl. 
573 Cappers (2006) 105. 
574 Milne (1969) 80-3. 
575 Wendrich et al. (2003) 69. 
576 Hippoc. Mul. 2.205, 395,654. 
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during the Roman period. With regard to possibility that the lack of availability 
of a physician led to the inhabitants managing their own health and that of other 
family members, papyrological and epigraphic evidence from the province 
suggests that there were many individuals who claimed to be physicians, although 
this is obviously no indication of their level of competence. Public physicians are 
attested in Alexandria and Oxyrhynchus, army physicians are attested at 
Alexandria, Luxor and Mons Claudianus, and those who just referred to 
themselves as 'physicians' appear to have been everywhere. The Nile and a 
comprehensive network of roads and way-stations facilitated trade and travel, so 
while a professional medical practitioner might not have been immediately 
available in the need for the expertise was urgent, they could arrive within a 
matter of days. In any case, letters sent between family members and friends 
indicate a certain amount of forethought and planning was undertaken with regard 
to engaging a physician or obtaining medical supplies for future events such as the 
birth of a child, and the anticipated onset of recurring conditions such as eye 
infection or sunstroke. 
If automatic consultation of a professional medical practitioner was 
considered the norm, the most reasonable explanation as to why an individual 
might sometimes prefer to self-medicate is the prohibitive cost of medical 
treatment and/or prescriptions. The letters examined frequently comment on the 
cost of hiring a physician, and it is notable that in each of them, such a course of 
action was undertaken when the health problem requiring treatment was an 
unanticipated one such as an accident or a sudden outbreak of illness afflicting an 
entire family, or alternatively an elective surgical procedure such as a 
circumcision. Professional medical practitioners were also hired for medical 
conditions in which there was a legal interest, such as a midwife hired to oversee 
the birth of a posthumous child or a physician engaged to verity injuries suffered 
during an attack for which compensation was now being sought. I [ however, an 
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individual suffered from a chronic or recurring condition that was not necessarily 
life threatening, hiring a physician at the onset of each episode would probably be 
out of the question for all but the wealthiest individuals. 
However, the continuing assumption that the inhabitants of the ancient 
world ordinarily consulted a professional medical practitioner when suffering 
from health problems and only self-medicated as a last resort is unnecessarily 
short-sighted and does not engage with the range of evidence that survives 
indicating that individuals not only provided each other with ready-made 
medicaments, the ingredients for medicaments and medicinal apparatus, but also 
physically nursed each other through sometimes lengthy periods of 
convalescence. The animal products, fruit, vegetables, herbs, spices, pulses and 
nuts available to the inhabitants of Egypt during the Roman period are readily 
attested by both papyrological and archaeological evidence from sites in the 
Western Desert, the Fayum, the Nile Valley and the Eastern Desert. Admittedly, 
it is difficult to determine the precise context in which an item with medicinal 
properties was being utilised in the majority of cases and, as detailed above, 
foodstuffs such as garlic, salted fish and olive oil could be consumed for their 
medicinal properties just as readily as for their culinary and nutritional ones. 
Likewise, aromatics such as myrrh could be used in incense, perfume and 
cosmetics as well as in medicinal remedies. The widespread availability of raw 
ingredients for medicaments and the widespread knowledge of alternative healing 
ensured that approaches to healing were integrated into the rhythms and patterns 
of daily life rather than compartmentalised as in the fashion of modem medical 
practice. 
The combination of Egypt's natural agricultural fertility and its 
convenient position in the trade networks of the Roman Empire ensured that a 
wide variety of produce was available; items such as olive oil and wine were 
exported from the Great Oasis in the Western Desert and the ports and quarries of 
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the Eastern Desert exported luxury goods such as aromatics, gems and marbles to 
the rest of the Roman Empire and received produce to sustain their communities 
in return. However, an individual's financial situation was relevant here as well' 
, 
while expensive items such as nard, myrrh and saffron were on sale does not 
mean that individuals could afford to buy them in anything but the tiniest 
quantities. In a hot country with very little means of preserving organic 
substances and often hardly any storage space, such items would be utilised in a 
variety of different ways in order to maximise their potential for the duration of 
their shelf-life. 
It is evident that future historians of medicine examining healing 
strategies in Roman Egypt (and other provinces) need to develop a more 
sophisticated understanding of the integration of 'professional' medical practice 
alongside domestic, localised healing traditions. Surviving evidence suggests that 
the inhabitants of Roman Egypt clearly not only utilised medicaments which they 
could have obtained from a physician, but also possessed the medical knowledge, 
contacts and supplies to create medicaments of their own, or utilise objects such 
as utensils or foodstuffs used on a daily basis in alternative ways as and when 
necessary. It also suggests that families - and even communities - ensured that 
their own particular healing traditions survived by passing them down through 
successive generations, ensuring continuity of knowledge. Rather than viewing 
medical self-help as a last resort only to be undertaken out of desperation, the 
inhabitants of Egypt were empowered not only to take care of themselves, but to 
organise areas of their lives and homes in such as way that they were able to do so 
as quickly, easily and conveniently as possible. 
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Part Two 
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Case Studies 
The first part ofthis thesis surveyed the evidence for both 'rational' and 
'irrational', 'religious' and 'secular', and 'natural' and 'supernatural' healing 
practices and strategies in Egypt during the Roman period, focusing on the 
institutions and the individual inhabitants of the province in turn. 577 The second 
part will provide an opportunity to explore further the concepts examined there by 
using three very different types of health problem particularly prevalent in Egypt 
as case studies: eye complaints, fevers and the injuries inflicted by wild animals. 
Whatever their origin (whether bacterial, viral, traumatic or degenerative) 
in antiquity eye complaints were extremely localised ailments that seemingly 
affected only one part of the body. This part (or parts, if both eyes were affected) 
was easily accessible not only to a 'professional' medical practitioner, whether a 
general practitioner or a more specialised one who dealt solely with conditions 
affecting the eyes, but also to a layperson who wished to self-medicate. In 
addition to this, while the cause of eye complaints remained a mystery, the nature 
and structure of the eye itselfwas reasonably well understood, particularly by 
those scholars and medical practitioners who had been fortunate enough to study 
at the Museion in Alexandria and other institutions, and certain healing strategies 
such as ophthalmic surgery or topically applied pharmacological remedies had 
been proven to be efficacious under certain circumstances. On the contrary, 
febrile conditions (again, whether bacterial, viral or traumatic in origin) were 
poorly understood in antiquity and seen as a disease in themselves rather than a 
symptom of an entirely separate condition. Unlike an eye complaint, a fever 
seemingly affected the whole of the body, often without an obvious cause, and 
treatments could often be more hazardous to the health of the sufferer than the 
577 F previous discussion of the use of such terminology in scholarship on the history of 
med:ne and the rigid separation between categories that they imply, see 3-6. 
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original illness itself. Also unlike a number of different eye complaints, a fever 
could pass within a couple of days even without any medical intervention, leaving 
the individual seemingly cured and in perfect health. 
The bites, stings and scratches inflicted by wild animals had a very 
obvious cause; it is significant that when an individual suffered i ~ u r i e s s inflicted 
by another person or persons, or even a domestic or industrial animal owned by 
another, they could seek both legal redress and financial compensation from the 
relevant authorities, but if injuries or damage were inflicted by a wild creature, 
there was nothing to be done about it as the wild animal or animals in question 
were beyond the remit of the provincial or local administration. 
This approach of examining particular conditions (all particularly 
prevalent in Egypt) will ensure a more detailed and nuanced study of the precise 
ways in which the natural environment of Egypt impacted upon certain aspects of 
health by contributing to eye problems and febrile conditions, and exposing the 
inhabitants of the region to injuries inflicted during attacks by wild animals, in 
addition to demonstrating the significance of peculiar historical, cultural and 
environmental factors in the development of healing strategies in a specific 
province. It will also enable an understanding of how closely healthcare was 
integrated into every aspect oflife in Egypt during the Roman period. It is 
apparent that no single medical condition was dealt with in one specific way; 
rather there was a whole range of possible treatments, whatever the cause, and a 
great deal of individual autonomy. Eye complaints could have bacterial, viral, 
traumatic or even degenerative causes and equally could be treated with surgery, 
pharmacology, non-invasive treatment such as a simple dressing, a magical spelL 
a chann or amulet, an oracle, a prayer or a votive offering. Likewise fever could 
have a bacterial, viral or traumatic cause. last for any number of days and be a 
one-off or recur on a regular or semi-regular basis. Surgical, medical and 
pharmacological treatments could be attempted, magical spells. charms and 
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amulets could be utilised as both preventative and curative measures and divine 
intervention could be sought from a deity specifically associated with the 
condition. Injuries inflicted by animals might be superficially simple to treat, but 
the possible ramifications of such an injury to an individual's physical and 
psychological welfare were more problematic. 
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Chapter Three: Eye Complaints in Roman Egypt 
1. Introduction 
Eye problems seem to have been prevalent in Egypt during the Roman period. 578 
These problems, often caused by the effects of the hot and dry climate with its 
resultant dust and sand, as well as insect fauna such as flies, were exacerbated by 
the crowded and unsanitary conditions in which many people lived - particularly 
in cities and towns but also in large villages. 579 All of these factors combined to 
ensure that eye disease was rife and in addition to infectious diseases, eye 
problems could also result from accidents and assaults, not to mention the natural 
aging process. 580 
As early as the fifth century BC, the Hippocratic writers were associating 
specific types of eye disease or oq:>8ai\I-lLa with the hotter regions of the known 
world. 581 According to the writer of Airs, Waters, Places, the inhabitants of cities 
exposed to hot winds tended to experience eye diseases that were' of a humid 
character, but not of a serious nature, and of short duration, unless they attack 
epidemically from the change of the seasons' .582 Such eye diseases were 
considered to be particularly common during the summer months. 583 The 
Hippocratic treatment of ophthalmia was later paraphrased by Celsus in On 
Medicine, indicating that it continued to be employed in the early first century 
578 Boon (1983) 4. See also Al-Rifai (1988) and Tower (1963) for general surveys ofthe 
history of eye disease in Egypt. 
579 For the role of flies (particularly Diptera) in spreading eye diseases such as trachoma in 
ancient Egypt, see Panagiotakopulu (2004) 1675 and Panagiotakopulu and Buckland 
(2009) 349. 
580 See Strouhal and Jungwirth (1980) 62-64 for the high level of traumatic injuries to the 
frontal and parietal bones of the skull experienced by the inhabitants offour late Roman 
and early Byzantine cemeteries in Egyptian Nubia, seemingly caused by daggers and 
swords. See also Appenzeller et al. (2001) for suggestions regarding the extent to which it 
is possible to retrospectively diagnose congenital eye problems such as tropia and 
corectopia from mummy portraits. 
581 Hippoc. Aer. 10 and Epid. 1.5. 
582 Hippoc. Aer. 3; according to 4, inhabitants of cities exposed to cold winds, however, 
tended to experience eye diseases 'ofa hard and violent nature, and soon ending in rupture 
of the eyes' . 
583 Hippoc. Aer. 10. 
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AD. 584 This link between climate and eye disease (as well as a number of other 
conditions) was made explicit: 
Not only does the weather of the day but also of the preceding days 
matter. If a dry winter has been accompanied by north winds, or again a 
spring by south winds and rain, generally there ensue runnings from the 
eye, dysenteries, fevers, and most of all in more delicate bodies, hence 
especially in women. If on the other hand south winds and rain have 
prevailed during winter, and the spring is cold and dry ... other people are 
attacked by dry ophthalmia, and if elderly by choked nostrils and 
runnings from the nose ... but if the autumn is dry owing to a north wind 
continuing to blow ... the harder constitutions ... may possibly be attacked 
by dry ophthalmia. 585 
In ancient ophthalmological and medical treatises, o c p e a i \ ~ . I . l a a is used 
specifically to signify an eye disease involving discharge from the eye or eyes -
the Latin equivalent seems to have been lippitudo, indicating a more general 
inflammation of the eyes. Thus it is not surprising that these terms were also 
regularly used in documentary papyri from Roman Egypt to refer to eye infections 
in which the eyes were suppurating and inflamed, such as conjunctivitis or 
trachoma. One example of this is found in a letter dating to the late third century 
AD in which Titianos regaled his sister with descriptions of his symptoms: 'My 
eyes began to suppurate and I had granulations and suffered greatly' .586 
Conditions such as ophthalmia would have been inconvenient but not 
necessarily debilitating unless they were chronic. For example, during the second 
century AD Flavius wrote to his brother Morus, 'After I arranged with my partner 
to come up for our business meeting, I went and got ophthalmia. That is why I 
didn't come up'. 587 Although Flavius evidently did not feel up to travelling for a 
business meeting with his partner, he was apparently well enough to either write 
584 For discussion of the extent to which Celsus plagiarised Hippocrates, see Pardon 
(2005). 
585 Celsus, Med. 2.1.13-16. 
586 PSI 299 (late third century AD, Oxyrhynchus): Enu8C''(o !J.Ol 0 ocp8aA!J.O,; Kat. 
'lQax(')!J.arra EUXOV Kat. bElva nEnov8a. 
587 P. Oxy. 3058 (second century AD, Oxyrhynchus): EWXEV !J.0l ocp8aA!J.uXum. 
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or dictate a long letter to his brother, providing Morus with a comprehensive list 
of instructions to be followed in his absence. 
The focus of this chapter will be upon the ways in which the inhabitants 
of Roman Egypt dealt with eye problems that were contracted, acquired or 
developed at various points during life. There is evidence to suggest that 
defective vision that arose from eye strain (perhaps caused by the demands of 
occupations that required long periods of close or finely detailed work) and/or the 
natural aging process, which would today be treated with glasses or contact 
lenses, was treated similarly in Egypt during the Roman period. A number of 
different types of glass lenses have been recovered by archaeologists excavating 
houses and workshops; two plano-convex glass lenses dating to AD 174 and 
recovered from Tanis - one of which is currently exhibited in the British Museum 
(see Figure 17) - have been shown to provide a 2.5 x rate of magnification, while 
two other lenses - one a white plano-convex lens and the other a yellow conical 
lens - dating to the second century AD were found at Hawara. 588 However, glass 
lenses were specially made and consequently extremely expensive and highly 
sought after, so this means of coping with failing eye sight was certainly not 
available to all. 
588 See Sines and Sakellarakis (1987) 193 and Plantzos (1997) 455 for discussion of these 
lenses. For the lenses from Tanis, see British Museum lnv. 1885.0101.255 and 
1885.0101.378 (diameter 66 mm). For one of the lenses from Hawara, see University 
College London lnv. 16764 (diameter 53 mm). 
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Figure 37: Glass lens, AD 174, Tanis (British Museum inv. 1885.0101.378, image 
courtesy of the British Museum) 
It is worth remembering, however, that such conditions could also have been 
interpreted as the result of an eye disease and treated accordingly. 589 Thus those 
so afflicted sought to affect a cure and utilised a range of healing strategies that 
incorporated elements of medical, surgical, magical or religious healing. There is 
also evidence for the undertaking of a certain amount of preventative measures 
through the use of black and green kohl. 590 Although kohl was considered a 
cosmetic and worn primarily by women elsewhere in the Roman Empire, in Egypt 
it was utilised by men, women and children and this wide usage across both 
genders and all age groups implies that is was not worn simply for cosmetic 
purposes. 591 Certain types of kohl have been found not only to protect the lens of 
the eye from the glare and reflection of the sun, but also to have antibacterial 
589 Boon (1983) 10; hence the many recipes and collyrium stamps which proclaim collyria 
ad claritatem, ' clear-sightedness' . 
590 See Trinquier (2002)104-6 for discussion of the use of green kohl / malachite. 
59 1 For the use of kohl in conjunction with an amulet and a religious ritual to ward off the 
'evil eye' and ill health and protect a sickly child, see a mummy portrait ofa young boy , 
dating from AD 150-200 (J . P. Getty 78.AP.262), discussed in Ikram (2003) 25 1. 
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properties. Ground into a paste, kohl was applied from a tube or a palette with a 
stick or a needle and numerous examples of these instruments survive in the 
archaeological record. 592 
Figure 18: Terracotta kohl stick and pot, second century Be, Egypt (British Museum 
inv. 2612, image courtesy of the British Museum) 
Although most are without a definite provenance, archaeologists excavating at 
Kellis in the Dakhleh Oasis discovered one kohl stick in House 2, while 
archaeologists excavating at Karanis in the Fayum recovered thirty two kohl 
sticks made from a range of materials including wood, glass, bone and stone from 
locations throughout the village. 593 Kohl tubes, pots and sticks not only come in 
a range of different materials, but also vary in their decoration from entirely plain 
to elaborately carved and decorated; despite being made from Nile silt, one such 
kohl pot (exhibited in the British Museum (see Figure 18)) is carved into the 
shape of an Atef crown while the wooden kohl stick exhibited with it (which did 
not necessarily originally belong with the pot) is surmounted by a finely whittled 
592 See Olson (2009) 298-9 for discussion of Roman eye makeup including kohl. 
593 For House 2 at Kellis, see 150. For archaeological material recovered from Karanis , 
see 81. Kohl sticks are easily identifiable due to their distincti ve shape; they tend to have 
a triangular spatula at one end to aid with the application of the substance. 
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standing falcon. Thus it can be inferred that kohl was utilised on a regular basis 
by individuals at all levels of society; access to it was not restricted as it did not 
need to be prescribed by a physician or obtained from an apothecary. 
In addition to the kohl sticks, tubes, pots and palettes that have been 
recovered from Egypt, mummy portraits and masks that portray the deceased 
(men, women and children) wearing kohl provide the opportunity to see precisely 
how it could be applied around the eyes. One mummy portrait (currently 
exhibited in the Metropolitan Museum (see Figure 19)) depicts a woman wearing 
a bejewelled floral garland and other gold jewellery with an extremely pale face 
(perhaps an attempt to indicate the use of a cosmetic such as white lead) and eyes 
that are ringed with kohl. 
Figure 19: Painted plaster and cartonnage mummy mask, AD 60-70, Meir 
(Metropolitan Museum inv. 19.2.6, image courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum) 
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2. Life with an Eye Complaint in Roman Egypt 
It is clear from a wide variety of documentary papyri that the inhabitants of 
Roman Egypt frequently experienced problems with their eyes and that such 
problems could have a significant impact upon their lives. The examination of 
two family archives from the Nile valley provides invaluable information as to 
how eye problems affected not only the two individuals who suffered from them , 
but also members of their families, their finances, business interests and status 
within the local community. 
2.1. Tryphon from Oxyrhynchus (mid first century AD) 
Tryphon, the son of Dionysius and Thamounis, was a member of a high status 
family of weavers, possibly descended from one of Alexander the Great's 
Macedonian soldiers, living in the Nile Valley at Oxyrhynchus during the first 
century AD.594 In AD 52, he was released from military service specifically 
because of his eye problems: 'Release from service was granted by Gnaeus 
Vergilius Capito, praefect of Upper and Lower Egypt, to Tryphon, son of 
Dionysius, weaver, suffering from shortness of sight, of the metropolis of 
Oxyrhynchus. Examination was made in Alexandria'. 595 This papyrus states that 
Tryphon was given some kind of medical examination prior to being excused 
from military service. Ralph Jackson interprets this examination as having been 
an eye test that was part of a medical examination given to new recruits as 
standard procedure, although this interpretation of the papyrus is disputed. 596 If 
this interpretation is correct, it follows that Tryphon's affliction, 'shortness of 
594 Brewster (1927). 
595 P. Oxy. 39 (AD 52, Oxyrhynchus): a n £ i \ u ~ ~ [u]no rvai.ov Oin:QyLAi.ov 
Kanhwv[o]c; 'tou rlYEf-lOVOc; af-lcpO't:EQWV TQucpwv ~ L O v v a i . o v v YEQbLO';, 
u n o < K £ > x v f - l E V O ~ ~ oALyov ~ A E n w v , ' t w v v an' O ~ v Q u y x w v v t i i ~ ~ f - l l l ' [ Q o n o A ( E w ~ ) . .
€nEKQl8(i] EV A A E ~ a v b ( Q d q ) . .
5% Jackson (1996) 2229; for discussion of different interpretations of the papyrus see 
Baker (2004) 38 and Hirt Raj (2006) 145-7. 
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sight' (oA(yov ~ A E r c W V ) , , was discovered during the course of a standard medical 
examination and thus rendered him unfit for military service. However, it is also 
possible, if not probable, that the examination took place specifically to prove that 
Tryphon's vision was defective to enable either his exclusion from military 
service prior to beginning it, or his discharge from military service having already 
begun it. The fact that Tryphon would have been around 44 years of age in AD 
52 supports one of these alternatives rather than Jackson's interpretation.597 It is 
also worth noting that, despite Tryphon living with his family in Oxyrhynchus, 
the examination took place in Alexandria. However, whether this was done for 
legal, military or medical reasons is unknown. 
Tryphon's being declared unfit for military service could have been either 
a cause for celebration or a great disappointment, depending upon whether or not 
he actually wished to remain in the army. The fact that his father Dionysius was a 
weaver, as were both his brother Onnophris and his son Thoonis, raises the 
question as to whether or not Tryphon was physically capable of weaving himself. 
Thoonis' apprenticeship contract, which dates to AD 66, when Tryphon would 
have been around 58 years of age, makes it clear that at this point he was certainly 
a weaver by profession. 598 However, the fact that he apprenticed his son to a 
fellow weaver for the unusually short period of one year raises the possibility that, 
due to his affliction, he had started but was unable to complete his son's training 
himself. 599 
597 P. Oxy. 288 (AD 2 2 ~ 5 , , Oxyrhynchus). . . 
598 P. Oxy. 267 (AD 37, Oxyrhynchus) and 275 (AD 66, Oxyrhynchus); dtscussed III 
Westennann (1914) 309. 
599 See coincidentally, P. Oslo Inv. 127, a petition dating to the late first century AD: 
'Since 'J am no longer able to practice as a weaver, due to failing eyesight and old age - I 
am about eighty years old - I ask to be exempt from the weavers' tax'. 
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2.2. Gemellus Horion from Karanis (late second century AD) 
Gemellus Horion, also known as Gaius Gemellus Horigenes, was the grandson of 
Gaius Julius Niger, an Antinoopolitan army veteran granted Roman citizenship, 
living in the Fayum at Karanis during the late second century AD. He was a 
member of the local social elite and, as the documents in his family's archive 
testifies, a substantial landowner. However, on a number of occasions he felt he 
was not accorded the respect due to his rank. His first petition was sent to 
Quintus Aemilius Saturninus, prefect of Egypt, in the spring of AD 197: 'Julius 
and Sotas, both sons of Eudas, wrongfully, with violence and arrogance, entered 
my fields after I had sown them and hindered me therein through the power which 
they exercise in the locality, contemptuous of me on account of my weak 
vision,.60o The term he uses to refer to his condition on this occasion is 'tijv OtjJlV 
f-lou aaBtvnltv, although he does not explain how or more precisely why his 
vision was weak. However, it appears that, in his opinion, this infirmity was the 
reason that he was being mistreated. 
A subsequent petition, dating to 22nd May AD 197 and sent to Hierax 
Nemesion, strategos of the division of Herakleides of the Arsinoite nome, 
reiterates the original offence of Julius and Sotas. However, it also details a 
subsequent offence committed by Julius alone, Sotas having died in the 
intervening time, when he took olive shoots and heath plants from Gemellus 
Horion's olive grove. Then Julius, his wife and another man called Zenas cast a 
spell upon Gemellus Horion to prevent either him or any of his companions from 
obstructing them, and stole yet more of Gemellus Horion's crops. On each of 
these occasions, Gemellus Horion attributes the behaviour of Julius, Sotas and 
their cronies to their contempt for his weak vision ('tijv otjnv !-lou aa8tvElaV ) 
and, presumably, their wish to take advantage of this: 'I appealed, my lord, by 
600 P. Mich. 422 (AD 197, Karanis). 
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petition to the most illustrious prefect, Aemilius Saturninus, informing him of the 
attack made upon me by a certain Sotas, who held me in contempt because of my 
weak vision and wished himself to get possession of my property with violence 
and arrogance' .601 
Another petition on a different matter was sent in the August of AD 198, 
not only to Calpurnius Concessus, epistrategos, but also Saturninus, prefect of 
Egypt. . This petition details abuse that Gemellus Horion received from another 
individual, and once again the reason he gives for this treatment is his disability: 
I appeal, my lord, against Kastor, tax collector's assistant of the village of 
Karanis in the division of Herakleides of the Arsinoite nome. This 
person, who held me in contempt because of my infirmity - for I have 
only one eye and I do not see with it although it appears to have sight, so 
that I am utterly worthless in both - victimised me, having first publicly 
abused me and my mother, after maltreating her with numerous blows and 
demolishing all four doors of mine with an axe so that our entire house is 
wide open and accessible to every malefactor.602 
Whereas in his previous petitions Gemellus Horion merely described himself as 
having weak vision, in this one he gives a more detailed account of the nature of 
his infirmity. He states that he only has one eye, ~ . ! O v 6 < p e a A l - l 0 ~ ' ' but 
unfortunately this eye is TCOVf)QOV, useless. 
The fmal petition, on an entirely separate matter, dates from AD 199-
200 and was sent to Arrius Victor, epistrategos, asking for exemption from 
liturgical service that Gemellus Horion had been signed up for without his 
knowledge or consent. The reason he gives for wishing to be exempt from the 
duties is, once again, his disability: 
The elders of the village of Karan is of the same division of Herakleides, 
men without the least scruple, with their habitual violence and arrogance 
[ ... ] me whom they nominated as their c ~ l l e a g u e e under the name ' ~ o r u s , ,
son of Apolinarius', a fictitious name whIch I do not know. For ~ h l S S
reason I do not know it, for neither did it set forth 'disabled' or 'mfirm' or 
any other of my distinguishing marks ... Since not only am lone-eyed, but 
601 P. Mich. 423-424 (AD 197, Karanis). 
602 P. Mich. 425 (AD 198, Karanis). 
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I also do not ~ e e . w i t h h t ~ e e eye that supposedly remains, because a cataract 
has appeared m Its pupIl and my sight is impaired. 603 
This petition provides further details regarding the nature of Gemellus Horlon's 
infinnity; he repeats that he only has one eye and that this eye is unfortunately 
blind, but he then goes on to attribute this blindness to a cataract ( A e U K w ~ a a ' r O ~ ~
It is clear from the contents of these petitions that Gemellus Horlon's 
visual impairments had serious negative consequences for both himself and his 
family; he was prevented from harvesting the crops grown in his fields, attempts 
were made to seize his property, magical spells were cast upon him and his house 
was vandalised. 604 He was illegally signed up for liturgical service, a drain on 
both his time and his finances. 605 In addition, both he and his mother were 
physically assaulted, with him being unable to protect either himself or her 
sufficiently because of his blindness. To add insult to injury, all of these events 
occurred while Gemellus Horion was in his early twenties; he was not an older 
man simply suffering from the aging process, but a young man who had been 
unlucky enough to lose one eye before developing problems with his sight in his 
remaining eye. 606 
603 P. Mich. 426 (AD 199-200, Karanis); see also P. Oxy. 39 and P. Fay. 106, a petition 
from the Arsinoite nome, dating to AD 140, in which M. Valerius Gemellus asks the 
prefect G. Avidius Heliodorus to excuse him from liturgical service due to both ill health 
and the fact that he is a physician: 'Have pity on me and order me to be released from my 
task, in order that I may be able to recover from the effects of my labours, having at the 
same time appended precedents by which complete exemption is granted to those 
practising the art of medicine' (08EV a ~ l w w af '[()V awl TIlQa] fAcfJaat ~ E E Kat 
KEAEVaaL i1[bTJ ~ E ] ] anoAvOiivaL T I l ~ ~ XQdm; onIwc; bV]Vll8w f ~ a l Y T 6 v v
avaKulaa[a8aL a]no 'rWV Kaf.la:rwv oubEV b[E bEl) 'tOV Kat 6 ~ o t . W ~ [ a ' t a ] ]
v n o ' t a ~ a [ l l on] 'tfAwv anoAuov'taL 'tWV [An'tovQ]YlWV Ot 'tijv i(a'tQlKJ1v 
E n l a u ] [ ~ T J v l l f.lE'taX€lQu:6f.lEVOl f.lM[lla-ra [bE Ot bE] b O K l ~ a a ~ i v o t twanfQ Kat 
ty[w]). 
604 Frankfurter (2006). 
605 Lewis (1982) 96; the earliest ~ v i d ~ n c e e for. e x e m p t ~ o n n f r o ~ ~ ~ u b l i c c se.rvices on the 
grounds of ill health or physical ImpaIrment IS the edIct ofVlbJUs Maxlmus (AD 103-7). 
606 P. Oxy. 424 states Gemellus Horion's age as being 'about 26'. 
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Gemellus Horion's disability seems to have been his defining 
characteristic, both in the way he viewed himself and the way he was viewed by 
others. In the same way that in a number of legal contracts other people refer to 
scars they bear as their distinguishing marks, presumably to aid identification and 
prevent fraud, Gemellus Horion states that his distinguishing marks are 1 t T ] Q 6 ~ ~ fJ 
b r L O l v T ] ~ ~ 11, 'either "blind" or "impaired'''. Whether he was born with only one 
eye or he lost it later in life is, of course, unknown. What is clear, however, is that 
this would have been a permanent physical impairment with absolutely no chance 
of a cure being forthcoming. However, he does state that the reason he has lost 
sight in his remaining eye was due to his having developed a cataract. This 
condition was well known in the ancient world and is frequently mentioned in the 
documentary papyri from Roman Egypt. 607 According to Celsus, treatment was 
possible under certain circumstances: Gemellus Horion could have been cured 
either by the use of an ointment or a fairly simple operation and was presumably 
wealthy enough to have been able to afford either.608 In the event that Karanis or 
any of the other villages ofthe Fayum lacked a physician experienced in eye 
surgery, it would have been both possible and feasible for Gemellus Horion to 
travel to Alexandria in search ofa specialist. Considering Gemellus Horion's 
reaction to the magical spells that Julius attempted to cast upon him in AD 197, it 
is entirely possible that he would not have been tempted to try magical spells as a 
. h' ffi" 609 means of cunng IS a l<;tlOns. 
607 See for example P. Mich. 5.321, a will from Tebtunis, dating to 2nd December AD 42: 
'About sixty five years old, with a prominent right eye and a cataract on the left eye'. 
608 Celsus, Med 6.6.35; 7.7.13 A. . . 
609 P. Mich. 423-424 (AD 197, Karanis). For discussIOn of the magIcal spells, see 
Frankfurter (2006). 
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2.3. Discussion 
Both Tryphon and Gemellus Horion suffered from eye problems that affected not 
only themselves, but also their families, their finances, their business interests and 
their standing in the community. While Tryphon's weak vision appears to have 
started affecting him later in life, Gemellus Horion was still very young when he 
not only lost one eye but began going blind in the remaining one; it is impossible 
to tell how severely Tryphon was affected by his weakening vision, but the fact 
that he was still working as a weaver fourteen years after being released from 
military service indicates that he was probably not as unfortunate as Gemellus 
Horlon, who repeatedly states that he cannot see at all. Both of them used their 
visual impairments, presumably to their own advantage, as a way of avoiding 
certain possibly undesirable duties; in Tryphon's case military service and in 
Gemellus Horion's, a liturgy. However, their visual impairments also had 
significant negative impacts upon their lives; Tryphon sent his son elsewhere to 
train as a weaver and Gemellus Horion was systematically terrorised by his 
neighbours, probably because they saw him as an easy target. It is interesting 
that, relying solely upon what is stated in the documents of their family archives, 
neither of them seems to have undergone any treatment for their respective 
conditions. Considering the importance of sight for a full range of activities in 
ancient life, and considering the problems that impaired vision evidently caused, 
we can expect that Tryphon and Gemellus Horion attempted some kind of 
healing, but if so it appears to have been ineffective. For the remainder of this 
chapter, I will examine the different types of treatment that seem to have been 
available in Egypt during the Roman period for those suffering from these and 
other eye complaints. 
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3. Medical and Surgical Healing 
According to Celsus, 'There is scarcely anyone of the eye disorders ... which it 
may not be possible to clear up by simple and readily procured remedies'.610 The 
most frequently attested treatments for eye infections such as ophthalmia are 
medicinal remedies such as salves or collyria. These salves appear to have been 
fairly standardised, generally containing active and aromatic ingredients blended 
together with some sort of gum as an agglutinant. 611 The reason Celsus gives for 
this is 'gum, amongst other properties, has this particular advantage, that when 
salves made ofit have become dry, they stick together and do not break up' .612 
This would have been particularly useful in a country with a hot, dry climate such 
as Egypt. The gum taken from the Acacia nilotica was particularly popular; Pliny 
stated 'it is universally agreed that the best gum is that produced from the 
Egyptian thorn' .613 While this gum sold outside Egypt for three denarii per 
pound, the trees grew abundantly within in Egypt and acacia gum would have 
been easily accessible as well as being cheaper without the import costs that 
would have been added onto the price in cities outside the Nile Valley, such as 
Alexandria and Rome, thus a salve might have been considered a particularly 
accessible and reasonably priced means of treating eye conditions.614 
There is evidence to suggest that some eye salves were either invented or 
used in Egypt, or at least contained ingredients that were associated with Egypt, 
whose names alluded to their Egyptian origins and connections. One collyrium 
stamp recovered from Lugdunensis seems to have been used in the preparation of 
a salve entitled aegyptiacum, which contained balsam.615 Another eye salve was 
evidently either invented or used at Canopus, and was well known enough for the 
610 Celsus, Med. 6.6.39. 
611 Jackson (1996) 2239. 
612 Celsus, Med. 6.6.3 
613 Plin. HN 13.20. 
614 Manniche (1989) 65-7. For acacia as a standard ingredient in ancient eye salves, see 
Youtie (1977) 39 and (1979) 150. 
615 Boon (1983) 10. 
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recipe to have been given by Celsus: 'But thick scars are thinned ... by the salve of 
Canopus which contains: cinnamon and acacia 4 grams each; washed oxide of 
zinc, saffron, myrrh, poppy-tears and gum 8 grams each; white pepper and 
frankincense 12 grams each; roasted copper 32 grams'. 616 
A papyrus of unknown provenance but thought to date from during the 
second and third centuries AD contains recipes for eye salves on either side, both 
written by the same small, rapid cursive hand. The recto side of the papyrus 
contains a recipe, complete with instructions as to its preparation and intended 
recipients: 'For children; burnt copper, 4 drachmae; calamine, 6 or 8 drachmae; 
opium, 2 or 4 drachmae; myrrh, 2 1/3 drachmae; erica, 2 drachmae; acacia, 6 
drachmae; gum, 6 drachmae; use water until it becomes sufficiently glutinous in 
thickness,.617 The ingredients used were all available in Egypt during the Roman 
period and this recipe corresponds closely with that of the famous salve of 
Theodotus, included in Celsus' On Medicine. 618 Apparently, this particular salve 
was known as the aXllQlu'tOV, 'ungrateful', because it relieved the condition so 
quickly that the patient felt no gratitude for the cure. 619 This rapid relief could be 
why the author of the papyrus specifically prescribed the eye salve for children. 
It seems that eye salves such as the aXllQlu'tOV could be prescribed by 
and obtained from a physician, who either made them himself or acquired them in 
another way; a fragmentary letter from Mons Claudianus dating to between AD 
137 and 145 states 'Go to the physician's house ... return the saffron ... collyrium 
sticks of medicine' .620 In a letter dating to the fourth century AD, Eudaimon, who 
616 Celsus, Med. 6.6.25b. 
617 SB 14.12086/ P. Prine. 3.155 (second-third century AD, unprovenanced); see Youtie 
(1976) for translation and discussion. See also Youtie (1977) and (1979) for other 
examples of aehariston eye salves. 
618 Celsus, Med. 6.6.6. 
619 Gal. 2.749K. 
6200. Claud. 220 (AD 137-45, Mons Claudianus): vnay€ n Q o ~ ~ TOV iaTQov tva bWUl 
aOl 'ti]v KQOKOV Kat. m ~ l l.. nrU; ~ O l l tnt 'taUTa a E n € ~ l \ J E ~ ~ ~ O l l olm 0 E ; \ a ~ a a '" 
KoMuQla La'tQlKa. 
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seems to be a physician himself in addition to coming from a family of 
physicians, writes to his mother and grandmothers: '[My brother] furnished in 
place of the container of animal fat, a jar of salve ... [In the left margin] Also send 
three pounds of salve mixed from all. .. astringent substances'. 621 However, it is 
equally clear that eye salves could be obtained with a view to use at some point in 
the future, as and when necessary. Another letter from Mons Claudianus, dating 
to the second century AD, was written from Isidorus to his two sons who seem to 
have been living at the main camp not too far away. He writes 'Send [the small 
elbow-rest] and the ink and two sticks of salve'. 622 There is plenty of evidence 
from Mons Claudianus to suggest that eye infections occurred frequently.623 The 
reason for this was probably the combination of the hot, dry climate in the Eastern 
Desert, the dust and grit from the quarries and the close confmes of the living 
quarters. With eye infections occurring so routinely, perhaps it was not practical 
or financially viable to see a physician every time, hence Isidorus asking his sons 
to provide him with sticks of salve so that he could self-medicate as the need 
arose. While sticks of salve would be usefully portable, salve was also available 
in larger jars. In a letter dating to during the second and third centuries AD, 
Thaisarion writes to her sister Serapous, asking for a jar of salve (Kat Kablov f.10l 
1r€f.1'l'arrc: KoMouQloU).624 
Although Celsus was of the opinion that the majority of eye infections 
could be cured by the application of salves, some cases required more extensive 
621 P. Oxy. 4001 (fourth century AD, Oxyrhynchus): aefV anoubamXTw 0 a b € A < j > o ~ ~
TJI . . l ( ~ V V E k o b w Q o ~ ~ ~ T J ' t f ] a a L L T]no .. :rov va ... KaL yvwvm nfQ[i.] au'(ou ... ubQlav, 
naQEaxfY aV,(L '(ou Ol;UyylOU KoMouQLWV ubQiav ... nxbLOv ... anoan:LAov be Kat. 
KoMouQlWV A h Q a ~ ~ ' ( Q f i ~ ~ l-lf!.lLYI .. livwv anD miv'(wv. For previous discussion of 
Eudaimon, see 8 5 ~ 6 6 and 88. 
622 0. Claud. 174 (second century AD, Mons Claudianus): nfl-ltVa'tf ouv au'(o Kat '(0 
I-lfAavLOv Kai. KoMuQlbLa. For previous discussion ofIsidorus, see 159-60. 
623 O. Claud 212, 213 and 217 are all lists of sick and injured personnel that include 
people suffering from ophthalmia. 
624 P. Mich. 8.508 (second-third century, Alexandria). For previous discussion of 
Thaisarion, see 1 4 5 ~ 6 . .
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medical or even surgical intervention. In addition to ophthalmological 
prescriptions, a number of extracts from ophthalmological treatises have also been 
discovered in Egypt. 625 These include three general treatises, three questionnaires 
with questions on symptoms to facilitate diagnosis, a treatise on the aetiology of 
eye infections, and a treatise on ophthalmological surgery. The importance ofa 
functioning sense of sight aside, the conditions that resulted in such cases might 
be extremely debilitating, not to mention painful, thus needing to be dealt with 
once and for all. As mentioned previously, Gemellus Horion lost the sight in his 
one remaining eye to a cataract and under certain circumstances surgery was a 
way of correcting this. 
When listing the medical specialists that one might find in Alexandria 
(since like Rome the city was large enough to accommodate both general and 
specialist medical practitioners) Galen indicated that in addition to the 
6 < p e a A ! - 1 L K 6 ~ ~ i a ' r Q 6 ~ , , an eye doctor, there was also a specialist that dealt 
specifically with cataracts.626 Celsus provides a set of instructions as to how a 
physician should conduct the procedure.627 It is evident that Gemellus Horion did 
not undergo this procedure. However, there is plenty of literary and 
archaeological evidence to suggest that others did both elsewhere in the Roman 
Empire, and in Roman Egypt. 628 The sender of a private letter dating to the early 
fourth century AD writes • If it's possible let him come with your mother so that 
625 See Marganne (1994) for publication, translation and discussion of six such extracts: 
Pack3 2343 (early third century AD, Hibeh); P. Ashm. Libr.s.n. (second century AD, 
Arsinoite nome); P. Aberd. 11 (second century AD, Fayum); P. Ross. Georg. 1.20 (second 
century AD, Dime); P. Strasb. Inv. gr. 90 + P. Ryl. 1.29a+b (second century AD, 
unproven anced); and P. Cairo Craw. 1 (third century AD, Fayum). See also P. Gen. !nv. 
486 (third century AD, unprovenanced), a fragment from an ophthalmological treatise; 
and P. Strasb. Inv. G 839 (fourth century AD, Fayum), an ophthalmological questionnaire. 
626 Galen, Ars medica 2·3. 
627 Celsus, Med7.7.14 B·F. 
628 For a set of medical instruments identified as being suitable for eye surgery recovered 
from a shipwreck and assumed to belong to a passenger rather than a ship's doctor see 
Gibbins (1988); for three cataract needles and other implements for eye surgery see 
Feugere et al. (1985). 
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his cataract can be cured ~ ~ I myselfhave seen others cured,.629 The term used is 
AeVKWJ.lU, the same used by Gemellus Horion to refer to his cataract. 
There were also a number of other eye conditions that required surgical 
intervention to either cure them or at least alleviate the symptoms. The corpus of 
mummy portraits recovered from the Roman cemetery at Hawara in the Fayum, 
produced from the first to the third centuries AD, comprises primarily of encaustic 
or tempera portraits painted onto wooden panels that covered the head of a 
mummified individual and was then buried with him or her. The purpose of the 
portraits may have been to serve as a record of how the individual had appeared 
during life; the portraits are highly detailed, extremely varied and thus presumably 
realistic, to the point that it has been suggested that it might be possible to identify 
certain medical conditions from them. 630 Close examination of one of the 
mummy portraits (currently exhibited in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (see 
Figure 20)) has led to the suggestion that it is possible to diagnose trachoma, an 
eye infection that results from Chlamydia trachomatis, a sexually transmitted 
infection. Trachoma is caused by direct contact with bodily fluids or an object 
contaminated with them, and between five and twelve days after exposure the 
tissue lining the eyelids becomes inflamed. Ifleft untreated, the infection can 
result in the eyelashes turning in and rubbing against the cornea, causing eye 
ulcers, scarring and deformity of the eyelids, and even blindness. Trachoma has 
been particularly common in Egypt throughout history, leading to it being 
described as 'Egyptian Ophthalmia' by Napoleon's army during the invasion of 
Egypt during the nineteenth century. 631 This diagnosis was possible because the 
artist responsible for painting the portrait included a healed surgical scar upon the 
629 P. Oxy. 2601 (early fourth century AD - after AD 303, Oxyrhynchus): Kat. d buva'rov 
Eanv EQXEa8w /-lE'ra ' 1 i ] ~ ~ / - l l l ' r Q o ~ ~ aou tva 8EQa71EUHij 'ro AEUKW/-lll't:LOV' E Y ( ~ ~ yaQ 
Eibov a M o u ~ ~ 8 E Q a 7 1 E U 8 E V ' r a ~ . .
630 Walker (2000) 23. On retrospective diagnosis, see Leven (2004). 
631 For discussion ofthe history of Chlamydia trachomatis in Egypt, see Tower (1963) and 
A I ~ R i f a i i (1988). 
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skin around the subject' s right eye. The nature of this scar resulted in the putative 
identification of an ancient blepharoplasty, the surgical technique that was the 
only effective remedy for the symptoms of the condition. 632 Celsus describes the 
simple operation that would have been required to treat this condition in On 
Medicine : 
If eyelashes have grown where they ought not, a fine iron needle flattened 
like a spear point is put into the fire; then when the eyelid is turned up, so 
that the offending eyelashes can be seen by the operator, the red hot 
needle is passed along their roots, from the angle, for a third of the length 
of the eyelid, then for a second and for a third time, until the opposite 
angle is reached; this causes all the roots of the eyelashes so cauterised to 
die. A medicament is then applied to check inflammation, and when the 
crusts have become detached, cicatrisation is to be induced. 633 
632 Johnson (2005) 31 ; the mummy portrait in question has subsequently been re-titled 
' Youth with a Surgical Cut in the Right Eye ' . 
633 Celsus, Med 7.7.8 B. 
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Figure 20: Encaustic mummy portrait of youth with surgical cut in right eye, AD 
190-210, Egypt (Metropolitan Museum of Art inv. 09.181.4, image courtesy of the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art) 
It has been observed that the way in which the pupil of the right eye has been 
depicted in comparison to the left eye could be seen to indicate that, unfortunately 
for the young man, the blepharoplasty failed to save the sight in that eye. 634 
However, the operation would certainly have alleviated the pain caused by the 
chronic infection of his eye and eyelid. The fact that the surgical scar was 
included in his portrait (if it is in fact a surgical scar) could indicate that he was 
not ashamed of his condition; perhaps its inclusion could be viewed as an 
indication that he was proud of the fact that he had been able to afford surgical 
treatment, or perhaps his ability to withstand the pain of an operation probably 
undertaken without any kind of anaesthetic. If cataracts were as common in 
Roman Egypt as the documentary literature seems to suggest, it is likely that 
others around him were suffering from similar conditions; perhaps they were 
unable to afford or even bear the treatment that he could? If this was the case, his 
scar could have set him apart from them, perhaps even distinguishing him in their 
eyes. 
Although no complete set of ophthalmological instruments dating to the 
Roman period has been recovered from Egypt, those recovered from locations 
elsewhere in the empire can provide some idea of what might have been included 
to enable surgical procedures such as cataract removal and blepharoplasty. One 
such collection, recovered from the tomb ofthe oculist Gaius Finnius Severus in 
Rheims and dating to the second century AD (currently exhibited in the Wellcome 
Library (see Figure 21)) contains a range of blades, hooks, needles and tweezers. 
It a l s ~ ~ contains two collyrium stamps that bear the oculist's name and the name of 
634 Johnson (2005) 31. 
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his eye salve of choice, diasmyrnes, which consisted primarily of myrrh (see top 
right hand corner of illustration). 
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Figure 21: A set of ophthalmological instruments, second century AD, Rheims 
(Wellcome Library iDV. 202-3081936, image courtesy of Well come Images) 
4. Magical Healing 
In addition to the judicious application of kohl or eye salve, the inhabitants of 
Roman Egypt also employed magical spells and amulets both as a means of 
protecting their eyes from infection, and of curing an infection once contracted. A 
magical spell, dating from the third century AD and written in Demotic, is 
specifically aimed at male sufferers of ophthalmia: 
To heal ophthalmia in a man: "0 Amoun, this lofty male, this male of 
Ethiopia, who came down from Meroe to Egypt and found my son Horus 
hurrying on his feet. He beat him on his head with three spells in the 
Ethiopian language. When he finds NN, whom NN bore, he will hurry on 
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his r e e ~ , , and he will beat him on his head with three spells in the 
EthIOpIan language: "GENTINI tentina qyqybi [ale] khe akha".635 
The caster is instructed to say the spell over oil, before adding salt and nasturtium 
seed to it and then anointing the sufferer, although the instructions do not specifY 
where the sufferer should be anointed; anointing the eyes would make sense 
considering that they were the parts affected, but it does not follow that this was 
done. Oil, salt and nasturtium seeds were all readily accessible; according to 
Pliny, nasturtium in particl)lar was believed to sharpen the senses.636 In addition 
to anointing the sufferer with oil, the caster is instructed to write the spell on 
papyrus and make it into a roll upon the sufferer's body, perhaps echoing the 
actions referred to in the verbal part of the spell itself. Papyrus is also employed 
in a magical spell dating from during the third and fourth centuries AD and 
written in Greek: 'For discharge of the eyes: Write [this] on a piece of papyrus 
and attach it as an amulet: "ROURARBISAROURBBARIASPHRENH '. 637 
The breast milk of a woman who had borne a son was a popular 
ingredient in both medical and magical remedies as well as protective spells; the 
substance was equated with the breast milk of maternal goddesses such as Isis or 
Hathor and thought to be imbued with overwhelmingly positive qualities such as 
vitality and strength.638 Thus breast milk was used to treat a variety of complaints 
including eye infections; modern research has even found breast milk and 
colostrum to contain immunological and antimicrobial properties that would have 
been particularly effective against infections such as Staphylococcus aureus and 
635 PDM14.1097-1103 (trans. J. H. Johnson). 
636 Plin. HN 19.44; 20.50; Pliny also states that Pythagoras believed that nasturtium was 
beneficial to sight at HN 20.51. 
637 PGM7.l97-198. 
638 See Bonfante (1997) 187-8 for the magical power of even the image of a nursing 
mother. The way in which the milk is poured into and then out of a jar decorated with the 
image of the goddess is very similar to the way in which water i ~ ~ poured into and then out 
ofa basin attached to a Horus cippus, see 232-4. See also P. Mich. Inv. 593 (fifth century 
AD, unprovenanced) for a recipe containing, conversely, the milk ofa woman who has 
suffered a miscarriage as a remedy against inflammation. 
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Chlamydia trachomatis. 639 The incorporation of aspects of pharmacology and 
thus medicine into magical practices indicates the extent to which elements of 
medical, magical and religious healing were integrated into healing strategies and, 
in tum, the ways in which healing strategies were integrated into daily life, 
whether this integration involved the purposeful gathering of weeds or the 
cultivation or purchase of specific species offlora, or even the expression of extra 
breast milk after having nursed a baby. 
5. Religious Healing 
The god Asclepius was the most prominent healing deity in the Roman Empire. 
However, in Egypt the god Sarapis was preferred and was particularly popular in 
Alexandria, where there was an immense temple, the Serapeum, dedicated to 
him. 640 Prayers for health, dedications and offerings to Sarapis on behalf of 
family and friends are a common feature of letters surviving amongst the 
documentary papyri that can be definitively identified as having been sent from 
Alexandria. 641 Demetrius of Ph ale ron, writing in the late fourth to the early third 
century Be, indicates that faith in Sarapis as a god of healing originated in the 
royal court during the reign of Ptolemy 1. 642 There was another major centre of 
the cult of Sarapis further along the coast at Canopus where, according to Strabo, 
numerous 'reputable' people had undertaken incubation in an attempt to cure their 
illnesses or receive oracles from the god. 643 
639 Laskaris (2008) 460. For discussion of pregnancy and childbirth in Roman Egypt, see 
142-7. . 
640 For the archaeological evidence for the Serapeum in Alexandria, see McKenZIe et al. 
(2004). . h' h 
641 See for example P. Oxy. 1070 (third century AD, Alexandna): 'The pra7er w IC I 
previously made to all the gods for the preservation of yourself and our c.hlld and your 
brother and father and mother and all our friends now goes up to them WIth far greater 
force in the great Serapeum, and I beseech the great god Sarapis for your life and that of 
all our friends'. 
642 Diog. Laert. 5.78. 
643 Strabo, Geographica 17.1.17. 
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Demetrius himself visited Egypt, staying for several years at the court of 
Ptolemy Soter. According to Diogenes Laertius, writing much later in the third 
century AD, 'He lost his eye-sight in Alexandria, and recovered it again by the 
favour of Sera pis; on which account he composed the paeans which are sung and 
spoken of as his composition to this day'. 644 The possibility that in subsequent 
years the inhabitants of Roman Egypt came to consider Sarapis to be particularly 
capable of curing eye problems is supported by the famous Canopus eye salve 
discussed above, which could have been used at the Serapeum in Canopus, as well 
as an oracle question addressed to Zeus-Helios-Sarapis Nikephoros, recovered 
from Oxyrhynchus and dating from the second century AD, which questions the 
god regarding treatment for the worshipper's ophthalmia, wishing to know the 
best physician from whom to seek treatment (d E7urrQf1tnc; tJ.0l XQt']aaa8al 
rr01)rro tJ.0l OUtJ.cpfQEL, rrovrro tJ.0l bOC;).645 This oracle question illustrates the 
intersection of medical and religious healing in Egypt during the Roman period, 
particularly with regard to eye complaints. Although the individual in question 
intended to seek medical treatment for their condition, he or she saw no reason not 
to involve a god as well, in the hope of maximising the chances of the treatment 
being successful and (perhaps) saving them both time and money. 
Also writing in the second century, Tacitus and Suetonius mention an 
event that occurred while the emperor Vespasian was in Egypt in AD 69. Tacitus 
reports the story that while Vespasian was in Alexandria Sarapis showed great 
favour towards him by endowing him with the divine power to heal two men, one 
644 Diog. Laert. 7. 
645 P. OX)'. 3078 (second century AD, Oxyrhynchus). The discovery of votive eyes made 
from gold and silver at the Serapeum on Delos indicates that healing eye problems was a 
particular speciality of the Delian Sarapis in any case. 
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blind and one lame. 646 Ab t d d I 
ou a eca eater, this same episode was included by 
Suetonius in his biography ofVespasian. 647 Tacitus prefaces his account of the 
miracle by stating 'many marvels continued to mark the favour of heaven and a 
certain partiality of the gods toward him'. 648 Vespasian's purpose in 
disseminating the miracle was to confirm that he had been the right man to be 
emperor, chosen by the gods themselves, and presumably this was also Tacitus' 
purpose in repeating it. Suetonius presented his account slightly differently, 
choosing to emphasise first the fact that Vespasian was of relatively humble 
origins before relating his abbreviated version of the miracle, presumably with a 
view to making sure the tale had more of an impact on the reader. He stated that 
'Vespasian as yet lacked prestige and a certain divinity, so to speak, since he was 
an unexpected and still new-made emperor; but these also were given him' .649 
Both Tacitus and Suetonius were both writing primarily with the Roman 
senatorial and equestrian elite in mind as their readers, and consequently Barbara 
Levick interprets these miracles as 'a metaphor of the new regime's healing 
646 Tac. Hist. 4.81-82: 'One of the common people of Alexandria, well known for his loss 
of sight, threw himself before Vespasian's knees, praying him with groans to cure his 
blindness, being so directed by the god Sarapis, whom this most superstitious of nations 
worships before all others; and he beseeched the emperor to deign to moisten his cheeks 
and eyes with his spittle ... finally, he directed the physicians to give their opinion as to 
whether such blindness '" could be overcome by human aid '" they said that '" the 
power of sight had not been completely eaten away and it would return ifthe obstacles 
were removed '" such perhaps was the wish of the gods, and it might be that the emperor 
had been chosen for this divine service; in any case, if a cure were obtained, the glory 
would be Caesar's, but in the event of failure, ridicule would fall only on the poor 
suppliants. So Vespasian, believing that his good fortune was capable of anything and that 
nothing was any longer incredible, with a smiling countenance, and amid intense 
excitement on the part of the bystanders ... and the day again shone for the blind man. 
Both facts are told by eye-witnesses even now when falsehood brings no reward'. 
647 Suet. Vesp. 7.2-3: 'A man of the people who was blind ... came to him '" as he sat on 
the tribunal, begging for the help for [his] disorders which Sarapis had promised in a 
dream; for the god declared that Vespasian would restore the eyes, ifhe would spit upon 
them ... though he had hardly any faith that this could possibly succeed, and therefore 
shrank even from making the attempt, he was at last prevailed upon by his friends and ... 
in public before a large crowd; and with success'; these events are recounted even more 
briefly in Dio Casso 66.8.1. 
648 Tac. Hist. 4.81. 
649 Suet. Vesp. 7.2. 
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powers, reluctant though the physician was' .650 However, it is likely that the 
inhabitants of Alexandria and Egypt viewed this story in a very different light. 651 
Tacitus' account includes the information that the blind man was 'well 
known for his loss of sight' (quidam oculorum tabe notus) presumably as a way 
of authenticating the miracle; since the man was known to be blind, Vespasian 
could not be accused of orchestrating a stunt, pretending to restore sight to 
someone who was in turn pretending to be blind. Indeed, Tacitus then recounts 
that Vespasian's first thought was to consult a physician regarding the severity of 
the man's condition, indicating his own belief in the power of medicine over 
religious faith. However, the blind man told Vespasian that he had been advised 
by Sarapis (monitu Serapidis dei) to ask the emperor to 'moisten his cheeks and 
eyes with his spittle' (ut genas et oculorum orMs dignaretur respergere oris 
excremento). Suetonius' account differs here slightly, stating that the man was 
visited by Sarapis in a dream (opem valitudini demonstratam a Serapide per 
quietem) and that he requested that Vespasian spit in his eyes (restituturum 
oculos, si inspuisset). However, in both accounts, once Vespasian obliged, the 
blind man could see again (ac caeco reluxit dies). If, as Tacitus records, the man 
was truly blind and had been for some time, presumably he had exhausted all 
other options such as medical treatment or magical spells before turning to 
Sarapis. If, as Suetonius says, the man was visited by Sarapis in a dream, it is 
possible that he had even undergone an incubation ritual within the Serapeum in 
his desire to be cured. 
For the inhabitants of Alexandria and Egypt, in all probability the most 
important detail included in Tacitus and Suetonius' accounts of the miracle would 
650 Levick (1999) 68; Levick does not regard Vespasian as r e s p o n s ~ b l e e for cynically 
manipulating religion and superstition through performing these mIracles, rather she sees 
him as 'at worst a willing dupe of stage-managers' , at 69" " 
651 See Henrichs (1968) for comprehensive discussion of the e n t l r ~ ~ ~ l e x a n ~ a n n epl,sode. 
However, with regards to the miracles, this article d ~ v o t e s s the ~ a J o n t y y o,f Its a t t e n ~ l o n n to 
the healing of the crippled man, dismissing the heahng of the bhnd man m a few hnes, at 
71-2. 
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have been the fact that it was Sarapis who was responsible for it, validating belief 
in Sarapis as a healer and as a healer of eye problems in particular. Indeed, 
Tacitus even comments on Sarapis being the god 'whom this most superstitious of 
nations worships before all others' and that, ifVespasian had been unsuccessful, 
'ridicule would fall only on the poor suppliants'. In antiquity, saliva was believed 
to be a cure for a number of different medical conditions, whether it came from 
someone of importance or not. 652 For while Tacitus and Suetonius give examples 
of healing occurring from the saliva of an emperor, the New Testament 
incorporates the superstition into miracles performed by Jesus, and Pliny includes 
a whole section on saliva in Book 28 of his Natural History, which details 
remedies derived from living creatures.653 He even states specifically that 
'ophthalmia may be cured by anointing, as it were, the eyes every morning with 
fasting spittle,.654 Interestingly, considering that Pliny's work was written after 
the event in Alexandria occurred, although before the works of Tacitus and 
Suetonius, the only restriction appears to be that the saliva must come from 
someone who is fasting; nowhere does either Tacitus or Suetonius mention that 
Vespasian had been fasting. Indeed, since the requests for healing seem to have 
occurred without prior warning at a regular tribunal, in all likelihood he was not. 
Conclusion 
Eye complaints, whether in the form of infectious diseases or injuries, seem to 
have been prevalent throughout Roman Egypt at all levels of society. With regard 
to those complaints caused by an infectious disease, these were ultimately the 
result of certain aspects of the natural environment of Egypt such as heat, sand 
and insect activity so no one, not even the wealthy social elite, was immune. The 
652 See the previous discussion of breast milk and colostrum for the use of bodily fluids in 
healing at 194-5. 
653 Gospel According to St Mark 8.23; Gospel According to Sf John 9.6. 
654 Plin. HN 28.7. 
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sheer ubiquity of eye complaints is evident both from the pa I' I 'd pyro oglca eVl ence 
and from the archaeological evidence; eye complaints and the healing strategies 
utilised are attested in documents and literature written on papyri and ostraca 
while glass lenses and kohl sticks and tubes of varying levels of quality and 
craftsmanship have been recovered from sites throughout the region. 
Consequently, it is not surprising to find that a wide range of treatments were 
available. 
The examples discussed in this chapter have ranged geographically from 
Alexandria in the Nile Delta to Karanis in the Fayum to Oxyrhynchus in the Nile 
Valley to Mons Claudianus in the Eastern Desert. The status of the individuals 
involved has ranged from citizen landowners to weavers to quarry workers. 
Consequently, considering both the geographical spread and the diverse social 
status of the victims, it is not surprising that there were numerous different ways 
of dealing with eye complaints and a great deal of individual autonomy. It is clear 
that some individuals prepared in advance, stocking up on eye salves when the 
opportunity arose so that they were in a position to treat themselves while others 
resorted to seeing a physician or even a surgeon if the condition was more serious; 
eye salves were both a prophylactic measure and a cure for maladies. However, it 
is also clear that medicine was not necessarily the only or even the first recourse 
to healing. Magical spells written in both Greek and Demotic, temple oracles and 
accounts of divine healing prove that magical and divine help was sought too, and 
it is clear that these approaches were subject to uniquely Egyptian influences and 
belief in the power of traditional deities such as Sarapis and Isis, and even Egypt 
itself. 
If Roman Egypt is considered in isolation, there are more references to a 
medical recourse to healing through eye salves than there are to magical or 
religious modes of healing in the documentary and literary papyri. These 
numerous references to salves, not only in private letters, but also in extracts from 
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medical treatises, are supplemented by some evidence for surgical procedures. 
What this evidence implies is that when the inhabitants of Roman Egypt suffered 
problems with their eyes, they tended to treat them pharmacologically, using a 
salve that could be applied directly to the afflicted area. However, it is clear that 
such salves could be obtained from a variety of sources (physicians, apothecaries, 
temples, family members and friends), or even made at home; the recipes ranged 
from very complex and consisting of expensive ingredients such as myrrh, to very 
straightforward and consisting of everyday ingredients such as oil, nasturtium, or 
even breast milk. Surgery was also a possibility if one could find and/or afford to 
hire someone with the necessary ophthalmological expertise, but this might have 
necessitated a trip to Alexandria or one of the metropoleis, and such ajoumey 
would have been unlikely to have been undertaken on a whim. 
This apparent preference for simple medical or pharmacological remedies 
could have been a result ofthe sheer frequency with which eye problems 
occurred; the inhabitants might well be familiar enough with the symptoms to be 
able to both diagnose and treat themselves or others. In addition to this, it may 
not necessarily have been financially viable, desirable or even physically possible 
to consult a medical practitioner on such a regular basis. However, it is notable 
that magical and religious remedies incorporated aspects of medical and 
phannacological p r a c t i c ~ ~ (such as the use and application of substances such as 
oil or breast milk), so two individuals afflicted with ophthalmia might well have 
been using the same substances, but for different reasons, depending on their 
preferences with regard to medical, magical or religious healing. 
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Chapter Four: Fever in Roman Egypt 
1. Introduction 
Fevers were widespread throughout the ancient world.655 As with eye diseases, 
the writer of the Hippocratic Airs, Waters and Places noted that certain types of 
fevers tended to occur in hot regions. 656 However, the treatise also observed that 
'water contributes much towards health' and it is important to remember that 
while Roman Egypt was certainly a region with a hot dry climate, the Nile was 
also one of its most prominent features. 657 
The term 'fever' was widely used in antiquity to denote a variety of 
febrile symptoms and different diseases because any disease that exhibited febrile 
symptoms was itself regarded as a kind of fever. 658 Consequently, there are 
numerous examples of outbreaks of 'fever' to be found in the documentary 
papyri. The words used most commonly for referring to fevers in a general sense 
are 7 t v Q f " C 6 ~ ~ in Greek andfebris in Latin, seemingly no matter how extreme the 
fever happened to be, while a 7 t v Q e " C o ~ ~ is used to indicate that a fever has 
passed. 659 During the first or second century AD, Dionysios wrote to his father 
informing him that 'My health is as before. The night before yesterday I had a 
fever and would not eat, but this morning, thanks to god, I got well again' .660 The 
fact that his fever was ofless than two days' duration and that he was well enough 
to write to his father about it suggests that it was only a minor illness. The fact 
that indiscriminate use of the tenn 'fever' was recognised as being so non-specific 
655 Celsus, Med. 3.3.1. 
656 See previous discussion of the Nile at 135-7. 
657 Hippoc. Aer. 7. 
658 Yeo (2005) 434. 
659 P. Oxy. 1582 (second century AD, Oxyrhynchus): Atyn yaQ EEQllVO':;: 6 <j>lAoc; on 
(X1tVQE'tOC; fanv. , " ". , 
660 P. Oslo 3.152 (first-second century AD, unprovenanced): EyW 0 au'tOC; Eq.H· TIlv 
vUK'ta bE [ ' t f i ~ ] ] TI]v Eic; Ujv EX8EC; Kat E n E 7 W Q t x n ~ ~ a ~ o l 3 ~ w v . .Ujv .'tQo<j>rlv, aUv 
8EWl bE ... Dionysios may well have been entirely senous m attnbutmg hiS recovery to 
his god. 
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as to be open to abuse by hypochondriacs and malingerers is attested by the fact 
that in AD 316 the public physicians of Oxyrhynchus, the Aurelii Heron and 
Didymus, were sent to examine a man claiming to be ill who turned out to be 
'lying on a bed seized with a slight ... fever' .661 
However, fevers were evidently not always of such a short duration as 
that ofDionysios. During the first or second century AD an anonymous 
individual wrote 'Indeed, I have not been able during these days to write to 
anyone because I have been recovering from an illness and from a great ague, and 
with pain I have been able to write these lines, being tortured' .662 In a list of sick 
and injured personnel from Mons Claudianus, dating to between 2nd and 14th June 
AD 137-145, an individual named Spes is described as 7t1)QEK'rlK6<;, 
'feverish,.663 This Spes is included on a subsequent list, dated to the 6th July, and 
his condition is once again described as 7t1)QEK'rlK6<;.664 Spes is the only person 
to appear on both lists; assuming that they date to the same year, he could still 
have been suffering from the same illness almost three weeks after the initial list 
had been written, or he could have recovered from his original fever and 
subsequently suffered either a relapse or an entirely different bout of illness that 
was stilI classed as a type of fever by his superiors. Due to the brevity of the 
. h' f h' '11 . f nkn 665 entrIes, t e preCIse nature 0 IS 1 ness IS, 0 course, u own. 
Galen actually opined that fever was itself a disease rather than a 
symptom of one. 666 However, since modem scholars recognise that fever is a 
symptom of illness rather than an illness in itself, it is clear that the precise cause 
661 P. Oxy. 896 (AD 316, Oxyrhynchus): Qv'ta nUQE'tlOlC; aK[(>]LrrOl[C;] auvEx[0I-lEvovl. 
662 P. Oxy. Hels. 46 (first-second century AD, Oxyrhynchus): ou yaQ i]buvrlBr,v tnt 'tou 
naQovwc; YQatFaL oubEv!. blll 'to ana voaou a v a A a l - l ~ a v E l v v Kat tFuYI-l0U 
I-lEyaAOU Kat. I-l0YlC; i)buvrl8liv Kat. 'tau'ta YQatFaL ~ a a a v L l ~ [ o ] I - l E V O C ; . . The word 
used here is tPuYI-lOC;, 'ague'. 
6630. Claud. 212 (AD 137-45, Mons Claudianus). 
6640. Claud 213 (AD 137-45, Mons Claudianus). 
665 For previous discussion of the sickness lists of Mons Claudianus, see 69-72. 
666 Galen, Ad Glauconem de methodo medendi 1.4. 
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of any instance of fever mentioned in ancient literary sources would have varied 
depending on the circumstances. In addition to the types of fevers that would 
have resulted from infected wounds, miscarriage or childbirth, a number of 
different conditions such as malaria, typhoid, hepatitis, influenza and brucellosis 
include fever amongst their symptoms and thus would have been easily confused 
by both the ancient medical practitioners and their patients. 
The focus of this chapter will be upon the ways in which the inhabitants 
of Roman Egypt dealt with a range of different types of fever, including those 
originating from bacterial infection such as puerperal fever or those occurring in 
conjunction with a poorly healed wound, and those with a viral or even 
pestilential cause such as measles, smallpox or malaria. The fact that the cause or 
causes not only of specific types of fever but also of bouts of fever in general were 
so poorly understood naturally resulted in confusion over how one might prevent 
oneself most effectively from catching one in the first place, let alone treating an 
attack once it had begun. Thus those who wished to avoid developing or 
contracting a fever and those who either knew an episode was imminent or had 
already begun to experience one might make use of a wide range of healing 
strategies, drawing on a range of medical, magical and religious traditions. 
2. Malarial Fever 
The classification of fevers according to the length of their cycles was widely 
accepted in antiquity, but there was little agreement as to their actual causes. 667 
Galen's theory, which appears to have been entirely original, was that different 
humours gave rise to fever with different cycles. Thus, phlegm was the cause of 
quotidian fever, yellow bile was the cause of tertian fever and black bile was the 
cause of quartan fever. 668 This view was accepted and repeated by later medical 
667 Yeo (2005) 435. 
668 Galen, De febrium difJerentiis 2.1. 
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authors such as Oribasius, Alexander of Tralles and Pseudo-Alexander of 
Aphrodisias. The term 'quotidian fever' is used to refer to fevers that peak every 
twenty four hours (cotidiana in Latin and a ~ < p l l ~ E Q l V O ~ ~ in Greek). 
Unfortunately, it is difficult retrospectively to diagnose the condition responsible 
for causing any quotidian fever mentioned in ancient sources because many 
diseases exhibit similar symptoms.669 This confusion is reflected in Celsus' 
extensive description of quotidian fevers in On Medicine. 67o The term 'tertian 
fever' is used to refer to fevers that peak on the third day (tertiana in Latin and 
' t Q L ' t a l O ~ ~ in Greek). According to Celsus, two types of tertian fever were 
recognised in antiquity: 
The first type commences and terminates in the same manner as quartan 
fever. Its distinguishing feature is that it disappears for one whole day 
and returns on the third day. The second type is much more pernicious. 
It too returns on the third day. However, out of the forty eight hours, the 
paroxysm lasts for almost thirty six hours (sometimes more or less), nor is 
there any cessation during the remission, but it becomes less severe.671 
Consequently, these types are differentiated by modem scholars as benign tertian 
fever and malignant tertian fever respectively. The term 'quartan fever' is used to 
refer to fevers that peak on the fourth day (quartana in Latin and 'tE'taQ'taioc; in 
Greek). According to Celsus, quartan fevers were relatively straightforward: 
'Nearly always they begin with shivering, then heat breaks out, and the fever 
having ended, there are two days free; then on the fourth day it recurs' . 672 
According to Galen, it was usual for quartan fevers contracted in the autumn to be 
669 Sallares (2002) 11. 
670 Celsus, Med. 3.3.3-5. 
671 Celsus, Med. 3.3.2. 
672 Celsus, Med. 3.3 .1. The most detailed account of the reality of experiencing quartan 
fever during the Roman period comes from Cicero's letters to his friend Atticus; both 
Atticus and his wife Pilia suffered from quartan fever in the period August 50 BC-May 49 
BC: Cic. Aft. 123.1; 124.1; 125.2; 128.1; 128.3; 128.5; 130.3; 131.2; 154.4; 168; 171.1; 
173.3; 175.2; 200.3; 207; 208. 
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of long duration.673 However, although quartan fevers lasted longer than either 
quotidian or tertian fevers, they were rarely fatal. 674 
The terminology used to describe fevers in ancient medical writings as 
well as in private letters can be used to propose retrospective diagnosis of certain 
medical conditions. Although, as stated previously, the causes of quotidian fevers 
are difficult to diagnose retrospectively because a variety of different diseases 
such as typhoid exhibit the same symptoms, other types of periodic fever are far 
more distinctive. The causes of tertian and quartan fever can be diagnosed with 
some degree of confidence by modem scholars as various different species of 
malaria; benign tertian fever is caused by P. vivax, malignant tertian fever is 
caused by P. falciparum and quartan fever is caused by P. malanae. The 
combination of the distinctive periodicity of the fevers with the knowledge that 
malaria is caused by mosquitoes that are found in marshy environments such as 
that of the Nile Delta and Nile Valley ensures that it is possible to state with a 
high degree of confidence that the inhabitants of Roman Egypt frequently suffered 
from malaria. 675 
The large sections devoted to what modem scholars recognise to be 
malarial fevers in the writings of ancient authors of all literary genres indicate that 
malaria was widespread in the ancient world; although certain areas such as 
Sardinia were known to be particularly affected by the disease. According to 
Walter Scheidel, even if malaria had not already been endemic in Pharaonic 
Egypt, it would have been introduced to the region by the Greek and Macedonian 
settlers of the Ptolemaic period.676 Thus it follows logically that subsequent 
Roman settlers may also have contributed to this process, even before Egypt was 
officially annexed by the Roman Empire in 30 BC, as first Julius Caesar and then 
673 Gal. 9.561K. 
674 SalIares (2002) 12. 
675 Scheidel (2001) 75-91; Nerlich et af. (2008). 
676 Scheidel (2001) 88. 
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later Marcus Antonius brought large numbers of Roman soldiers with them on 
their military campaigns in the region. Certainly, malaria is known to have been 
endemic in Roman Italy and the city of Rome itself. 677 
Herodotus indicates that as early as the Late period, the inhabitants of 
Egypt were aware that mosquito bites caused health problems: 'Those who live 
upstream of the marshes have towers in which they sleep, since the mosquitoes 
are prevented by the winds from flying up to the towers' .678 Egyptian houses do 
seem to have been built upwards rather than outwards, as demonstrated by 
numerous works of art amongst which is a limestone model of an Egyptian town 
house measuring 21 cm in height, 11 cm in width and 9.5 cm in depth. It is 
thought to date from between the eighth century BC and the third century AD and 
is particularly typical of houses constructed during the Late Period (see Figure 
22).679 
Figure 22: Limestone model of Egyptian town house, 800 Be - AD 200, Egypt 
(British Museum inv. 1839,0921.725, image courtesy of the British Museum) 
677 On malaria in Roman Italy , see Burke (1996) and Satlares (2002) ; on malaria in Rome 
itself see Scheidel (2003). 
678 Hdt. 2.95.1 (trans. A. De Selincourt). 
679 For discussion of the built environment of Roman Egypt, see 137-4 L 
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In the late first century Be, Vitruvius advised that architects should familiarise 
themselves with medicine in order to select healthy locations to site their planned 
buildings. He recommended that marshy areas should be avoided because the 
stagnant water would 'grow putrid and emit heavy and pestilent moisture' .680 
When explaining why Alexandria was such a healthy city, Strabo specifically 
cited its lack of stagnant marshes: 'At Alexandria, at the beginning of summer, the 
Nile, being full, fills the lake also, and leaves no marshy matter to corrupt the 
rising vapours'. 681 However, Alexandria was a comparatively new city, founded 
primarily because of the positive aspects of the site and comprehensively planned 
by Greek architects. Unfortunately, the rest of Egypt was not so lucky. While 
Varro advised fanners in possession of unhealthy land in Roman Italy to either 
sell it or abandon it, the majority of the inhabitants of Egypt lived in either the 
Nile Delta or the Nile Valley, which were not only the most agriculturally fertile 
areas of the province, but also the only agriculturally fertile areas of a province 
h "1 d 682 t at was pnman y esert. 
According to Scheidel, 'geology favours the spread of malaria in the 
marshy areas of the Nile Delta, above all in its northern stretch that is dominated 
by lakes and the estuaries of the various tributaries of the Nile' .683 Owing to the 
presence of a large lake, Lake Moeris, and the particular nature of its irrigation 
system, parts of the heavily populated Fayum were also particularly prone to 
outbreaks of the disease. Considering that a large number of the papyri from 
Roman Egypt seem to have originated in the Fayum, it is not surprising that fevers 
should be frequently mentioned in them. However, the disease is also attested at 
680 Vitro De arch. 1.4.12. 
681 Strabo, Geographica 17.1.7. 
682 Varro, Rust. 1.12.2. 
683 Scheidel (2001) 76. 
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Oxyrhynchus, which was not actually situated on the banks of the Nile, but on 
those of an adjacent canal, and at Denderah, in Upper Egypt. 684 
In addition to the written references to malarial fevers found in the 
documentary papyri, skeletons excavated from the Kellis 2 cemetery of the 
Dakhleh Oasis in the Western Desert show signs of anaemic stress that could have 
been either caused or exacerbated by malaria. 143 skeletons from the Roman 
period circa AD I 00-400 exhibit Cribra orbitalia, bone lesions that are caused by 
anaemia experienced during childhood. 685 Although the Dakhleh Oasis is located 
in the Western Desert, far away from either the Nile or Lake Moeris, malaria is 
known to have been suffered by the inhabitants of the Kharga Oasis to the south 
east during the date season, a brief period from September to October. 686 The 
Kellis 2 cemetery also contains a high number of foetal skeletons; although there 
is no definitive evidence for women having frequently died in childbirth; only one 
female skeleton was buried together with a foetal skeleton.687 The skeletons 
appear to have been slightly smaller than would be expected of foetuses in the 
third trimester. 688 Maternal malarial infection is known to reduce the weight of 
infants at birth, consequently increasing the incidence of stillbirths and neonatal 
mortality.689 Thus it is possible that if malaria was endemic in the Dakhleh Oasis, 
it not only exacerbated anaemic stress during childhood but also contributed to 
infant mortality. 690 
684 For Oxyrhynchus see P. Oxy. 1687.11 a n ~ ~ 20 (AI? 184-5); .for D e ~ d e r a h h se: S a l ~ a r e s s
(2002) 282 for an Italian translation ofthe onginal hieroglyphic text: Non ~ c l r e e dl casa 
dopo it tramonto del sole nelle settimane che seguono l'ingrossamento del NIlo'. 
685 Fairgrieve and Molto (2000) 319. 
686 Fairgrieve and Molto (2000) 328. 
687 Tocheri et a1. (2005) 337, Burial 436. 
688 Tocheri et al. (2005) 335. 
689 Hippoc. Epid. 1.10: 'Most of them had difficult parturition, and after labour they ,:ere 
taken ill, and these most especially died, as, for example, the daughter ofTelebolus died 
on the sixth day after delivery ... But all those in the pregnant state that were attacked had 
abortions as far as I observed'; see also Scheidel (2001) 75. 
690 See f o ~ ~ example Lane (1999) 633-49 for a cemetery containing skeletons of forty. seven 
. C-ants thought to have died in a malaria epidemic in the fifth century AD. See Nerhch et 
mli • d' fr b 
al. (2008) 1318 for scientific analysis of two Egyptian mummies atmg om etween 
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Mummies excavated from a cemetery at Dush in the Kharga Oasis, dating 
from the first to the fourth centuries AD, also show signs of osteological stress 
and poor health. Two thirds of the mummies (thirty-four out of fifty-six) exhibit 
Harris Lines on their femurs and tibias, indications of either severe malnutrition or 
illness during childhood.691 Since mummification was practised at Dush, it was 
possible for conditions that affect soft tissue to be identified in addition to those 
that affect the bones. Ten of the individuals suffered from the internal parasite 
. bilharzia or schistosomiasis, which, while not fatal, would certainly have 
contributed to other underlying health problems,692 According to Mohamed Farid 
Abdel-Wahab, 'Schistosomiasis rarely exists as a sole infection or disease state in 
many areas of Egypt. Malnutrition, enteric diseases, viral hepatitis, malaria ... and 
other diseases and states of ill-health more often co-exist in schistosome-infected 
individuals than not' .693 Cases of typhoid fever were also identified.694 The 
skeletons of the mummies from Dush certainly show evidence of malnutrition, 
and since malaria was known to have occurred in the Kharga Oasis, it is possible 
that it occurred at Dush too. Both schistosomiasis and typhoid are caused by 
contaminated water supplies, whether natural water sources such as rivers and 
I d ··· k 695 S· th lakes or artificial water sources such as cana s an lmgatlon wor s. mce e 
Kharga Oasis is located in the Western Desert, it is probable that these outbreaks 
were caused by irrigation works; these irrigation works could also have been 
infested by mosquitoes and thus responsible for the spread of malaria. 
1500 BC and 500 BC who suffered from both chronic anaemia and t ~ e e P. F a ~ c ~ p a r o m m
strain of malaria for evidence of a relationship between the two medical conditions. 
691 Lichtenburg (1998) 118. 
692 Lichtenburg (1998) 120. 
693 Abdel-Wahab (1982) 89. 
694 Lichtenburg (1998) 120. 
695 Scheidel (2001) 102. 
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3. Fevers Caused by Bacterial Infection 
A fever could be caused by a bacterial infection, and a common source of 
bacterial infection was a flesh wound; wounds are frequently attested in the 
documentary papyri, the result of both assault and accident. 6% While a wound 
might start off as minor or merely superficial, an infection could result in a serious 
illness that might leave amputation as the only means of avoiding gangrene and 
septicaemia. The hot, dry climate and dusty, sandy terrain of Egypt combined 
with the close quarter living conditions, constant proximity to livestock and 
laborious processes involved in washing and laundering would have made 
keeping a wound clean and neatly bandaged very difficult. Consequently, 
although bandages and dressings are mentioned in the documentary papyri, 
another popular means of treating wounds to avoid infection was the poultice or 
plaster. 
Honey and beeswax were crucial ingredients in ancient plasters and 
poultices. Honey is frequently to be found as a remedy in its own right, and as a 
means by which other remedies can be taken or applied with ease. One such 
recipe dating from the second century AD calls for 'the finest honey' ( / - l t A L ' t O [ ~ ] ]
KaAi\lO[ 'tou]) to be pounded and mixed with rose petals, burnt copper, red sumac 
and Cilician saffron in order to make a dry plaster for 'all problems in the mouth' 
([rr]av'ta 'ttl tv "[4> O"'to/-la[n rra81l]).697 Since it specified the use of high 
quality honey and imported saffron, this was likely a very expensive remedy and 
not widely used, although perhaps substitutions could have been made. By 
comparison, the remains of a pharmacological manual also dating from the second 
century AD contain fragments of a whole series of recipes for plasters, of varying 
levels of complexity and cost. The first recipe is very simple, indicating that a 
696 See for example P. Tebt. 2.304 (AD 167-8, ~ e b ~ i s ) ; ; 0. Claud. 2.212 (AD 137-45, 
Mons Claudianus); P. Mert. 2.89 (AD 300, ArsmOite nome); P. Oxy. 4441 (AD 315-16, 
Oxyrhynchus). 
697 SB 14.12175 (second century AD, unprovenanced). 
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sweet raisin should be pounded and applied with honey. 698 The sweet raisin was 
often praised for its medicinal applications in antiquity, particularly its cleansing 
properties, which were specifically noted by Galen.699 A later recipe is for 'pain 
and inflammation of the testicles' (oQXewv novov Ka[l] < p A e Y ! - l o v a ~ ) ; ; it 
contains rue leaves and bay leaves that are ground up with honey.700 Both rue and 
bay leaves were considered beneficial for inflammations in antiquity, as well as 
being readily available through either private cultivation or purchase. 701 
The Michigan Medical Codex, thought to date to the fourth century AD, is 
devoted to recipes for plaster and both honey and beeswax appear as an ingredient 
in a number of them. The first surviving recipe is for the 'Parygron' 
(TIaQVYQov) plaster, which contains pig fat, white beeswax, white lead and 
litharge.702 The Parygron plaster was evidently a w e l l ~ k n o w n n and extremely 
popular plaster; it is promoted in treatises by medical writers such as Hippocrates, 
Galen, Aetius and Paul of Aegina. 703 Another recipe included is for the 
'Azanites' ( A i : : a v h l l ~ ) ) plaster.704 It comes highly recommended for 'malignant 
sores', particularly those that result from infected surgical incisions and contains 
pitch, wax, oesypum, pig fat and bull fat, and pine resin. It also instructs that 
more should be used to treat ulcers, less to encourage cicatrisation. Like the 
Parygron plaster, the Azanites plaster is promoted by medical writers; Galen states 
'the plaster of Azanites has many uses and is highly esteemed'. 705 Another recipe 
included is for a plaster that 'promotes cicatrisation', which contains calamine, 
698 P. OX)'. 4975.1-2 (second century AD, O x y r ~ y n c ~ u s ) . . . 
699 Galen, De alimentorumfacultatibus 7.10; OnbaslUs, Col/ectlOnes 3.l3.1O, 3.24.1. 
700 P. Oxy. 4975. 5-6 (second century, Oxhyrhynchus). 
701 Dioscorides, De Materia Medica 1.78.1,3.45.3. 
702 P. Mich.17.758 (lov. 21 A)(fourth century AD, unprovenanced). . 
703 Hippocrates, Defracturis 3.18 B 598.10. Gal. 12.325.7K; 13.399.15K. Aiet. 15. Paul 
of Aegina, De Re Medica Libri Septem 9. 
704 P. Mich. 17.758 (Inv. 21 B) (fourth century AD, unprovenanced): . 
705 Gal. 13.784-5K. See also Aet. 15; Oribasius Fr. 90; Paul of Aegma, De Re Medica 
Libri Septem 7.19.6. 
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burnt river crabs, white lead, wax and myrtle oil 706 Thl'S recl'pe . . 'w 
. IS very Stml to 
one given by Paul of Aegina and attributed to Archigenes.707 At the very least, 
the sticky components of these plasters would have acted as a barrier to cover the 
wound while it healed; presumably it was something of this kind that an 
individual at Mons Claudianus wanted when he wrote his letter requesting' Send 
me a plaster for the wound' .708 
4. Puerperal Fever 
The process of pregnancy and childbirth in Roman Egypt has already been 
discussed, but the likelihood that numerous women in Roman Egypt suffered 
(sometimes fatally) from puerperal fever is implied by several documentary 
papyri.709 Puerperal fever can develop at any point between the first and tenth 
days following childbirth, miscarriage or abortion and is caused by an infection of 
the placental site within the uterus. If the infection enters the bloodstream it 
results in puerperal sepsis, a serious form of septicaemia. 
A number of documents, ranging from private letters to legal petitions, 
were written to inform the recipient that the wife or sister of the writer had 
recently given birth or miscarried and was subsequently dying or dead. On 15th 
October AD 64, Thaubas wrote to her father Pompeios to inform him that his 
daughter Herennia had died: 'Please come home as soon as you receive my letter, 
because your poor daughter Herennia has died. And she already came safely 
through a premature delivery on the 9th of Phaophi. You see, she gave birth to an 
eight month child, dead; she lived on for four days, but then died herself. 710 A 
petition written by Thouoni to Apollonios, the strategos of the Arsinoite nome, in 
AD 47 detailed how his wife had been assaulted 'unsparingly with hard blows on 
706 P. Mich. 17.758 (Inv. 21 B Verso) (fourth century AD, unprovenanced). 
707 Paul of Aegina, De Re Medica Libri Septem 4.26.4. 
7080. Claud. Inv. 1.1564 (AD 100-120, Mons Claudianus). 
709 For discussion of pregnancy and childbirth in Roman Egypt, see 144-50. 
7\0 P. Fouad 1.75 (AD 64, Oxyrhynchus) 
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every part of her body ... although she was pregnant, so that she gave birth to a 
dead foetus, and she herself lies in her bed and is in danger of her life'. 711 
Although neither of these examples uses the term 1 t U Q E , , ( O ~ , , the fact that both 
women survived the process of birth only to succumb some days later implies that 
they were suffering from puerperal fever. Unless the living conditions in which 
they were labouring were highly unusual and commendably hygienic and sanitary, 
they would probably have been surrounded by a number of other people, not to 
mention animals, both of which could have contributed to septicaemia and 
puerperal fever. 
One of the ways women sought to protect themselves from death either in 
childbirth or shortly afterwards was by utilising some sort of magical or religious 
amulet. One surviving example of a certain type of uterine amulet (currently 
exhibited in the Kelsey Museum of Archaeology (see Figure 23» has been carved 
out of a frogment ofhaematite, also known as 'bloodstone', and depicts a uterus 
with a lock at the uterine mouth to ensure that the passage only opens and closes 
as required, encircled by an ouroboros (a snake eating its own tail), a symbol of 
protection and containment. 712 Painted terracotta figurines depicting either 
women in labour or deities particularly associated with childbirth (maternal 
goddesses such as Isis, Hathor or Tawaret, or the protective deity of women and 
children, the dwarf god Bes) have been found in houses, indicating that they were 
present during the process of childbirth, and were perhaps family heirlooms. 713 
Another means of obtaining protection (presumably well in advance of the onset 
oflabour) seems to have involved making some sort of ritual offering at shrines. 
One example of this practice (currently exhibited in the British Museum (see 
Figure 24» is a sculptor's sandstone trial piece depicting a woman in labour and 
711 P. Mich. 5.228 (AD 47, Areos Kome). 
712 See Bonner (1950) 275, Hanson (1995) and ~ i t n ~ r r ( 1 9 ~ 4 ) : : . ,., 
7\3 See previous discussion of pregnancy and ChIldbIrth WIth IllustratIOns at 1 .. L.-7. 
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sitting with her feet on birthing bricks J 8 I 
., em ong, J 3.6 em wide and 4 em 
thick. 714 
Figure 23: Haematite uterine amulet, second-fourth century AD, Egypt (Kelsey 
Museum of Archaeology inv. 02.6067, image courtesy of the Kelsey Museum of 
Archaeology) 
Figure 24: Sandstone trial piece with birtbing scene, Graeco-Roman period, Egypt 
(British Museum inv. 1839,0921.704, image courtesy ofthe British Museum) 
71 4 For previous discussion of the possible usage of craft tools, kitchen uten si ls and 
cosmetic instruments for medical purposes, see 77-85. If craftsmen and women were in 
the habit of utilising their tools for purposes other than strictly professional ones, it 
follows that they might also have utili sed items that would othenvise have served no 
further professional purpose (such as tria l pieces of sculpture) but were by no means 
considered useless and fit only to be discarded . 
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5. Medical Healing 
Celsus states that patients suffering from fever frequently died due to their doctors 
t f th' I 715 I . 
rea mg em mcorrect y. t IS also worth noting that the standard ancient 
medical treatment of bleeding a patient could have actually contributed to the 
spread of disease through the use of unclean medical equipment which was thus 
contaminated. By the middle of the first century AD, it was recognised that there 
was no effective medicinal cure for quartan fever, so alternative methods would 
have been sought for the treatment and prevention of this type of fever at least, 
even if physicians continued to attempt the treatment of quotidian and tertian 
fevers. 716 
A medical prescription dating from the late second century contains a 
recipe for a remedy for Tr£Qloboc;;, used to indicate an intermittent fever: 'Fit of 
fever: for 8 + drachmae (weight) of red lead, 1 drachma; for 1 kotyle of oil, 1 
drachma 2 ob.; for 28 drachmae (weight) of wax, 2 drachmae, total 4 drachmae, 
10b'.717 Considering the ingredients, it seems likely that they were mixed 
together into a paste which was then rubbed on the body of the sufferer. 
Excavations undertaken in the village ofTebtunis in the Fayum recovered 
a variety of medical treatises, written in both Greek and Demotic, in addition to 
objects used in the preparation and administration of medicaments such as small 
wooden containers used for storing medicinal remedies in the form of both 
unguents and powders. 718 One of these medical treatises was a fragment of an 
extract of Herodotus Medicus' On Remedies, dating to the second century AD, 
which corresponds to a section of the same text preserved in the writings of the 
715 Celsus, Med. 3.8.2. 
716 PI in. HN 30.30.98-9. , _ _ 
717 P. NYVInv. 468 (late second century, unprovenanced): 1tfQLObo.;: GElQlKOll 
(bQuXf-lul.) TJ (bQuXf.li]) U €M(ov K01:(uAij U ( b Q ~ X f . l i ] ) ) U ( o , ~ o A O ' ; , ,1) K l l ~ U U
(bQuXf.lui.) KTJ (bQuXf.lul.) ~ ~ (bQuXf.lui.) b y(Vf1:aL ( b Q u X ~ a L ) ) Ka ( O ~ O A O l 2 ) . .
718 Hanson (2005) 394. For discussion of the finds at Tebtums, see 101-7. 
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Emperor Julian's doctor Oribasius.719 This extract describes treatment considered 
appropriate for a fever that is marked by paroxysms and thirst: 
At the times of aggravation there are many causes of increase. If during 
the paroxysms the patient is also attacked by severe and unbearable thirst, 
not because of the malignity or complication of the diseases but owing to 
some peculiarity of the affection, this must of necessity be taken as a 
mischance and relieved even if such a treatment is not required by the 
stage ofthe illness. Such will be judged to be the case if the increase of 
thirst is out of proportion to the height of the fever. The constitution of the 
patient must also be taken into consideration; for if he has ~ e n e r a l l
endurance but is nevertheless unable to bear the thirst [ ... f 0 
This approach seems to be in line with Celsus' opinion that any treatments used 
against malaria should take care not to weaken the patient. 721 
In addition to a number of other medical treatises written in Greek, the 
work known as the Crocodilopolis Medical Book, written in Demotic and also 
dating from the second century AD, was recovered from the same location. It is 
thought to have come from one of the libraries belonging to the temple of 
SobeklSuchos, and it contains a whole section taken from a treatise entitled 
Treatment o/Various Feverish Diseases.722 The content is not restricted solely to 
treatments for tertian and quartan fever, but ranges from fevers caused by 
infection to mouth disease to female complaints. The medicinal recipes include a 
wide variety of ingredients, both native to Egypt and from outside the region, the 
result of trade both within and without the Roman Empire. According to Robert 
Ritner, the recipes included in the Crocodilopolis Medical Book collectively 
contain around 200 ingredients, of which five minerals and sixty plants are 
entirely new and indicative of the fusion of traditional Egyptian pharmacology 
with that of Greece and Rome. 723 
719 Oribasius, Collectiones 5.30.6-7. 
720 P. Tebt. 272 (late second century AD, Tebtunis). 
721 Celsus, Med. 3.4.8; 3.4.9. 
722 P. Vienna 6257; see Reymond (1976) for translation and commentary. However, this 
version has been widely criticised by scholars for errors in translation and interpretation so 
it will not be used extensively here. 
123 Ritner(2000) 113. 
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The recovery of treatises such as these, in addition to a variety of other 
medical treatises on subjects such as ophthalmology and dentistry, all from the 
same location, indicates that it was entirely possible to receive medical treatment 
for fevers in Roman Egypt; although this medical treatment was provided by 
temple priests rather than physicians. Consequently, Peter van Minnen has 
suggested that the medical texts recovered from Tebtunis were copies owned by 
individual priests rather than an official part of the temple libraries.724 However, 
Ann Ellis Hanson has offered an alternative explanation, positing that the medical 
texts written in Greek originally belonged to privileged families who spent 
periods of time in Tebtunis. Her suggestion is that these members of the social 
elite brought the texts with them in order to enable the village priests, who were 
already in the habit of providing medical care to other villagers, to provide the 
more sophisticated medical treatment they were used to receiving from medical 
practitioners in the metropoleis.725 
6. Magical Healing 
Considering the lack of understanding of the nature and causes of fever, combined 
with the periodic recurrence of tertian and quartan fevers and the recognition that 
medical treatment was not necessarily effective and could even do more harm 
than good, it is not surprising that people resorted to magical remedies in an 
attempt to both prevent and treat fevers. 
The use of amulets to protect individuals from fever is directly attested 
during the reigns ofCaracalla (AD 198-217), Constantius (AD 337-361) and 
Valentinian (AD 364-375). According to the Historia Augusta, while Caracalla 
was campaigning in Raetia in AD 213 he put a number of men to death for a 
variety or reasons: 'Some were even condemned for wearing [garlands] around 
724 van Minnen (1998) 168. 
725 Hanson (2005) 401. 
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their necks as preventives of quartan or tertian fever' . 726 The emperor 
Constantius 11 is reported to have executed large numbers of people for practising 
this type of medical magic, along with other, more sinister, varieties.727 Later a 
similar course of action seems to have been taken by Valentinian.728 Although 
those in the immediate vicinity of certain emperors were persecuted for 
attempting to prevent or alleviate fevers using magical amulets, there is evidence 
to suggest that this practice was employed widely in Roman Egypt. One fragment 
of a magical spell dating to between the third and fourth centuries AD states 
'Phylactery for daily fever with shivering fits: Write on a clean piece of papyrus 
and wear as an amulet' .729 There are two other fragments of spells with similar 
content. The first, dating from the third century AD, states '[For fever with 
shivering fits:] Take an olive leaf and engrave [For daily] and nightly fever', 
while the second, dating from between the third and fourth centuries AD, states 
'For daily fever and nightly fever: On the shiny side ofan olive leafwrite [ - ] and 
on the dark side write [ - ] and wear it as an amulet' . 730 
Although these spells are fragmentary, it is clear from the content that 
survives that all three of them were written with the express purpose of providing 
instructions that enabled the caster to create an amulet that either stopped the 
wearer from contracting fever or alleviated the symptoms once the fever had been 
contracted. Although papyrus is commonly recommended for making magical 
amulets due to the plant's Ubiquity in the Nile Delta, the recommendation of olive 
leaves is more unusual. Pliny's Natural History lists fifty folk remedies for 
malaria, the majority of which are supposed to be used as amulets, and does not 
include the olive leaf amongst them; on the contrary, the majority consists of 
ingredients harvested from animals. According to Strabo, the only place in Egypt 
726 SHA Carac. 5.7.4. 
727 Amm. Marc. 19.12.14. 
728 Amm. Marc. 29.2.26. 
729 PGM7.218-221. 
730 PGM 119b.1-5; PGM 7.213·214. 
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that olives were cultivated was the Arsinoite nome, and the only other place where 
olive trees were grown was in the gardens of Alexandria and although these 
provided olives, they were not used to produce olive oil. 731 The fact that olive 
trees only grew in Alexandria or the Arsinoite nome at this time rather restricts the 
availability of olive leaves for magical practices. 
There are six other magical spells, five written in Greek and one written 
in Demotic that were used against fever and date to between the third and fourth 
centuries AD. 732 While it is possible, if not probable, that some of the pieces of 
papyrus that the spells were written on were themselves used as amulets, none of 
these spells contain instructions about making an amulet like those found in the 
three spells already discussed. However, one of the Greek spells and the Demotic 
spell both instruct the caster to recite magical words over oil before spreading the 
oil on the body, although the ways in which the spells do this are entirely 
different, and in these instances, it is the oil that is imbued with magical power, as 
opposed to an amulet. The Greek spell, dating to between the third and fourth 
century AD, instructs, 'for fever with shivering fits: Take oil in your hands and 
say seven times, "SABAOTH" (add the usual, twice). And spread on oil from the 
sacrum to the feet' . 733 The Demotic spell, dating to the third century AD, 
includes a lengthy narrative: 
He said, 'Go away from me! I have no [way] to eat. My head hurts; my 
body hurts. A fever has taken hold of me; a south wind has seized me. 
Does Isis [stop] making magic? Does Nephthys stop curing? Are the 
sixteen those of the avenger? Is my one a divine power of a god? Are 
[the 365] gods sitting down to eat the produce of the fields of the Nile, my 
great one, until they remove the fever from the head of the son of Isis, 
from the head ofNN, whom NN bore, being the fever of night, the fever 
731 Strabo, Geographica 17.35. While this may have been the case during the early first 
century BC when Strabo was in Egypt, there is a significant amount of evidence to suggest 
that in later centuries, the Dakhleh Oasis was an important centre for the cultivation of 
olive groves and the production of olive oil. See previous discussion at 149-53. 
732 There is a seventh spell, PGM 91.1-14, written in Greek and dating to between the 
third and fourth century AD, that seems to be concerned with fever but it is very 
fragmented and reconstruction of the specifics is problematic so it will not be included 
here. 
733 PGM7.211-212. 
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of midday, headache, this burning, this heat of the fevers of those below 
the brow to his feet, [until they] remove [it] from the head ofNN, whom 
NN bore?' [Say it] over genuine oil, seven times; anoint his hand, his 
body, his feet; and speak to him. 734 
It is notable that both spells instruct the caster to repeat the verbal part of 
the spell seven times over the oil before anointing the subject of the spell with it, 
although they do require different parts of the body to be anointed. During the 
course of the narrative of the Demotic spell, the patient suffering from the fever is 
identified with Horus, a common practice in Egyptian magical spells that sought 
to heal as it recalled the occasions on which Horus was healed of grievous 
conditions by his mother, Isis. 
The remaining six spells, all written in Greek, include names in the body 
of the text; the spells were personalised, written and cast with specific people in 
mind. It is apparent that two of these spells were written for people that were 
already suffering from a fever and the aim of both spells was to cure these 
particular fevers. One of these spells dates to the third century AD and states its 
purpose quite simply: 'Get rid of Althea's daily fever with shivering fits', 735 The 
other is more complicated. It dates to between the third and fourth centuries AD, 
specifically directs its request to 'excellent ruling angels' and includes a triangular 
charm with the text. 736 The folds in the papyrus indicate that it was rolled up, 
perhaps in order to be placed inside a small cylindrical container and worn on the 
body. This has led to its being classed as a Christian fever amulet. 
The remaining four spells seem to have been less focused; their aims 
seem to be a more general type of protection. One of them is concerned with a 
brother and sister, Dionysius and Anys, and requests that they are protected from 
'each and every shivering fit and fever, whether daily or intermittent [fever] by 
734 PDM 14.1219-1227. 
735 PGM 104.1-8. 
736 PGM88.l-19. 
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· h d 737 
mg t or ay, or quartan fever '. The second addresses a deity know as Kouk 
Kouk Koul, and requests that Tais is protected from 'every shivering fit, whether 
tertian or quartan or quotidian, or an every-other-day fever, or [one] by night, or 
[even] a mild fever,.738 
Figure 25: Fever amulet, tbird century AD, Tebtunis (P. Tebt. 275, image courtesy of 
Apis Papyrus Database) 
Like the Christian fever amulet discussed above, this papyrus also includes a 
triangular charm with the text and the folds in it indicate that it was rolled up from 
the top down, perhaps in order to be placed inside a small cylindrical container 
and worn on the body. Both of these features are clearly visible in the illustration 
above (see Figure 25). Although it was recovered from a house in Tebtunis, it is 
737 PGMISb.I-7. 
738 PGM 33.1-25 (third century AD, Tebtunis) . 
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very similar to a papyrus found at Heracleopolis that has now been lost. 739 The 
third addresses a deity referred to as both Adonaios and Adonai, an important 
figure in Gnosticism and magic with Jewish origins. It requests that Touthous be 
protected from 'every shivering fit and fever: tertian, quartan, quotidian, daily, or 
every other day [it occurs],. 740 The fourth addresses the ' Lord Gods ' and requests 
that Helena be protected from 'every illness and every shivering and [fever], 
ephemeral, quotidian, tertian, quar[tan]' .741 It is also arranged in the shape of a 
triangular charm, and would likely have been worn rolled up into a cylinder. 
However, more peculiarly, the text is accompanied by decorative illustrations of a 
star and a lunar crescent, both of which are clearly visible in the illustration below 
(see Figure 26). 
Figure 26: Fever amulet, third century AD, Egypt (P. Mich. Inv. 6666, image 
courtesy of Apis Papyrus Database) 
These spells are interesting because they indicate that, seemingly as far as magical 
practice was concerned, no matter what the origins of any given spell , fe vers were 
739 BGU957. 
740 PGM 106.1-10. 
74 1 PGM 130 IP. Mich. Inv. 6666 (third century AD, unprovenanced) . For publication and 
translation, see Daniel (1983) . 
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grouped together, whether they occurred during the day or night and no matter 
what their duration. 
7. Religious Healing 
The cults of the fever goddesses Febris, Tertiana and Quartana were worshipped 
in the city of Rome, Roman Italy and other parts of the western Roman Empire. 
However, there is no evidence for the existence of any of these cults in Roman 
Egypt; the furthest east that evidence for the cult ofDea Febris has been found is 
on the island of Samos. 742 
A literary papyrus from Oxyrhynchus, dating to the early second century 
AD, contains an extensive work written in praise of the deity Imouthes-Asclepius. 
Imhotep (lmouthes in Greek) was an historical figure who lived and died during 
the reign of King Zoser, a Pharaoh of the third dynasty, and was subsequently 
deified.743 Asclepius was the Graeco-Roman god of medicine. The cult of 
Imouthes-Asclepius is well attested in votive inscriptions from Deir el-Bahri; the 
writer of the literary papyrus even states that the purpose of it, the only extract 
surviving from a much longer work, is to provide a votive offering to the god that 
will last longer than an inscription or a sacrifice. The writer first details how his 
mother was healed by the deity: 
For three years my mother was distracted by an ungodly quartan ague 
which had seized her, at length ... we came as suppliants before the god, 
entreating him to grant recovery from the disease. He, having shown 
himself favourable, as he is to all, in dreams, cured her by s i m ~ l e e 744 
remedies; and we rendered due thanks to our preserver by sacnfices. 
As detailed previously, a 'quartan ague' is a type of malarial fever indicative of P. 
malariae that peaks every seventy two hours and is not generally fatal. However, 
while not necessarily fatal, this type of fever is still fairly debilitating and 
742 Burke (1996) 2266. 
743 P. Oxy. 1381 (second century AD, Oxyrhynchus) . 
. 744 P. Oxy. 1381: 64-91. 
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undoubtedly inconvenient, particularly when suffered over such a long period of 
time. The fact that the writer describes his mother as 'distracted' by her fever 
supports this. The sheer length of time his mother lived with the fever before 
seeking a cure from Asclepius through an incubation ritual makes it probable that 
she had exhausted all other attempts to find a cure; as discussed above, although 
by this point it had been recognised that there was no effective medical cure for 
quartan fever, numerous magical spells and amulets against the disease circulated 
in Egypt during this period. 
It seems that the writer was so impressed his mother's cure that, when 
later suffering from an illness himself, he went straight to the temple of Asclepius, 
indicating that recommendations from trusted family members and friends could 
playa significant part in choosing a healing strategy and perhaps even become a 
tradition over time: 'When I too afterwards was suddenly seized with a pain in my 
right side, I quickly hastened to the helper of the human race'. 745 His account of 
his own illness and cure is, as might be expected, much more detailed than that of 
his mother's: 
It was night, when every living creature was asleep except those in pain, 
but divinity showed itself more effectively; a violent fever burned me, and 
I was convulsed with loss of breath and coughing, owing to the pain 
proceeding from my side. Heavy in the head with my troubles I was 
lapsing half-conscious into sleep, and my mother, as a mother would for 
her child (and she is by nature affectionate), being extremely grieved at 
my agonies was sitting without enjoying even a short period of slumber, 
when she suddenly perceived - it was no dream or sleep for her eyes were 
open immovably, though not seeing clearly, for a divine and terrifying 
vision came to her, easily preventing her from observing the god himself 
or his servants, whichever it was. In any case there was one whose height 
was more than human, clothed in shining raiment and carrying in his left 
hand a book who after merely regarding me two or three times from head 
to foot d i s a ~ p e a r e d . . When she recovered herself, she tried, still 
trembling, to wake me, and finding that the fever had left ~ e e a n ~ ~ that 
much sweat was pouring off me, did reverence to the ~ : m f e s t a t l O n n of the 
god, and then wiped me and made me more collected. 
745 P. Oxy. 1381: 91-4. 
746 P. Oxy. 1381: 95-140. 
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It is clear that the writer experienced an entirely different type of fever from his 
mother: he expressly states that his mother suffered from a quartan fever for three 
years, while his fever developed rapidly as a result of pains he was experiencing 
onhis right-hand side. However, despite these differences, an incubation ritual at 
the temple of Asclepius apparently cured both illnesses. In fact, the god cured the 
writer's fever first and it was only after a second incubation ritual that the pains in 
his side, the original cause of the fever in the first place, were themselves 
alleviated. This account is also interesting in the writer's description of his 
mother's actions while he is wracked with fever; he writes that she remained 
awake throughout the night, aggrieved 'as a mother would [be] for her child (and 
she is by nature affectionate)' , in order to nurse him through his ordeal, clean him 
up and calm him down afterwards. Even though the pair went to the temple of 
Asclepius specifically to seek religious healing and enable the writer to undertake 
an incubation ritual, they maintained an element of domestic healing practice 
throughout. 
Conclusion 
Fevers were prevalent throughout Roman Egypt at all levels of society. The lack 
of understanding as to the true nature of fever - as a symptom of an illness rather 
than an illness in itself - has ensured that accurately diagnosing the cause of any 
fever mentioned within the documentary papyri is problematic. Ultimately, if 
neither a lengthy description of the fever in question nor the circumstances under 
which it developed! was contracted are included, the chance of an accurate 
reconstruction is limited. However, certain inferences can often be made. In the 
case of puerperal fever, virtually every woman of childbearing age in the entire 
province _ no matter what her social status, ethnicity or religion, or whether she 
was undergoing her first or fifth pregnancy - was at risk. With regard to fevers 
caused by bacterial infection of wounds, both men and women were at risk from 
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injuries sustained during assaults or accidents whl·le c: ta· d· 
, lor con gIOUS Iseases such 
as measles. smallpox or ~ p l a g u e ' ' , certain settlements such as Alexandria and 
Berenike experienced a great deal of seasonal migratl·on and th us exposure to 
unfamiliar pathogens. Living conditions in cities, towns and even villages were 
close and cramped, and personal cleanliness and hygiene were often poor. In the 
case of diarrhoea or malarial fevers, the proximity of the majority of settlements 
in Egypt to the Nile, its tributaries or its canals ensured that people were 
surrounded by plenty of contaminated or stagnant water. 
The examples discussed in this chapter have ranged geographically from 
the villages of the Fayum (which, it important to note, were located around Lake 
Moeris), to Oxyrhynchus (situated adjacent to Nile alongside the canal) to the 
Dakhleh and Kharga Oases in the Western Desert (which received their water by 
irrigation system) and Mons Claudianus in the Eastern Desert (where the rubbish 
dumps were situated in proximity to the living quarters). As with the victims of 
eye complaints in the previous chapter, the status of the individuals involved has 
ranged from those wealthy enough to afford elaborate funerary monuments carved 
from stone and plasters containing the finest imported honey and saffron, to 
soldiers and quarry workers and consequently the fact that people resorted to 
numerous different ways of dealing with fevers is not surprising. With regard to 
preventative measures, medical, magical and religious strategies could be utilised 
individually or collectively, and a certain amount of overlap between these 
strategies is evident. Individuals anticipating childbirth could purchase protective 
amulets whose quality of craftsmanship varied widely (whether carved in stone or 
written on papyrus) or deposit votive offerings in a shrine or temple of their 
choice in anticipation of the event, while at the same time tasking their family 
members and friends to acquire unguents, salves and oils to both ease the labour 
and safeguard them in the immediate aftermath when they were at risk from 
infection and puerperal fever. Similarly, an individual unlucky enough to suffer 
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an open wound through assault or accident could dres b d h s or an age t e wound, or 
apply a plaster or poultice in an attempt to protect it from any subsequent 
contamination, and like the salves produced to treat ophthalmia, these plasters and 
poultices could utilise a variety of ingredients, some expensive and luxurious but 
most the sort of items that would already be present within the horne and garden 
or the near vicinity. 
If, however, despite these precautionary measures, a fever developed or 
was contracted, it is clear that there were numerous medical treatises in 
circulation. Such medical treatises contained treatments for a whole range of 
different types of fevers, whether quotidian, tertian, quatrain, with shivering fits, 
with extreme thirst, with paroxysms. In addition to these medical treatises, there 
were abundant magical spells and charms aimed specifically at treating fever, 
some requiring incantations, some even requiring anointing with oil and other 
substances. There was also the possibility of undergoing an incubation ritual at a 
shrine or temple and the deities that dealt with fever in Roman Egypt were not 
necessarily the same ones as elsewhere in the empire. Depending on the nature of 
the fever suffered, any number of healing strategies might have been deemed 
appropriate. If a woman was suffering from puerperal fever, a midwife might 
have been preferable to a physician, although it is clear that families also made 
their own arrangements. If an individual was suffering from malaria and had 
experienced a sufficient number of prior attacks, any additional help might have 
been entirely unnecessary ifhe or she knew exactly what to do for themselves, but 
once recovered, the aid of a temple priest might be sought. If someone living in 
an isolated location like Mons Claudianus injured themselves and did not have 
access to what they needed in the way of dressings, bandages, plaster or poultices, 
they would write to a family member or friend for the necessary items and then 
presumably treat themselves using them. 
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If Roman Egypt is considered in isolation, it is apparent that the means by 
which fevers were most frequently dealt with differ significantly from the means 
by which eye complaints were most frequently dealt with. With respect to 
enumerating references to different types of healing strategy, there are far more 
allusions to magical healing than there are to medical or even religious healing, 
although some overlap is present on occasion. Both with regard to preemptive 
prevention and a means of curing after the fact, magical amulets and spells appear 
to have been the preferred way of dealing with fever. This may well have been 
because, unlike a suppurating eyeball or eyelid, a fever is essentially invisible. 
There is no precise part ofthe body that the symptoms (which might include 
headache, rash, sweating, shivering, and being hot or cold to the touch) manifest 
themselves. Also unlike an eye infection, a fever could be seriously physically 
and mentally debilitating, not only affecting an individual's body, but also, often, 
their mind and with it their ability to function in normal life, albeit temporarily. 
The processes by which contagious diseases such as measles, smallpox, typhoid 
or malaria were transmitted were not entirely understood. Some means of 
treatment such as bleeding or sharing of instruments or medicaments might even 
spread the disease further. Even if the original cause of the fever was a 
complicated childbirth or perhaps a minor flesh wound, once the infection had 
progressed to septicaemia or even gangrene, the victim would exhibit symptoms 
elsewhere on their body, which in turn would perhaps make a holistic method 
such as a magical incantation seem that mu<;h more appropriate and, hopefully, 
effective. 
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Chapter Five: Wild Animals in Roman Egypt 
1. Introduction 
According to Diodorus Siculus writing in the middl f th fi 
' eo e lrst century Be. 'the 
upper part of [Egypt] is to this day desert and infested with wild beasts'. 747 This 
statement is supported by copious graffiti left at places of pilgrimage such as the 
remote shrine of the Egyptian god Min - equated with the Greek god Pan _ at el-
Kanais, located about fifty five kilometers east of Edfu in the Eastern Desert along 
one of the major routes between the Nile Valley and the Red Sea coast. 748 These 
lIQO<JKVVrHlu'tu are addressed primarily to Pan Euhodos, the god of good or 
successful journeys (there are references to some other deities such as Arsinoe II 
Philadelphos and the Jewish god) and offer thanks for a safe end to what would in 
all likelihood have been an extremely dangerous trip. During the Pharaonic 
period the area was originally used for mining gold before the Red Sea trade in 
the Ptolemaic period led to an increase in sea travel and the hunting of wild 
animals, so anyone travelling in the vicinity ran the risk of encountering wild 
animals or even TQwyAobvTUL, Troglodytes or 'cave-dwellers'. 749 
A petition and a magical spell make it clear that little changed in Egypt 
over the course of the Roman period. In the petition, dating to 22nd December AD 
747 Diod. Sic. 1.24.6 (trans. C. H. Oldfather). 
748 According to an inscription left by the founder of the site, the nineteenth dynasty 
pharaoh Seti I, his motivation for founding it was to provide a well at which travellers in 
the desert could quench their thirst. 
749 For proskynema inscriptions to Pan Euhodos and associated gods and goddesses dating 
from throughout the Ptolemaic period, see Bemand (1972) and Mairs (2010). For a 
proskynema giving thanks for safe sea travel, see for example Bemand 42/C/J II; 1537 
(Ptolemaic period, el- Kana'ls); 8mu ElJAoyLa· e d ) b o ' W ~ ~ ~ w Q i . w v o ~ ~ lovbaio.; 
aw8dc; EX 1tEA<ay>ovc;. For a proskynema giving thanks for a safe hunting expedition -
accompanied by a sketch of an elephant - see for example Bemand 9bis (270-64 Be, el-
Kana'is): ~ w Q i . w v v 'tEK'tWV, 'twv flE't' EUflrlbov £xvii L : E v ~ a c ; ; E1tl TIlv 8rlQav ' ( ( ~ ' V V
EAE<peXV'tWV Kat. iaw8r]v El'; AlyV1t'tov. For proskynema giving thanks for avoiding 
Troglodytes, see for example Bemand 431SB 5.8863 (Ptolemaic period, el- KanaiS): Davl 
Euobwl EWTijQl MEAavuic; A 1tOMWVlOV DEQyao.:; G(L18i:v ( a w 8 d ~ ] ] ix 
T Q(uyobV't(0V. 
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216, Aurelia Tisais wrote to the centurion Aurel' J I' M . 
lUS U lUS arcelhnus and stated 
that 'My father Kalabalis ... who is a hunter, set off with my brother Neilos as 
long ago as the 3rd of the present month to hunt hares, and up to this time they 
have not returned. I therefore suspect that they have met with some accident'. 750 
The magical spell, dating to either the third or fourth century AD, reiterates that 
people still ran the risk of encountering wild animals, marauding tribesmen or 
desperate criminals as they travelled: 'Against every wild animal, aquatic creature 
and robbers: Attach a tassel to your garment and say: "LOMA ZATH AION 
ACHTHASE MA ... ZAL BALAMAON EIEOY, protect me, NN, in the present 
hour; immediately, immediately; quickly, quickly.'"751 
The exotic wildlife that permeated Egypt was a popular tapas in both 
literature and art elsewhere in the Roman Empire. 752 It is clear that life in Roman 
Egypt was fraught with danger from the native wildlife and that certain creatures 
were particularly problematic. This chapter will examine the snake, the scorpion, 
the crocodile and the lion in tum; their presence in Roman Egypt; their interaction 
with the inhabitants of the province; the injuries they inflicted and the methods 
used to treat these injuries. This will be followed by a study of the use of the 
animals themselves as ingredients in materia medica, aphrodisiacs and cosmetics. 
Finally, the variety of ways in which these animals were specifically associated 
with ancient Egyptian, Greek and Roman deities renowned for their healing 
powers and the apparent contradiction of this association will be considered. 
More so than with eye conditions and fevers, the approaches to healing utilised to 
750 P. Tebt. 2.333 (AD 216, Tebtunis): ,[ou na'[Qac; f.l0u, KUQLE, KaAapMfw,; 
KUVllYoU wyxtXvov'[OC; anobfJf.lrlaavmc; oUv :4> a b ~ C p 4 > > !-lOU, N ~ i A ( ~ ) ) ~ n n ana TIle; 
y '[ou DV,[OC; f.lfJVOC; nQoc; KUVfJYLaV Aayowv f.lEXQL '[ou'[[o]u OUK EnaVTJA8ov. 
ucpoQwf.laL ouv f.l-rl Ena80v n av8Qwmvov. ~ e e e Alst?n (1995) 86-96 for the use of 
centurions as a common point of reference for assIstance III Roman Egypt. 
751 PGM7.370-373 (trans. W. C. Grese). . . . 
752 For the portrayal of Egypt in Greek and Roman lIterature, see Nlmls ~ 2 0 0 4 ) ).. F o ~ ~ the 
portrayal of Egypt in Greek and Roman art, see for example the popularity ofN.llotlc 
scenes in interior decoration of houses and temples throughout the Roman Empire. 
discussed in Meyboom (1995) and Versluys (2002). 
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deal with the injuries inflicted by wild animals combine professional and 
alternative healing strategies, integrating medical, magical and religious methods 
of healing and specifically incorporating elements of the unique natural 
environment of Egypt during the Roman period. 
2. Wild Animals in Roman Egypt 
The spell 'against every wild animal, aquatic creature and robbers' cited above 
has a fairly broad remit: its purpose was to prevent attacks from happening at all 
by warding off the enormous variety of malign creatures or individuals that might 
serve as a threat to the caster.753 However, such a spell was obviously of no use 
once an individual had been attacked, which meant alternative measures needed to 
be taken. A type of apotropaic artefact designated a 'Horus cippus' or 'Horus on 
the crocodiles' was not only a protective talisman to guard against attacks by wild 
animals, but also an apparatus to be employed to effect healing after the fact. The 
ancient Egyptians realised that animal bites and stings were responsible for 
injecting toxic substances, or metut, into the human body and it was these toxic 
substances that subsequently caused health problems.754 Numerous examples of 
Horus cippi survive and the majority of these can be dated definitively to the Late 
Period through the Ptolemaic period, although there is some disagreement 
amongst scholars over whether certain cippi actually date slightly later, to the 
Roman period. 755 Typically, a Horus cippus depicted the apotropaion of the god 
Horus in the form of a child, complete with sidelock, trampling upon crocodiles 
and holding any number of wild creatures, usually snakes and scorpions but also 
753 For a similar spell that specifically mentions scorpions and snakes (albeit from a 
slightly later date) see P. Oslo 1. 5 (fourth-fifth century AD, unprovenanced), translated 
and discussed in Tod (1939) 58. 
754 Nunn (1996) 59. 
755 See Stemberg-El Hotabi (1999). The corpus comprises 433 cippi and approximate 
dates have been proposed for 300 of these. 
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lions and gazelles, in his hands to prevent them from biting. 756 Around this 
central image magical spells were inscribed, originally in hieroglyphs but the 
quality of the hieroglyphic script deteriorated over time and was eventually 
replaced entirely by Greek. For additional protection, sometimes the head of the 
god Bes was included over the central image. The surviving examples make it 
clear that the cippi were available in a variety of sizes, from small enough for an 
individual to wear as an amulet (some even have holes drilled into them to allow 
for suspension from a cord) or otherwise carry around, to large enough to be set 
up as a monument in the courtyard of a temple or even be built into the temple 
itself. 757 One of the smaller specimens is a limestone Horus cippus, 68 mm in 
height, 53 mm wide and 24 mm in depth, currently exhibited in the Bolton 
Museum (see Figure 27). It is very roughly produced with a crudely carved 
central 'Horus on the crocodiles' motif and it lacks any magical spells, but it is 
extremely worn, indicating that it has been used a great deal. 
756 See Ritner (1989) for discussion of the iconography of the Horus cippus and Horus 
strangling these creatures in order to 'seal their mouths'. See also Collins (2002) 352 for 
the opinion that the crocodile, serpent, lion, scorpion and gazelle are all symbols of the 
'wild realms' and represent the 'magical taming of the forces of chaos'. 
757 For examples of Horus cippi amulets with holes, see Musee du Louvre Inv. E.15824 
(31 mm in height, 15 mm wide and 2 mm in depth) and E.l5825 (27 mm in height, 11 mm 
wide and 1 mm in depth), both made from faience and dating to the Ptolemaic period. 
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Figure 27: Limestone Horus cippus, Roman period, Tanis (Bolton Museum inv. 
1886.28.57, image courtesy of Bolton Library, Museum and Archive Service) 
The larger versions often incorporated channels or basins; water was poured over 
the cippi and collected in them, believed to have thus absorbed the power 
emanating from the inscribed magical spells, and some Horus cippi that have been 
removed from their original contexts are still attached to their basins. 758 The 
water would then be drunk by or poured upon an individual who had suffered at 
the hands of these wild animals, the most common injury likely being the bite of a 
snake or the sting of a scorpion. The best surviving example dates from around 
350 Be and is known as the Metternich Stele; it is currently exhibited in the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art (see Figure 28).759 However, plenty of smaller, 
much less elaborate examples survive too and it is these specimens that would 
have been carried around with the inhabitants of Egypt on a daily basis as both a 
means of protection and as a cure. 
758 For similar practices, see discussion of Isis and Hathor vases at 195-6. For Horus cippi 
with basins, see Cairo Museum !nv. 46341; and Cairo Museum lnv . 9402. 
759 Scott (1951). 
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Figure 48: Metternich Stela, Late period, Alexandria (Metropolitan Museum 
of Art inv. 50.85, image courtesy of Metropolitan Museum of Art) 
2.1. Snakes 
One of the earliest classical myths that mention Egypt includes details about its 
venomous snakes. On their journey back to Sparta from Troy, Menelaus and 
Helen visited the region and their helmsman Canopos fell asleep on the seashore 
where he was bitten by a viper. He died from the wound and as a consequence 
Menelaus founded the city of Can opus there in his memory. The event was 
commemorated by Apollonius of Rhodes, a Hellenised Egyptian writing in the 
third century BC and best known for his Argonautica, who wrote a poem entitled 
Canopos. However, the only parts of the poem to survive are those detailing the 
wounds inflicted upon Canopos by the snake. 760 
One of the works tentatively attributed to the corpus of material written 
by Galen, dating to the early third century AD, relates how in Alexandria an asp 
760 Apollonius of Rhodes, Canopos Fr.3. The event was subsequently utilised for its 
dramatic potential by Conon (FGrH 26 F I VIIl) and Nicander of Colophon (Nic . Ther. 
309), while Strabo (Geographica 17.1.17) reiterated that the city was named after 
Canopos because he died there. 
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was used as a method of execution. According to On Theriac to Piso: 'Whenever 
they want to put someone to death humanely and quickly - someone who has been 
sentenced by the law to this punishment - they throw the venomous creature 
against his chest and make him walk around a bit'. 761 While the lives and deaths 
of the criminals executed using asps in Alexandria go unrecorded, the political 
and historical significance of the suicide of Cleopatra VII ensured that numerous 
accounts of the event were circulated in antiquity, some written soon after it had 
occurred. The survival of a number of these accounts offers a unique opportunity 
to examine the consequences of snakebite in Egypt in 30 BC. 
According to Florus, Cleopatra applied 'serpents to her veins [and] thus 
passed into death as into sleep' .762 Velleius Paterculus offers slightly more detail 
by identifYing the species of snake used: 'She caused an asp to be smuggled in to 
her, and ended her life by its venomous sting'. 763 Both Plutarch and Cassius Dio 
also put forward the theory that Cleopatra was killed by an asp, although they 
qualifY this by adding that no one actually knows for certain and offer several 
alternative explanations.764 The historical accounts that are the most useful for 
reconstructing the treatment that a victim of snakebite would, or possibly could, 
have received in Roman Egypt are those given by Suetonius and Cassius Dio. 
Suetonius recounts that Octavian 'greatly desired to save Cleopatra alive for his 
triumph, and even had Psylli brought to her, to suck the poison from her wound, 
since it was thought that she had died from the bite of an asp'. 765 Cassius Dio 
reiterates this: 'When Caesar heard of Cleopatra's death, he was astounded, and 
761 Galen, De Theriaca ad Pisonem 8 (trans. H. von Staden); this pragmatic use of a 
deadly breed of snake as a means of execution was mirrored in the temples of certain cults 
such as those of Sarapis and Asclepius, although in their case they utilised harmless ones 
such as Elaph longissima as their sacred animals. 
762 Flor. 2.21.11.11: Admotisque ad venas serpentibus sic morte quasi somno so/uta est. 
763 Vell. Pat. 2.87.1: Cleopatrafrustratis custodibus inlata aspide in morsu et sane eius 
expers muliebris metus spiritum reddidit. . .. 
764 Plut. Vito Ant. 86; Dio Casso 51.14.1-3; III any case, asps are not natIve to Egypt and It 
has been posited that if Cleopatra was bitten by a snake, it was in all likelihood a cobra. 
765 Suet. Aug 17.4: Cleopatrae, quam servatam triumpho magno opere cupiebat, etiam 
Psy/los admovit, qui venenum ac virus exsugerent, quod perisse morsu aspidis putabatur. 
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not only viewed her body but also made use of drugs and Psylli in the hope that 
h . h " 766 I . s e mIg t revIve . t IS clear from these accounts that Cleopatra was thought to 
have been treated with a combination of medicine in the form of drugs and magic 
administered by the Psylli, members of a north African tribe that were reputed to 
be immune to snake or scorpion venom and able to cure those who had been 
bitten or stung by such creatures. 767 
The surviving section of the Brooklyn Museum Papyrus, which dates to 
the early Ptolemaic Period and is written in Middle Egyptian, is concerned 
entirely with snakebites. It originally contained systematic descriptions of thirty-
eight snakes and their bites in addition to possible treatments, but the first thirteen 
of these have been lost. Its purpose seems to have been to provide a pragmatic 
approach to treating snakebites (such as bandaging the wound with salt) that could 
be used by a priest of Serket, rather than a physician: 'In the hand of the kherep 
priests of Serket ... to drive away all snakes and to seal their mouths' .768 The 
inclusion of a list of snakes, complete with descriptions of them and their bites, 
enabled the priest to identity the snake from a description given by the patient, so 
that the patient could then be given the appropriate treatment and prognosis. For 
an idea of the kind of treatment that a victim of snakebite could have received in 
Ptolemaic Egypt; see for example Papyrus Brooklyn 41: 'Very good remedies to 
766 Dio Casso 51.14.3-4. 
767 On the Psylli, see Hdt. 4.173; Strabo, Geographica 2.5.33 and 13.1.14; and particularly 
PUn. HN 7.2 (trans. 1. Bostock and H. T. Riley): 'Varro tells us, that there are still a few 
individuals in that district, whose saliva effectually cures the stings of serpents. The same, 
too, was the case with the tribe of the Psylli, in Africa, according to the account of 
Agatharchides; these people received their name from Psyllus, one of their kings, whose 
tomb is in existence, in the district of the Greater Syrtes. In the bodies of these people 
there was by nature a certain kind of poison, which was fatal to serpents, and the odour of 
which overpowered them with torpor: with them it was a custom to expose children 
immediately after their birth to the fiercest serpents, and in this manner to make proof of 
the fidelity of their wives, the serpents not being repelled by such children as were the 
offspring of adultery'. See also Ael. NA 1.57 (trans. A. F. Scholfield): 'Their method is 
this: if one of that tribe arrive, whether summoned or by chance, before the whole body is 
inflamed, and if he then rinse his mouth with water and wash the bitten man's hands and 
give him the water from both to drink, then the victim recovers and is thereafter free from 
all infection'. 
768 Nunn (1996) 40; the Brooklyn Museum Papyrus is translated into French and published 
in Sauneron (1970). An English translation is forthcoming. 
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be made for those suffering from all snakebites: Onion, ground finely in beer. 
Eat and spit out for one day'. 769 
Celsus also states that there were specific medical treatments available for 
the bites of snakes in the Roman world; however, the use of these obviously 
depended upon identifying the type of snake responsible for any given bite and 
Celsus' writings do not include the kind of comprehensive list that is included in 
the Brooklyn Papyrus. Fortunately, there were additional measures that could be 
used for any bite, in the event that identification of the snake responsible was not 
possible: 
First the limb is to be constricted above this kind of wound, but not too 
tightly, lest it become numbed; next, the poison is to be drawn out. A cup 
does this best. But it is not amiss beforehand to make incisions with a 
scalpel around the wound, in order that more of the vitiated blood may be 
extracted. If there is no cup at hand, although this can hardly happen, use 
any similar vessel which can do what lOU want; if there is not even this, a 
man must be got to suck the wound. 77 
It is important to remember that in the case of Cleopatra, although later writers 
unanimously considered an asp to have been the type of snake responsible, 
Plutarch specifically states that no trace ofa snake was found in Cleopatra's 
chamber.771 It is possible, even probable, that the people tasked with providing 
immediate medical assistance to the stricken queen had no idea which species of 
reptile had bitten her, if indeed a snake was even responsible (Cleopatra herself 
would most likely have been disinclined to enlighten them, in view of the fact that 
this was her second suicide attempt). In this case offering a remedy that depended 
upon identifying the snake correctly before it could be administered would be 
769 The onion was (and is) frequently utilised in folk m e d i c i n ~ ~ as a cure for snakebite, ~ o t t
just in Africa but also in India and North America, and chemical analyses h a v e . f o u n ~ ~ It to 
contain a range of therapeutic properties; see Mors et al. (2000). It seems that m anCient 
Egypt, an onion could also used as a preventative; see for e ~ a m p l e ~ . . B ~ o o k l . . 42: 'If ?ne 
grinds it in water and one smears a man with it, the ~ n a k e e Will not bite him. If one gnnds 
it in beer and sprinkles it all over the house one day m the new year, no serpent male or 
female will penetrate therein'. 
770 Celsus, Med 5.27.5.3 A-B (trans. W. G. Spencer). 
77I Plut. Vito Ant. 86. 
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impractical. In addition to the procedure described by Celsus, Galen also relates 
an example of how surgical intervention could be used to treat snakebite, without 
necessarily needing to identifY the snake responsible: 
~ e n n I was in Alexandria, a peasant was bitten on one of his fingers by a 
~ I p e r r not too far from the city. With a very tight, strong tourniquet he 
lIgated ~ h e e roO! of this finger next to the metacarpal bone. And, running 
to the CIty to hIS usual doctor, he presented his entire finger to be 
amputated from the metacarpal joint, in the hope that he would not suffer 
anything [fatal] as a consequence of this [snakebite]. He in fact 
succeeded in accordance with his hope, for his life was saved without any 
other treatment. 772 
The fact that Octavian was able to bring members of the Psylli to 
Cleopatra soon enough after the initial bite had occurred to make them saving her 
life a possibility implies that members of the Psylli were present in Alexandria or 
its environs at this time. There are several ways to explain this. It is possible that 
Octavian had brought them with him in his entourage, wary of the destruction of 
Cato's army by venomous snakes in Libya some years previously, and prepared 
for any eventuality that might arise during his campaign against Antony. 773 It is 
equally possible that there were members of the Psylli either pennanently or, 
coincidentally, temporarily in residence in Egypt, thus providing a plausible 
alternative for those afflicted with snakebites. 774 The fact that the priests of 
Serket are not mentioned as a possible means of treatment is interesting and there 
are several potential explanations for this. It is possible that at some point during 
the course of the three centuries since the Brooklyn Papyrus had been written, the 
priests of the cult ceased to function in this way. Alternatively, perhaps the cult 
was unknown outside of Egypt and their treatment of snakebite was inadvertently 
conflated with that of the Psylli, who were themselves well known in the ancient 
world, although their methods differed significantly. According to Pliny, there 
772 Galen, De loc.aff. 3.11. 
773 Luc. 9.619-838. .., R 
774 See Nutton (1985) 138 for a discussion of Galen seekmg out the Marsl m orne to get 
advice on poisons and antidotes. 
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were two ways in which a member of the Psylli could provide a patient with relief 
from their wound: 'Of certain men the whole bodies are beneficent, for example 
the members of those families that frighten serpents. These by a mere touch or by 
wet suction relieve the bitten victims. In this class are the Psylli, the Marsi, and 
the Ophiogenes, as they are called, on the island ofCyprus,.775 Cassius Dio also 
describes the Psylli and the magical powers attributed to them, adding the 
disclaimer that they needed to treat a patient immediately. 776 S uetoni us' account 
of Cleopatra's death includes the information that the Psylli attempted to suck the 
poison out of her wound, which would also have involved touching her, so it 
would seem that they did actively try to save her life by using both of the methods 
reported to be at their disposal. Unlike Pliny and Cassius Dio, and indeed 
Octavian, who apparently believed in the Psy lli and their abilities (or was, at the 
very least, prepared to try anything), Celsus was more sceptical that the Psy 11i 
were needed at all: 
I declare there is no particular science in those people who are called 
PsyUi, but a boldness confirmed by experience. For serpent's poison, like 
certain hunter's poisons, such as the Gauls in particular use, does no harm 
when swallowed, but only in a wound. Hence the snake itself may be 
safely eaten, whilst its stroke kills; and if one is stupefied, which frauds 
effect by certain medicaments, and if anyone puts his finger into its mouth 
and is not bitten, its saliva is harmless. Anyone, therefore, who follows 
the example of the Psylli and sucks out the wound, will himselfbe safe, 
and will promote the safety of the patient. He must see to it, however, 
beforehand that he has no sore place on his gums or palate or other parts 
of the mouth. 777 
When considering the treatment of snakebite in Roman Egypt, it is 
important to remember that both Cleopatra and the peasant in the case related by 
Galen were reportedly bitten either in or in close proximity to Alexandria, where 
there was not only a thriving medical school but also a population large enough 
and wealthy enough to both warrant and support numerous doctors and their 
775 Plin. HN 28.6.30-33. 
776 Dio Casso 51.14.3-4. . . 
777 Celsus, Med 5.27.5.3 B-C (trans. W. G. Spencer); see Nu.tton (1985) 139 for dISCUSSIon 
of the Psylli tribe's abilities and whether they could be acqUIred by others. 
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· I' 778 Th . specla tIes. e same IS true, to a lesser extent, of the sizeable towns in the 
chora such as Oxyrhynchus. However, for the residents of the villages and the 
oases in the deserts, such help may not have been available, leaving them to fend 
for themselves by attempting to suck the poison out of the wound in the manner of 
a member of the Psylli or Marsi, or applying salt or onion juice to it. 
As might be expected from a civilisation that was renowned for its 
medicine and medical practice throughout antiquity, Egypt had developed a 
comprehensive system for dealing with the bites inflicted by the country's various 
species of snakes. The Brooklyn Papyrus shows that at least until the Ptolemaic 
period, snakebites were treated pragmatically, primarily using medicinal remedies 
although some magical spells were also incorporated. By the Roman period, 
treatment for snakebite evidently also included specifically surgical intervention 
such as bleeding and amputation. 
2.2. Scorpions 
The sting of a scorpion is the injury caused by a species of wildlife native to 
Egypt that is most frequently attested during the Roman period, referenced in a 
number of letters, epitaphs and mummy labels. Perhaps justifiably, fear of the 
sting of a scorpion appears to have been a major preoccupation of the inhabitants 
of the province, as attested to by the lengths people went to in an attempt to 
protect themselves. 
Scorpions are nocturnal creatures; during the daytime they dig themselves 
down into the sand and then become more active after sunset, with a tendency to 
crawl into clothes and shoes during the night. Two ostraca recovered from the 
mining communities at Mons Claudianus in the Eastern Desert attest to 
individuals having been stung by a scorpion. One is a list of injured personnel 
that states that a man named Kalpenos was out of action due to a scorpion sting. 
778 See previous discussion of the Museion and the physicians of Alexandria at 57-9. 
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but it provides no additional details. 779 The other is a private letter in which an 
individual complains, 'J was hindered by a scorpion sting on my foot. I am 
ffi' ,780 C 'd' h C'. su ermg. onSI enng t e lact that the individual was stung on his or her foot, 
it is reasonable to assume that in this latter case the victim either stepped on a 
scorpion lurking in the sandy terrain of the Eastern Desert, or inadvertently fell 
prey to one that had crawled into his or her shoe. Certainly, people were aware of 
the dangers. One letter sent from a woman to her son instructs him to take care of 
her grandchild by making sure that the child wears shoes: 'Put something under 
them and tie it ... because of a scorpion'. 781 Neither the list nor the letter from 
Mons Claudianus reveals whether the victims recovered from their stings, 
although both were alive at least long enough to report the incidents and may well 
have received treatment from a marsus, an army official that specialised in 'the 
antidotes and treatment in cases of snake-bite and scorpion-stings in those 
. h h' , 782 H th provmces were suc precautIOns were necessary . owever, ere are 
examples of mummy labels and epitaphs that state a decedent's cause of death as 
a scorpion sting. A sandstone stele that dates to the reign of Augustus records 
how a woman was stung by a scorpion on 7th September AD 8 and died the 
following day: 'Tomb of Cleopatra, daughter of Memnon. Farewell.. ,you who 
have perished ingloriously and indiscriminately by a violent death, unworthily of 
your goodness; for stung by a scorpion in the sanctuary ofThripis by the hill on 
the tenth day of Thoth in the 38th year at the 5th hour, she passed away on the 
7790. Claud, 212 (AD 137-45, Mons Claudianus). 
7800. Claud. 223 (AD 153, Mons Claudianus). 
781 0. Cairo 60329, briefly discussed in Tod (1939) 61. 
782 D . (1989) 212' the marsus is attested in elL VIII: 2564 column b 23 and 2618 
aVles, . I I' ·b th t 
column b 25. The marsus is not to be confused with the Marsl, an ~ ~ Ian t.n. e a were 
similar to the aforementioned Psylli, although it is p o ~ s i b l e e that ~ e e title on,gmated as a 
reference to their reputation as healers of venomous bites and P?lsonous stmgs. For 
d ' , fthe Marsl' see Nutton (1985) 138-9; he notes that they made excellent ISCUSSlOn 0, .,.fi 
soldiers for the Roman legions', but does not elaborate upon thiS or cite any speci IC 
references for this being the case, 
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11 th, .783 I th' h' . 
n IS case, t e vIctim actually received the sting inside a religious 
sanctuary, possibly while she was in the middle of an act of worship or a religious 
ritual. Evidently worship ofThripis guaranteed no defence against the venomous 
stings of scorpions, even inside the goddess' own sanctuary. Perhaps she was not 
expected to; the fact that this Cleopatra was stung whilst in the sanctuary of 
Thripis could have been included in her epitaph as a warning to other devotees. 
In view of how frequently scorpion stings occurred in Roman Egypt, it 
comes as no surprise to find a variety of remedies in circulation offering 
treatment, as is the case with snakebites. Since scorpion stings usually cause 
severe pain at the site of the sting, it makes sense that a number of treatments 
concentrate their attention here. One ancient remedy involved pressing malachite 
on the wound, but whether this was because its anti-bacterial properties were 
recognised (perhaps from its use as an ingredient in eye ointments) or simply 
because of its decorative appearance is unknown. A Greek magical spell dating to 
between the third and fourth centuries AD incorporates papyrus for a similar 
purpose: 'On a clean piece of papyrus, write the characters and place it on the part 
which has the sting; wrap the papyrus around it, and the sting will lose its pain 
immediately' . 784 There is a second magical spell, this one written in Demotic and 
dating slightly earlier, to the third century AD, that also concentrates its attention 
on the site of the sting. This second spell, however, is far longer in addition to 
being much more complicated: 
[Spell] to be said to the sting. '1 am the King's son, greatest and first, 
Anubis. My mother Sekhmet-Isis comes after me all the way ~ o o the land 
of Syria, to the hill of the land of Heh, to the nome o ~ t h ~ ~ cannibals, 
saying 'Hurry, hurry! Quickly, quickly, my child, Kmg s son, g r e a t e s ~ ~ . 
and first, Anubis', saying' Arise and come to Egypt for your father OSInS 
is King of Egypt; he is ruler over the whole land; all the gods of Egypt are 
assembled to receive the crown from his hand'. 
783 B I' Museum Inv. 2134 translated and discussed in Tod (1939) 56; discussion 
er In ... REt 
includes a short survey of the evidence for the goddess Thnpls 10 oman gyp. 
784 PGM7.193-196 (trans. 1. Scarborough); see also F r e m ~ g e n n ( 2 0 0 ~ ) ) 113 for the use of 
papyrus in Coptic and early Islamic amulets to protect agamst scorpIOns, as opposed to 
cure a sting once it had occurred. 
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At the moment of s a ~ i n g g these [things] she jumped at me. My strength 
fell from ~ e . . She coIled and she came to me with a sting; I sat down and 
I wept. ISIS, ~ y y m ~ t h ; r , , sat near me, saying to me, 'Do not weep, do not 
weep, my chIld, KIng s son, greatest and first, Anubis! Lick from your 
to.ngue to your heart, and vice versa, as far as the edges of the wound! 
LICk from t ~ e e e?ges of the wound up to the limits of your strength!' 
What you wIl1ltck up, you should swallow it. Do not spit it out on the 
ground, for your tongue is the tongue of the Agathodaimon, your tongue 
is that of Atum! You should lick it with your tongue while it is bleeding. 
Immediately afterwards you should speak to a little oil and you should 
speak to it seven times while putting it on the sting daily. You should dye 
a strip of linen and put it on it. 
[The spell] which you should say to the oil to put it on the sting daily: 
'Isis sat speaking to the oil, ABARTAT, and lamenting to the true oil, 
saying 'You are praised. I am going to praise you, 0 oil; I am going to 
praise you. By the Agathodaimon you are praised. By me myself you are 
honoured. I am going to praise you forever, 0 oil, 0 vegetable oil'. '0 
sweat of the Agathodaimon, amulet of Geb. Isis is the one who is 
speaking to the oil. 0 true oil, 0 drop of rain, 0 water-drawing of the 
planet Jupiter which comes down from the sun bark at dawn, you should 
do the good [deeds] of the dew of dawn which heaven cast to the ground 
upon every tree. You should heal the limb which is paralysed and you 
should act as remedy for him who lives, for I shall employ you for the 
sting ofthe King's son, greatest and first, Anubis, my child, in order that 
you fill it and make it well. For I shall employ you for [the] sting of 
[insert name], whom [insert name] bore, in order that you fill it and make 
it well' (seven times).785 
It is immediately apparent that, in addition to the lengthy incantations, the spell 
contains three pieces of practical, possibly even purposefully medical, advice. 
First, the victim is required to lick the wound, conceivably either as a means of 
cleaning it or in an attempt to suck out the poison. Secondly, the victim is 
required to rub vegetable oil onto the wound on a daily basis until the wound is 
healed. The documentary papyri attest to the fact that different types of vegetable 
oil, for example radish oil, were used for a variety of purposes (including 
medicinal ones) in Egypt during the Roman period. 786 This is particularly 
. .., fthe fact that Pliny specifically recommends radishes to treat InterestIng In VIeW 0 
. t' 787 Thirdly the victim is required to bandage the wound with scorpIOn s mgs. , 
785 PDM 14594-620 (trans. J. H. Johnson). . 
786 S c:' I P A Il'ch 8 508 (late second century AD, Alexandna), ee lor examp e lVI, ' • 
787 Plin. HN 20.13. 
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linen, presumably to keep it clean and dry and prevent further infection. It is 
important to note that these three requirements are integral to the spell and, by 
implication, its chances of success. However, a significant religious component is 
also present in addition to the medical and magical elements. The Egyptian gods 
Anubis, Isis, Sekhmet, Osiris, Atum and Geb are mentioned by name, as is the 
Greek Agathodaimon. Thus the narrative incorporates elements of Egyptian and 
Greek religious belief. 
Just as snakebites occurred regularly in ancient Egypt, so did the stings of 
scorpions. The Brooklyn Papyrus originally included treatment for scorpion 
stings as well as snakebites, and it is tempting to speculate that, like the papyrus' 
treatment for snakebites, this hinged upon the identification of the type of 
scorpion and then proceeded to treat the sting pragmatically, using mainly 
medicinal remedies. Unfortunately, the accounts of scorpion stings that survive in 
the documentary papyri do not include details of how these injuries were treated. 
However, there are seven surviving magical spells that are specifically written for 
the treatment of scorpion stings as well as an eighth, already mentioned, that aims 
to ward off the creatures entirely. In view of this, it seems reasonable to assume 
that magical spells played a significant part in the treatment of scorpion stings in 
addition to medical approaches such as cleaning the wound and applying herbal 
remedies. 
Thus, just as snakes and scorpions can be present and a threat to life and 
well-being not only out in their natural habitat of the wild but also in domestic and 
religious contexts such as homes, shrines and temples, so do the means of dealing 
with them integrate elements of the medical practitioner who might amputate an 
afflicted limb or extremity and the first aider who might apply a tourniquet or 
suck out the poison. This is in conjunction with so-called 'rational' medical 
practice such as cleaning and dressing the wound and so-called 'irrational' 
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magical and religious practice such as anointing the wo d h'l' k' un w 1 e mvo mg 
magical and religious entities. 
2.3. Crocodiles 
The 'Common' or 'Nile' Crocodile (Crocodylus niloticus) was found throughout 
Egypt in antiquity, along the entire length of the river that gave the species its 
name as well as in the canals and pools that branched off from it. An 
opportunistic predator, the crocodile lies with most of its body concealed 
underwater before grabbing its prey and dragging it down under the water, 
holding it there until it drowns. It is capable of taking down almost any creature 
within its attacking range, including humans, and actually prefers to consume 
larger prey as a way of conserving its energy. Consequently, it posed a serious 
danger to those whose jobs or recreational activities took them onto or into the 
Nile: sailors, fishermen, launderers and swimmers, not to mention those who used 
the river less frequently as a means of transport. That this was a recognised fact 
well before the Roman conquest of Egypt is made clear in the Instructions of 
Khety, a satire of trades dating from the Middle Kingdom that extolled the virtues 
of being a scribe as opposed to any other profession: 'I mention for you also the 
fisherman. He is more miserable than one of any other profession, one who is at 
his work in a river infested with crocodiles. When the totalling of his account is 
made for him, then he will lament. One did not tell him that a crocodile was 
standing there, and fear has now blinded him'. 788 One common artistic depiction 
of the crocodile was of it devouring an animal, usually a donkey or a cow, while 
another showed crocodiles attacking boats being sailed by dwarves or pygmies. 
In one specific mosaic dating to the late first century BC, a boat full of passengers 
has run aground and is being menaced by a crocodile. 789 That these types of 
788 P. Sallier 2 (trans. W. Heick). .., 
789 National Museum of Wales Cardiff Inv. 32.93, discussed m Whitehouse (\985). 
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incident may well have occurred on a regular ba . '. I' db 
SIS IS Imp Ie y a number of 
documentary papyri dating from the Hellenistic period, as well as 
contemporaneous works of literature 790 In Late Ant' 'ty h I' . 
. IqUI ,t e Iterary motIf of a 
crocodile attacking an innocent and being repelled by a saint came to be 
frequently employed in early Christian writings as a means of syncretising early 
Christian holy men with older Egyptian religious traditions, using the crocodile to 
symbolise the opponents of human civilisation, much as it had been used in the 
Pharaonic period to symbolise the forces of chaos. 791 
It would appear that crocodile bites were received regularly throughout 
antiquity, but in comparison to the variety of remedies offered to victims of other 
types of animal bites, the treatment on offer was surprisingly limited, perhaps 
because wounds were received so often and by people who did not necessarily 
have access to elaborate and expensive medical treatment, as well as generally 
being so extensive that no treatment would have been effective. The Ebers 
Papyrus, dating from 1500 BC, suggested that a crocodile bite be carefully 
examined and 'if you find it [with] his flesh piled up and its two sides being 
separated, then you should bandage it with fresh meat on the first day' .792 
Likewise, the Hearst Papyrus, dating slightly later, to 1450 BC, advises the 
following: 'for the bite of a crocodile in all limbs of man. You should bandage it 
790 See for example P. Tebt. 3.793 (183 Be, Tebtunis): 'I sent my son Pnepheros to ... with 
three pairs of oxen and when he wished to cross the bridge in the road the aforesaid 
Ptolemaios violently seizing the boy's stick drove them into the canal and one of the three 
cows, worth 2000 drachmae, happened to be killed by a crocodile'; and P. Cairo Zen 
3.59379 (254-1 BC): 'Amenneus the swineherd had been ordered by Zenon to fatten some 
pigs for the festival of Arsinoe. He did so, pawning his blanket to raise the money. But 
when he brought them down to a certain village, two of them were stolen; and the man 
who had taken them refused to give him satisfaction, pretending that the missing pigs had 
been eaten by a crocodile'. See also Ael. NA 10.21 (trans. A. F. Scholfield): 'And when, 
as often happens, their children are carried off by them, the people are overjoyed, while 
the mothers of the unfortunate victims are glad and go about in pride at having, 1 suppose, 
borne food and a meal for a god ... a crocodile carried off the daughter of King 
Psamrnyntus, a supremely good and righteous man, and therefore in memory of that 
disaster even posterity abhors the whole race of crocodiles'. 
791 See for example Life of John the Little Fr. 1; and Paphnutius, History of the Monks 98-
9. This process of syncretism is discussed in Frankfurter (2003) 373-4. 
792 P. Ebers 436. 
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with meat on the first day'. 793 Bandaging with fresh meat on the first day was a 
treatment prescribed for a variety of different types of flesh wound, not 
necessarily restricted to animal bites. Meat can provide blood clotting factors and 
there is the additional possibility that maggots would be produced as the meat 
decayed, consuming any flesh that became necrotic. 794 However, this treatment 
would in all likelihood have only affected a cure if the wound inflicted by the 
crocodile was relatively minor. If the wound were severe, it is doubtful that this 
treatment would have made much difference, one way or the other. By the 
Roman Period the usual treatment seems to have been based around the concept 
of similia similibus; wounds inflicted by crocodiles were treated by applying 
crocodile fat to them. 795 
2.4. Lions 
The inhabitants of Roman Egypt were generally less likely to come face to face 
with a lion than a snake, scorpion or even a crocodile during the course of their 
daily lives simply because the lion prides of ancient Egypt tended to keep away 
from the more populated areas along the Nile. However, Athenaeus records that 
during Hadrian's visit to Egypt in AD 130, 'a huge creature had for a long time 
ravaged the whole of Libya, many parts of which this lion had rendered 
uninhabitable,.796 This provided the Emperor and his companion Antinous with 
the opportunity to imitate the ancient Pharaohs of Egypt and go on a lion hunt. A 
short time later Pancrates, an Egyptian poet, commemorated the occasion by 
writing a poem about the hunt, several lines of which survive on a fragment of 
papyrus from Oxyrhynchus. Poetic license notwithstanding, these lines offer an 
insight into the dangers lions posed to the inhabitants of Roman Egypt as well as 
793 P. Hearst 239. 
794 Nunn (1996) 150. 
795 Plin. HN 28.28. 
796 Ath. 15.677. 
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contributing to a romanticised picture of Egypt's natur I' d a enVIronment an 
mythical associations: 
The. stricken beast grew ever fiercer and tore at the ground with his paws 
I ~ ~ hIS. rage: .. he lunged at them both, lashing his haunches and sides with 
hIS tall.. . h I ~ ~ eyes f l a s ~ i n g g . d r ~ a d f u l l fire, his ravening jaws foaming, his 
teeth gnashmg, the hal: brIstlmg o ~ ~ his mighty head and shaggy 
neck ... He. charged agamst the glorIOUS ~ o d d and Antinous, like Typhoeus 
of old agamst Zeus the slayer of giants. 97 
The next few lines are very fragmented, but the reconstruction indicates that the 
lion mauled Antinous' horse before Hadrian dispatched it. Consequently, it is 
clear that hunting lions was hazardous not only for the hunter, but also for the 
horse; perhaps more so, since the horse was closer to the lion than its rider within , 
easy reach of claws and teeth. 
While Hadrian and Antinous' encounter with the lion was clearly a 
special occasion, certain members of the population encountered lions on a 
regular basis during the activities that took place in preparation for venationes, or 
wild beast hunts. Animal spectacles were amongst the most popular spectator 
events held not just in Rome but also in other cities and towns throughout the 
Roman Empire. There is evidence to suggest that members of the Roman anny 
were tasked with hunting and catching the animals required for these spectacles, 
particularly in Egypt where the native species included hippopotami, crocodiles 
and lions. A papyrus letter dating to the late first or early second century AD and 
written by a member of an auxiliary regiment makes this clear as it states 'from 
the month of Agrippina until now we have been hunting all species of wild 
f h .c ' 798 animals and birds for a year under the order 0 t e prelects . 
It has been suggested that the Roman army may have had specialist lion 
hunters, designated as ad leones. 799 Although the evidence cited is for the 
Twentieth Palmyran Cohort serving at Dura-Europos in Syria in AD 219 and 222, 
797 P. OX)'. 1085 (second century AD, O x y ~ h y n c h u s ) . .
798 For discussion of this papyrus, see DaVIes (1989) 193. 
799 Epplett (2001) 215. 
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there is no reason why a similar arrangement could not have operated in Egypt. 800 
Julius Africanus, writing between AD 228 and AD 231, recommended that 
soldiers capture wild animals as a type of military exercise and gave detailed 
instructions as to how they should go about doing so, using vestigiatores, or 
specialised trackers, to first locate the animal's lair. 801 A fragment of papyrus 
letter, dating to the first or second century AD, attests to the presence of 
vestigiatores in Egypt as the writer and the recipient, two brothers, were evidently 
acting as intermediaries to a vestigiator and shipping the animals he had captured, 
a group which may well have included lions. 802 While none of this material 
explicitly states that the soldiers and civilians involved in capturing wild animals 
for the venationes came to harm during the course of their duties, it is reasonable 
to assume that accidents did happen, considering the unpredictable nature of the 
wild animals they were hunting. Wounds caused by claws and teeth would have 
required medical treatment and the army was presumably well equipped to deal 
with these, particularly the veterinary attendants, the veterinarii and pecuarii, 
whose responsibilities not only included looking after the cavalry horses and 
beasts of burden, but also caring for the animals used for sacrifice, food or the 
aforementioned hunting spectacles. 803 As discussed previously, the treatment 
provided by the average medicus in the Roman anny is thought to have been 
medical in nature, combining aspects of surgery and pharmacology, as opposed to 
. I 1" 804 magIcal or even overt y re IglOUS. 
. I n times in AD 219 and four 
800 Davies (1989) 170; the asSIgnment ad eones occurs seve 
times in AD 222. 
801 Jul. Afr. Cest. 14. 
802 Epplett (2001) 218-19. 
803 Davies (1989) 212 ., . 67-72 
804 For previous discussion of medIc me m the Roman army, see . 
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3. Wild Animals in Materia Medica, Aphrodisiacs and Cosmetics 
So far, the assessment of snakes scorpions crocodiles a d l' . R E 
' , n IOns III oman gypt 
has focused primarily upon the role that individual membe fth . rs 0 ese speCIes 
actually played in day-to-day life. Since this was, unfortunately for the 
inhabitants of the province, usually a hazardous one, this has involved examining 
the injuries that these creatures inflicted and the ways in which such injuries were 
treated. These treatments evidently incorporated elements of medicine, magic and 
religion as deemed appropriate by the victim or the practitioner responsible for 
their care. However, this is only one aspect of the multi-faceted role of snakes, 
scorpions, crocodiles and lions in Roman Egypt and the wider Roman Empire. 
In addition to causing health problems, snakes, scorpions, crocodiles and 
lions were thought to contribute to their treatment if employed in materia medica. 
The rationale behind this was an entrenched belief that there was a relationship 
between diseases and the remedies used to treat them, based around the concept of 
sympathy, or concordia, and antipathy, or discordia. 805 This belief in sympathetic 
or homeopathic magic is evident from surviving compilations of folk medicine 
such as Pliny's Natural History and receives particular attention in books 28-32, 
which deal specifically with remedies derived from living creatures. It was also 
incorporated into physica, a new literary genre that developed primarily in Egypt 
and denoted a series of writings in which the secret forces of nature were brought 
to light in order to make people healthy and prosperous. 806 One example of a 
physica is the Cyranides, a compilation dealing with the magical properties of 
AD 807 animals, plants and stones, dating from the first or second century . 
Pliny states that 'for all injuries inflicted by serpents, and even those of an 
otherwise incurable nature, it is an excellent remedy to apply the entrails of the 
805 See Gilhus (2006) 20. 
806 Waegeman (1987) 7. . ., 
807 I' (. t Gennan) of and commentary on the Cyran/des. see Kalmakls For trans atlOn In 0 f h C' . A 
I · (. t Engll'sh) and commentary on the first book 0 t e yramues, (1976). For trans atlOn In 0 
see Waegeman (1987). See also Bain (1994) and (1996). 
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serpent itself to the wound' .808 In addition, he recommends that 'the right eye ofa 
serpent, worn as an amulet, is very good, it is said, for defluxions of the eyes, due 
care being taken to set the serpent at liberty after extracting the eye' .809 This 
belief in the power of sympathetic magic extended to the employment of amulets 
against snakebites called snake stones, often made from serpentine and ophite 
because the markings present upon them resembled snakeskin.8lO These marbles 
originated in Egypt and were imported to the rest of the Roman Empire. 
According to Celsus, 'the scorpion is itself the best remedy against 
itself.811 He gives a list of ways in which a scorpion can be used sympathetically 
for medicinal purposes; 'some pound up a scorpion and swallow it in wine; some 
pound it up in the same way and put it upon the wound; some put it upon a brazier 
and fumigate the wound with it, putting a cloth all round to prevent the escape of 
the fumes, afterwards they bandage its ash upon the wound' .812 The ashes of a 
scorpion mixed with wine were also thought to cure a scorpion sting, combining 
aspects of two of these remedies. The belief in sympathetic magic can likewise be 
seen in the colloquial name given to a type of cucumber whose seeds were 
thought to cure scorpion stings; 'scorpionium'. 813 In Egypt the scorpion was 
frequently the subject of apotropaic amulets, amulets which depicted animals that 
the wearer wished to avoid as well as warding offless specific malign influences 
such as the evil eye. Instructions on how to make one are included in the 
Cyranides: 'if you engrave in the stone hephaestites, also called pyrites, a 
flamingo and at its feet a scorpion, and you put a root of a small plant under the 
• ,814 Th' 
stone, you will have a good phylacterion agamst all venomous creatures . IS 
808 Plin. HN 29.22. 
809 Plin. HN 29.38. . . 
810 Plin. HN 36.11; see discussion of the belief in snake stones ofa variety of different 
cultures throughout history in Halliday (1921) 262-71. 
811 Celsus, Med 5.27.5. 
812 Celsus, Med 5.27.5. 
813 Plin. HN 11 :30; 20: 13. 
814 Cyranides 1.7.17-21 (trans. M. Waegeman). 
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apotropaic amulet merely used the image of a scorpl'on Th . t t' 
. e InS ruc IOns 
regarding a second amulet go much further: 'Engrave in the stone a swallow and 
at its feet a scorpion staying upon the sprat, and enclose under the stone the eyes 
of the scorpion and of the sprat and a rootlet of the scorpion-wort, set it and wear 
it. For it turns away every venomous animal, reptile and quadruped .. .If one is 
hurt by a scorpion and you seal the wound with this seal, you'll put the injured 
person out of danger' .815 Pliny also relates instructions on how to make an amulet 
against fevers, attributing the practice to magicians from Egypt, by taking four 
joints of a scorpion's tail, including the sting, and wrapping it in black cloth 
before attaching it to the body of the victim. 816 It is interesting that the sting is 
employed here as a remedy for fever as opposed to a scorpion sting; perhaps the 
scorpion's sting was where the power of the creature was thought to originate, 
even when a scorpion sting was not the problem that needed treatment. 
In view of the abhorrence and fear with which crocodiles were viewed in 
antiquity, it comes as no surprise to find that, like the scorpion, the crocodile was 
also frequently the subject of apotropaic amulets. However, a variety of crocodile 
parts were sought out for medicinal purposes. The Ebers Papyrus includes 
crocodile fat in a recipe for greasy ointment, and this recipe or ones similar were 
evidently still in use in Roman times, as Pliny records that 'the Egyptians are in 
the habit of anointing their sick with the fat of the crocodile,.817 In addition to the 
body fat, the teeth of a crocodile were employed as amulets to ward off fever, the 
ashes of the skin were used as a kind of rudimentary anaesthetic, the intestines 
were burned to fumigate the uterus and the blood and gall cured vision problems 
1· d h 818 when app Ie to t e eyes. 
815 Cyranides 1. 24.100-15 (trans. M. Waegeman). 
816 Plin. HN 30.30. 
817 P. Ebers 465; Plin. HN 28.28. 
818 Plin. HN 28.28. 
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Excrement seems to have been the most popular crocodile by-product, 
perhaps because, unlike body parts it could be collected I t' I '1 . h 
' re a Ive y easl y, WIt out 
requiring the collector to have to hunt, kill and dissect a crocodile first. 819 
According to the Kahun Papyrus, which deals with gynaecology and dates from 
1820 BC, crocodile excrement was one of the ingredients incorporated into 
recipes to make pessaries that were then used as methods of contraception _ 
surprisingly effective according to modern scientists. 82o The slightly later Ebers 
Papyrus recommended the use of crocodile excrement in eye ointments and like 
the use of crocodile fat, this idea seems to have survived for centuries; Herophilos 
of Alexandria was prescribing an ointment made from gum, crocodile excrement, 
copper and hyena bile to treat nyctalopy, night or day blindness, in the third 
century BC. 821 
In addition to the more obvious health benefits of materia medica, 
crocodile parts were also used in products that were beneficial to an individual's 
health in a looser sense; aphrodisiacs and cosmetics. As an aphrodisiac, Pliny 
recommends attaching teeth from the right side of a crocodile's jaw to the arm. 822 
This is repeated and elaborated upon in the Cyranides; while wearing the right 
molar of a small crocodile as an amulet guarantees a man an erection, the left 
molar ensures pleasure for a woman. 823 A perfumed substance called 
'crocodilea' , apparently taken from the intestines of a land crocodile, was applied 
to the face after being mixed either with oil of Cyprus to remove blemishes or 
water to restore the natural tint of the skin. It was also thought to remove freckles 
819 See Hanson (1998) 88-93 for d i s c u s s i o ~ ~ of excre,?ent t h e r a ~ y y in the ancient world. 
820 Haimov-Kochman (2005) 7 for diSCUSSIOn of ancIent EgyptIan methods of 
contraception. . ' h k f th 
821 P. Ebers 344-370; Herophilos' On Eyes survives m f r a g m e ~ t s s m t e wor 0 e 
Byzantine writer Aetius Amidenus, Libri m e d i ~ i n a l e s s 7:48 whIch ~ r o ~ a b l Y Y d a : ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ 4 4
late fifth or early sixth century AD; see diSCUSSIOn of thIS remedy m P antzos . 
822 Plin. HN 28.28 and 32.50. 
823 Cyranides 2.29. 
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and spotS.
824 
Crocodile excrement was also used in an attempt to lighten the skin 
and make it more fashionably pale. 825 
Just as crocodiles were commonly depicted upon apotropaic amulets, 
lions were frequently the subject ofhomopoeic amulets. These homopoeic 
amulets differed from apotropaic amulets, however, in that they portrayed living 
creatures from which the wearer hoped to acquire or assimilate desirable attributes 
rather than creatures that the wearer wished to avoid. In view of this, it comes as 
no surprise to find that lion parts were highly prized for ingredients in medicine; 
the Ebers Papyrus includes lion fat in a recipe for greasy ointment, and at a much 
later date Pliny is still recommending it for several different medical reasons: 'It is 
remedial also for ... swellings in the joints' .826 In point of fact, Pliny also 
provides evidence that the reasoning behind using the lion as a subject for a 
homopoeic amulet had spread to using the animal's actual body parts: 'The 
frivolous lies of the magicians assert that persons who are anointed with lion's fat, 
will more readily win favour with kings and peoples; more particularly when the 
fat has been used that lies between the eyebrows of the animal- a place, in fact, 
where there is no fat to be found!' 827 In addition to this, the fat from a lion had 
different medicinal effects when mixed with other substances; when mixed with 
gall from a lion it was apparently a cure for epilepsy, and when mixed with oil of 
roses, fevers. The gall, when mixed with water, was also recommended as an eye 
• 828 
omtment. 
Finally, one curious example of the use of wild animal parts in a possible 
attempt to harness the rationale behind the use ofhomopoeic amulets is a suit of 
armour, consisting of a helmet and a cuirass, constructed entirely of crocodile skin 
824 Plin. HN 28.28. 'd . fi . t dile 
825 See Hendry (1995) for discussion as to whether OVI IS re errmg 0 croco 
excrement in the aforementioned lines. 
826 P. Ebers 465; Plin. HN 28.25. 
827 Plin. HN 28.25. 
828 Plin. HN 28.25. 
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that is currently on display in the British Museum 829 Thi 
. s armour was recovered 
during the nineteenth century from a cave at Manfalut in the Fayum and has been 
radiocarbon-dated to between the third and fourth centuries AD. It has been 
suggested that it was made to be worn by a priest of Sobek in a religious 
procession in order to honour the god or perhaps even take on attributes of the 
crocodile such as its strength and skill at hunting. The use of crocodile skin to 
make armour is particularly interesting in view of the fact that certain members of 
the Roman army such as the signiferi, the aquiliferi, the imaginiferi and the 
cornicines wore uniforms decorated with lion pelts and bear skins.830 This 
practice could have been where the idea for making the suit or armour came from; 
during the Roman period, the Fayum was heavily populated with veteran 
soldiers. 831 
It is clear that the inhabitants of Egypt during the Roman period made 
strenuous attempts to gain control of all aspects of the natural environment of the 
province, from the water of the Nile to the minerals of the desert to the 
agricultural produce of the land, and so it is not surprising that the wild animals of 
the region should be included in this too. Perhaps hunting and catching scorpions, 
snakes, crocodiles and lions in order to utilise their parts for medicine, cosmetics 
and aromatics was an attempt to neutralise them and to gain power over them and 
the forces of chaos that they were thought to signifY and represent. In any case, 
their incorporation into various modes of healing (both in Egypt and the Roman 
world at large) is a further reminder of the intimate relationship between medicine 
and the local natural environment, and the integration of specialised professional 
approaches to healing with alternative 'folk' traditions. 
829 British Museum Inv. EA 5473. 
830 Cleland et al. (2007) 75-6. 
831 Alston (1995) 39-52. 
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4. Wild Animals and Ancient Egyptian, Greek and Roman Deities 
It was common knowledge amongst the diverse communities of the ancient world 
that Egyptian attitudes towards animals were different from those of other 
societies. This difference was centred upon a belief held by the Egyptians 
contrary to that of their contemporaries, that animals were not subordinate to 
humans. Rather, humans and animals were, in a sense, equals; both were created 
by the gods, both relied upon the gods for sustenance and both had access to life 
after death. 832 Since animals were not regarded as inferior or viewed with 
contempt, this meant that the gods of the Egyptians could be portrayed 
theriomorphically as well as anthropomorphically. In addition to this, the gods 
could also take hybrid forms, usually bearing an animal's head upon a human 
body. Bearing this in mind, it is no surprise to find snakes, scorpions, crocodiles 
and lions frequently portrayed in conjunction with the healing gods of Roman 
Egypt, both those originating from the beliefs of the ancient Egyptians as well as 
the later additions of the Greek and Roman pantheons. The ways in which these 
animals were portrayed varied: animals were either divine themselves, appeared 
as symbols of the divine, were attributes of divinities or were used as 
• 833 Instruments. 
Reference has already been made to the sacred snakes that were found in 
the temples of Asclepius and the god was often depicted with a snake wrapped 
around his staff. 834 His daughter and companion Hygieia, the personification of 
good health, was also often depicted with a snake, as was her Roman counterpart, 
Salus. 835 While Asclepius and Hygieia were both worshipped in Egypt for the 
purposes of healing ill health and ensuring the continuation of good health, the 
. S' and Isis While outside most popular healing deities in the provInce were araplS . 
832 Smelik and Hemelrijk (1984) 1858. 
833 Gilhus (2006) 94-5. 
834 • d' ssion of snakes at 235-41. .. 
See prevIOUS .1SCU
M 
I 9265 a votive stele dedicated to Asclepius and Hyglela 
835 See IGA I: Cairo useum nv. , 
in AD 99. 
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Egypt, there was apparently confusion over whether or not Sarapis and Asclepius 
were the same deity, in Egypt they were two distinct entities; Asclepius tended to 
be associated with Imhotep or Imouthes, the deified architect of the Great 
Pyramid who came to be seen as a patron of physicians. 836 
Sarapis was particularly popular in Alexandria, where there was an 
immense temple, the Serapeum, dedicated to him. Prayers for health, dedications 
and offerings to Sarapis on behalf of family and friends are a common feature of 
letters surviving amongst the documentary papyri that can be definitively 
identified as having been sent from Alexandria. 837 Demetrius of Phalerum, 
writing in the late fourth to the early third century BC, indicates that faith in 
Sarapis as a god of healing originated in the royal court during the reign of 
Ptolemy I. 838 There was another major centre of the cult of Sarapis at Canopus 
where, according to Strabo, Sarapis 'is worshipped with great reverence and 
brings about such cures that even the most famous people believe in them and 
sleep in his sanctuary, whether on their own behalf, or with others standing 
proxy' .839 Like Asclepius, Sarapis was commonly depicted with a snake, 
although in his case the snake was the Agathos Daimon, the 'good spirit' of 
Alexandria, emphasising the special link between the god and the city in the 
minds of the inhabitants of Egypt during the Hellenistic and Roman periods. 
Like Asclepius and Sarapis, Isis was often depicted with a snake. In 
addition, Isis was associated with scorpions through two of the many myths 
surrounding her adventures with her son Horus during their exile in the Delta, 
hiding from the malevolent god Seth. In the first of these, she was being 
protected and guarded by seven scorpions when one of the scorpions stung the son 
836 Tac. Hist. 4.84.5: 'Many regard the god himself as identical with Aesculapius. because 
he cures the sick' . ) 
837 See for example P. Oxy. 1070 (third century AD, O x y r h y n c h ~ ~ . . . 
838 Diog. Laert. 5.78; the similarities between Sarapis and Ascleplus are dIscussed In 
Stambaugh (1972) 76-7. 
839 Strabo, Geographica 17.1.17. 
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of a woman that refused the group shelter, requiring her to cure the boy. In the 
second, Horus was stung and Isis cured him with the help of the god Thoth. 840 
This cure ensured that Isis came to be revered as a great healer, both by the 
ancient Egyptians and by the Greeks and Romans in tum: 
The Egyptians say that she was the discoverer of many health-giving 
drugs and was greatly versed in the science of healing; consequently, now 
that she has attained immortality, she finds her greatest delight in the 
healing of mankind and gives aid in their sleep to those who call upon 
her, plainly manifesting both her very presence and her beneficence 
towards men who ask for her help ... For standing above the sick in their 
sleep she gives them aid for their diseases and works remarkable cures 
upon such as submit themselves to her; and many who have been 
despaired of by their physicians because of the difficult nature oftheir 
malady are restored to health by her, while numbers who have altogether 
lost the use of their eyes or some other part of their body, whenever they 
turn for help to this goddess, are restored to their previous condition. 841 
In this description of the goddess Isis, Diodorus Siculus demonstrates precisely 
how integrated ancient healing strategies could be; although he is speaking of a 
deity, he numbers the discovery of drugs and the 'science of healing' as being 
among her achievements, two components of supposedly 'rational' medicine. In 
describing the process of undergoing an incubation ritual in the temple of Isis, he 
emphasises that the goddess physically manifests herself and tends to the sick, 
much like a family member or friend would nurse an invalid. 
The ancient Egyptian goddess Serket, known by the Greeks as Selkis, was 
worshipped in Egypt as early as the First Dynasty of the Old Kingdom. She was 
specifically identified with the scorpion and usually represented in human form 
• 842 Sh 
with a scorpion on her head, rather than in the form of the ScorpIOn. e was 
recognised as a major force in the protection of people from scorpions and other 
t th m· t that the priests of her cult were actually sought to venomous creatures, 0 e po 
treat victims of scorpion stings and snakebites rather than physicians. This is 
clearly very different to the incubation rituals of the temples of Sarapis and Isis. 
840 Scott (1951) 210-13. 
841 Diod. Sic. 1.25.2-5 (trans. C. H. Oldfather). 
842 Smelik and Hemelrijk (1984) 1861. 
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where it is the god and goddess who are believed t h I h . 
o ea t e SICk, rather than their 
priests and priestesses. 
The ancient Egyptian crocodile god Sobek was worshipped both in major 
sanctuaries and at local temples and shrines in villages along the Nile throughout 
Egypt, but during the Roman Period the god was particularly popular in the 
Fayum, despite the fact that the area was very Hellenised. 843 Like the temples of 
Sarapis and Asc1epius, temples precincts of Sobek contained sacred animals 
, 
although in this case the primary sacred animal was actually himself a god. In 
112 Be, preparations were made for a trip to Egypt by the Roman senator Lucius 
Memmius and officials in the Fayum were ordered to prepare for his visit to the 
sacred crocodile Petesouchos at Arsinoe and provide 'the customary tit-bits for 
Petesouchos and the crocodiles'. 844 Strabo also visited Petesouchos and described 
the process of feeding the sacred animal: 
Our host, one of the officials, who was introducing us into the mysteries 
there, went with us to the lake, carrying from the dinner a small cake and 
some roasted meat and a pitcher of wine mixed with honey. We found the 
animal lying on the edge of the lake; and when the priests went up to it, 
some ofthem opened its mouth and another put in the cake, and again the 
meat, and then poured down the honey mixture. The animal then leaped 
into the lake and rushed across to the far side; but when another foreigner 
arrived, likewise carrying an offering of first-fruits, the priests took it, 
went around the lake in a run, took hold of the animal, and in the same 
manner fed it what had been brought. 845 
These entirely tame sacred crocodiles were raised by sauretai, 'crocodile 
keepers', near the temples, possibly even in pens inside the temple enclosure, and 
must have been viewed in an entirely different way to the wild crocodiles that 
inspired such fear in the inhabitants of Egypt, posed such a serious danger to them 
843 See Frankfurter (1998) 99-100 for discussion of Sobek w o r s h i ~ ~ in t ~ e e .Fayum: ~ e e e also 
SEG VIII: 498, OG1176 and 178, SB 3.6252 and 6253 for Greek mscnptlOns dedicated to 
Egyptian crocodile gods dating from the first century Be. ., 
844 P r, bt 33 (112 BC Tebtunis); see also depictions of the sacred crocodiles bemg f e ~ ~
. . e: . 'd 30 BC and a relief dating to around AD ~ 5 0 , , both found 10 
m a mosaiC, datmg to aroun , ' 
Rome. 
845 Strabo, Geographica 17.1.38 (trans. H. L. Jones). 
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and caused them so many problems. 846 The god Sobek and his local variations 
Petesouchos and Pnepheros were viewed as benign gods, to whom people could 
tum if they required protection or healing. 847 A Demotic healing prayer, dating to 
6th July 5 Be, and directed to Soknebtunis, 'Sobek, lord of Tebtunis', pleads for 
the god to intervene and heal a woman called Tshenesi: 'I shall give you this 
document for you are to effect my justice [and] my judgement swiftly and not 
delay; you are to drive out the corruption from her bones [and] the disease from 
her limbs' .848 In addition to the healing aspects of the cult of Sobek, 
papyrological evidence from the Fayum indicates that there were also at least 
three oracle temples functioning in the area from the late Pharaonic Period and 
through the Roman Period into the third century AD. 849 Oracle requests written in 
Demotic, Egyptian and Greek survive and it is possible that these oracle requests 
also functioned as amulets. 85o 
Another interesting link between the god Sobek and healing is found in 
Upper Egypt, at the double temple of Sobek and Horus at Kom Ombo. The outer 
enclosure wall of the temple precinct dates to the late second century AD and it 
contains a relief depicting Roman surgical instruments, identified as such because 
of their similarities to actual medical instruments recovered through 
archaeological excavations. 851 These instruments are believed to be Roman rather 
than Egyptian because of the inclusion of weighing scales; Egyptian drugs were 
dispensed by volume while Roman drugs were dispensed by weight. 852 
The ancient Egyptian lion goddess Sekhmet was believed to have the 
ability to bring pestilence to the people of Egypt and consequently the need to 
846 Dunand and Zivie-Coche (2004) 2%. 
847 P. Amh. 2.35.32-35. 
848 P. Carlsb. 67; translated and discussed in Ray (1975). 
849 Frankfurter (1998) 159. 
850 Frankfurter (1998) 161. 
851 See Jackson (1990) for a general summary of known medical instruments, complete 
with illustrations and photographs. See previous discussion of the relief at 85-7. 
852 Nunn (1996) 164. 
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appease her resulted in her having an important role in healing; her priests are 
believed to have functioned as both doctors and veterinarians. This is attested to 
by the Ebers Papyrus and later repeated in the Edwin Smith Papyrus, with regard 
to taking a patient's pulse: 'If any doctor, any wab priest of Sekhmet or any 
magician places his two hands or his fingers on the head, on the back of the head, 
on the hands, on the place of the heart, on the two arms or on each of the two legs, 
he measures the heart because of its vessels to all his limbs'. 853 In addition to 
these glosses taken from examples of ancient Egyptian medical papyri, a graffito 
written by a priest of Sekhmet called Hery-shef-nakht during the Middle Kingdom 
states, 'I am a wab priest of Sekhmet, capable and skilled of his brotherhood, who 
places a hand on a man when he knows [the illness]' .854 There is evidence that 
the priests of Sekhmet continued to practise medicine and tend sacrificial animals 
as veterinarians at least into the second century Be and perhaps as late as the 
Roman Period. 855 
In the same way that real snakes, scorpions, crocodiles and lions were 
recognised by the inhabitants of Roman Egypt as being extremely dangerous and 
posing a significant risk to their health, conversely, representations of snakes, 
scorpions, crocodiles and lions were recognised as being benign, even beneficial, 
to their health. Since snakes, scorpions, crocodiles and lions were frequently 
represented either theriomorphically as the animal forms taken by certain ancient 
Egyptian gods or, as was more acceptable to the majority ofthe Greek and Roman 
immigrants, as the companions of the anthropomorphic gods and goddesses 
Asc1epius, Hygieia, Salus, Sarapis, Isis, Selkis, Sobek and Sekhmet the 
inhabitants of Roman Egypt were used to associating them with healing. In a 
sense, this was an extension of the concept of sympathy and antipathy that led 
853 P. Ebers 854a. 
854 N unn (1996) 13 5. 
855 See Ms. Egypt.c.2 (P), a Document of Breathing Made by Isis translated and discussed 
in Coenen (2000). 
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people to use certain parts of snakes, scorpions, crocodiles and lions as ingredients 
in antidotes and medicines; while an actual animal might have caused the inj ury, a 
version of it imbued with divine power either on its own account or through its 
association with another deity could cure it. 
Conclusion 
Dangerous fauna (insects, arachnids, reptiles, amphibians and mammals) were 
found throughout Egypt during the Roman period. Snakes, scorpions, crocodiles 
and lions were considered particularly dangerous: scorpions not only scuttled 
around underfoot and amongst rocks, but could easily gain entry to houses and 
temples; snakes infested gardens, orchards, vineyards and fields; crocodiles were 
frequently sighted both on the banks of the Nile and within the tributaries and 
branches of the river itself; and prides of lions roamed the plains and rocky 
outcrops of the Eastern and Western deserts. 
The examples discussed in this chapter have ranged geographically from 
the Brucheion in Alexandria, to Canopus in the Nile Delta and down the length of 
the Nile, to the quarry settlements of the Eastern Desert, and the plains of the 
Western Desert. Consequently, no one, no matter what their age or sex, their 
occupation, personal wealth or social status, or even where they lived, could avoid 
these creatures and the dangers they posed entirely. Nor were mythological 
figures (whether Egyptian such as Isis and Horus, or Greek such as Menelaus, 
Helen and Canopus) safe from them, as Egyptian beasts occupied a legendary 
status as a source of power and danger. Even the Ptolemaic queen and living 
goddess Cleopatra VII, and the Roman emperor Hadrian were not guaranteed 
immunity from harm (although admittedly, in the case of both Cleopatra and 
Hadrian, their encounters with a snake and a lion respectively took place by 
design rather than by accident). 
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Consequently, snakes, scorpions, crocodiles and lions were extremely 
significant in respect of health and healing in Roman Egypt. Not only did they 
pose a risk to health, in the form of the actual species of these animals that were 
native to Egypt, but they also had a role to play in healing, both as ingredients in 
remedies and as agents of a miraculous cure. This healing incorporated elements 
of medicine, magic and religion. Medical knowledge accrued over hundreds, if 
not thousands, of years of medical practice (which included pharmacology and 
surgery) was employed in conjunction with magical spells and religious ritual and 
prayer, both in public, in temples and other institutions, and in private and it is 
clear that medical, magical and religious approaches to healing could be employed 
individually or collectively. A certain amount of continuity between the 
Pharaonic, Ptolemaic and Roman periods is apparent, both in treatises such as the 
Ebers, Hearst and Brooklyn papyri, amulets such as Horus cippi, pharmacological 
remedies such as oil, meat and animal fat, and the anthropomorphic and animal 
deities that were invoked for protection and healing. However, it is also clear that 
these animals and the treatments that developed to deal with the injuries they 
inflicted continued to be utilised not only into Late Antiquity but also even later, 
when Egypt came under the control of Islam. 
The injuries inflicted by wild animals (whether bites, scratches or stings) 
and the health problems (minor, serious or even fatal) that could result from them 
were caused entirely by Egypt's unique natural environment. On a daily basis, the 
inhabitants of Egypt during the Roman period faced dangers from Egyptian 
creatures that no-one else in the Roman Empire (with the exception of a small 
number of bestiarii) ever experienced. So it is not surprising that aspects of 
Egypt's natural environment (whether Nile mud, water, Egyptian plants or more 
significantly ingredients harvested from the wild animals themselves) were 
incorporated into the healing process to a much greater extent than in the case of 
eye conditions and fevers, as the link between Egypt's natural environment and 
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the injuries inflicted by wild animals was entirely explicit. Such items were also 
readily accessible to those whose encounters with these creatures took place far 
from home, out in the desert or out on the Nile. Additionally, the focus of this 
chapter helps us to see just how integrated religion and ritual, and Egyptian 
medical practice could be, as well as offering another window onto the impact of 
the local natural environment upon approaches to healing within the province. 
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Conclusion 
To m ~ ~ lady mother a n ~ ~ my lady grandmothers, together with Kyra, 
Eudalmon sends g r e e t I ~ g s . . I made haste right now to address you, once I 
found a good opportumty, praying to the divine providence that you may 
receive my letter in good spirits and in good health. For Heraklammon 
came and upset us very much, because he says 'Kyra our sister was sick'. 
Now, however, we thank the divine providence that helps us everywhere 
and in everything that she is again healthy. Let her know that the linen 
gannents of our sister Kyrilla have been cut (from the loom). If I find a 
friend going, I intend to send them and the purple hooded cloak and the 
shoes. We now have the materials from Helen the embroideress, and I 
only found four books in the baggage, but you wrote' We have sent off 
five'. In fact, we received all the other things, except only the container 
of animal fat. As a result, let our brother Theodoros be eager to 
search ... and to know about it. .. He furnished in place of the container of 
animal fat, a jar of eye salve. Also be eager to send me the folding bronze 
case, so that I may make other materials, but not the same ones, and the 
heater in the same way, and the cupping vessels, so that I may make a .. . 
[In the left margin] Also send three pounds of eye salve mixed from all .. . 
astringent substances and ... so that I may get other attractive things ... 
[The address on the back] Send to the surgery. From Eudaimon. 856 
Eudaimon's letter to his mother, grandmothers and a woman named Kyra, written 
in the late fourth century AD and sent from wherever he was to his family home 
in Oxyrhynchus, illustrates the complexity of healing strategies in Egypt during 
the Roman period. The content ofthe letter strongly implies that Eudaimon and 
his brother Theodoros are physicians in its discussion of treatises, bronze 
instruments and ointments. That one or both of them could be described as being 
a 'professional' medical practitioner (that is with medical practice being their 
primary occupation, their means of earning a living, and recognised as such by 
individuals other than themselves) can be inferred from the fact that the address 
written on the verso of the papyrus is 'the surgery' ('to la'tQElov); presumably the 
person tasked with delivering the letter would have known (or could at least have 
been directed to) its precise location within the city of Oxyrhynchus. 
856 P. Oxy. 4001 (fourth century AD, Oxyrhynchus) (trans. 1. Rowlandson). 
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However, the content of the letter also emphasises the significant role that 
family and kinship networks played with regard to healing strategies in Egypt 
during the Roman period. If both Eudaimon and Theodoros were physicians, it is 
not unlikely that at least one of their parents was too and that the brothers 
inherited the family business from him or her; it is clear that at least three 
generations of the family were (at the time of writing) living in one house and that 
house also served as a physician's surgery.857 However, Eudaimon is not writing 
to his physician brother; rather he is writing to his mother, grandmothers and a 
woman who is possibly his sister (or s i s t e r ~ i n ~ l a w ) . . He enquires after the health 
ofKyra, who has been suffering from an illness while he has been away and (in 
his absence) has presumably been nursed through it by the aforementioned mother 
and grandmothers. He also requests that they, the female members of his family, 
provide him with medical apparatus, medicinal remedies and additional 
components and ingredients. 858 
Thus rather than 'professional' and 'amateur' healing strategies, 
practitioners, practices and institutions being in conflict, Eudaimon's family 
provides an example of just how integrated such strategies, practitioners, practices 
and institutions could be: 'professional' and 'amateur' healing practitioners co-
exist in a location that is simultaneously a physician's surgery and a family home, 
containing objects that can be utilised for medicinal or non-medicinal purposes as 
857 For families of physicians, see for example the epitaph of the child Machaon, son of 
Sabbataios, at CIJlI: 1539, dating to 14th March AD 8, as previously discussed at 50 
n 145. See also the dedicatory inscription of the physician brothers Horos and Papsos, at 
IGRom I: 1289, dating to 13th May AD 88. See also (from somewhat later) the will of 
Flavius Phoibammon the Chief Physician of the Antinoite nome, himself the son of a 
physician, which e n ~ s t s s his hospital to his brother John, perhaps also a physician, at P. 
Cairo Masp. 2.67151.182-95 (AD 570, A n t i ~ o o p o l i s ) . . . . . . ", 
858 The reference to Eudaimon's family havmg sent hIm anImal fat IS mterestmg m lIght of 
the frequency with which animal fat was incorporated into Egyptian medic,inal remedies 
as well as Greek and Roman ones. See previous discussion of the use of dIfferent types of 
animal fat (including pig, crocodile and lion fat) for medicinal purposes, at 107, 127. 188, 
212,254 and 255. 
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required.
859 
This is not an isolated case, as literary, documentary, and 
archaeological evidence from Egypt readily attests. 860 During the second century 
AD one man recorded how he and his mother had (on separate occasions) visited 
a nearby Temple ofImouthes-Asc1epius to undergo treatment for their respective 
ailments, and that the treatment provided there had combined aspects of religious 
healing (an incubation ritual and subsequent communication with Imouthes-
Asc1epius himself) and medical treatment consisting of simple remedies. In 
addition to these 'professional' religious and medical healing strategies, the 
writer's mother nursed him through his ailment herself, bathing him when his 
fever broke and helping him reorient himself when he became lucid. 861 During 
the fourth or fifth century, Pares wrote to his brother Papios, requesting that he 
send him large quantities of medicinal herbs and spices; if these herbs and spices 
were required for personal reasons and Pares' own personal use, then Papios was 
clearly contributing to and facilitating his brother's attempts to self-medicate, but 
if (as is more likely, considering the quantities involved) Pares was an apothecary 
or a pharmacist and the herbs and spices were required for professional reasons, 
then Pares was actively involving his brother in his business and its 'professional' 
h 1· . 862 ea mg practIces. 
1 
One of the innovative features of Vivian Nutton's recent study of ancient 
medicine was his inclusion of' amateur', 'irrational' and 'religious' healing 
859 For further discussion ofEudaimon's letter with regard to the medical treatises, 
instruments and medicinal remedies he mentions, see 85-6, 88 and 187-8. . . 
860 For other examples of literary and documentary papyri .that d e ~ o n s . t r a t . e e the mtegratlon 
of different types of healing strategies, practitioners, p r a c t l c e ~ ~ and mstltutlOns, see below. 
For examples of archaeological artefacts and sites, see the rehef at the. T e m p l ~ ~ of ~ o b e k k
K 0 b at 83-6' the pharmacological remedies and mcubatlon ntuals at and Horus at om m 0, , . . 
the Tern Ie of Sarapis and Isis at Canopus, at 97-10 1; the medIcal h t e r a ~ r e , , . p h a r m a c ~ l o g i c a l l remedies and oracles at the Temple of Sobek at Tebtums, at 101-105, 
and the grave deposit from Hawara, at 105-8. . . , 6 
861 See P Oxy. 1381 (second century AD, Oxyrhynchus), d l s c u s ~ e d d p r e v l o u s l ~ ~ at 2_4- . 
862 S p' u 20 (fourth-fifth century AD, unprovenanced), dIscussed prevlOusl) at ee . naun. 
132-3. 
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strategies, practitioners, practices and institutions 863 Ho d' h' 
. wever, esplte t IS 
acknowledgement that such phenomena existed in the ancient world, the space he 
allotted to them was out of necessity minimal, considering the enormous amount 
of material he succeeded in integrating into this work. Other recent studies of 
ancient medicine, particularly those that focus on Egypt, have continued to 
downplay the role played by them. 864 In the case of Egypt during the Roman 
period, such an approach is particularly unfortunate because there is such a wide 
range of documentary, archaeological and anthropological evidence indicating 
their utilisation. There is a large amount of evidence for the utilisation of both 
'rational' healing strategies (such as medical, surgical and pharmacological 
intervention) and 'irrational' healing strategies (such as magical incantations and 
spells, prayers and votive offerings to the gods, as well as what is commonly 
referred to as 'folk' medicine) throughout Egypt during the Roman period. With 
regard to the former, individuals in poor health were examined and treated, their 
wounds dressed and splinted, and medicaments prescribed and applied. With 
regard to the latter, oracles were consulted about maintaining good health and 
improving poor health, amulets were worn as both preventative and curative 
measures, and health-specific prayers and votive offerings were deposited at 
shrines and temples. In this respect, some continuity between the healing 
strategies utilised in Egypt during the Pharaonic period and those utilised in the 
region during the Roman period is evident. These 'rational' and 'irrational' 
healing strategies were not necessarily (or even commonly) mutually exclusive. 
Works of medical literature frequently recommended a course of treatment 
combining both 'rational' and 'irrational' approaches. Practitioners of 'rational' 
medicine could be found and engaged within 'irrational' locales; there is evidence 
863 See Nutton (2004) Chapter 17: 'Allsorts and c o ~ d i ! i o n s s of (mainly) men'. and Chapter 
18' 'Medicine and the religions of the Roman EmpIre. . ' 
864' tl H'rt Ra,i (2006) Chapter 6: 'De l'etiologie ala theraple: Ie chOlx See most recen y I :J 
offert au malade', particularly 278-304. 
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for medicine, surgery and pharmacology having taken place at a range of religious 
institutions including the Temple of Sara pis and Isis at Canopus, the Temple of 
Soknebtunis at Tebtunis and monastic communities out in the desert. While this 
also shows some continuity between healing practice in Egypt during the 
Pharaonic period and the region during the Roman period, it is important to 
remember that this integration of 'rational' and 'irrational' is also evident across 
the Greek and Roman worlds, for example in the sanctuary of Asclepius at 
Epidauros in Argolis and its associated institutions such as that on Tiber Island in 
Rome. 865 
There is considerable evidence for the presence of both so-called 
'professional' and 'amateur' practitioners in Egypt during the Roman period. 
There seem to have been two distinct types of 'professional' medical practitioner: 
those who held official posts within the Roman provincial administration such as 
archiatroi, demosioi iatroi and army physicians and whose practice was thus 
restricted to a certain location such as one specific nome or military encampment; 
and those who operated independently and could thus choose where they wished 
to live and work, perhaps even relocating to an area where their skills were in 
greater demand and thus employment was more likely (seasonal economic 
migration from the chora to Alexandria is particularly well-attested in the 
documentary papyri).866 Although medical practice was in no way standardised in 
the Roman world, there is evidence that attempts were made to provide 
appropriate training for individuals who aspired to be physicians or midwives 
(whether these took the form of an apprenticeship or the provision of instruction 
manuals, or adherence to codes of practice such as the 'Hippocratic Oath') in 
Egypt during the Roman period. 'Amateur' medical practice was far more 
865 For discussion of sanctuaries dedicated to Asclepius in the ancient world, see Edelstein 
(1945), Burford (1969) and Meier (2003) 9-18. .. 
866 See Abd-el-Ghani (2004) and Adams (2007) for diSCUSSIon of thIs phenomenon and the 
evidence for it. 
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flexible and consequently much less prescribed' indi'd I h ffi . 
. VI ua s woo ered heahng 
to their family members, friends and acquaintances were und bl"' d er no 0 IgatlOn to 0 
so on a regular basis, if at all, although some do seem to have viewed it as their 
familial duty. 
A primary goal of this thesis, then, has been to demonstrate that the 
healing strategies utilised in the Roman world did not, as is often assumed, consist 
solely of 'professional' medical practitioners such as physicians, surgeons, 
midwives, apothecaries and even temple priests who, having received a degree of 
medical education and training, practised 'rational' medicine analogous to what 
we would expect to find in a hospital in the modem west. Rather, a range of 
healing strategies was utilised. What is more, individual autonomy was a key 
factor, and healing strategies were thoroughly integrated into all aspects of daily 
life, incorporating the contents of an individual's house and garden as well as their 
immediate surroundings. In part, this is the result of the fact that climate, 
geography and the natural environment had a fundamental effect on an 
individual's health, contributing not only to the disease environment and thus the 
diseases one could be exposed to and consequently suffer from, but also to 
environmental and work-related hazards that could be encountered, causing 
accidents and resulting in injuries. 
It is clear that there was a range of different disease environments present 
within the province. A densely populated urban centre such as Alexandria 
(located on the Mediterranean coast as a means of utilising the area's natural 
harbour to facilitate international trade and travel) contained not only hundreds of 
thousands of permanent residents but also a sizeable transient population of 
seasonal economic migrants from the Egyptian chora and travellers from all 
around the Roman Empire. Ports such as Myos Hormos or Berenike, while 
significantly smaller than Alexandria, likewise saw large numbers of people come 
h t th The inhabitants of such settlements and go on a regular basis throug ou e year. 
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were not only at risk from the sorts of diseases th t· . 
a any anCient urban populatIon 
might experience (conditions related to overcrowding, poor sanitation and 
questionable hygiene) but also unfamiliar pathogens from eastern and southern 
Africa, India and the Orient such as bubonic plague or smallpox. Communities 
strongly associated with particular industries such as stone quarrying or 
agricultural production also had highly specific disease environments; the 
inhabitants of Mons Claudianus, Mons Porphyrites and the other quarry 
settlements in the Eastern Desert would have been far more likely to experience 
respiratory disorders, dehydration and sunstroke than the inhabitants of the 
villages of the Fayum. 
The nature of the communities in which individuals lived, their 
geographical location and accessibility also had an impact upon the type of 
healing strategies that could be utilised. The inhabitants of Alexandria, the nome 
capitals, the cities and the larger towns seem to have had ready access to 
physicians, midwives and apothecaries (if they chose to patronise them) as well as 
to members of their families, friends and acquaintances for healing. There is 
evidence to suggest that 'professional' and 'amateur' practitioners coexisted; this 
is particularly apparent in smaller communities such as those out in the deserts. It 
does not appear that individuals only used alternative healing strategies when 
'professional' healing practitioners were unavailable; rather there is evidence to 
suggest that individuals would go some way toward inconveniencing themselves 
and others in order to utilise these alternative means, sometimes having to send 
I d· 867 items or even travel themselves over very ong Istances. 
The nature of the communities in which individuals lived, their 
geographical location and accessibility also had an impact upon the type of 
healing strategies that could be utilised with regard to the availability of 
ingredients for remedies. Cities such as Alexandria and the nome capitals were 
867 For previous discussion of this issue, see 111-13 and 129-33. 
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large enough to support one or more apothecaries or even specialist sellers of 
individual drugs, but the same could not necessan'l b 'd c: y e Sat lor smaller 
settlements such as towns and villages In areas wh 'fi .. 
. ere specI IC commodItIes were 
produced, it stands to reason that these commodities would be more readily 
available and perhaps even cheaper. For example, the presence of numerous olive 
groves in the Dakhleh Oasis ensured a ready supply of olive oil, the beekeepers of 
Karanis produced honey, beeswax and propolis, and the Red Sea trade ensured 
that large quantities of black pepper were available at Berenike. 
The crucial role that history, culture, society, climate, geography and 
natural environment play in the formulation both of health problems and of the 
healing strategies used to treat them shows that a new approach is possible in the 
study of health and healing in the Roman period and, by implication, other 
historical periods too. 
2 
This thesis has tackled its subject in two sections. The first examined the roles of 
individual healing practitioners, Chapter One focusing on so-called 'professional' 
healing practitioners and Chapter Two focusing on their so-called 'amateur' 
counterparts. Although I have attempted to distinguish the two for the sake of 
brevity and clarity, it is clear that there are in fact numerous ways in which these 
two types of healing practitioners overlap in their acquisition and use of medical 
literature and instruments, and their production and dissemination of medicinal 
prescriptions and remedies, as is evident, for example, in Eudaimon's letter to his 
family discussed above. 
Chapter One demonstrated that not only were there numerous so-called 
'professional' healing practitioners such as physicians, surgeons, midwives and 
apothecaries operating in Egypt during the Roman period, but that there is also a 
wide range of evidence for them and their activities beyond that which is most 
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frequently cited. This frequently cited evidence is of co th G k . 
, urse, e ree and LatIn 
literary papyri preserving extracts from medical treatises known to have been 
written by famous historical figures such as Galen, and the documentary papyri 
preserving the reports of the public physicians of nome capitals such as 
Oxyrhynchus. However, using literary and documentary papyri in conjunction 
with epigraphy, public and private works of art, and archaeological artefacts 
recovered from official, military, civilian and religious site contexts, it is possible 
to identify where these practitioners were practising and what type of medical 
practice they were carrying out. What is clear is that different types of so-called 
'professional' medical practitioners (whether physicians, surgeons, midwives, 
apothecaries or temple priests) co-existed not only in cities such as Alexandria 
and nome capitals such as Oxyrhynchus, but also in smaller settlements such as 
Tebtunis and Mons Claudianus. However, unlike modem professionals, they 
were not necessarily engaged in medical practice full time on a daily basis and 
receiving a salaried payment: there is evidence to suggest that expedience played 
a significant role in how 'professional' medical practitioners spent their time, and 
that in addition to practising medicine they fanned, cultivated crops, testified in 
legal cases and (however reluctantly and unwillingly) undertook local 
administrative and liturgical duties. 
Having established that different types of 'professional' medical 
practitioners beyond those usually considered by scholars not only co-existed in 
Egypt during the Roman period but could operate even in small or geographically 
isolated communities, Chapter Two explored another contemporaneous aspect of 
healing: those healing strategies that were utilised as an alternative to seeking the 
help of a 'professional'. Such healing strategies are sometimes described as 'folk' 
medicine and frequently overlooked in modem scholarship. However, there is a 
significant amount of evidence to suggest that use of such alternative healing 
d . th R period These alternative strategies was widespread in Egypt unng e oman . 
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healing strategies involved a sometimes widespread tw k fCo ' ne or 0 lamlly members, 
friends and neighbours, and utilised medicinal magI' I 1" . 
, ca or re IglOuS remedIes 
containing ingredients sourced from the natural environment of Roman Egypt, 
and in recent years scientific analysis has been used to prove that these were not 
necessarily ineffective, This provides evidence that the healing strategies utilised 
in Egypt during the Roman period were dictated by a range of historical, cultural 
and social factors, the most significant of which was individual autonomy, but 
also very important was the physical location of the individual suffering from 
poor health and their resultant access to practitioners (whether 'professional' or 
'amateur') and treatment (whether 'rational' or 'irrational'). 
The second section of this thesis drew on the outcomes of the first (above 
all, that healing strategies were dictated by individual autonomy and infl uenced by 
a range of historical, cultural and social factors) in order to examine the healing 
strategies utilised to deal with three health problems particularly prevalent in 
Egypt during the Roman period: eye complaints, febrile conditions and injuries 
inflicted by wild animals, However, in addition to the fact that they were 
particularly prevalent in Egypt during the Roman period, these specific health 
problems were selected for study because the diverse ways in which they were 
dealt with offers a series of insights into how the inhabitants of Egypt in the 
Roman period viewed and interacted with both their own bodies and those of 
others in respect of the causes and effects of sickness, In the case of eye 
complaints, certain aspects of the architecture of the eye were reasonably well 
understood in antiquity, resulting in an appreciation of the fact that an eye 
infection (or other type of eye condition) required localised treatment, which in 
tum could lead to quite advanced (in a manner of speaking) ophthalmological 
surgical intervention, However, the fact that fever was mistakenly thought to be 
an illness in itself rather than a symptom of an underlying condition meant that in 
, I I'nts the treatment that sufferers of febrile conditions 
companson to eye comp a , 
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were subjected to was much less specific and cons tl b· 
, equen y, su ~ e c t t to much less 
standardisation or even regimentation. Unlike eye complaints and febrile 
conditions, the immediate cause of an injury inflicted by a wild animal was clear. 
However, the religious, ritual and symbolic significance of animals in ancient 
Egypt ensured that an extra dimension was present for the duration of the initial 
encounter with the creature, and then for healing process. 
Chapter Three focused on eye complaints acquired during life, whether 
infectious (e.g. conjunctivitis, chlamydia trachomatis), degenerative (e.g. cataract) 
or the result of trauma. It appears that, although numerous different 'rational' and 
'irrational' healing strategies were utilised in order to treat eye complaints, the 
one employed most frequently was the application of a carefully selected eye 
salve to the affected area, while certain conditions such as cataracts might be 
treated surgically. However, just as 'professional' and 'amateur' practitioners co-
existed, so did 'rational' and 'irrational' healing strategies co-exist and overlap 
with regard to treatment of eye complaints; magical spells were cast over 
medicinal preparations that were then applied to the eyes, prayers and votives 
were offered to gods particularly associated with healing eye complaints (e.g. 
Sarapis) while human saliva, breast milk and colostrum were applied to the eyes, 
these practices incorporating a mixture of medical, magical and religious healing. 
Chapter Four focused on febrile conditions, whether the result of an 
infected wound (e.g. septicaemia or gangrene) or an infectious disease (e.g. 
malaria). It appears that, in contrast to the 'rational' ways in which individuals 
treated their eye complaints, 'irrational' means were favoured as a treatment for 
fevers, whether in the form of a magical amulet or spell, or a request for divine 
intervention. However, once again both 'rational' and 'irrational' elements are 
present; wounds were cleaned, anointed and dressed, and amulets were worn or 
k 1• n an attempt to prevent infection, or certain magical spells prayers were spo en 
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were cast over oil which was then spread onto the .{!: • h . levens patient, or those 
undergoing incubation rituals were nursed, kept clean, fed and hydrated. 
The injuries inflicted by wild animals and the health problems that 
accompanied them examined in Chapter Five were caused entirely by Egypt's 
unique natural environment and its inherent wildlife. In this context we see the 
natural environment of Egypt involved in the healing process to a much greater, 
much more explicit extent. Although ingredients harvested from the gardens, 
orchards, cultivated and uncultivated land of Egypt are frequently incorporated 
into medicinal and magical preparations (e.g. weed flora, rose petals, honey, 
beeswax, olive and radish oil, Nile mud and water), treating injuries inflicted by 
wild animals such as snakes, scorpions, crocodiles and lions frequently involved 
utilising ingredients harvested from the creatures themselves (e.g. snake fangs or 
skin, scorpion stings, crocodile fat or excrement, lion fat or fur). Likewise, the 
deities associated with these dangerous animals (e.g. Serket, Sobek and Sekhmet) 
were not only thought to cause disease but affect cures. Such practices were 
unlikely to occur on a regular basis elsewhere in the Roman Empire, partly due to 
practical considerations such as a lack of the animals in question available (for the 
most part) to have the appropriate ingredients harvested from them, but also due 
to the other provinces ofthe empire not sharing Egypt's seemingly distinctive 
religious and magical beliefs (which of course were also influenced and shaped by 
the province's unique natural environment). 
Thus, the approach to health and healing adopted in this thesis may 
provide a useful case study for historians of ancient, medieval and modem 
medicine, and also for classicists, ancient historians, archaeologists and 
anthropologists interested in the provincial culture of the Roman Empire. There 
are many possible routes for further investigation: one would be to engage in the 
closer study of specific communities within Egypt during the Roman period such 
I K . Tebtunis' another potentiallv fruitful avenue of as, for examp e, arams or, • 
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enquiry would be the application of this methodology t th R . o 0 er oman proVInces 
with a comparable range of documentary archaeolog' I d h . 
, lca an ant ropologlcal 
evidence such as, for example Roman Britain Even th h I' . 
, . e ea Ing strategIes 
employed by the inhabitants of the city of Rome and the territories ofItaly during 
the Roman period (an aspect of life in the Roman Empire that has been much 
examined) would benefit from a more inclusive study that gave comparable 
weight to folk medicine, and magical and religious healing, alongside what passed 
for medical science in the ancient world. 
In defence of his preference for an academic discipline that comprised a 
history of medical science as opposed to a history of medical practice, Plinio 
Prioreschi stated that 'for those who consider postmodemism a new and improved 
intellectual insight, science is culturally determined, that is to say, its discoveries 
do not reflect external reality but the prejudices, beliefs and biases of a given 
culture at a given time... in general, science is not more valid that any other 
construct' . 868 In contrast to his dismissal of the validity of such an approach, I 
have argued throughout this thesis that, as far as the inhabitants of Egypt during 
the Roman period were concerned, folk medicine, and magical and religious 
healing strategies were indeed as valid as what passed for medical science. The 
purpose of this study has been to examine the healing strategies utilised by the 
inhabitants of Egypt during the Roman period, from the first century Be to the 
fourth century AD, in order to explore how Egyptian, Greek and Roman customs 
and traditions interacted within the province. Through the examination of a range 
of literary, papyrological, archaeological and anthropological sources, it is evident 
that the healing strategies employed within the province of Egypt were developed 
in response to the interaction and integration of a range of historical, cultural and 
social factors, informed by the region's climate, geography and natural resources. 
In this respect, this thesis has demonstrated the importance of approaching the 
868 Prioreschi (1998) xxi-xxiv. 
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study of Roman medicine not as a standardised and institutionalised phenomenon 
but as a complex, diverse and interactive set of practices embedded in the 
crossroads between local traditions, provincial geography and the expansion of 
Roman imperial culture, but ultimately dependent upon the choices made by the 
patient in question. 
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